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LOW COST
Power supply - £3.99

MaEHU4 MEC_ M
MICROCONTROLLER AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TRAINER KIT
 USED IN MANY SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
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TRAINER

A/D-D/A
BOARD

THE IDEAL
TOOL FOR
LEARNING ABOUT
MICROPROCESSORS, ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, AND
COMPUTER INTERFACING
 Connect a 5V supply and the board is ready to run
 Comprehensive monitor program allows memory to be

loaded & inspected byte by byte
 'Reset' button does not clear memory
 9 Digit 7 segment display. 24 Key keypad
 Full 8 bit input/output port with 8 way D.I.L. switch and 8 LED

indicators
 Course manual with 68705 microcontroller data and full

monitor source code listing, plus excellent tutorial covering
all aspects of assembler/machine code

 Optional analogue D-A/A-D board for voltmeter, and voltage
generator applications

MICROCONTROLLER £39.95 REF 625 MEP
KIT  MANUAL
ANALOGUE BOARD £9.95 REF 626 MEP

Add E1
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AGENT
ELECTRONICS it LTD

FULL RANGE OF KITS FOR
"ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

MOST OF THE DESIGNS FEATURED IN THIS SPECIAL BOOK ARE
OUR OWN DESIGNS. ALL ARE SELECTED "GOODIES".

ALL KITS INCLUDE CASES, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, WIRE, SCREWS
& NUTS ETC. CASES ARE UNDRILLED. LABELS ARE NOT SUPPLIED.

10 WATT AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

A useful mains powered amplifier for general
PA and Instrument use. Inputs for magnetic
cartridge, guitar pick-up, and standard line
levels. Output to 8 ohm speakers. Soft limiting
circuit for controlled overdrive sound.

KIT REF 562

£38.95

BUCCANEER I.B.
METAL DETECTOR
Sensitive Induction -Balance detector with
audible output and effective rejection of iron
objects. Kit includes plastic case housing the
electronics, and wire to wind the search coils.
Less handle and coil former.

KIT REF 719

TILT ALARM
Portable compact alarm that sounds for
approx. 1 minute when tilted, emitting a
penetrating wailing output. Alarm is set by
removing a miniature "jack -plug" key.

KIT REF 544

BAT DETECTOR
Circuit that detects and converts ultrasonic
frequencies to audio frequencies. Up to 100kHz
signals are converted by mixing with a beat
frequency down to audible range. Output to
stereo headphones.

KIT REF 814

THREE CHANNEL
SOUND TO LIGHT
A reliable and effective 3 channel circuit that
takes its input signal by direct connection
across a loudspeaker. Separate controls for
Bass, Treble and Middle plus master fader. 300
Watts per channel capability. Interference
suppressed.

KIT REF 150

16K SIDEWAYS RAM

Compact plug-in board providing 2 x 8K blocks
of RAM for developing software on the BBC
computer. Supplied complete with 2 x 6264
RAM I.C.s and tape of operating instructions
and utilities.

KIT REF 568

AUDIO SIGNAL =I 
GENERATOR
Low cost handy sine -wave generator for
testing audio circuits, loudspeakers etc. 33Hz to
33kHz output. Variable from 0 to 6V. Up to 0.5
Watts output for testing speakers.

KIT REF 763

BBC MIDI INTERFACE
A 1 in -- 2 out interface that connects to the BBC
computer 1MHz bus. Software listing is
provided for simple real-time sequencer with 4
note 512 step capacity - easily extended.

KIT REF 513

MAIL ORDER AND SHC

135 Hunter Stre'
Burton -on -Tres
Staffs. DE14 2',
Tel: 0283 654
Fax: 0283 469

ADD £1.00 P&P TO ALL
ORDERS. ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT. Shop hours
9-5 Mon -Fri. 9-2 Sat.
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

CATALOGUE £1.00
COMPONENTS, TOOLS, BOOKS,
LEGO, KITS, ETC.

INFRA -RED ALARM
An Active circuit that works by transmitting an
infra -red beam and looking for disturbances in
the reflected signal. Can be used as a beam
alarm by separating the sender and receiver. A
built-in timer and mains relay allow the unit to
be used for porch lights, or to interface to alarm
systems.

KIT REF 700

FUNCTION
GENERATOR
Very useful piece of test gear for audio and
many other applications. Sine, Triangle and
square wave outputs from 10Hz to 100kHz.
Constant 600 ohm output impedance (sine &
triangle) on all ranges. Separate "open
collector" square wave output.

KIT REF 503

£26.45

VISUAL
GUITAR
INSTRUMENT
TUNER
EE JUNE '87
Magenta designed with Quartz accuracy from a
built in crystal. The guitar string frequency is
compared with the reference to produce an
ouptput in the form of 'rotating' circle of LEDs.
Speed and direction of rotation indicates how far
out of tune. Possible to tune other instruments
by simple circuit modification.
KIT REF 711

a;
"0114 ttti

£24.48

SEA SHELL
SYNTHESISER
Generates a realistic stereo sound image of
rushing surf and waves. Sound is constantly
changing. Drives stereo headphones directly,
or can be played over a full HI -Fl system. Ideal
aid for relaxation, meditation, and soothing
restless children. Compact battery powered
unit, uses digital noise synthesiser.

KIT REF 796
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INSULATION
TESTER

EE APRIL 85

A reliable electronic tester which checks
insulation resistance of wiring appliances etc., at
500 volts. The unit is battery powered simple and
safe to operate. Leakage resistance of up to 100
Megohms can be read easily. One of our own
designs and extremely popular.

KIT REF 444

3 BAND
iP. 11111'MU If VW/ MVP

,111,

SHORT WAVE RADIO
EE AUG 87
Covers 1.6-30 MHz in 3 bands using modern
miniature coils. Audio output is via a built-in
loudspeaker. Advanced design gives excellent
stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple to
build.

KIT REF 718

MINI STROBE
EE MAY '86
A hand held stroboscope which uses 6 "ultra
bright" LEDs as the light source. Designed to
demonstrate the principles of stroboscope
examination, the unit is also suitable for
measuring the speed of moving shafts etc.
The flash rate control covers 170-20,000 RPM in
two ranges.

KIT REF 529

EE

EQUALISER
EE MAY '87
A mains powered Ioniser with an output of
negative ions that give a refreshing feeling to the
surrounding atmosphere. Negligible current
consumption and all -insulated construction
ensure that the unit is safe and economical in
use. Easy to build on a simple PCB.

KIT REF 707

f14.76

06.54

LIGHT RIDERS
EE OCT '86
Thre projects under one title - all simulations of
the Knight Rider lights from the TV series. The
three are a lapel badge using six LEDs, a larger
LED unit with 16 LEDs and a mains version
capable of driving six main lamps totalling over
500 watts.

KIT REF 559 CHASER LIGHT

KIT REF 560 DISCO LIGHTS

KIT REF 561 LAPEL BADGE

£14.52

£20.89

£10.86

PET
SCARER
EE MAY 89
Produces high power ultrasound pulses. L.E.D.
flashes to indicate power out -put and level.
Battery powered l9V-12V or via Mains Adaptorl.

KIT REF 812
Mains Adaptor £1.98 £13.80

DIGITAL FREQUENCY
200 MHz METER
EE NOV 86
An 8 digit meter reading from AF up to 200 MHz
in two ranges. Large 0.5" Red LED display. Ideal
for AF and RF measurements. Amateur and C.B.
frequencies.

KIT REF 563

ACOUSTIC
PROBE
EE NOV '87
A very popular project
which picks up vibrations by
means of a contact probe
and passes them on to a pair
of headphones or an
amplifier. Sounds 'rom engines, watches and
speech travelling through walls can be ampl Pied
and heard clearly. Useful for mechanics,
instrument engineers and nosey parkersi

KIT REF 740
£18.65

MUSICAL DOORBELL
EE JAN '86
This project uses a special I.C. pre-programmed
with 25 tunes and 3 chimes. A Magenta design,
the circuit is battery powered and only draws
current whilst producing sounds. Two rotary
switches select the tune required. Provision is
made for three bell pushes, each of which
sounds a different tune, so that three points of
entry can be identified.

KIT REF 497 £19.95

EE TREASURE

HUNTER
EE AUG '89
A sensitive pulse induction
Metal Detector. Picks up
coins and rings etc., up to
20cms deep. Low "ground #34.-
effect". Can be used with t -r`
search -head underwater. ,,;( -
Easy to use and build, kit
includes search -head, handle, case, PCB and all
parts as shown.
KIT REF 815

Headphones

£39.95

DIGITAL
CAPACITANCE
METER
EE DEC 95
Simple anc accurate 11°01 measurement of
capacitors 'rom a few pF up to 1,000 µF. Clear
5 -digit LED display indicates exact value. Three
ranges - pF, nF, and µF. Just connect the
capacitor, press the button and read the value.

KIT REF 49.3

MOSFET
VARIABLE
BENCH 25V 2.5A L
POWER SUPPLY
EE FEB 88

A superb design giving 0.25V and 0-2.5A. Tw n
panel meters indicate Voltage and Current.
Voltage is variable from zero to 25V. A Toroidal
transformer MOSFET power output device, aid
Quad op -amp IC design Tye excellent
performance.

KIT REF 769 £52.96

MAINS TESTER &
FUSE FINDER
EE MARCH 86
A handy unt which sounds an audible warning
when the mains supply is disconnected and
gives visual indication on three neon lamps of
the connectons to mains sockets. Designed fcr
checking co-rect connections of mains wiring
and for tracing which socket connects to which
fuse in fusetox. Can detect no live, no neutral, no
earth, L N reversal, L E reversal.

KIT REF 512

EPROM
ERASER
EE OCT '88

Safe low-cost unit capable of erasing up to four
EPROM's s multaneously in less than twenty
minutes. Operates from a 12V supply. Safety
interlock. Convenient and simple to build and
use.

KIT REF 790 £26.57

STEPPING MOTOR
INTERFACE
EE JULY 135
This interface enables 4 phase unpolar steppirg
motors to be driven from four output lines of any
computer user port. The circuit is especially
suitable for t,ielD35 motor and our MD200 which
are commor ly used in buggies and robot arms.
Supplied complete with ribbon cable and
connector fcr the BBC user port.

KIT REF 464
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All the projects contained in these pages were originally
published in Everyday Electronics magazine.

They have all been well tried and tested and updated where
necessary. Kits for all of them are available from Magenta
Electronics.
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whatsoever.
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Constructional Project

SEASHELL
SEA SYNTHESISER
ANDY FUND

Why pay out hundreds of thousands of pounds for the
latest marine dwelling? Now you can bring the relaxing
sounds of the sea into your own living room for a fraction of
the cost.

FROM time to time, most of us wish we
lived near the sea. That is, with the
exception of those fortunates who

actually do! For the rest, the glorious pound-
ing of surf on the beach is just a distant,
fading holiday memory.

Imagine actually hearing the waves from
your workshop . . the therapeutic properties
could work wonders in a stress -filled life and
might even inspire real creativity.

As children, we were sometimes exhorted
to take sea -shells home and listen to the "sea
sound" that might he heard in them, but
these were always a disappointing substitute
for the real thing The memories quickly fade
and for those with jobs, families and the usual
financial obligations, actually moving to the
coast is an impossible dream. Those waves
had to remain just a distant memory.

Until now! This project will re-create that
sound, either through headphones (try the
effect during a stressful day at the office!) or
through a hi-fi, where judicious use of tone
controls will simulate anything from actual

ol unit'

tom'

SEA
41114jj

presence on the beach to the muffled roar as
heard from a distance. The realism is quite
incredible; after a few minutes one tends to
forget it's a simulation, the sound is
unconsciously accepted as the real thing, with
all the accompanying sensations of relaxation
and timelessness

WHITE NOISE
The first problem was generation of

suitable "white noise". Considering the
effort sometimes needed to minimise electro-
nic noise. it's amazing how difficult it is to
find some when it's wanted!

Most recognised sources are not, in fact,
very noisy; they only cause problems where
high gain levels are used. The usual "noise
generators" found in projects are Zeners and
reverse -biased diode or transistor junctions.

Most Zeners and diodes produce less than
a millivo!t and, of transistors tried, fewer

'EXCLUSIVE - OR"FATE

UT

TAr,I n

SHIFT
REGISTER OUTPUT

CLOCK

OUTPUT
APPARENTLY "RANDOM"

SEOUENCE OF.O's ANCTs

Fig. 1. Simplified digital noise generator using a shift register.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES
The design objectives for this project were

simple. The sound should be as realistic as
possible, in stereo, with appropriate tone and
volume changes plus apparently random vari-
ations.

There would be absolutely no compromise
in sound quality. Also, if possible it was to be
pocket -sized, portable and capable of driving
Walkman -type headphones.

In practice this meant low -current
operation for prolonged use from a single
PP3 battery. Unfortunately the first objective
led to a fairly complex circuit, which raised
difficulties with the second, but eventually a
successful design was arrived at.

Although the circuit is rather complex, all
the components are fairly cheap so it is

inexpensive to build. The complexity stems
mainly from there being two of almost every-
thing; if only one channel were needed it
would be much sampler. However, the stereo
sound produced is incredibly realistic;
constructors will probably agree that the final
result is well justified.

than one in five proved suitable. The quality
of sound also varied widely between devices.

A prototype of this project used special
"noise diodes" which were very effective, but
subsequently these were withdrawn by the
manufacturers and no suitable substitute
could be found. Eventually, the circuit was
redesigned with a digital noise source, based
on IC4, IC5 and IC6 (see Fig. 2). The
principle is shown in simplified form in Fig. 1,
where a shift register has its output exclusive-
OR'd with the output from a tap at stage "n"
and returned to the input.

If the shift register is clocked at a suitable
frequency, the output will be a "pseudo-
random" series of l's and 0's which will take
a considerable time to repeat. lust how long
depends on the number of stages and the tap
position; choice of tap for the longest possible
sequence requires involved calculation and is
best left to experts, but the arrangement used
in this design has a 33 -stage register will a tap
at stage 14 and when clocked at 1MHz takes
over two hours to repeat!

Electronic Projects No. I 5



CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
In the full circuit diagram for the Seashell

shown in Fig. 2, the clock consists of IC4a and
IC4b, running at approximately 1MHz and
driving a 33 -stage register made up from IC5
and IC6. The register output, from IC6 pin 9,
is EX-OR'd with the output from the tap, IC6
pin 13, by IC4c for return to the input, IC5
pin 1.

It is possible for the circuit to get into a
state where all the circulating bits are "0's".
This would result in an input of 0, so the out-
put would appear to be continuously low.
This condition is avoided by the inclusion of
capacitor C12 and resistor R27, which will
rapidly inject a "1" to break the sequence
should it occur.

Two apparently independent noise sources
are required by this project. If a stereo ampli-
fier is switched to "mono" and turned up

until the background hiss is audible, the
effect of switching to stereo will immediately
be apparent. From being a mere irritant, the
noise will acquire "depth", suggestive of
wind and wide open spaces, and this is the
type of sound needed for processing into
"waves".

Instead of building two separate sources
(with six chips!) the register input is EX-
OR'd with another tapping point by the
remaining gate IC4d to become a second out-
put. A pair of two -stage low-pass filters
convert the digital outputs into audio
analogue signals, and attenuation by resistors
R32 and R33 reduce them to a suitable level,
about 35mV r.m.s., for the following stages.
The two sources look sufficiently unrelated
for the intended purpose on a 'scope, and
they certainly sound "right".

Volume and tone are controlled by diodes.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1, R3
R2
R4, R5, R23, R24, R25
R6, R7, R34, R35
R8, R9, R50, R51
R10, R38, R39
R11, R12, R44, R45
R13, R14
RI5, R16, R17, R18, R21, R22, R28,
R29, R30, R31, R40, R41, R46, R47
R19
R20
R26
R27, R36, R37
R32, R33
R42, R43
R48, R49
R52, R53

All 0.6W 1% metal film

Potentiometer
VR1

Capacitors
Ci
C2, C12, C21, C22
C3, C4
C5, C6, C17, C18
C7, C8, C36, C37
C9, C10, C19, C20, C25, C26,
C31, C32, C33
C11
C13, C14
C15, C16, C23, C24, C27, C28
C29, C30
C34, C35
C38

Semiconductors
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5,
D6, D7, D8, D9, D10
ICI
IC2

IC3
IC4
IC5, IC6
IC7

Miscellaneous
S1 3 -pole 4 -way rotary switch
JK1 3.5mm stereo jack socket

10M (2 off)
5M6
100k (5 off)
4M7 (4 off)
220k (4 off)
47k (3 off)
22k (4 off)
330k (2 off)

10k (14 off)
120k
150k
27k
1M (3 off)
1k (2 off)
560k (2 off)
3k9 (2 off)
22 (2 off)

MAGENTA KIT 796

100k dual rotary carbon, log.

1µ polyester layer
100n poly. layer (4 off)
22µ single -ended elec. 16V (2 off)
470n poly. layer (4 off)
100µ single -ended elec.10V (4 off)

10µ single -ended elec. 50V (9 off)
10p ceramic plate
1n poly. layer (2 off)
4n7 poly. layer (6 off)
10n poly. layer (2 off)
220p ceramic plate (2 off)
470µ axial lead elec. 10V

1N4148 signal diode (10 off)
40116 CMOS quad NAND gate
40938 CMOS quad Schmitt
NAND gate
LM358N Dual op -amp
40706 CMOS quad EX -OR gate
4006B CMOS shift register (2 off)
1458C Dual op -amp

Printed circuit board, case (ABS plastic box 120mmX65mmx4Omm), with
p.c.b. runner guides; knobs (2 off); 8 -pin d.i.l. sockets (2 off; 14 -pin d.i.l. soc-
kets (5 off; PP3 battery and connector; wire, solder; etc.

Taking the channel following capacitor C17,
the signal passes through diodes D5 and D7
to appear across resistor R40. The diodes act
rather like variable resistors whose resistance
falls as the d.c. current flowing through them
is increased. The current needed is just a few
microamps, supplied mainly from resistor
R36. From here the signal passes through
C21 and R44, which with capacitor C23
provides "top cut" tone control varying with
the current, from resistor R42, passing
through diode D9.

The full control network includes diode
D3, resistors R8, R11, R38, and capacitors
C19, and C25, and with the values given pro-
duces a realistic "crashing wave" sound when
supplied with a positive pulse lasting about
two seconds. The tone change lags slightly
behind the volume, so the "wave" crashes
initially at high pitch, shifts rapidly to a deep
roar, then as it dies away the pitch gradually
rises again for a realistic "backwash" effect.

Volume control VRIa lets the user adjust
the level before amplifier IC7a, which can
produce an output of about 200mV r.m.s.
maximum. IC7 is a 1458, the dual version of
the trusty old 741. Tests proved this to be
capable of directly driving Walkman -type
headphones for portable use.

Switch Slb offers two levels of overall tone
control if required. The tone positions could
well, in fact, be labelled "near", "far" and
"furthest"! The second channel, following
capacitor C18, works in exactly the same
way.

SOUND WAVES
The rest of the circuit is concerned with

providing suitable pulses to control the
sounds. ICIa and IC1b form a simple clock,
cycling about once every ten seconds. The
output is differentiated by capacitator C2 and
resistor R3, so the coupled outputs of ICIc
and ICld are normally high, but go low for
about one second with each clock cycle.

Each output pulse discharges capacitators
C3 and C4 through resistors R4 and R5, tak-
ing about four seconds to reach half supply
voltage where IC2c and IC2d each go high for
about two seconds.

These positive (high) pulses are fed to the
"wave" generators by D3, R11 and D4, R12.
When the outputs go low again they provide
the discharge paths for slow sound decay
through resistors R8 and R9.

If the "waves" simply crashed regularly
and in unison they would sound boring and
unrealistic (though less control circuitry
would be required!), so IC3 introduces a little
"randomising". The two amplifiers in this
chip are configured as very slow running asta-
ble oscillators, with slightly different rates set
by resistors R19 and R20.

The signals found on capacitators C7 and
C8 are very slow triangle waves (approxima-
tely), of which small proportions are fed to
capacitators C3 and C4 by resistors R13 and
R14 respectively. This alters the times taken
by these capacitators to charge to half -supply,
slightly varying the switching times of the fol-
lowing gates.

The apparent effect is that the waves
occasionally crash initially a little to one side.
A little crosstalk introduced by resistor RIO
improves the realism. Two further signals
taken from IC3 are fed directly into the
amplitude controlling stages by resistors R34
and R35. The high value of these resistors
keeps the effect small, but it results in the
"backwash" effect after each wave varying in
volume and apparently swinging around.
Again a little crosstalk, this time through
resistor R25, improves the effect.

6 Electronic Projects No. 1
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CONSTRUCTION
All components except the Volume control

VR1, Tone (or Presence) switch Si and the
Headphone socket JK1 are accommodated
on a printed circuit board. The component
layout (assuming the board has not been cut)
and copper foil master pattern is shown in
Fig.3.

There can be few projects where intending
constructors are advised to begin by sawing
the circuit board in half! This isn't necessary,
of course, if it is to be housed in a case that
will accept it in one piece. However, if
pocket-size is required this is the first step.

The cutting line is marked by a dotted
track, along the centre of the copper side of
the board which should be carefully sawn
with a fine-toothed hacksaw. The two halves
should then fit lengthwise into the moulded
slots of the recommended case and the lid
should fit; they can be trimmed with a file if
necessary. Their edges can be smoothed with
emery paper when cutting is complete.

As the components are quite densely
packed together a fine -tipped iron is essential
for construction. The components should be
of the correct type, otherwise they may not
fit. In particular, all the non -electrolytic
capacitators, save C39 and C40, are
miniature polyester layer types, not the larger
polyester film variety.

All the electrolytics save capacitor C11 are
the single -ended p.c.h. mounting type. Their
dimensions are 11mm ( high) x 5mm (dia.) for
10µF and 22µF and I I mmx6.3mm for
100µF. The height is important as space
between the boards is limited.

The layout of all components is shown in
the overlay drawing, Fig.3. Care should be
taken over the polarity of the diodes; Fig. 4
provides additional guidance for their
installation. If they are bent and placed as
shown their polarities will be correct.

The electrolytic capacitators normally have
their negative leads identified with a broad
stripe and all except capacitators C36 and
C37 are fitted with positive sides uppermost.
They must be fitted close against the board to
minimise overall height. DIL sockets should
be used for all the i.c.s, which should NOT be
plugged in at this stage.

Fig. 3. printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil master
pattern. This board is cut in half to form two boards, if using the case specified.

It is always preferable where possible to
test a new project in stages, to minimise
chances of catastrophic damage and simplify
location of any faults which may be present.

Before starting to test this project, all connec-
tions between the boards and controls should
be completed, temporarily if preferred,
except those to the rotary switch Si which
should be added afterwards.

The use of coloured ribbon cable, though
not essential, makes for a neater job and
reduces risk of error. The interwiring connec-
tions are shown in Fig. 5. Note the lead
between the "common" point on VR1 and its
case, to reduce hum pick-up. If the board is
not cut, the power rails will be unnecessary.
None of the i.c.s should be plugged in yet.

TESTING
If a 9V supply is connected to the project

with a mithammeter in series the drain,
following a brief initial surge, should be
around 1.3mA to 1.4mA. Any obvious
deviations from this figure should be
investigated before progressing further.

If all seems well, IC7 can be fitted and
power reapplied. This will raise the consump-
tion to about 3.5mA. The voltage on pins 1
and 7 of this i.c. should be half the supply, or
about 4.5V.

If the headphones are plugged in a fair
amount of hum will probably be heard, espe-
cially if volume control VR1 is turned up.
Touching the top ends of the volume control
sections should produce loud hums on the
corresponding headphone. Following this
test, the volume should be turned right
down.

The next stage is to fit IC4, IC5 and IC6.
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tcrrr C36

BAT IF PY

OUTPUT
SOCKET

COMMON

Fig. 5. Interwiring to the boards, VR1, JK1 and switch Si.

Close "packing" of components inside the case. Note that the volume control
should be mounted and wired before mounting the output socket.
This will raise the drain to about 7mA. IC4
pin 4 and IC6 pin 9 should, if tested for d.c.
voltage, show about half the supply. These
are the outputs and if they are operating cor-
rectly this will be their average level. If there
appears to be a problem, a check on IC4 pin
10 should show about half the supply voltage,
indicating that the clock oscillator is running.

Fitting 1C3 will increase the current to
7.7mA. IC3 pins 1 and 7 should be switching
from 0.5V to 7.5V and back very slowly,
about every 20 to 30 seconds. These provide
a small amount of drive to the diode attenua-
tor circuits, so if the volume is turned up a
little the output sounds should be heard
whilst they are positive.

If ICI is now plugged in the current taken
will start to vary slightly with oscillator
action. Pin 4 of ICI should be clocking up and
down at about 10 seconds per cycle, whilst pin
10 and pin 11 will be normally high, pulsing
low about once every 10 seconds as pin 4 goes
high.

ICI on its own will not affect the audio out-
put. Fitting IC2 should, however, result in
the full "wave" sounds appearing.

If testing is needed here, pin 3 and pin 4 of
IC2 should he normally low but go high for
about three to five seconds in every 10

seconds, whilst pins 10 and I I should also be
normally low, going high for about two
seconds in every 10 and triggering "waves" as
they do so.

The total drain of the complete circuit
depends on the output volume, point on the
clock cycles etc., but should be around 8mA
to 12mA. With an operating current of
around 10mA this circuit will operate for long
periods from a single PP3 battery.

FINAL WIRING
Following satisfactory results of these tests

the tone switch SI can now be wired up. The
capacitators C27 to C30 are mounted directly
onto the tags of this switch as shown in Fig. 5,
with a piece of heavy gauge wire attached to
tags 5 and 9 forming their common
connection. Three wires connect SI to VR1.

The drilling details for mounting the
volume control, function switch and output
stereo jack socket in the case are shown in
Fig. 6.The project can now be assembled into
the case following the photograph above.
The output jack socket should be fitted after
the volume control, which in turn will have to
he connected before installation.

In the prototype the battery is held by a
plastic clip cut from a 35mm photographic
slide box and glued into place, with a piece of
foam plastic to prevent rattling. The small
clearance oeiween parts of this project means
there is some risk of parts touching, so check
carefully and use small bits of plastic to insu-
late adjacent items if necessary. On the
prototype the presence of the wiring between
the boards keeps them apart satisfactorily.

D5,7,10

(fe,sol

Fig. d. Polarity guide for mounting
the diodes on the p.c.b.

CUTPUT SOCKET

ALL DIMS IN mm
(ffiGeloj

Fig. 6. Case drilling details.

Applications are limited only by the
ingenuity of the individual; for stress
reduction after (or during) a hard cay, as a
background for meditation or yoga classes,
sound effects for amateur dramatic pro-
ductions or musical compositions, or simply
(with a little imagination) to return to that
beach during a winter's evening. Only one
thing appears to be lacking . . .

O

how W synthesire
feQ
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Constructional Project

EE TREASURE
HUNTER
MARK STUART

A highly developed pulse induction metal
locator that has excellent performance for
price and is easy to build and set up.

1H1S metal detector project is the result
I of considerable thought and develop-

ment. It is sensitive and easy to use and,
most importantly, it can be assembled and
tested without special tools and equip-
ment.

The pulse induction principle is sensitive
to both ferrous and non-ferrous metals and
does not offer any discrimination between
the two. It is relatively insensitive to foil
and similar thin conductive items and very
sensitive to coins, rings, and other small
objects. Larger objects, of course, are eas-
ily detectable at considerable depth.

The best aspect of the pulse induction
method is that it is virtually free of "ground
effect". So much so that it works perfectly
well with the search -head under water (in-

cluding sea water) provided the coil is
adequately protected.

The sensitivity of this design is such that
a 10p coin can be detected at up to 20cm
from the centre of the coil.

DESIGN POINTS
The object of this design was simplicity,

and the avoidance of special "close toler-
ance" components. This has been achieved
by using a 40kHz quartz crystal to provide
highly accurate timing for all of the neces-
sary pulses in the system. This approach
also removes many sources of jitter and
background noise and so allows stable
highly sensitive performance.

The use of a power MOSFET to drive
the coil also helps to simplify the circuit. It

can be driven directly from a standard
CMOS gate and has a very low "on" resis-
tance, a high voltage rating and also is able
to switch rapidly between on and off. ,Such
devices are almost ideal to work with espe-
cially as they are very forgiving, easily with-
standing short overloads.

The final aspect of the circuit design is
the use of a simple voltage converter to
provide a higher voltage than the battery
(the boost supply). This allows the pulse
amplifier i.c. to work with both of its inputs
at the battery positive supply level, and
also provides a higher drive voltage to the
MOSFET.

HARDWARE
A full set of hardware is available for this

detector, and provides a good looking, well
balanced design at a reasonable price.

Other housings may be used and provid-
ing the coil is wound correctly the detector
will work well. The search head must not
have any metal parts within 60cm as this
will be detected and reduce the sensitivity
to wanted objects.

PULSE INDUCTION
PRINCIPLE

The pulse induction or P.I. method of
metal detection works by subjecting
objects to a rapidly changing magnetic
field. The field is first produced electro-
magnetically by switching on current to the
search coil. The field is then forced to
change very rapidly by switching off this
current. As the field decays it induces a vol-
tage back into the coil and also into objects
near the coil.

Poor or non-conductive objects near the
coil are unaffected. In conductive items
however, a current flows producing a small
magnetic field which opposes the decay of
the original field. This opposing field
means that when detecting metal objects
the magnetic field around the search coil
falls more slowly than it does without metal
objects. The voltage in the search coil is
produced by the falling magnetic field and
so changes in the presence of metal.

An exaggerated view of the search coil
voltage, measured at point B of the circuit
diagram (Fig. 2) for.one complete pulse is
shown in Fig. 1. Initially TR1 is on and the
coil current is building up from the battery.
When TR1 turns off the voltage at point B
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flies to a very high voltage as the magnetic
field around the coil falls rapidly. After a
time the field has fallen almost to zero and
the voltage across the coil also falls. Note
that as point A of the coil is held at +9V,
point B will also end up at +9V when the
voltage across the coil is zero.

The dotted section of the curve shows
how metal near the coil reduces the rate of
decay of the field so that the coil voltage is
higher when metal is being detected. The
scale of the voltage waveform has been
stretched for clarity, and in fact the change
detected is much less than one millivolt at
the limit of detection. This must be
detected following a pulse of over 400V!

CIRCUIT -OSCILLATOR
The full circuit diagram for the EE Trea-

sure Hunter is shown in Fig. 2. Crystal
oscillator ICIc provides an output of
40kHz which is the master clock. Resistor
R6 provides d.c. bias for ICIc, and R5, C4,
and C5 provide the correct feedback condi-
tions for X1 to resonate correctly.

The output from the clock drives transis-
tors TR2 and TR3 via resistor R4. These
devices are connected as a complementary
output stage and produce a 40kHz square
wave that is coupled via capacitor C3 to
rectifiers D3 and D4 to produce an addi-
tional seven volts which is added to the bat-
tery positive supply. This boosted supply
voltage is smoothed by capacitor C2 and
used to power ICI, IC2 and IC4 directly
and IC3 via additional decoupling compo-
nents RI 1 and C7.

The 40kHz output from ICI also drives
the multi stage divider IC2. This i.c. con-
sists of a series of divide -by -two stages the
first of which is driven by an input to pin 10
and all of which can be reset simultane-
ously by a positive level on pin 11.

Two outputs from the chain of dividers
are combined via ICIb and inverted by
ICI a to produce a reset pulse. The two out-
puts are after 4 stages and 9 stages of divi-
sion representing time intervals of 200 mic-
roseconds and 6.4 milliseconds. They are
combined in such a way that a 200 mic-
rosecond pulse is produced after 6.4 mil -
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liseconds whereupon the dividers are reset
and the cycle repeats. This pulse output
appears at pin 12 of 1C2 and is used to drive
the MOSFET TR1 via R3 directly.

DETECTION
The pulses produced across the coil LI

have been discussed earlier. Resistors RI
and R2 provide loading for the coil so that
the voltage pulse does not "backfire" into
TR I , and also that the coil does not act like
a tuned circuit and "ring" with its own self
capacitance producing an undesirable a.c.
waveform. Diodes DI and D2 clip part of
the coil voltage passed via R2 and so limit
the voltage swing which is passed to the
amplifier IC3 to one volt.

The diodes are of different types because
D2 has to handle only 50mA during the
time that TR1 is turned on, whilst DI must
handle 3A peaks from the coil as TR1 is
turned off. This clipping only affects vol-
tages from the coil above one volt, it leaves
the low level area of interest completely
intact.

After clipping, the coil pulses are fed via
RIO to IC3. This is an extremely fast op -
amp i.c. which is particularly suited to the
amplification of pulses. It has a very high
"slew rate" which is a measure of the abil-
ity to change its output voltage at a fast rate
and so reproduce pulses accurately. In this
circuit it is connected as a standard invert-
ing amplifier with feedback via R13 and
C6. The non -inverting input is taken from
the positive supply via R9 so that the out-
put is biased correctly with its output at the
battery positive supply.

Two controls around IC3 allow the out-
put voltage to be adjusted. Preset VR2 is
the standard "offset null" control and is
used to set the output of the i.c. to "zero"
when its inputs are conneected to the same
point; potentiometer VR1 provides a

means of unbalancing the circuit to allow
the output to be set manually. This is used
to set up the detector in operation to pro-
duce an audio signal to the preferred pitch.

ANALOGUE GATE
The output from IC3 is a clipped and

inverted version of the coil voltage. The
next step is to separate the part containing
the low level wanted signal from the pre-
ceeding relatively high pulse. This is
achieved by means of the analogue gate
IC4. This is a switch which can be opened
by applying a voltage to its control pin. This
control voltage is derived from 1C2 via
ICid, D5, and R7 and consists of a pulse
which is timed to open the switch just as the
output from IC3 approaches "zero" (zero
in this circuit is the positive battery supply).

The pulse is timed at exactly 50 micro-
seconds after TR1 turns off. At this point
the switch is opened and the output voltage
from IC3 passes via RI5, D6, and R18, and
is rectified by the base -emitter junction of
TR4 so that C9 is charged to the peak level.
This is a negative peak of course because
1C3 is an inverting amplifier.

The use of a transistor as a rectifier in this
way is necessary because in order to reach
the peak value, C9 must charge very
quickly indeed. The current gain of TR4
adds to the base -emitter current so that
most of the charge in C9 is provided via
R20 so reducing the loading on the ot.tpul
of IC3.

The time constant of C9 and R19 is
100mS, this is long enough to change very
little between pulses and short enough to

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1

R2
R3, R18
R4
R5, R7,
R21, R23
R6
R8,R12
R9, R10
R11, R20
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17, R22
R19

470 2W carbon film 5%
2202W carbon film 5%
56 (2 off)
1k5

10k (4 off)
10M
220k (2 off)
100 (2 off)
47(2 off)
1M
150
27
1k
12k (2 off)
100k

MAGENTA KIT 815

R24 2k7
R25 330

All 0.25W 5% carbon film except R1
and R2

Potentiometers
VR1 20k rotary, lin
VR2 220k skeleton preset,

vertical

Capacitors
C1 1500µ radial elect 10V
C2, C7, C868µ radial elect 16V (3 off)
C3 6/18 radial elect 16V
C4 1n ceramic plate 50V
C5 22p ceramic plate 50V
C6 6p8 ceramic plate 50V
C9 1,u, radial elect 10V
C10 1µ5 radial elect 10V
C11 0/A22 radial elect 10V
C12 33n polyester 100V
C13 100n ceramic disc 50V
C14 22p.radial elect 10V

Semiconductors
D1 BY407A
D2 -D6 IN4148 (5 off)
TR1 IRF840CF power MOSFET
TR2 BC183 npn general

purpose
TR3 BC213 pnp general

purpose
TR4,TR5 BC214pnp high gain

(2 off)
IC1 4011BCMOS quad NAND

gate
IC2 4040B binary counter
IC3 LM318 high slew rate

op -amp
IC4 4016B quad bilateral

switch
IC5 TLC555 CMOS 555 timer

Miscellaneous
S1 s.p.s.t. min toggle switch
JK1 panel mounting stereo 3.5mm jack socket
6xAA battery holder and clip; 20m of 0.71 mm enamelled wire; p.c.b.; Pax-

ol in panel to form battery compartment; p.v.c. tape and sleeving; i.c. sockets
- 2x8 pin, 2x14 pin, 1x16 pin; 7/0.2 connecting wire 0.5m; case
150X100X 50mm; control knob; fixings and suitable headphones.

Special Hardware
Search head moulding; search head reinforcing plate 100 x 150mm;

1m x 20mm dia. plastic shaft; right angle bend 20mm plastic; plastic angle
2x 100mm 25 25mm; handgrip 20mm; 2xthreaded end couplers 20mm;
2xsaddle clips 20mm; 6 x M4 x 10mm nylon screws and nuts; M5 x 50mm
nylon screw and wing nut with captive washer.
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respond rapidly as a piece of metal is swept
into and out of range.

To reduce the number of components in
the circuit, the gating pulse logic is
simplified by allowing more pulses to fol-
low the initial one. This is not a problem
because the signal voltage decays after the
first gating pulse and so subsequent gating
pulses pass levels only below the peak
already stored thus having no efect.

AUDIO
The final part of the circuit is the audio

oscillator section, this is a conventional 555
circuit except that the charge circuit for
the capacitor C12 is not a resistor but a
transistor TR5. TR5 is driven from the
peak detector TR4 via a low pass filter con-
sisting of R21 and CI 1 .

Large pulses cause TR5 to turn on more
and so C12 charges more quickly and the
output pitch rises. This arrangement is at
its most sensitive for the lowest pulse levels
and so provides the ideal characteristic for
sensitivity.

The output from 105 is fed directly to a
pair of personal stereo headphones via C14
and R25. The two earpieces can be con-
nected in series by connecting to the tip and
ring connections of the 'phones. This is
more efficient than parallel connection and
although the earpieces are then connected
in antiphase this does not seem to matter in
this type of application.

CONSTRUCTION
All components are mounted on a single

printed circuit board (available from the
EE PCB Service, code E652). Fig. 3 gives
the component layout and the foil pattern,
this is a compact board and so must be
assembled with care. Before assembly it is
wise to check that the board will fit into the
guide slots of the case, and that all holes are
clear.

Begin by fitting the resistors, diodes, and
four wire links. Be careful to get all of the
diodes the right way round with their
cathode marking bands as shown.

Next fit sockets for the i.c.s and the smal-
ler capacitors. Note that all of the electroly-
tic capacitors must fit the right way round.
They are usually marked with a string of

-" signs down the side by the negative
lead.

Depending on their size it may not be
possible to get all of the capacitors flush to
the board. This does not matter however,
as the leads are generally thick and will sup-
port them well above the board.

Now fit the transistors, being careful to
identify the different types and insert them
the right way round; TRI has a metal side
which is shown as a thick line on Fig. 3.
Take care with resistors RI and R2 as these
are large and must be mounted on end
exactly as shown. A length of sleeving over
the upper lead is advisable.

The crystal X1 should be fitted with care,
its leads bent gently over, and its body
glued to the board with Evo-Stick or simi-
lar. It can go either way round.

Larger components such as VR2 and Cl
should be fitted last. Wires to the head-
phone jack, VR I , and the battery clip and
switch should be connected directly to the
board by stripping a short length of insula-
tion from one end of the leads and passing
the bared wire into the board from the
component side and soldering it on the
reverse.
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SEARCH COIL
The winding of this coil is not difficult

but the size and number of turns are criti-
cal. There must be 27 turns, each single
turn being a loop from start to finish. This
sounds obvious but it is surprisingly easy to
misinterpret "one turn" especially the first
and last ones.

To make a coil former all that is required
is a piece of wood upon which a 190mm cir-
cle can be drawn. A veneered chipboard
offcut is ideal. Use 16 panel pins or other
small nails fitted with a 10mm length of
sleeving and space them equally around the
circle as shown in Fig. 4. The winding wire
should be 0.71mm diameter enamelled
copper and 20m long, leave a free length of
1.5m and carefully wind 27 turns around
the pins.

It is not necessary to neatly layer the
winding, as it will finally be bunched into a
circular section. Secure the ends with p.v.c.
insulating tape and then carefuly slip short
lengths of tape under the windings between
the nails and fasten the ends together. Fit
eight pieces of tape like this, then remove
the winding from the board, either by
bending or removing some of the pins. The
result should be a neat coil that can now be
bound with a spiral of tape to completely
enclose it.

The start and finish of the winding must
leave the binding at the same point and
should be sleeved together with a lm
length of p.v.c. sleeving. The end 30mm of
the sleeving should be bound to the coil and
the whole coil can then be given a further
two layers of binding.

The coil is now suitable for most applica-
tions without further protection. There are
numerous possibilities for complete water-
proofing, but dipping the coil in varnish

it to dry is probably the
simplest way. Several coats can be applied
and apart from the drying time the method
is convenient and effective. The final
appearance of the coil should be tidy if it
has been carefully made, but this is not
important as it will rarely be seen.

TESTING
Before connecting the coil, it is possible

to check some parts of the board for correct
operation. Connect a set of headphones

NAIL FITTED WITH
INSULATING SLEEVING

16 NAILS SPACED EQUALLY

IECtIse61

Fig. 4. Making up a search coil
template from a piece of wood with
insulated panel pins nailed around
the circumference.

and a 9V supply preferably from six AA
cells in a battery holder. Set both controls
to mid position and switch on. A tone or
clicking sound should be heard. Turn VR2
carefully until the tone becomes a steady
clicking sound, and then check that VR1
has a similar but finer control over the
pitch. Those with a multimeter can check
that the voltage across C2 is approximately
16V and can set the output of IC3 to 9V
(the battery supply voltage) using VR2,
with VR1 set to mid position.

Connect the coil to the board (either way
round) and position the coil on a cardboard
box well away from any wiring and large
metal objects. Note that as enamelled wire
is used the thin coating must be scraped or
melted from the wire ends before solder-
ing. If a solderable enamel is used the wire
can be tinned directly by applying solder
and heat from the iron.

Leave sufficient wire on the coil leads to
allow the p.c.b. to be slid out of the box,
and for the search head to be folded down.
Once the coil is connected it should now be
possible to set the circuit for a steady click -

The search coil is inserted in a small recess around
the plastic search head. The cavity of the search
plate can be filled with a resin so that it can be used
when immersed in water.

ing noise which increases as metal is
brought near. There may be a slight warble
or rise and fall in pitch due to mains wiring
in the area (not a problem when in use).

By setting the circuit for very slow clicks
it is possible to get the maximum sensitiv-
ity. Move a 10p coin near and the clicking
rate should rise at good distances. Note
that metal rivets in the cardboard box and
jewellery on the hands of the tester will be
detected as well-metal chairs make them-
selves known from over a metre away.

A large object near the coil will produce
a rather harsh sounding high pitched note.
This is breakthrough of the very large pulse
signal to the output. In normal situations
this is unimportant as smaller signals are
normally being sought.

The current consumption is around
80mA giving a good day's use from a fully
charged set of AA NiCads and much longer
from alkaline cells.

HARDWARE
CONSTRUCTION

As discussed before the hardware can
take many forms. The printed circuit board
has been made to fit the guide slots in the
specified case, but other cases could be
used. It is important to get the mechanical
balance of the detector right and this is
achieved by fitting the handle some way
between the electronics box and the search
head. The batteries are a particularly good
counterbalance and are fitted as far back as
possible in the prototype and held in place
by a panel slotted into the housing.

The detector head can be made from any
plastic material and fixed to the shaft using
plastic angle and plastic nuts and screws.
The prototype used a special moulding for
the head and 20mm plastic tubing and fit-
tings for the shaft and handle, plus a bicycle
handgrip. A wing nut allows the head to be
swivelled flat for easy transit. Wood could
be used but the weight is rather a problem
after an hour or two's use. School CDT
departments will no doubt be able to go to
town on this project and produce wonder-
ful results.

For the "kitchen table" constructors a
full set of hardware (undrilled) as used in
the prototype and pictured here is available
from Magenta.

Mounting the detector stem to the search coil is
accomplished by using nylon brackets, nut, bolts
and wing nut. Metal fixings MUST NOT BE USED.
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MIMI STROBE

An ultra bright
project with many
illuminating
applications

ASTROBOSCOPE is a device which
produces very brief flashes of light at

pre -determined intervals. Most people will
be aware of the "strobe" effect used as part
of a disco light show. Also, the strobe light
used for setting the speed of record player
turn -tables gives a very good demonstration
of how a moving component can appear
stationary.

The strobe light is provided by an Le.d.
which is powered from unsmoothed bridge -
rectified mains and so flashes on and off at
100Hz. Marks around the turntable are
spaced so that at the correct speed the
turntable moves by exactly 1 mark between
flashes. The marks are identical and so it
appears that they are stationary. If the
turntable runs slightly fast or slow, the next
mark is not quite in the same position as the
last and so the mark appears to be moving
slowly forwards or backwards.

Another common use is the "timing
strobe" which produces a short flash of light
synchronised to the firing of a spark plug in
a petrol engine. A small timing mark on the
crank shaft pulley is illuminated each time
the spark plug fires. As the pulley is in the
same position each time the light flashes, it
appears to be stationary. The position of the
timing mark relative to a fixed pointer on
the engine indicates the ignition timing.

FREEZE ACTION
The most important feature of strobo-

scopes is that they enable fast moving
machinery to appear apparently stationary
or running in slow motion. If the light
flashes are in exact synchronism with the
mechanism being observed it appears to be
stationary. If the flashes are slightly out of
synchronism the mechanism will have
moved by slightly more than one full cycle
between flashes and so appears to be mov-
ing slowly forward. By observing the behav-
iour of mach:nes in this way designers are
able to study and control effects such as
vibration which only occur when running at
speed.

A good stroboscope needs to be able to
produce very short, very bright flashes of
light. If the flashes are not short the moving
parts being examined will move significant
amounts during the flash, and so will appear
blurred.

MARK STUART

The flashes need to be bright because the
parts being examined are only lit for a
fraction of the time. The eye averages the
flashes and perceives an average light level
which is much less than the level during the
flash.

The light source which produces the
flashes must be driven from an oscillator,
the frequency of which can be varied to
match the speed of the mechanism being
observed. A facility to synchronise the
oscillator to the mechanism is useful as it
enables very precise timing of the flashes,
giving a sharp, stable image.

LIGHT SOURCES
The best light source for generating

flashes is a Xenon tube similar to those used
in photographic flashguns. A good strobo-
scope using Xenon flash tubes can be
expensive to build because the tubes need
high voltages and heavy duty capacitors.
Neon lamps and standard I.e.d.s can also be
used to produce short flashes of light but are
not very bright.

Recently a range of very bright "ultra
bright" I.e.d.s have become available. The
brightness of these has to be seen to be
appreciated. Their brightness, and their
ability to be flashed at high speed makes
them ideally suited for use as stroboscope
light sources. As I.e.d.s require low voltages

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1

R2,R4
10k
47k (2 off)

Semiconductors
TR1 BC 183 npn silicon
TR2 BC213 pnp silicon

R3,R5 470 (2 off) IC 1 555 timer
R6 100 Dl.D2 1N4001 silicon
R7 1k D3 D6 HLMP3750
R8 270
R9,R11 220 (2 off)

R10,R12 27 (2 off)
All 0.25W 5% carbon film

D4.D7

D5 D8

Red (2 off)
HLMP3850
Yel (2 off)
HLMP3950

Ultra -
bright
I.e.d.s

Green (2 off)
Potentiometer

VR1 470k (front) 4k7
(rear) dual reverse
log.

Capacitors
C1,C4

C2

C3
C5 C5
C7

100n poly C368
(2 off)
1 p poly multilayer
100V
1n ceramic plate
47p elec radial 16V
220p elec radial 16V

Clips to suit above (6 off)

Miscellaneous
SK1 3.5mm jack socket
Si DPDT centre off

slide switch
B1 12V (made up from two sPts
of 'our HP7's); PP3 type batt -ry
clips (2 off); 2 x 2 battery holdvrs,
Veropins (10 off; 8 -pin i.c.
et, case; connecting wire; primed
circuit board.

MAGENTA KIT 529
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to operate it is possible to produce a useful
stroboscope at low cost and with simple
circuitry.

The Mini Strobe described here was
designed on these principles. It is ideal for
demonstrating stroboscope principles and
operation. It produces a useful amount of
illumination over short distances in day-
light and becomes very effective under
conditions of subdued light.

The flash rate is variable from 170 to
20.000 flashes per minute in two ranges. A
socket is fitted so that the flash rate can be
synchronised to an external source of pulses
if required. When accurately calibrated the
Mini Strobe can also be used as a tacho-
meter to measure the speed of rotating parts.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the Mini Strobe is

shown in Fig. I. A standard 555 timer i.c
operating in the astable mode is used to
provide pulses which drive the I.e.d.s D3 to
D8 via transitor TR2.

The frequency of oscillation is set by the
dual potentiometer VR I a/VR 1 b. This com-
ponent is unusual in that its two sections are
of different values and are of the "reverse
log" type.

In the astable mode used here the timing
capacitor CI or C2. depending upon the
position of the Range switch SI, is charged
via VR la, R4, VR lb. and R5 in series.
When the voltage across the capacitor
reaches two thirds of the supply the i.c.
switches over and the capacitor is dis-
charged via R5 and VR b. When the vol-
tage has fallen to a third of the supply the
i.c. switches back and the charge cycle
begins again.

During the charge cycle the output on pin
3 is high so transistor TR2 and the I.e.d.s are
turned off. During the discharge cycle the
output is low and provides TR2 base cur-
rent via resistor R7. TR2 is therefore turned
on and the I.e.d.s are lit.

The values of VR la and VR lb are such
that the charge time is 100 times larger than
the discharge time. This means that the
I.e.d.s are lit for just I per cent of the time.

As the two parts of VR I share the same
spindle the percentage applies regardless of
the speed setting. This arrangement means
that the I.e.d.s appear to be the same
brightness at all speed settings.

The figure of I per cent is a compromise
between the duration of the flash and the
apparent brightness. Shorter flashes give a
sharper image to the object being viewed at
the expense of apparent brightness.

Capacitor C3 enables transistor TR2 to
be turned on and off rapidly so that its
power dissipation is minimised. Each I.e.d.
has a forward voltage drop of about 2V and
so each set of three diodes requires 6V.

resistor networks C 5 RIO and C6 R12. The
capacitors behave like short circuits to the
pulses and so an additional 180mA is
passed to the sets of I.e.d.s during the pulses.
The I.e.d.s are only designed to take a
continuous current of around 40mA so in
the event of a circuit fault that turns on TR2
permanently they would all be damaged.

Capacitors C5 and C.6 allow the pulses to
pass unimpeded but completely block any
d.c. that would appear in the event of a
fault. In this way the I.e.d.s are completely
protected from circuit failure. Note that the
I per cent pulse to interval ratio means that
average I.e.d. currrent is only about 2mA.

Showing the printed circuit board mounted in guide slots in the sides of the case.

When TR2 is turned on it drops about I V,
leaving 5V across the current limiting resis-
tors R9 to RI2 and capacitors C5 and C6.

Resistors R9 and RI I provide a current
of 20mA to each set of I.e.d.s. The main
current path however is via the capacitor

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Mini Strobe.

EXTERNAL SYNC
Synchronisation of the oscillator to exter-

nal signals is achieved by applying pulses
across resistor R6 which is in series with the
timing capacitors CI, C2. A positive pulse
which occurs near the end of a charge cycle
lifts the capacitor voltage over the two
thirds supply threshold and so triggers the
discharge cycle.

If the oscillator frequency is set just below
the frequency of the synchronising pulses
then these will take over and the frequency
will be locked in synchronism. It is also
possible to synchronise to the harmonics of
the incoming pulses, especially if a high
level input signal is used. This can be an
advantage but must be taken into account
when it is desired to lock on to the correct
frequency. Synchronising pulses between
I V and 50V a.c. or d.c. can be used.

Diodes DI and D2 protect transistor TR I
from very high positive or negative input
signals. The dual potentiometer VR I needs
to have a "reverse log" law in order to give
an evenly graduated scale. Standard linear
tracks would give extreme cramping at the
high speed end of the scale. S I is a centre -off
DPDT slide switch which enables the range
selection and panel on/off functions to be
combined.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is built on a single printed circuit

board and fits neatly into the guide slots of the
specified case. The p.c.b. component layout
is shown in Fig. 2 and the track pattern (full
size) in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Full size front panel label used on the prototype unit. This label can be gut out and
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Fig. 2. Component layout on the printed circuit board. The intec_rated circuit IC1 shculd be
mounted on the board via an i.c. socket.
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Fig 4 Interwiring to "off -board" components Be careful to connect the I.e.d.s correctly
the cathode connection is indicated by a "flat" on the body.

Begin construction by fitting the 10 ter-
minal p.ns to the board. These should be
pushed n from the foil side so that their
spined sections engage with the board and
then soldered.

Next fit the wire link, the resistors, and a
socket for ICI. Then fit the capacitors and
transistors. Ensure that capacitors C5, C6
and C7 are fitted the right way round and
that the flats on the transistor bodies are
positioned as shown. Note that the transis-
tors are not interchangeable.

Complete the board assembly by fitting
VR la, VR1b. The specified potentiometer
fits directly to the board. Alternative types
may be mounted separately and connected
with wire leads.

The board is mounted in guide slots in the
case so that the spindle of VR I passes
through the bottom. The "lid" of the case
therefore becomes the base. This arrange-
ment is ideal because the batteries can be
change] without disturbing any
components.

INTERWIRING
The wiring from the board to the other

components is shown in Fig. 4. The diodes
D3 to Et8 are arranged in a circle 18mm
diameter. Their polarity is indicated by a
flat on the body and a short lead on the
cathode side. It is not possible to fit locking
rings to the I.e.d. clips because of the
thickness of the case. Instead a small
amount of contact adhesive can be used.

The slide switch S la S I b, is mounted in
the side of the case and requires a rectangu-
lar cut-out for the slider. This can be made
by drilling a number of small holes and
filing out the corners with a rat-tail file.
When the rectangular hole is cut the switch
can be used as a template to mark the
position of the two fixing holes.

The power supply is made up from two
sets of four H P 7 batteries mounted in "2 x
2" battery holders.

A full size front panel label is shown in
Fig. 5. This can be cut out and stuck on the
case. The flash rate cr r.p.m. on the scale is
from 170 to 20.000, in two switched ranges.

Continued on page 39
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DIGITAL
CAPACITAIMICE METER

MARK STUART

Unmarked or
obscurely coded
capacitors from
1 p to 1000p may
be directly read by
this unit

COME multimeters do have a capacitance
0 range but its use is fiddly. Usually a
separate a.c. source is required and the
capacitor to be tested is connected between
the source and the meter which is set to an
a.c. current range. A high value capacitor
allows more current to flow than a lower
value so the capacitance value can be read
off a suitably marked scale. The accuracy
and range of values that can be read by this
method is very limited, and since a.c. is
used it is unsuitable for electrolytic
capacitors.

In the laboratory capacitance values can
be measured accurately by means of an
instrument called a 'Bridge'. A Bridge con-
tains a bank of close tolerance capacitors
which can be switched in and out of circuit
to make up any value. Circuits inside the
Bridge allow the unknown capacitor under
test to be compared with the value set by the
switches. When the two are equal the Bridge
is said to be balanced. The value of the
internal capacitor and hence the one under
test can then be read off from the switch
settings.

Bridges are very accurate but since they
contain large numbers of close tolerance
capacitors they are expensive. They are also
slow to operate and can easily be misread.

What is needed is a simple -to -use direct
reading capacitance meter which covers a
wide range of capacitance values, and gives
clear unambiguous readings. It should also
be capable of dealing with electrolytic and
non -electrolytic capacitors. The design that,
follows satisfies all of these needs and is a
delight to use.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES
From the start it was decided that the

instrument should have a digital display
and cover as wide a range of capacitance
values as possible. It was considered essen-
tial that the circuit should be battery
powered with the option of a mains adap-
tor. Great care was to be taken to ensure
that even a novice could read capacitance
values without being confused by such
things as range multipliers. Finally, setting
up of the circuit after construction was to be
eliminated if possible.

SPECIFICATION
The final practical design is capable of

displaying directly capacitance values from
a few pF up to 1,000µF. Values above
1,000µF can also be measured easily by
extrapolation. Capacitance values are
shown on a five digit I.e.d. seven segment
display 0.5" high. There are three ranges,
giving direct readout of pF, nF and µF. The
five digit display means that there is a

substantial overlap between ranges. The pF

range reads from I pF to 99,999pF. The nF
range from 0.01nF (10pF) to 999.99nF. The
µF range from 0.01µF to 999-99µF. This
overlap may not seem to be needed but it
has two big advantages. The first is that it
allows all values to be displayed to at least
three digits. The second advantage is that
values may be read in whichever units are
preferred. For example a 100nF capacitor
will be displayed as 0.1µF on the µF range
and 100nF on the nF range. This facility is
particularly useful for beginners who are
unsure of the multiplying factors.

The accuracy of the circuit is set by the
resistors used in critical areas. Using 1%
tolerance components enables capacitors to
be measured to the same degree of accuracy.

The use of a quartz crystal for the circuit
timebase avoids the need for setting up.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The principle of operation is simple. The

unknown capacitor is charged through an
accurately known resistor, and the time
taken for the capacitor to charge from zero
to a known 'set' voltage is measured. The
time is directly proportional to the value of
the capacitor.

Fig. I shows a simplified block diagram
of the whole system.

The monostable circuit controls the
charge and discharge of the capacitor under
test. It produces an output pulse during the
time that the capacitor is charging from
zero to half of the supply voltage. This pulse
is used to gate the output signal from a
stable crystal 'clock' oscillator in such a way
that the output from the gate is a burst of
clock pulses lasting for the length of the
monostable pulse.

The clock pulses passed during the mon-
stable period are counted and displayed on
the five digit seven segment display. A large
value capacitor produces a long monostable
pulse which allows a lot of clock pulses
through the gate to be counted. A small
value capacitor produces a short mono -
stable pulse and so allows only a few clock
pulses to pass to the counter.

By arranging the clock pulse frequency
and the charging resistor value correctly the
number of pulses counted can be made
exactly the same as the capacitance value.
In this way a direct read out is obtained.

CIRCUIT
The entire circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The

monostable is made up from ICI, TR I,
IC3a, b, c and associated components. IC2
provides the clock pulses, and IC4, IC5d
and IC6 along with the displays and driver
transistors provide the count and display
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the Capaci-
tance Meter.
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function. IC5a is the gate which takes the
monostable and clock signals as inputs and
provides the burst of clock pulses at its
output which are counted and displayed.
IC4b and c are used to provide pulses which
trigger the monostable, reset the counter
and blank the display. For simplicity each
section of the circuit will be described
separately.

CLOCK OSCILLATOR
The accuracy of the capacitance meter is

determined by the monostable and the
clock oscillator. To avoid any setting up

procedures and ensure excellent accuracy
a crystal oscillator is used to provide the
clock signal. The frequency chosen,
3.579545MHz, is that of American colour
TV reference oscillator crystals. These are
cheap and readily available. IC2 is a very
useful CMOS i.c. which contains an oscilla-
tor section and several divider stages. Only
three external components are needed. Re-
sistor R5 provides d.c. stabilisation and CI
and C2 give the necessary loading capaci-
tance to the crystal.

Two outputs are used, one at the full
crystal frequency, and the other after seven
divider stages is at 1/128 of the crystal
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frequency. The lower frequency is necessary
on the p.F range to avoid having unreason-
able charging resistor values in the
monostable.

The clock oscillator outputs pass via the
range switch S 1 b to IC5a where they are
gated with the monostable pulses.

THE MONOSTABLE
This part of the circuit produces a single

outpu.. pulse the length of which is deter-
mined by the time it takes for the capacitor
on test to charge from zero to half supply
voltage. It was originally intended to use a
555 i.c. in this part of the circuit, however it
was found that pulses shorter than 10
microseconds could not be produced even
though the appropriate resistors and capaci-
tors were used. Reference to the data books
eventLally revealed (in the small print) that
the lower comparator storage time can be as
long as 10 microseconds. This meant that
the 555 would be unsuitable for measuring
values much below 200pF in the proposed
circuit

After considering various options it was
decided to build a monostable from scratch
using :ndividual components.

The circuit operates as follows:
Initially the two inputs to IC3b are high.

The output of this NAND gate is low and
this is linked to one of the inputs of the
other NAND gate IC3a. The output of IC3a
is high and so TR I is turned on by the bass

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram.
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current received via R8. Pin 3 of the voltage
comparator, ICI, is held low and as this is
an inverting input, the output of ICI is high.
To help in understanding the circuit opera-
tion the truth table for a two input NAND
gate is given in Fig. 3.

To initiate a capacitor measurement S3 is
pressed and released. 105 and its associated
components produce a short negative going
pulse just under 1 microsecond long which
passes to one of the inputs of IC3b.

From Table I it can be seen that when
either one of the inputs of the NAND gate is
low the output must be high. Thus the
output of IC3b changes from low to high so
that IC3a now has both inputs high. When
both inputs become high Table I shows that
the output of IC3a must change from high
to low. This takes the other input of IC3b
low holding its output high even when the
original negative pulse has passed. The
circuit is now stable in this state and would
remain there except for the action of TR1
and ICI.

Input 1 Input 2 Output

H

H

L

L

H

L

H

L

L

H

H

H

H = High, or Logic 1
L = Low, or Logic 0

Table 1. Two -input NAND gate truth table.

When the output of IC3a changed from
high to low the base drive current was
removed from TR I turning it off. With TR I
turned off the capacitor under test (Cx)
charges via whichever of the charging resis-
tors (R 1 , R2 or R3) is in circuit. ICI
compares the voltages applied to its two
inputs. Its output stays high as long as the
voltage on pin 2 is more positive than that
of pin 3. Pin 2 is held at half supply voltage
by means of the bias resistors R6 and R7. As
Cx charges the voltage across it steadily
rises and when it reaches half of the supply
voltage the output of ICI changes from high
to low. The affect of this on IC3a and b is
the exact reverse of the affect of the original
pulse from IC5c. The timing circuit
switches back to the starting condition, with
IC3a output high and IC3b output low. TR I
is turned on and Cx is discharged.

The important part of this cycle of events
is that the output of IC3a is a negative pulse
lasting for exactly the time taken by Cx to
charge from zero to half of the supply
voltage. This pulse is inverted by IC3c and
connected to one input of IC5a. Reference
to Table I shows that when one input of the
gate is high the signal on the other input
appears (inverted) at the output. Thus clock
pulses are passed via IC5a to the counter
dining the charge time of Cx.

PULSE COUNTER AND
DISPLAY

The train of pulses from IC5a passes to
106 which contains a five decade counter
and multiplexing circuits which enable five
seven segment displays to be driven.

The multiplexing works as follows: Each
seven segment display consists of seven
independent I.e.d.s whose anodes are
brought out separately to the pins lettered a

to g. The cathodes of all the 1.e.d.s are
connected together-hence 'common cath-
ode displays'-and are connected to the pin
labelled k. The information for each display
appears in sequence as a 4 bit binary
number on pins 17-20 of the i.c. This is
translated to the necessary code to drive the
display anodes by IC4. First the number for
X1 appears and simultaneously TR2 is
turned on via pin 11 of IC6. Thus X1 turns
on and indicates the appropriate number.
TR3-TR6 are turned off during this time so
the other displays cannot be lit. Next the
number for X2 appears and TR3 is turned
on, TR2,4,5 and 6 being turned off. Then
X3 number appears and TR4 turns on and
so on. The speed at which this occurs is
sufficiently rapid that the eye perceives all
of the displays to be continuously lit each
with its own particular number.

The multiplexing speed is determined by
IC5d which is a simple Schmitt trigger
oscillator.

The display decimal points are lit inde-
pendently via R27 and the range switch S I c.
The µF and nF ranges use the decimal point
on the centre display whilst the pF range
uses the right hand display.

Two other inputs of IC6 are used. Pin 2
resets the counter to zero whenever it is
taken high. This occurs each time S3 is
pressed. Pin 15 blanks out the display
whenever it is taken high and is used to
provide a very useful battery saving feature.

DISPLAY BLANKING
When S3 is pressed to test a capacitor the

input of IC5c is pulled down to ground.
IC5c is an inverter so when its input is low
its output is high. During this time C4
charges via DI and IC5b input is pulled
high. The output of IC5b (another inverter)
goes low and so the display is turned on.
When S3 is released the input to IC5c
returns to a high level and its output
switches from high to low. This removes the
reset condition from IC6 which allows it to
count and produces the short negative ,ulse
that initiates the monostable.

The input to IC5b is held high by the
charge on C4 so its output is low and the
display remains on. C4 gradually discharges
via R24 and eventually the input to IC5b
becomes low, its output changes from low to
high and the display is turned off. The time
taken for this to occur is set by the values of
C4 and R24 and is about 40 seconds. This
allows plenty of time for the display *.o be
read. Since the display takes much more
current than the rest of the circuit an
automatic blanking feature such as this is a
very effective way of reducing the sta -idby
current, greatly extending battery life.

CONSTRUCTION
Nearly all of the components are mount-

ed on a single printed circuit board. Fig. 3
shows the component layout and Fig. 4 the
track pattern. Before assembling the board
it is a good idea to use it as a template to
mark the front panel for cutting. Start by
drilling a single 9mm diameter for the range
switch. Next drill a 3mm diameter hole for a
fixing screw in the bottom right hand corner
of the board. The display position can be
obtained by marking through the display
mounting holes with a sharp instrument.
These hole positions can then be used as a
guide and a rectangle 75mm x 18mm
marked around them. The rectangle can be
cut out by drilling four corner holes and
then using an Abrafile tension file in a
junior hacksaw frame. Alternatively rows of

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1

R2

R3

R4
R5
R6,R7
R8
R9,R10,
R23
R11 -R17
R18 -R22
R24
R25
R26
R27

5k15 (5k 1 + 47R
in series 1%
40.3k (39k + 1k3 in
series 1%
403k (390k + 13k in
series 1%
2k2
10M
47k 1%
4k7
10k

470 (7 off)
8k2 (5 off)
2M2
330k
100k
680

IW 5% carbon film unless stated

Capacitors
C 1,C2 22p ceramic (2 off)
C3 1n disc ceramic 50V
C4 22p 16V axial

electrolytic
C5 100p ceramic
C6 1 p radial electrolytic
C7 10n C280 polyester
C8 100n disc ceramic
C9,C10 10p 16V radial

electrolytic (2 off)
C11 220p 16V radial

electrolytic

Semiconductors
TR1
TR2-TR6
D 1,D2
IC 1

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6
X1 -X5

BSX20
BC 184 (5 off)
1N4148
LM311
4060
4011
4511
4093
4534
FND500 common
cathode seven
segment displays
(5 off)

Miscellaneous
Si 3 -pole 4 -way rotary

switch
S2 SPST toggle switch
S3 Push to make switch
3.5mm jack socket; 3.579MHz
crystal; i" mounting pillar, and
screw and nut; case-sloping
style with aluminium top panel
215 x 130 x 47mm (73); printed
circuit board; crocodile clips 1

each red and black; extra flexible
wire red and black approx 20mm
of each; connecting wire; solder -
con pins (50); i.c. sockets -1 8 -
pin, 2 14-pin,2 16 -pin, 1 24 -pin;
battery holder (2 x 3 HP7); PP3
battery clip; tinned copper wire;
knob for Si; red perspex; grom-
met, etc.
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit (actual size).
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Fig. 4. Component layout and wiring. Switches S2 and S3 are p.c.b. mounted. Wire S3 to po nts shown using insulated wire
on tie back of the board.
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holes can be drilled around the cut-out, the
centre removed and the edges smoothed
with a file. With patience and care a very
good cut-out can be obtained. Three other
holes are needed in the panel.

Two 6mm diameter for the S3 and S2 and
one 9mm diameter for the test leads. Posi-
tion S3 over the lower left corner of the
board ensuring that its tags are clear of the
crystal and resistors R I, 2, 3. S2 is too deep
to mount over the board and should be
positioned just beyond the right hand end.
The test leads should be brought directly
above their point of connection to the board
to minimise stray capacitance.

The case specified comes with a plastic
protective film over the front panel. This
should be left in position until all the cutting
and drilling is complete.

Start the p.c.b. assembly by fitting wire
links in the positions shown. There are 19 of
them altogether. Bare tinned wire can be
used as there is no danger of short circuits to
other components provided the links are
straight. Next fit the resistors and i.e.
sockets. The displays are mounted using
'soldercon' pins. These are single sockets
assembled onto a perforated carrier strip.
Cut the strip into ten rows of five pins, and
fit each row of five to the board. After the
pins have been soldered the carrier strip
must be removed by flexing it backwards
and forwards until it breaks off. Fit the
capacitors, diodes and transistors next, tak-
ing care that C4, C6, C9, CIO, C11, Dl, D2
and all the transistors are the right way
round. The crystal leads should be carefully
bent 90° whilst supporting the part around
the glass seals with pointed nose pliers. A
small piece of double -sided tape should be
used to secure the crystal can to the board.
Eight terminal pins should be fitted to take
the connections to S3, S2, the battery and
the test leads. Single sided veropins are
ideal, inserted from the track side of the
board, pressed fully home so that the
splined part of the pin engages with the
board material and then soldered. Consid-
erable force may be required to push the
pins fully home. SI is of a type normally
supplied with solder tags, these tags can he
adapted to suit printed circuit board
mounting by cutting off the broad looped
section at the end of the tag leaving about
6mm of straight lead. The switch will fit in
three ways, the correct one being with the
spindle flat as shown in Fig. 4 with the
switch in its fully anti -clockwise position.

Stranded connecting wire should be used
to connect to the off board components. A
3.5mm jack socket is used to connect an
external 9-I2V d.c. supply if required. The
socket should be fitted in the side or rear of
the case. When an external supply is con-
nected the internal battery is automatically
switched out of circuit by the 'break' con-
tact on the socket.

The test leads in the prototype were made
from red and black extra flexible wire 2Ccm
long fitted with small insulated crocodile
clips. Longer test leads are not recom-
mended as they add stray capacitance
which adds to the readings on the pF range.

'1

The circuit is now ready for the i.c.s and
displays to be fitted, after which it car be
tested. After testing a red perspex window
100mm x 25mm should be fitted on the rear
of the panel by means of double -sided
adhesive tape. Stick the tape to the panel
first and then press the window into place.

The board is fitted to the panel by means
of SI at one end and with a countersink
screw with a 12mm spacer and nut at the
other end. If SI has a plastic locating 'pip'
this should be removed and the locking
washer should be discarded. Only three
positions out of four are used on the switch.
The switch rotation is limited by an adjus-
table stop which consists of a small metal
washer with a tab mounted underneath the
switch fixing nut. Remove the washer, set
the switch to its fully anticlockwise position
and replace the washer with its tab in the
slot marked with the number 3. A knob with
a suitable skirt should be fitted to Si so that
the fixing nut is not visible. The front panel
of the finished unit can be labelled by
whatever method is preferred. The use of
dry transfer print protected by clear lacquer
produces a neat and durable finish.

TESTING
As the wiring is so simple there is very

little that can go wrong provided all of the
components are correctly positioned and
soldered. It is recommended that some time
is spent checking for dry joints, solder
bridges and incorrect component positrons
and values before applying power. If all
appears to be correct connect a 9V battery
and switch on. Set SI to the µF. position and
check that the display is a row of zeros with
a possible I in the right hand digit. Switch to
the nF range and press and release S3. On
this range the right hand digit will probably

be a I or 2 with all the other digits reading
zero. Now repeat the procedure for the pF
range. The stray capacitance indicated on
this range will be about 20pF. The effect of
this is covered in the 'use' section.

Check the operation of the display blank-
ing circuit which should switch off the
display after somewhere between 30 and 90
seconds. Pressing S3 should restore the
display for a further period.

If a means of measuring supply current is
available the values are 60-80mA running
and 8-I2mA with the display blanked.

USE
The meter has been designed with ease of

use as a prime consideration. Just connect a
capacitor, press and release S3 and wait for
the display to settle. The value is displayed
in µF, nF or pF according to the range
selected.

Electrolytic capacitors must be connected
the right way round of course. Before
connecting a capacitor always make sure
that it is not charged by touching the two
leads together. A charged capacitor will
'dump' its charge into TR I and so may
damage it.

On the pF range the stray capacitance of
the leads and printed circuit board tracks
will add 20pF or so to the value being
measured. This should be subtracted from
the value displayed to yield the correct
value of the capacitor under test.

When measuring an unknown capacitor
always start with the µF range and work
downwards so that the most significant
figure of the value is not lost. On the 1.iF
range it takes about three seconds for the
circuit to indicate 999.00µF. If a 2200pF
capacitor is to be measured it is easy to
watch the display as it counts to 999.00
twice over. In this way capacitors above
1000µF can be tested and measured accura-
tely by counting the number of times the
display reaches 999.00 and adding 1000µF
each time.

The use of a five digit display means that
some values of capacitance are indicated to
five digits. For all of these digits to be
meaningful the circuit would need to have
an accuracy of 0.001 per cent. Since I per
cent components are used only the first two
digits of any displayed value are correct, the
following digits are useful for making com-
parisons when selecting matched capacitors
but do not give any more information about
the actual capacitance value. When making
repeated measurements of the same capaci-
tor the last two digits may vary from
reading to reading due to circuit noise, hum
pick-up, etc. Since these are not valid
figures this effect is insignificant.

It is anticipated that 6 AA size nicad or
alkaline cells will be used in a suitable
battery holder. An external d.c. source of
9-12V d.c. may be substituted for pro-
longed bench use.

The first sign of low battery voltage is a
dim display after which the readings will
become erratic or non-existent.
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THREE
CHANNEL

SOUND To LIGHT
BY J.W.R . BARNES

IN THESE post-Travolta days no disco
is quite complete without its com-

plement of flashing lights and special
effects. The most common of these is
the sound -to -light converter and
despite its simplicity, the unit des-
cribed here compares favourably with
many other designs.

For those people unfamiliar with
this kind of equipment, the principle
of operation is quite simple. An audio
signal is used to trigger an electronic
switch which illuminates a light.

Usually the system is arranged such
that only the loudest peaks trigger
the light and quite often the audio
spectrum is split up into bands using
filters so that different frequency
peaks trigger different lights. This is
what has been done here.

CIRCUIT
The full circuit diagram of the

sound -to -light unit is shown in Fig. 1
and can be seen to consist of six dis-
tinct sections: input isolator, low pass
filter, bandpass filter, high pass filter,
three identical power switches and
mains rectification.

An audio signal is taken from one
of the loudspeaker sockets on the
amplifier and fed into SKI. The
speaker is then connected up via SK2
thus avoiding the necessity for split
leads.

SECONDARY
This audio signal is fed via the

master level control VR1 to the pri-
mary of TI, which is in fact the
intended secondary of this low voltage
mains transformer. Besides providing
the necessary isolation, it also offers
some degree of voltage gain.

The "secondary" of T1 is fed to
each of the three filters. The first one,
a low pass filter, is made up of R1 and
C2. As the frequency increases the
reactance of C2 decreases. This
results in the potential at the junction
of RI and C2 being progressively re-
duced with increasing frequency.

BANDPASS FILTER
A bandpass filter is made up of R2,

C3 and C4. As the frequency increases
the reactance of C3 decreases allow-
ing more current to flow into the net-
work. This is counterbalanced by the
shunting action of C4 and the com-

AMPLIFER

AUD 0
SIGNAL

J
ROM

Fpass ILTER

BANOss FILTER

WV° FAT ER
PASS

bination of the two components gives
the desired filter characteristic.

Finally CS and R3 are used to pro-
vide a high pass filter. As the fre-
quency increases, the reactance of CS
decreases thus allowing the top end
of the frequency spectrum through.

The graph in Fig. 2 illustrates this
clearly.

THYRISTORS
Each. filter output is passed via a

control potentiometer to the gate
terminal of its respective thyristor.
These are connected via a fuse to the
main output socket.

POWER
SWECHES

-I

-a

210V
C

MAINS

RECTIFIER
AND FILTER

HOW IT WORKS
The audio signal is fed into the unit. It passes through an isolating

transformer and is then split up into three frequency bands using simple
RC filters.

The voltage peaks in each frequency bani trigger a thyristor switch
which in turn illuminates a lamp.

The mains input to these lamps is passed -hrough a rectifier and filter
before going to the thyristors in order that they may fire on negative
half cycles as well as positive ones, and not cause mains borne inter-
ference.
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Since the trigger signal is not
amplified in any way it is essential to
use the thyristor type specified as
other less sensitive types may not
work in this circuit.

INTERFERENCE SUPRESSION
The actual mains power applied to

the lamps is fed through a filter net-
work (Cl and L1) and then through
a diode bridge. The filter minimises
interference passing back down the
mains and the bridge is used so that
the thyristors will fire on what would
have been negative half cycles as well
as positive ones.

As a further refinement each
channel is provided with a monitor
I.e.d. (D5 to D7), which indicates
when its respective channel is live.
This is a great help when setting up
the system and enables the user to
keep a continuous check on the per-
formance of the unit.

x01 _YY.Yvv
O75uF r000.

 LI*

* SEE TEXT

AUDIO
INPUT

Fig. 1. (above) Full circuit diagram of the
Three Channel Sound to Light.

Fig. 2. (right) Graph of output voltage
plotted against frequency for the three
filter stages in the unit. Curve 1 is the low
pass filter, curve 2 is the band pass filter,
and curve 3 is the high pass filter.
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View of completed unit showing front panel layout and lettering.
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CIRCUIT BOARD
Begin construction with the printed

circuit board (p.c.b.). Although not
essential a p.c.b. makes the final pro-
duct more reliable and reduces the
possibility of errors during construc-
tion. The foil pattern and component
layout are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The filter inductor LI is home made
by winding two separate lengths of
insulated connecting wire side by side
in a "bifilar" fashion. In the prototype
a toroidal ferrite core (Siemens type
29830) was used as a former and this
was wound with 20 turns of the wire.
It is however much easier to use a slab of Fer-
rite material and this gives good results with
20 turns added.

The components are then inserted
in the board and soldered according
to Fig. 4. The inductor LI is fastened
to the board with cable ties and the
flying leads are connected into the
circuit with Veropins at the appro-
priate locations. Note that the anode
connections on the thyristors are
made using the mounting tag rather
than the middle pin. This makes the
p.c.b. layout easier to design. The
unwanted pin is simply snipped off.

COMPONENTS --*1
Resistors

R1 2.2kL2
R2 1k12
R3 2.2kfl
All 1/2W carbon ±5%
R4 -R6 39k11 1W (3 off)

Potentiometers
VR1 1kfl lin. carbon miniature
VR2-VR4 10kf2 log. carbon miniature (3 of)

Capacitors
C1 0.15µF plastic 630V a c. working
C2 0.22µF polyester
C3 22n F polyester
C4 47n F polyester
C5 33n F polyester

Semiconductors
D1 -D4 400V 6A bridge rectifier
D5 TI L223 or similar 02 inch greet I.e.d.
D6 TIL220 or similar 0.2 inch red I e.d.
D7 TIL224 or similar 0.2 inch yellow I.e.d.
CSR1-3 400V 4A thyristor type C106 D (3 off)

Miscellaneous
T1 mains primary/6V 100mA secondary
S1
L1

SK1,2
SK3
PL1
FS1-3

single -pole mains toggle 6A
20 turns bifilar wound on ferrite slab (see text)
two -pin DIN speaker socket (2 off)
Bulgin type P552 eight -way socket
Bulgin type P551 eight -way plug
3A 20mm cartridge fuses and p.c.b. mounting clips (two per fuse)
(3 off)

Copper clad glass -fibre board for p.c.b. size 150 x 100mm; metal case, size
200 x 125 x 50mm; insulated 1/0.6mm connecting wire for _1; four -knobs; three -
core mains cable; four -core mains cable for connecting light displays; 6BA nuts amd
bolts for mounting circuit board; 6mm plastic spacers 14 off); rubber feet (4 off); mate-
rials for lighting display; veropins.
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Fig. 3. The foil pattern fcr the p.c.b. This is reproduced full size.
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THREE CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT

TREBLE MID BASS
CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANNEL

LAMPS LAMPS LAMPS

Fig. 4. Drawing above shows connections to off -board components. All mains wiring must
be with 10A mains cable. Drawing below shows circuit board layout. Note that the anode
connection to the thyristors is via the mointing tag. The centre pin connection has been
snipped off.
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Fig. 5. One suggested wiring
diagram for the display lamps. The
terminal block must be housed in
a protective plastic box or mounted
inside the display housing.
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The front panel mounted components wiring is shown above and below the
wiring to SK3 and other rear panel mounted components can be seen.

THE CASE
Once the board is complete the

next stage is to mark and drill the
case to take the off -board mounted
components. The prototype is housed
in a metal case with detachable vinyl
covered lid size 200 x 125 x 50mm.

The output socket to the lamps is
a Bulgin type P552. This is strongly
recommended as the output socket
must have shrouded contacts and this
is one of the very few multi -way
sockets that satisfy this criterion.

A quick look at the circuit diagram
will confirm that mains voltages are
present on the output pins and so for
this reason cheap substitutes such as
terminal strips should not be used.

The large hole for SK2 can be made
by drilling a series of smaller holes
and finishing with a file.

FINISHING OFF
Before mounting the front panel

components, the panel should be
lettered, preferably using dry trans-
fers such as Letraset. These com-
ponents can then be fastened in posi-
tion and wired up to the circuit board
according to Fig. 4.

For safety ensure that the case is
securely earthed and the p.c.b. is
mounted on 6mm insulated pillars
with a thick piece of card underneath.

DISPLAYS
No doubt constructors will be full

of ideas when it comes to designing
their own lighting displays, but cer-
tain points should be remembered.

First of all the sound -to -light unit
is limited to a maximum rating of

IX) watts per channel. Also remember
that whatever bulbs are used they
must be provided with adequate
ventila ion.

The 3(X) watts can he made up of a
few large bulbs or a lot of small ones
and ycu can use either home made
light boxes or even the clip on spot
light lamps which are very popular
nowadays.

The diagram in Fig. 5 shows one
method of wiring up the lights. If a
light box has been constructed then
this will most likely have been ter-
minate] with a four pin connector of
same sort, that is, one common connec-
ton and a separate lead to each
channel.

In fact it is safer to hard wire a
faur-core cable straight into the light
box rasher than fit a make -shift ter-
mination on the box. Four-way chassis
mounting plugs are rare and a make-
shift connection such as a four-way
ter-minsl block mounted on the out-
side of the box is quite unsuitable. Of
course any exposed metal parts must
also be earthed and this will involve
running a fifth wire to PL1.

SPOTLIGHTS
Alternatively separate clip -on type

spotlights may be used. In this case
connecting up poses something of a
problem and the easiest way of
achieving this is to use a small plastic
box with a terminal strip inside as a
junction box.

The cables from each lamp are fed
into tLe box and the necessary con-
nections made at the terminal strip.

The four-way cable can then be
attached to the terminal block and
plugged into the unit in the usual
way. Lamp fittings of this type are
usually double insulated and do not
need earthing.

ESTING
The sound -to -light converter should

first be tested on its own without
lamps being connected. Connect up an
audio source and turn the unit on.

With some adjustment of the con-
trols the monitor l.e.d.s should flash
on aril off in sympathy with the
music. If this test is satisfactory, the
unit can be tried with the lamps
attached. Obviously some experimen-
tation will be necessary with the con-
trols t) achieve the best results and
each record may well require a
slightly different setting.

Warning
One word of warning is necessary

should you want to service the unit
whilst it is running. The anode tags of
the thyristors are all at mains poten-
tial as will be the connections to SK3.

Obvious precautions MUST be taken
to ensure that accidents do not
happen. 1:1
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I6K SIDEWAYS Ram

A cheaper
alternative to
buying a complete
sideways RAM
board

1".1-IERE are many different sideways RAM
boards on offer to the BBC micro user

nowadays. However, these tend to be a little
expensive if all you require is 16K of RAM
to develop sideways ROM software ready
for transferring to EPROM. The design
presented here is a reasonably small unit
which plugs directly into one of the spare
ROM sockets inside of the BBC computer
and allows up to I 6K of software to be
developed in RAM before "blowing" it into
an EPROM. This method eliminates the
need to keep erasing EPROMs if the soft-
ware does not function as it should (and it
usually doesn't!) the first time.

Ease of construction and installation
were considered important factors in the
design of the module, which is evident from
there only being one external connection to
be made to the computer. Cost was also
considered important and this is kept low
by using readily available components.
Only three chips are required and two of
these are the RAM devices themselves. The
third chip is a standard LS TTL device
which is needed to ensure that the correct
RAM chip is accessed at the appropriate
time.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. I. Do not be misled by its simplicity,
this really is all that is needed. Two 6264 8K
by eight bit RAM chips are used connected
in parallel to give 16K by eight bit confi-
gured as 8K lower and 8K upper RAM. The
only other chip is a 74LS I 4 hex Schmitt
inverter and is used to enable either the
lower 8K or the upper 8K accordingly.

Pin 20 of the 6264 RAM chip is the CS
(Chip Select) line as found on most other
memory devices. This pin must be taken to
a logic 0 (low) in order for the chip to be
active. In addition the 6264 also has a CS
line (pin 26) which must be taken to a logic
I (high) for the chip to become active. Both
of these pins must have the appropriate
logic on them at the same time in order for
the chip to operate and this feature is made
use of in this application.

ICI and 1C2 are 8K devices so only one
can be active at any time. This function is
performed by 1C3. When memory from
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the 16K Sideways RAM.

&8000 to &9FFF is being accessed the
computer address line A13 is low. This is
inverted by 1C3 and applied to pin 25 of
IC2 thus enabling the chip and giving us the
lower 8K area. In other words, 1C2 resides
in memory from &8000 to &9FFF.

When memory is accessed from &A000

to &BFFF the computer address line A13
goes high and enables ICI. Once again IC3
inverts Al 3 and pulls pin 26 of IC2 low,
thus disabling it. This now means that ICI
operates as the upper 8K of RAM and
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Fig. 2 P.C.B. layout and wiring for the sideways RAM.

occupies memory from &A000 to &BFFF,
which incidentally is the highest allowable
memory location for any sideways ROM or
RAM.

There is one minor problem with plug-
ging RAM into a sideways ROM socket
inside the BBC micro, and that is the
provision of a write strobe in order to
program it. This pulse is not connected to
the ROM sockets and we must obtain one
from elsewhere in the computer. Unfortu-
nately there is a flaw if it is taken directly
from the CPU. The problem is that the R/W
(Read/Write) signal is still valid when the
data bus has changed, which leads to spuri-
ous and unpredictable results. Fortunately
we can obtain a R/W pulse from another
chip inside the computer which has the
advantage of being gated with the 2MHz
processor clock and gives us the correctly
timed write pulse we require.

Having obtained the write line we must
connect it to the WE (Write Enable) pin of
the two RAM chips. This is done via switch
SI which acts as a simple write protect
switch. When the switch is closed it applies
the R/W strobe to pin 27 of ICI and 1C2
thus enabling them to be written to. When
the switch is open, the R/W strobe is
disconnected and resistor R I holds pin 27
of the two ICs high preventing accidental
(or intentional!) writing to the RAM.

CONSTRUCTION
The design is built on a single sided

printed circuit board the layout of which is
shown in Fig. 2. Begin by soldering in the
two wire links followed by R I and IC3. It is
recommended that i.e. sockets are used for
the two RAM chips and these should be
soldered to the board next. This requires
some careful soldering as there is very little
space between the i.c. pads and the tracks
running in between them.

A good quality 28 -pin turned pin i.c.
socket is required for insertion into the
ROM socket. Normal long pin wire wrap
sockets have rather thick pins and these

tend to splay out the RUM sockets in the
computer. This leads to unreliable connec-
tions to the ROMs if one is inserted into a
socket which has had a wire wrap socket
forced into it then later removed. A possible
cheap alternative is to use a 0- I inch 23 -way
edge connector (the type used for ZX-8I
peripherals) cut to a lower profile. This is
then cut down to 28 way and in half along
its length. These two halves are then sol-
dered in place of the 28 pin socket.

Although the p.c.b. is designed to have a
small low profile slide switch mounted on
board to perform the write protect function,
there is no reason why two lengths of
insulated wire cannot be soldered to the
board and the switch mounted in a more
convenient place. If this method is used it
must be remembered that it is the comput-
ers internal 12/W signal on these wires and if
they are too long it is possible to pick up
other stray pulses from inside of the com-
puter which could lead to data corruption in
the system, and not necessarily just in the
sideways RAM. Finally, solder about
300mm of single stranded insulated wire to
the board as shown in the layout.

INSTALLATION
Before plugging the board into the com-

puter give it a thorough check for any solder
bridges that may have occurred during
construction, especially between the i.c.
pads where space is minimal. Once you are
satisfied everything is all right it can be
fitted inside the computer as follows.

Switch off the BBC micro and remove the
top half of the casing. This is done by
removing the two screws found on the outer
edges of the back of the case (on scme older
models these are marked "FIX") and the
two larger headed ones underneath the
keyboard at the front of the case, the top
half of the case can now be lifted clear of the
bottom. Next. remove the two screws secur-
ing the keyboard in place, lift the keyboard
slightly and gently pull it towards the front
of the case. There is no need to remove the

COMPONENTS

MAGENTA KIT 568

Resistor
R I 10k Watt Resistor

Semiconductors
C1,IC2 HM6264LP- 15 8K

static RAM (2 of')
'C3 74LS14 hex Schmitt

inverter

Miscellaneous
S1 p.c.b. mounting slide

switch
28 pin i.c. sockets (2 off); 28 pin
urned pin i.c. socket (see text);
printed circuit board and software
Cassette, 300mm of single
stranded insulated wire.

connector between the keyboard and the
main board as there is enough room avail-
able fDr what we want to do.

The following information refers to a
BBC micro with no extra ROMs except
perhaps for a DFS ROM, if this is the case
there will only be two spare ROM sockets
instead of the usual three found on tape
based machines.

At the bottom right hand side of the main
board are the ROM sockets. Actually only
four of the five sockets are for sideways
ROMs, the one on the far left is the
Operating System and must not be moved.
The socket we require is the one on the far
right and there are two main reason for this.
Firstly, this is the highest priority ROM
socket which means if a language ROM is
present here it will have the first chance to
initialise itself on power -up ar when
BREAK/CTRL-BREAK are pressed. If
ROM priority is not important the unit can
r,e installed in any of the other available
spare sockets. Secondly, the size of the
RAM module is si:ch that it will sit comfort-
ably ever the top of the rest of the ROMs
without over -hanging the left hand side. If
this socket is occupied it is a simple matter
of carefully "shuffling" all of them to the
left 1:y one socket.

The module can now be pluggea into the
vacant socket. It may be a tight fit (especi-
ally if the socket was already empty) but
should go in if it is rocked slightly t3 and
fro. Ine flying lead for the R/W signal can
no..., be connected. Remove about 5mm of
insulation from the end of it and push in
into pin 10 of the 8271 disc controller chip,
this is the large (40 pin) i.c. located three
chips :n from the left hand side of the main
p.c.b. about half way down the board. If you
do not have this chip fitted it is simply a
matter of pushing the lead into pin 10 of the
i.c. socket. If the 8271 is in place, push the
wire in between the pin and the socket.

Once the module is in place it is necessary
to slide a small piece of cardboard or other
insulating material underneath tie board
between the RAM module and the ROMs,
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warning! do not switch the computer on until
this is done. There are three diodes directly
above the operating system ROM which
have the computers OV rail connected to
them and since the track at the top of the
RAM board is connected to the +5V rail,

the BBCs power supply unit will be short
circuited if the power is applied without the
insulation in place. Replace the keyboard
on its locating lugs but do not secure it in
place yet. Switch on the micro and if all's
well the usual start-up message should

appear, if not switch off immediately, re-
move the hoard and re -check the soldering,
also check orientation of the components. If
the start-up prompt does appear, the key-
board and casing can be reassembled. All
that remains now is to program the RAM
with the machine code routines you require.

SOFTWARE
As the board is designed to be built and

installed by the novice, it is not possible to
*LOAD code directly into the RAM or write
machine code programs that will assemble
the code into the RAM area. The ability to
do this would involve too much "fiddling
about" inside the computer for the inexper-
ienced. Space does not permit the software
listing to be published here. However a
cassette containing software which enables
code that is assembled into the computers
main memory to be written into the side-
ways RAM with relative ease is available
The software is self documented with in-
structions on how to use it and includes a
few utilities to help get you started.
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SIMPLE SHORT WAVE
RADIO
MARK STUART

\WIWI 1111//
NW/ NW'

A three band
1.6 to 30MHz radio
providing excellent
results plus loud-
speaker output

OVER the last ten years or so a number of
good short-wave radio designs have

been published. Nearly all of them have
used expensive coils and air -spaced tuning
capacitors, and have outputs suitable only
for crystal earpieces, or high impedance
headphones.

The design described here was produced
to combine the advantages of these pre-
viously published circuits whilst using mod-
ern miniature coils and capacitors and
having the benefit of a built-in loudspeaker.
It is a TRF (tuned radio frequency) design
covering approximately 1.6 to 30MHz in
three bands. The audio output is provided
by a single i.c. amplifier capable of supply-
ing over one watt when operated from a
nine volt supply.

CIRCUIT
The complete circuit diagram of the

Simple Shortwave Radio, showing the r.f.
tuner and the audio amplifier sections, is
shown in Fig. I. The five transistors in the
tuner circuit are not discrete devices but are
all contained in the "transistor array" chip
ICI.

This approach has been taken mainly
because of the close matching, and excellent
thermal tracking of the transistors, which
solve a lot of biasing problems. Another
advantage of the transistors in ICI is their
excellent high frequency performance and
low noise characteristics. Fig. 2 shows the
schematic and connection diagram of ICI.

The "active" part of the tuner circuit
consists of transistors TRI. TR2. and TR5.
TRI and TR2 arc connected in what is
known as a long-tailed pair configuration.
This arrangement has several advantages.
One is that the input of the circuit (TR I
base) is very well isolated from the output
(TR2 collector). This allows a good amount
of gain to be produced as there is very little
negative or positive feedback from the
output to the input.

Negative feedback,is undesirable because
it reduces the gain of the circuit. Positive
feedback is urdesirable because it reduces

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Simple Shortwave Radio
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properly matched to the relatively low input
impedance of TR I base. If the base of TR I
was to be connected straight to the top of L2
the result would be much lower selectivity
and a loss of gain. The exact position of the
tap is not critical and on the coils used has
been pre-set by the manufacturer to give a
reasonable match in transistor circuits.

The aerial coupling winding LI is a small
winding on the same core as L2 to which the
aerial is connected. The number of turns on
this coil again have been chosen by the
manufacturers to suit most commonly used
aerials. It is worth noting however that
accurate matching of the aerial to the coil is
extremely unlikely especially over the wide
frequency range involved. This is one of the
compromises necessary with such a simple
circuit. Aerial matching over such a wide
frequency is extremely difficult and it is
unusual for even good quality communica-
tion receivers to be particularly clever in
this respect.

REACTION-REGENERATION
The signal at the collector of TR2 is an

amplified version of the input signal. By
coupling a small amount of this signal back
to the input an effect known as reaction or
regeneration comes into action.

As previously mentioned the presence of
feedback is generally undesirable. If a con-
trolled amount of positive feedback is ap-
plied however the effect is that the circuit
"boosts" itself. The gain and selectivity of
the circuit increase as more feedback is
applied until at a certain level the circuit
provides its own input and begins to
oscillate.

At a point just before oscillation the
performance of the circuit is dramatically
improved. It is the function of the reaction
of regeneration control to allow the feed-
back to be adjusted so that operation at this
point can be achieved over the whole tuning
range (see Regenerative Receivers EE June
and July 1987).

Potentiometer VR1 is used to "tap -off"
some of the output signal from TR2 which
is coupled via C2 to the input. Advancing
VR I provides a higher level of feedback
eventually leading to oscillation. The effect
of the onset of oscillation can be quite
violent in some circuits as the whole input
stage "bursts" into oscillation.

In this circuit the onset of oscillation is
very well controlled because of another very
useful characteristic of the "long-tailed
pair" connection of TR I and TR2. This
characteristic is that the gain of the stage
decreases as the signal level increases. Thus
any increase of signal level as the circuit
approaches oscillation is opposed by a
gradual fall in gain so that the circuit cannot
"burst" into oscillation at all.

Instead as the reaction control is ad-
vanced gentle oscillation begins and the
level of oscillation increases in a controlled
way as the control is further advanced. It is
therefore relatively easy to set the circuit to
its most sensitive operating point by use of
the reaction control.

The bases of TR1 and TR2 are biased to
approximately two volts produced by R2,
VR2 and TR3. This circuit uses the base -
emitter voltage of TR3 as a reference
voltage (0.6 volts) which is boosted by TR3
to a pre-set level adjustable by the setting of
VR2. The gain of TR I and TR2 is depen-
dent on the setting of the bias control and
increases with increasing bias voltage. A
good initial setting of VR2 is two thirds of a
turn clockwise which gives a bias voltage of

2V. Increasing the setting further increases
the gain, but beyond a certain point this
becomes excessive and good control of
regeneration becomes difficult.

DETECTOR
From the collector of TR2 the amplified

r.f. signal is coupled via CIO to the detector
stage TR5. The job of the detector circuit is
to remove the modulating audio signal from
the unwanted high frequency carrier signal.
The principle of detection will not be
discussed here as it has been covered in
previous articles. Usually a diode is used as
a form of half wave rectifier to remove the
modulation. The old "cats whisker" was a
form of diode, nowadays usually replaced
by an 0A90 or similar germanium point
contact device.

In this circuit a more sophisticated ap-
proach has been used which results in better
sensitivity and lower distortion than a

simple diode detector. It is known as an
"infinite impedance" detector and operates
by using the action of a transistor which is
biased so that it is just at the point of
conduction. Positive signals increase the
bias on the transistor and so are amplified,
whilst negative signals reduce the bias, turn
off the transistor, and produce no output.

The output at the emitter of TR5 thus
consists of just the positive half of the
modulated r.f. signal. R7 and CI I form a
low pass network which removes the r.f.
carrier frequency leaving the low (audio)
frequency modulation to be passed to the
audio amplifier section of the circuit.

Transistor TR4 provides the correct
amount of d.c. bias voltage to keep TR5 at

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 330 R4 15k R7 6k8
R2 10k R5,R8 1k R9 100
R3 100k R6 47 R10 56

All 5% watt carbon film
R11 1

Potentiometers
VR1
VR2
VR3

4k7 lin.
220k min preset (horiz)
47k log.

Capacitors
C 1,C5,C7,C8,C9,C14 100n ceramic disc 50V
C2 preset (see text)
C3 200-300p variable
C4 20-30p variable
C6,C13,C15,C16,C19 100p radial elect. 16V
C10 10n ceramic disc 50V
C11 4n7 ceramic plate
C12 100n polyester
C17 470p polystyrene/ceramic
C18 220n polyester 100V
C20 220p radial elect. 16V
C21 27p ceramic plate

Inductors
L1/L2 A KAN3333 miniature

low range 1 r.f. coil
L1/L2 B KAN3334 miniature med range 2
L1/L2 C KAN3335 miniature high range 3
L3 1mH radial r.f. choke

Semiconductors
TR1 to
TR5 CA3086 (ICI transistor array)
IC2 TBA820M

MAGENTA KIT 718

Switch
S1 s.p.s.t. min toggle

Miscellaneous
LS1 8ohm 50mm loudspeaker
SK1, SK2 4mm banana sockets;
SK3 DIN socket 5 pin 180 deg. (3
off-see text. DIN plugs 5 pin
180 deg. (3 off-see text); p.c.b.s
knobs (4 off); battery holder; 6 x
HP7; wire; fixings etc. 8 pin d.i.l.
i.c. socket; aluminium case 200 x
150 x 75mm.
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the optimum point for maximum sensitiv-
ity. As TR4 and TR5 are on the same piece
of silicon inside ICI, and have matched
characteristics, the bias voltage from TR4
will vary in exactly the correct way to match
the needs of TR5 as ambient temperature
varies.

DECOUPLING
Most of the capacitors in the circuit are

for decoupling purposes, CI, C5, C7. C8
and C9 are all used to keep high frequency
from interfering with circuit stability. C6
and resistor R6 are there to remove audio
signals present in the supply rail from the
audio amplifier section.

The layout and wiring of circuits operat-
ing at high frequencies can be quite critical.
It is recommended that the p.c.b. and
wiring shown should be followed to ensure
good results, although this circuit is quite
well behaved.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
a signal ranging

from 10mV to about one volt is passed to
the volume control VR3 via coupling capa-
citor C12. There is little to say about the
amplifier circuit as it is all contained in a
single i.c. (IC2).

The TBA820M can produce over one

NEM

Watt into an eight ohm speaker providing a
very good loud signal. The output could be
connected to an external speaker (a larger
one would give even better volume) or to
any type of headphones from eight ohms
upwards. Of the components surrounding
IC2, C13, C14, and CI6 are supply decou-
pling capacitors. C20 is the output coupling
capacitor. R 10 and CI9 provide a type of
feedback known as "bootstrapping" which
temporarily boosts the positive supply vol-
tage to the i.c. internal circuits during
positive half cycles of the output. The
benefit of this is higher power and lower
distortion. RII and C18 provide a con-
trolled load at high frequencies and ensure
that the circuit is stable. C17 sets the high
frequency response of the circuit. Its value
can be increased to reduce adjacent signal
whistles if required. The remaining com-
ponents R9 and CI5 set the maximum gain
of the circuit.

CONSTRUCTION
The radio is built on two printed circuit

boards. Construction of the audio amplifier
board should be undertaken first as this is
the simplest and can be tested on its own.
Fig. 4 shows the component layout for the

Internal layout and interwiring of the prototype radio. The transistor buffer stage shown on
the tuner board was found to be unnecessary.

amphfier board. Take care to put the elec-
trolytic capacitors in the right way and to fit
the two wire links as shown. A socket can be
used for the i.c. if required.

If the correct p.c.b. mounting potentio-
meter is not available. VR3 can to wired to
the board using short lengths of stiff tinned
wire. It is important to u5c stiff wire as the
board is mounted solely by the bush and nut
on VR3.

Attach a twisted pair of wires approxima-
tely 120mm long for the loudspeaker con-
nections, and three other single wires for
the positive, negative, and audio input
connections.

When the loudspeaker and a battery are
connected to the circuit. it shoulc be possi-
ble to hear the familiar "mains hum" sound
when the input wire is touched (with VR3
set to maximum. If an audio signal source
is available the circuit can be tested more
thoroughly. Once this section is complete
proceed to the assembly of the tuner board.

TUNER P.C.B.
The assembly of the tuner board shown in

Fig. 3 is only slightly more complicated
than the audio board. Begin by inserting the
four wire links followed by the resistors,
ceramic capacitors, VR2, C6. L3, and VR I.
ICI should be soldered directly to the board
to minimise stray capacitances which could
reduce stability.

When the board is complete the wires
should be attached for the battery clip, SI,
SK I. C3, and C4. These connections should
all be made using solid core wire which is
soldered directly 'o the board in the same
way as component leads. This method has
the advantage that no loose strands of wire
can cause short circuits and that the relati-
vely stiff wire will stay in position. Capaci-
tor C2 is made by twisting two 40mm
lengths of wire together as shown in Fig. 6.
Initialy a single twist should be made so
that the final adjustment can be done when
the radio is tested.

ASSEMBLY
The main components should be assem-

bled into the case approximately as shown
in Fig. 6. The case used for the prototype
had a wrap -over lid into which all of the
components were fitted. This useful ar-
rangement means that there are no wires
trailing between the top and bottom of the
case, and that there is plenty of room to
work.

If the specified case is used the full size
drawing of Fig. 5 can he photocopied and
stuck onto the case front as a drilling guide
(a second photocopy can be covered with
transparent plastic and used as a proper
case label when construction is complete).

The two tuning capacitors are each fixed
to the case by means of two small M2.5
screws. Make sure that these are not too
long as they will otherwise damage the
vanes .nside the capacitor.

Socket SK3 can be mounted inside or
outside the case as preferred. In the proto-
type two further (unwired) sockets were
added as parking places for the unused
coils. To keep the front panel simple the
on/off switch SI was mounted on the rear of
the case. If this is not convenient it can be
re -positioned as required.

The connections to SK3 are simply made
as shown in Fig. 6. The earth tag of SK3 is
used to link the earth socket and one end of
LI to the chassis. Connections to tie Main
and Fine tuning capacitors C3 and C4 are as
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Fig. 3. Component layout and full-size printed circuit board foil
master pattern for the tuner stage. Note than an i.c. holder is NOT
required here.
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Fig. 4 Component layout and full-size printed circuit board foil
master pattern for the amplifer stage.
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shown if the specified components are used.
Other capacitors may have totally different
connections and so should be wired accord-
ingly. The specified capacitor is of the type
that has two a.m. sections of approximately
250p each and two f.m. sections of 30p
each. One section of each type is used on the
prototype, but it may be better to use both
a.m. sections in parallel to extend the low
frequency coverage of each band.

Other tuning arrangements can be used
instead of the ones shown, for example, an
air -spaced capacitor with a reduction drive
attached should give very good results, but
would he quite a lot more expensive. As the
"common" terminal of the tuning capaci-
tors arc connected to the chassis there is no
difficulty in using standard metal types.

The antenna socket is wired directly to
one pin of SK3 using the same solid core
wire formed to run along close to the
chassis.

COIL ASSEMBLY
The miniature tuning coils used in the

circuit have been chosen for their excellent
performance and low price. The penalty of
using them is that a special socket arrange-
ment must be adopted for them as shown in
Fig. 7. This has been done by using "stan-
dard" 5 pin DIN audio plugs and sockets.
The type of plug must be the one that has a

removable plastic "insert" into which the
pins are moulded. Apart from the insert, the
rest of the plug is discarded.

Fig. 6. Interwiring details for the off -board components
through socket SK3 chassis tag.

Each coil should be fitted with a 50mm
length of thin (28s.w.g.) tinned wire sol-
dered to each pin. The wires should then be
carefully formed so that they will pass easily
into the rear of the DIN plugs and cut so
that 5mm of each wire will be inside each
hollow pin of the plug. At this point the
assembly is quite rigid and the wire to each
socket pin can be soldered into place. An
additional small link from the screening can
to the earth pin should be made as shown in
Fig. 7.

In the prototype the coils were protected
by lengths of insulating tubing pushed over
the plug inserts which had been thickened

Note pin 4 of coil Ll is "earthed'

by wrapping them with p.v.c. tape. This
gives the coils excellent appearance but is
not crictly necessary.

OPERATION
Once the coils are complete the circuit

can be tested by plugging in the middle
range coil, attaching about 30 feet of aerial
wire and switching on. Set VR I to mini-
mum and VR3 mid -way. VR2 should be set
two t iirds of a turn clockwise as mentioned
earlier.

If all is well it should be possible to pick
up a few strong stations somewhere within
the range of C3. Once a station is heard,
advance the setting of VRI. The signal
should become louder as VRI is advanced
until at a certain point distortion begins to
occur and a whistle becomes audible. Re-
duce the setting of VR I so that the best
possible position is obtained and then ro-
tate C4 to see if other stations can be heard.

With a good aerial and provided there are
not too many interference sources (lamp
dimmers, TV sets, fluorescent lights) doz-
ens of stations will be heard.

Each time the Main tuning control is
rotated the Regeneration control will have
to be re -adjusted for the optimum position.
It would be nice if a single setting for
regeneration would cover the whole band,
however this is impossible because of the
varying impedance of the coil, the aerial,
and the tuning capacitors themselves. If
there is insufficient regeneratior an extra
twist on C2 may be required.

Once the circuit is operating with one coil
try pugging in the other coils and tuning
through the range. Note that because of
propagation effects some parts of the short-
wave bands will be completely silent at
some times of the day and extremely busy
during others.

When all ranges are working the effect of
advancing VR2 can be tried. There will be
an optimum position for C2, VR2 and VR I
for each station but as this is impractical it
is best to set VR2 and C2 for gooO all round
performance and do the fine adjustments
with VRI. On some ranges adding a 470
ohm resistor in series with the aerial was
found to improve reception of weaker
stations.

The calibration of the radio is left to the
user. The "log" scales on the tuning knobs
enable dial setting to be repeated so that
known stations can be found again. .A chart
of scale settings, station names, times of
day, and frequencies will soon be built up as
time is spent listening. The author was quite
fascinated by the number of interesting
stations that can be heard throughout the
day. It is very interesting to compare the
Russian news programmes (in English) with
the American ones.

Whilst testing the prototype the author
was rather intrigued when a telephone
dialling sound was heard at about 4MHz. It
soon became apparent that this was the
cordless telephone of someone living about
200 metres away. Both sides of the conver-
satior. could be heard very clearly. So much
for privacy!

EXPERIMENTS
Finally, for those who become really keen

on radio, there is no reason wny home-
made- coils should not be used with the
radio Varying the numbers of turns, the
aerial coupling, and the position of the coil
tapping can be very interesting and produce
rewarding results.
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insuLanori TESTER

MOST electronics enthusiasts will at
some time have been called upon to

install or check domestic appliances and
mains wiring.

Using a standard multimeter on
resistance range it is easy to check for
continuity, and the correct operation of
switches etc. The difficulty comes when
the quality of insulation is to be tested.
Most meters use standard 9V or I5V bat-
teries on the 'high' resistance ranges: this
voltage is clearly a long way below the
working voltage of the wiring and so the
readings obtained can be very misleading.
Insulation which breaks down
dangerously at mains voltage can appear
to be Fine at 15 volts.

To overcome this limitation it has
become standard professional practice to
measure insulation at a potential of 500
volts using an instrument known as a
'Megger'. The original Meggers used a
small hand cranked generator to produce
the 500 volts. Modern versions are now
available which derive the test voltage
from a few I .5V cells via an electronic in-
verter. The problem is that commercial
instruments are rather expensive for oc-
casional use by the hobbyist.

This project is a reliable 500 volt in-
sulation tester at a reasonable price.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. I.

IC I produces a 30kHz pulse waveform
which drives TR2, the inverter output
transistor, via R4. The collector of TR2
drives L I, which is the primary of a
toroidal transformer. When TR2 is tur-
ned on the current in L 1 builds up and
energy is stored in the ferrite core. At the
end of a drive pulse TR2 is turned off.

The sudden interruption of the current
in L I causes a high voltage 'back e.m.f.'
pulse to be produced in L 1, and in the
other windings on the core. This high
voltage pulse on L I is stepped up by the
winding ratio of the transformer (50:9)
and produces a pulse of 250 volts across
L3. The maximum voltage of the pulse is
determined by the amount of energy
stored in the core of the transformer and
by the load connected to L3.

A third winding on the core (L2)
provides feedback, which stabilises the
voltage of the back e.m.f. pulse regardless
of the battery state or the load presented
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across the probes. Diode D I and
capacitor C4 rectify and smooth the
voltage from L2. The resulting d.c.
voltage is fed via D7 to the base of TR1.

If the voltage across C4 rises to more
than 3.6 volts TRI begins to turn on. As
TR I turns on the Threshold Control pin
of ICI is pulled towards the negative sup-
ply rail. This alters the output waveform
from IC 1 resulting in narrower drive
pulses being supplied to TR2. In turn this
means that less energy is stored in the
transformer core during each pulse and
the output voltage falls.

This feedback results in the circuit set-
tling so that the voltage across C4 is
always maintained at 3.6 volts. Allowing

for the efficiency of DI this gives a peak
voltage of 5 volts across the single turn
winding L2. The peak voltage at TR2
collector is 9 x 5 = 45 volts and the
voltage across L3 is 50 x 5 = 250 volts.

The secondary voltage from L3 is con-
nected directly to D2 and also via C5 to
D3 and D4. This arrangement works as a
voltage doubler producing 500 volts
across the series combination of C6 and
C7. Resistors R7 and R8 ensure the rapid
discharge of the capacitors when power is
removed.

The test voltage is fed to the meter via
R6, which limits the output current to
500µA.

The components around the meter are
arranged to remove some of the scale
non -linearity which occurs in ohm -meters
at high values of resistance. At low
currents there is insufficient voltage
across the meter to enable D5 to conduct
and so the meter acts as a standard
100pA meter. Above half scale D5 begins
to conduct and introduces the shunting
effect of VR I across the meter. This
changes the sensitivity to 500 microamps.
In this way the meter can display a wider
range of resistance values without scale
cramping.

starts here

A single p.c.b. is used for this circuit.
Fig. 2 shows the copper foil pattern.
Refer to Fig. 3, the component layout
diagram, and fit the components as
shown. The inverter transformer consists
of a ferrite toroid core upon which three
windings must be threaded for LI, L2
and L3. The windings should be neat
single layers positioned as in Fig. 3. Begin
by winding L3. Approximately 2 metres
of 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire are re-
quired. Leave approximately 10cm of free
wire at each end and secure the winding
with adhesive tape. Note that the winding
does not need to be covered with tape, use
just enough to stop the ends unwinding.
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Next use +-metre of 28 s.w.g.
enamelled wire to wind the primary
winding LI. It is important that the
windings have the correct polarity. The
'dots' shown on Fig. I and Fig. 3 indicate
the starts of the windings. Keep the same
side of the core uppermost and start each
winding by passing the wire up through
the centre of the core. The polarities of
the windings will then be correct.

When LI and L3 are complete, wind
L2 by passing a length of insulated con-
necting wire once through the core. At-
tach the core to the board using a length
of insulating sleeving passed around the
core and through the holes in the board,
as shown in Fig. 3. Do not use bare wires
to fix the core as this would become a
shorted turn, and prevent the circuit
from working.

Carefully scrape away the enamel
from the ends of LI and L3 before solder-
ing the wires to the p.c.b.

It is important to note that only the
specified fe-rite core should be used. The
design of inverter circuits depends upon
the inductance of the windings and the
properties of the ferrite. Some types of
ferrite core may look very similar but be
completely unsuitable for this circuit. It is
also important to use the specified diodes
for DI, 2, 3 and 4. Ordinary rectifiers
such as 114005 are designed for use at
50Hz. They are practically useless at
30k Hz because of their slow response.

When the hoard is complete the case
lid should be cut out to take the meter
and the test switch SI. The p.c.b. is
mounted in the bottom of the case using
two bolts with nuts as spacers-the high

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Insulation Tester

voltage end lies beneath the meter. This
leaves sufficient room for a PP3 battery
next to the low voltage end of :he board.
Fig. 5 shows the layout of the compo-
nents in the case.

Wiring up must be done before the
p.c.t,. is finally fixed in position. Ensure
that leads between the case and the lid are
long enough to allow access for setting up
adjustments, and battery changing. The
two test leads pass out through a grom-
met at the meter end of the case. Use well
insulated flexible leads, about I metre
long An insulated crocodile clip on one
lead and a hook grip probe on the other
are best for the type of measurements
that will usually be made.

TESTING
Before applying power. double check

the transformer windings, and that
D I -D6. D7. C3 and C4 are the right way
round. If everything looks correct set
VR I to mid position and connect a PP3
battery. Clip the two probes together and
press SI. The meter M I should read

M
somewhere between half and full scale.
Set the meter reading to exactly full scale
by adjusting V R I . Release S I and
separate the probes. Clip a selection of
high value resistors, one by one. acrossA the ,robes and check the meter reading
given for each. Take care-only press SI
when your fingers are away from the
probes. The circuit is incapable of
producing dangerous levels of current;
however, 500 microamps can feel quite
unpleasant.

N
SAFETY
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COMPONENTS

Resistors

R1 330
R2,3 10k 1 2 off)
R4 470
R5 8k2
R6 1M
R7,8 10M 12 off)
All resistors IW 5% carbon film

Potentiometer
V R 1 2k2 preset

Capacitors
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5,6,7
C8

10n "280
2200o poly
10011 16V elect. radial
10p IOV elect.
4n7 ceramic 500V
10n ',OV ceramic

Semiconductors
DI,5,6 1N4148
D2 3,4
D7
TR 1

TR2
ICI

BY206G high speed 300V
EIZX61 C3V0
BC1R3
BFY',0
555

MAGENTA KIT 444

Miscellaneous
Si Momentary action push

button switch
T1 Toroidal transformer core type

ROF241212
M1 100µA meter approx. 4K

resistance(MR45)
Leads -1 M red and black well insulated
Probes --1 probe and 1 crocodile clip
Case plastic-approx. 150 x 80 x 50mm
PP3 battery, clips, feet, fixings, 28 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire, sleeving. Printed
circuit board

MEGOHMS

ruiR.41

Fig. 4. This scale may be used with the
specified meter.

METER -
/ PROBE

METER +

PROBE -

CHECKS MAINS
INSULATION

TO 500V

The meter can be calibrated by using a
range of resistors and marking the
readings each time on a blank piece of
paper fitted over the scale. Alternatively,
if the specified meter is used Fig. 4 can be
cut out or traced and fitted to the meter.

If a multimeter is available the voltage
across the probes can be measured. This
should be between 450 and 550 volts. The
battery current consumption is between
20 and 60 milliamps depending upon the
resistance across the probes. With the
probes open -circuited the battery current
should not exceed 35mA.

USE
An insulation tester is very

straightforward to use. Clip the probes
across the component or wiring to he
tested and press the test button. When
testing mains wiring take care to discon-
nect the power first and check between
Live and Earth, and Neutral and Earth,
as well as between Live and Neutral.
When testing electrical appliances always
check for insulation between the mains
terminals and exposed metal parts.

Take special care when testing circuits
with suppressor capacitors. These will be
charged to 500 volts and will give a very
nasty shock if touched. To prevent this
problem always release the test button
and wait for a few seconds before discon-
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netting the probes. This will allow the ex-
ternal capacitor to discharge via R6, R7
and R8.

The tester can he used to check high
voltage semiconductors such as power
rectifiers and thyristors etc., provided

they are rated above 500 volts. Never use
the tester on integrated circuits or low
voltage semiconductors. The circuit is
designed to withstand being accidentally
connected to the mains. The battery life
should be very long since current is only

Fig. 5 Wiring diagram and mechanical
layout of the Insulation Tester.

taken during tests. When the battery is
getting low it will no longer he possible to
get full scale readings on the meter when
the probes are shorted. This is a simple
test that should be carried out prior to
each test

Continued from page 17

TESTING

Testing is very straightforward. Just
switch on and check that the I.e.d.s are all
lit. Switch to the X1 range and turn the
speed control VRI to minimum. The I.e.d.s
should flicker at about 3Hz. Advance the
control and check that the speed gradually
increases. At the maximum setting the
flickering will not be visible because of
persistence of vision.

Check that the brightness of the I.e.d.s
remains the same on both ranges and that
both sets of three I.e.d.s. are equally bright.
The supply current should be between
10mA and 20mA.

To check the synchronisatiOn, a record
turntable which has a built in strobe lamp is
needed. Connect an a.c. signal of between 3

Ltqoa29

to 30V from a mains transformer and set
the Mini Strobe to 300 on the X 10 range.
(3.000 flashes per minute - 3,000/60 = 50
flashes per second).

Set the turntable rotating and bring the
Mini Strobe up to the strobe marks on the
turntable. The marks should appear to be
moving in exactly the same patterns as
those lit by the built-in strobe lamp.

It should be possible to move the Mini
Strobe speed control some distance in each
direction without any change in the pattern
of the strobe. Disconnect the synchronising
signal and check that moving the speed
control produces smooth changes  n the
observed pattern.

The strobe can now be used to illuminate
some moving ob.ect. Such things as electric
fans are ideal 7 -or demonstrations. In a

Fig. 3. Full size printed circuit board master for the Mini Strobe

darkened room it should be possible to
make the Fan blades appear to he completely
stationary.

TAKE CARE
Note that although mechanisms appear to

be stationary they are actually moving at
speed and cannot be touched. Keep this in
mind whenever using stroboscopes of all
types.
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VISUAL GUITAR/
IMSTRUMEIIT TUFER
MARK STUART L

Keep in tune
with this crystal
controlled musical
instrument tuner

THIS circuit was designed as a multi-
purpose musical instrument tuner that

could be pre-set to cover a wide range of
crystal controlled reference frequencies.
Tuning the instrument to the reference
frequency is achieved by a novel and very
effective display using a ring of I.e.d.s which
light in a pattern that indicates relative
phase and frequency.

The display also indicates whether the
incoming frequency is above or below the
reference frequency by the direction in
which the pattern appears to rotate. As
tuning becomes nearer, the apparent speed
of rotation reduces, until the pattern is

stationary when the tuning is exact. The
display thus combines the benefits of a
meter and an I.e.d.-type beat in indicator
and is better than both.

The tuner is quick and easy to use, has a
clear unambiguous display and is not over
sensitive to input signal waveform or ampli-
tude. Being a solid state display means that
the tuner is robust and compact. The tuner
requires a low level signal from either a
microphone or an instrument pick-up (in-
put impedance 47k).

A built-in acoustic resonator allows the
reference frequency to be heard if required
by pressing a button. This facility is useful
when a suitable microphone or pick-up
signal is not available as it enables simple
tuning to be achieved by ear.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the tuner is shown

in Fig. I. The switch connections shown are
set to produce the standard guitar string
frequencies E, A, D, G, B, E through two
octaves. The production of other notes and
octaves for other instruments is achieved by
the use of alternative pin connections to
IC2 and 1C3.

The crystal reference frequency is pro-
duced by X 1 which is connected in a

standard i.c. oscillator circuit using a single
inverting gate from IC I. Capacitors Cl and
C2 provide the correct loading for the
crystal and R 1 provides a d.c. bias path
which ensures that ICI is operating in its
"linear" range. The output from ICI is a
square wave at 4MHz. This is too high for
some of the notes required so it is divided in
two stages in IC2 to produce alternative

outputs of 2MHz and I MHz. These outputs
are on pins 9 and 6 of IC2 respectively. A
third output from IC2 on pin I I provides a
buffered, undivided output at 4MHz.

Switch SI is a two -pole six -way switch
which is used to select the required note in
two stages. For the two lower notes a 1MHz
clock is required, the next three notes
require a 2MHz clock and the top note uses
the full 4MHz. The first section of SI (Sic)
selects the appropriate clock frequency
which passes to the input of a "top octave
divider" IC3.

IC3 is a chip designed to generate 13
output frequencies at the correct musical
intervals over one octave from C to C. Only
five of the outputs are used in this applica-
tion-the difference between top and bot-
tom E being determined by the selection of
1MHz or 4MHz for the input clock frequen-
cy. All of the other outputs are available of
course and may be used if required by
arranging suitable switching.

VISUAL
GUITAR TUNER

The table below shows the pins and the
notes available from IC3

Available notes
Pin Note

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

C sharp

D sharp
E

F
F sharp
G
G sharp
A
A sharp
B
top C
low C

The frequencies at the output of IC3 are
exactly eight times the frequency of the note
being tuned. This factor is required to give
the correct display action. The selected
output of IC3 is passed on to the "clock"

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Visual Guitar/Instrument Tuner.
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input ICS which is a 4017 decode counter.
The extensively used i.c. has ten outputs
which switch from low to high and back
again in turn on each clock pulse. Only one
output can be high at any time so that a
ripple effect is provided with a sequence of
ten outputs each going high and then low
again one by one in turn. For this circuit a
sequence of only eight outputs is required
not ten. This is achieved by connecting the
ninth output to the "reset" pin on the i.c.
(pins 9 and 15). This ensures that as soon as
the ninth output attempts to go high the
counter is automatically reset and assumes
the starting state with the first output high.

The effect of this arrangement on the
I.e.d.s (DI to D8) is to scan through them
one by one, taking the anode of each one in
turn up to the positive supply voltage. If the
cathodes of all of the I.e.d.s were held at OV
each I.e.d. would be lit when its turn came
and all l.e.d.s would appear equally bright.
This would be the case if transistor TR I
were to be turned on all the time. If TR I
were turned off all the time all I.e.d.s would
be off.

In this circuit the state of TR I is deter -

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 10M
R2,R3 100k (2 off)
R4,R8,R10 47k (3 off)
R5 4k7
R6 1M
R7,R9 2k2 (2 off)
R11 1k
All 5% carbon
film 0.25Watt

Capacitors
Cl,C2 22p ceramic plate

(2 off)
C3 100p radial elect.

16V
C4 100n polyester
C5 10p axial elect. 16V
C6 270p ceramic plate
C7 1p axial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
IC1 4000B CMOS
IC2 4024B CMOS
IC3 M083 top octave

generator
IC4 TL071 op -amp
IC5 4017B CMOS
TR1 BC184 (see text)
D1 to D8 KLMP1700 high

efficiency low current
red I.e.d.s (8 off)

Miscellaneous
S1 2 -pole 6 -way rotary

switch
S2 Push to make switch
SK 1 in. mono lack socket

with 1 make contact
and 1 break

X1 4MHz crystal HC18U
wire -ended

WD1 PB2720 ceramic
resonator

Knob; connencting wire; p.c.b.;
case; PP3 battery clips; d.i.l. i.c.
holders 8 -pin, 14 -pin (2 off, 16 -

pin (2 off).
MAGENTA KIT 711

mined by the input signal to the tuner. The
signal, from a microphone or pickup, passes
via C4 to IC4 which is a standard non -
inverting i.c. op -amp circuit. D.C. bias for
the two inputs at half of the supply voltage
is produced by potential divider resistors
R2 and R3. CS decouples this bias voltage
which is then passed to the inputs via R4
and R5. Feedback around the amplifier is
provided by R6 and C6, which in conjunc-
tion with R5 set the gain of the stage to 200.
From IC4 the amplified signal is coupled to
the base of TR I via C7 and R7. Resistors
R8 and R9 set the standing bias on TR I so
that in the absence of any input it is turned
off.

SCANNING
When a note of the correct frequency is

applied to the input, TR I will be turned on
during the positive half cycle and off during
the negative half cycle. During this time all
eight I.e.d. anodes will have been scanned
by ICS. Those I.e.d.s enabled during the
positive half cycle of the input will be
turned on and those during the negative half
cycle turned off. This process repeats rapid-
ly for each cycle of the incoming signal and
provided the input is exactly one eighth of
the scan frequency a stationary pattern of
four I.e.d.s on and four I.e.d.s off will result.

In fact the four l.e.d.s that appear to be on
are flickering at the input frequency as they
are scanned. This is too fast for the eye
to follow and so a
steady pattern is per-
ceived. When the in-
put frequency is
slightly different
from the reference
frequency the relative
phase of the two sig-
nals changes progres-
sively through succes-
sive scans. This has
the effect of making
the I.e.d. pattern ap-
pear to rotate slowly.
the frequency of
rotation being the
difference frequency
between the two sig-
nals. A slightly higher
input ¢ignal makes
the rotation go one
way and a lower input

Positioning of com-
ponents inside the
case. The p.c.b. is
mounted on the lid of
the case so that the
ring of I.e.d.s can
protrude through the
top of the case.

signal reverses the rotation. This is an
extremely useful feature as it shows which
way tuning is required.

At higher difference frequencies the pat-
tern rotates faster and when the difference
is very large all that can be seen is a general
flickering effect. By the time this occurs the
difference is so great that it is usually
obvious which way to start tuning, if not, a
quick process of trial and error soon results
in a rotating pattern.

So far a perfect input signal waveform has
been assumed which turns on exactly four
I.e.d.s. A waveform which is rich in har-
monics may result in a larger or smaller
number of 1.e.d.s, being lit. The rotational
effects are still exactly the same however,
and so practically nothing is lost. As the
combined gain of 1C4 and TR I is very high
the input signal can decay a long way before
any effect is noticed on the brightness of the
I.e.d.s. Use of the special high efficiency low
current I.e.d.s specified is not essential but
does produce a far superior display than
ordinary "cooking" I.e.d.s. As the signal
dies away it eventually falls below the level
necessary to turn on TR I and the I.e.d.s all
go out.

The circuit is switched on and off by
means of the input jack socket which is of
the make/break type. Piezo-electric trans-
ducer WD I allows the unit to be used as a
pitch -pipe for tuning instruments by ear. It
allows the tuner to be used when a micro-
phone or pick-up is not available.
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit board component layout. The numbers to the side of IC5
are the order of the outputs if the I.e.d.s are mounted off the p.c.b.

The completed board with the display I.e.d.s forming a circle.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is built on a single printed

circuit hoard. Fig. 2 shows the p.c.b. track
patterns and Fig. 3 the component layout.

SI and the I.e.d.s can be mounted on the
board as shown or may be mounted remote-
ly if a different style of case layout is

preferred. A set of connection points are
provided for remotely mounted
components.

Assemble the circuit in the usual order:
small components, wire links and i.c. sock-
ets first followed by larger components and
wiring. TR 1 must be the standard BCI 84
type and not a BCI84L (which has the
collector connected to the middle lead).
Capacitors C3, C5 and C7 must be fitted
with the correct polarity as shown. The
I.e.d.s have a small flat at the point where
the leads are attached which identifies the
cathode.

In the prototype the I.e.d.s were all
mounted directly on the board and the case
front drilled appropriately. It is easier to do
this if the I.e.d.s are first pushed into close
fitting holes drilled for them in the case
front and the printed circuit board fitted
over the leads so that they all pass through
the correct holes. The leads can then all be
soldered and the board removed complete
with the I.e.d.s, which will be in perfect
alignment.

If a standard switch is used for SI the
letters and numbers shown are moulded on
the switch body. The board is designed so
that the switch can be mounted directly on
it. Alternatively it can be mounted else-
where and connected by wiring. The type of
switch specified will need its tag ends
removed for p.c.b. mounting.

CRYSTAL
The crystal X I should have its leads

supported whilst they are bent, so that the
glass seal is not broken. A small double -
sided sticky pad can be used to hold the
crystal firmly down on the board. Wiring
simply involves the connection of S2 and
WDI. a battery clip and the input socket
SKI. Use flexible connecting wire and take
care to connect SKI exactly as shown in Fig.
4 so that the switch section works correctly.
Other types of switched socket can be used
if they have the correct switching
arrangement.

The board can be mounted by means of
the fixing nut of SI if this is fitted to the
board. If SI is mounted off the board it will
be necessary to drill some fixing holes and
mount the board using spacers or long
screws fitted with extra nuts. The front
panel of the prototype was marked as shown
in Fig. 5. If the specified case and layout are
used this panel layout can be photocopied,
covered with plastic film, and used as a
label. Details for drilling the front panel are
shown in Fig. 6.

TESTING AND USE
Insert all i.c.s, switch on and check that

the I.e.d.s do not light. Press S2 and check
that a rough sounding note is produced.
Keep S2 pressed and rotate SI to obtain all
six of the set notes. If everything is correct
so far it remains only to inject a signal and
see if the lights behave as described. A
signal generator can be used as the source to
simplify fault finding (if any is required).

If none of the I.e.d.s light there could be a
fault in the signal path or IC5. Short circuit
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Fig. 5 (above). Full size front panel legend
for the tuner. This diagram may be photo-
copied and fixed on the case to give a neat
finish.

Fig. 4 (left). Interwiring details to the off -
board components.

Fig. 6 (bottom left). Front panel drilling
details for the note selection swi-.ch and
the display Le.d.s.

collector -emitter of TR I and all I.e.d.s will
light if IC5 is working and is receiving the
correct signals. If only one I.e.d lights,
check that S I a is correctly wired.

If all 1.c.d.s light when TR I is shorted out
but refuse to light when a signal is connect-
ed it is likely that either IC4 or TR I is at
fault. Check that both are inserted the right
way round and that C7 and C5 are also the
right way round. If a multimeter is available
check that the output of 1C4 (pin 6) is at
exactly half of the supply voltage.

If these checks are correct but the circuit
still refuses to work there could be a fault in
the wiring of SKI or in one of the capacitors
C4, C5, C6, and C7 which would prevent
the signal from getting through to TR I. As
there is very little wiring it is likely that the
circuit will work first time. Remember that
99 per cent of faults are due to poor sol-
dering-dry joints, bridges, short-circuits
-or incorrectly fitted components. If you
cannot see anything wrong, ask a friend to
look. It's surprising how easy it is not to see
one's own errors!

As the circuit is crystal controlled, tem-
perature stability and accuracy are excellent
and no setting up is required at all. Battery
drain is about 30mA when operating, most
of this being used by IC3 and the I.e.d.s. A
PP3 should have a good life provided the
jack plug is removed when tuning is com-
plete. A failing battery will be shown by the
display getting dimmer but accuracy will
not be affected.

The type of display used is a Nery effec-
tive way of comparing two frequencies and
probably has a wide range of other applica-
tions where a clear simple indication of
frequency difference is needed. The author
would be delighted to hear of readers'
suggestions which could possibly be used as
the basis of other projects.
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LIGHTWEIGHT IRONS
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MODEL XS
12V - £8.30 24V-£8.35

110V-£8.19 240V-£8.09
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14b

52

SPARE BITS FOR XS

51

50

14a, 14b, £5.99
50, 51, 52, £1.47

STAND ST4
£2.99

TOP QUALITY BRITISH MADE
PRODUCTS

ELECTRONICS

YELLOW HANDLES,
LONG LASTING

IRON CLAD BITS

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:

135 Hunter Street,
Burton -on -Trent,

10 Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel: 0283 65435

= Fax: 0283 46932
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STEPPING
MOTORS

STEPPING motors provide a very simple
means of producing precise controlled

movement from digital input signals. For
this reason their use has become more and
more common in all kinds of computer
controlled mechanisms.

CONSTRUCTION AND USE
To explain the operation of a stepping

motor a very basic 4 -step per revolution
model is shown in Fig. I. This model has a
smooth cylindrical rotor which is magne-
tised with a single pair of magnetic poles.
There are two pairs of stator poles set at 90'
to each other. Each stator is wound with a

coil through which current may be passed in
either direction to produce a magnetic field
between the poles.

This type of motor where the rotor is a
smooth magnetised cylinder and the stators
are not permanently magnetised is known
as a permanent magnet stepping motor.
There is another type of motor construction
known as variable reluctance, and a third
type which combines the characteristics of
the previous two types and is aptly called
the hybrid.

The windings shown on the stators of
Fig. I are centre tapped. The centre taps are
connected to one side of the power supply
and the remaining ends of the coils are

Fig 1 Basic operation of a 4 -step per revolution stepping motor

returned to the other side of the supply via
four switches. This method of winding is
called unipolar because it allows all four
windings to be switched to the same supply.
This method is particularly suited to simple
drive circuitry. For example the four
switches could be replaced by transistors
which can be driven directly from a com-
puter output port. A particularly useful
integrated circuit, the SAA 1027, is designed
to drive unipolar stepping motors directly.

Fig. la shows the motor in the first
position. SI and S4 are closed, current flows
in windings AB and DF magnetising the
stators as shown. The stators attract the
opposite poles of the rotor which aligns
itself as shown.

The second position is shown in Fig. I b.
This time current flows in wincl,ng DE
instead of DF so that the magnetic lolarity
of the stator is reversed. The rotor now
aligns itself in the second step position. Step
3 and step 4 follow in a similar way as
shown in Fig. Ic and Id respectively.

The switching sequence of the windings is
shown in Table I. Reversing the sequence of
switching results in the motor stepping in
the opposite direction.

This much simplified model produces
steps at 90 degree intervals which are not
practical for real applications.

Standard commercial permanent magnet
(PM) stepping motors are made with 15
degree or 7.5 degree steps, giving 24 or 48
steps per revolution. The finer steps are
achieved by magnetising the rotor with
several pole -pairs and using multi pole
stators. The maximum number of steps per
revolution is limited by the number of pole
pairs with which the rotor can be magne-
tised. This depends on the rotor material
(usually a type of ferrite) and the circumfer-
ence of :he rotor. A very large rotor could be
produced with a correspondingly large
r umber of pole -pairs but then the mechani-
cal inertia would be so high that the motor
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acceleration would be severely limited. The
practical maximum for this type of motor
seems to he 48 steps per revolution.

ID35 MOTOR
The 1D35 motor uses the type of con-

struction shown in Fig. 2. The rotor is

magnetised as shown with twelve pairs of
magnetic poles around its circumference. In
all 24 pairs of stator poles are required.
These are provided by two identical sets of
I2 pairs, one set of which is offset from the
other by one quarter of the pole pitch as
shown. Each set of 12 pole pairs is con-
structed from two pressings which resemble
large locking washers assembled each side
of a coil former so that their teeth interlock.
Current passing through the coil magnetises
the two pressings with opposite magnetic
poles so that the teeth appear as twelve pairs
of poles around the rotor (Fig. 2h).

The actual 1D35 motor pressings are
more complicated than the simplified draw-
ing in Fig. 2 shows. The two outer pressings
form the casing of the motor and are drilled
to hold the motor bearings. The alignment
of the whole assembly is critical so do not be
tempted to take one to pieces-it will not fit
back together properly.

letto4A1

Fig. 2b Motor assembly

The permanent magnet motors being of
simple construction are at the low cost end
of the market.

VARIABLE RELUCTANCE
MOTORS

Variable reluctance (VR) motors have an
unmagnetised cog shaped iron rotor which
is attracted to sets of toothed stator poles
magnetised by current flowing in windings
around them. These motors have practically
no torque when the windings are not ener-
gised (the detent torque) and can be useful
in applications where freewheeling manual
operation and motorised operation of a
mechanism are required. A good example of
this is the paper feed mechanism on a strip
chart recorder where paper is pulled
through manually between recordings.

HYBRID MOTORS
The Hybrid stepping motor uses a cog

shaped rotor and toothed stator poles as in

IEXICSAI

'TEETH' OFFSET BY
i/4 'POLE' PITCH

Fig. 2a Constructional details
of an ID35 type stepping motor STATOR 3

the VR type, but also has a permanent
magnetic field supplied by a magnet fitted
to either the stator or rotor. The teeth on the
stator poles are offset from each other by a
small amount as shown in Fig. 3. As each set
of poles is energised the rotor turns so that
its teeth line up with them. By energising
pairs of poles in the appropriate sequence as
with the permanent magnet motors rotation
in either direction is achieved. The step
angle of hybrid (and VR) motors is not
limited by the magnetic materials in the
same way as the permanent magnet motor
so that much smaller steps angles can be
achieved.

Step angles 0.9, 1.8, 1.875 and 3.75
degrees are common yielding 400, 200. 192
and 96 steps per revolution.

VARIATIONS
The motors discussed so far are the most

common types encountered. Many varia-
tions exist offering better performance or
lighter weight and so on. Motors may have
two, three, four or even five sets of windings
and power outputs vary from milliwatts to a
maximum of about I kilowatt. For very
high power outputs an hydraulic motor has
been linked to a stepping motor. The step-
ping motor operates a set of valves which
control the hydraulic fluid to the main
motor which follows the stepping motor
exactly. Power outputs of up to 150kW are
available using this technique. At the other

Table 1 Step sequence

(

:) I

Si S1 S3 S4

ON OFF OFF ON
' 12 ON OFF ON OFF
Sj 3 OFF ON ON OFF
t 4

4 OFF ON OFF ON
I ON OFF OFF ON

end of he scale is the motor driving the
hands of the analogue quartz watch. This
must be the most common application of
stepping motors.

MOTOR SPECIFICATIONS
The full specification of a stepping motor

covers a very wide range of mechanical and
electrical parameters. Table 2 shows the
main parameters for three types of motor.
The maximum stepping rate and power
output can only be obtained when the
motors are driven from the correct power
source. The higher power motors employ
very sophisticated drive circuits which pro-
vide a high voltage current limited supply to
the windings. The high voltage forces the
current in the windings to rise very quickly.
Once the current reaches the maximum
rating the current limiting circuit comes
into action and prevents the current rising
further. This arrangement gives the maxi-
mum speed and power output from the
motor. Such techniques could he applied to
the smaller motors but the complexity and

Fig 3 Hybrid/VR motor construction. VIEW ON AXIS
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cost of the circuitry are not really justified.
It is usually cheaper to use a larger motor.

One interesting feature shown in Table 2
is that the largest motor is capable of better
acceleration and top speed than the smaller
motors. It is also more efficient.

Stepping motors have been around for a
very long time in one form or another. The
advent of cheap decoder i.c.s, and power
transistors has already given a major boost
to their use. The arrival of low cost com-
puters with the need for simple accurate

mechanisms in such things as disc drives,
printers and plotters must have presented
an enormous new market.

The relentless spread of automation into
all aspects of life must mean that the future
of the stepping motor is guaranteed.

Step
Angle

Holding
Torque

Resistance
Per Phase
(Ohms)

Max
Pull
In

Rate

Max
Pull
Out
Rate

Inductance
Per Phase

Rotor j!

Inertia
Max

Power
Output

Current
Per Phase

PHILIPS
ID35
35014

7.5* 85mNm 47 130 130 400mH 45gm cm2 I watt 240mA

PHILIPS
HR23

1.8° 450mNm 4.3 300 7000 14mH 100gm cm2 10 watts @
2000 step/sec

IA

SIGMA
SERIES
21

1.8° 4860mNm 0.3 800 20,000 1.65mH 3530gm cm2 275 watts @
6000 step/sec

9.2A

Table 2. Stepping motor specifications.

STEPPER MOTOR IMTERFACE
THIS interface was designed to enable 4-
phase unipolar stepping motors of the

ID31/35 type to be driven from four output
lines of any computer user port.

The computer connections shown in this
article are for the BBC Model B. They can
easily be varied to suit most other com-
puters provided at least four output lines
are available.

In order to keep the programming as
simple as possible a special stepping motor
decoder/driver i.c. is used. This i.c. takes
clock pulses from the computer and pro-
duces the correct switching sequence on its
outputs to drive directly the four stepping

1111E,T,

Fig 4 Complete circuit diagram of
the BBC-Stepper Motor Interface.

TO BBC MICRO
USER PORT

01

P1300 01
[cLocii] IN41413

02
Pe10 01

!DIRECTION] 1N4148

03
P820 01

PB3

motor coils. A second i.c. input selects the
direction of motor rotation by reversing the
output switching sequence.

Two additional inputs are provided. One
sets the motor in the nearest phase I

position and inhibits the clock and direc-
tion inputs. The other input allows the
motor current to be switched between high
and low levels. this allows dissipation to be
minimised when the motor is stationary
whilst still allowing full power during rota-
tion. These last two inputs may be ignored
in simpler applications simply by leaving
them disconnected. The interface then only
requires two output lines to run.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
Fig. 4 shows the full interface circuit

diagram. The four motor coils are driven
directly from pins 6, 8, 9 and I I of ICI. Up
to 450mA is available for each coil. The
output current is controlled by the current
fed into pin 4. This current is used to bias
the output transistors. The relationship
between the output current limit and the
bias current is approximately 4 to I except
at outputs below about 50mA when control
becomes very critical.

The bias current is set via RI4 and RI5.
When the output current control input is
held low (logic 0) TR6 is turned off and so

at

IN410

D4 RI

1414148 104

OUTPUT CURRENT
CONTROL HI/L0

050

TR1
BC'S

R2
Lk7

TR2
E3.:93

44'

TR6
BFX68

4.2 914
120

TR3
BC163

P6
.47

TR4
Elf '43

94
44

min Cl
100n

HI

Si

PIS

4.60000-6.

4...6 0 C 0 P>.
+12V TO

G' MOTOR
2-6 0

Ore,-

TR5
BC183

STEPPER
MOTOR
COILS

05
194001

+12V

TO EXTERNAL
P 5 U

-0 CV
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the supply is removed from RI4. The only
bias current is thus supplied via R 15. The
value of RI5 is selected to give about 10mA
of bias current. This sets the output current
limit to about 50mA. Setting the output
current control input high (logic I) turns on
TR6 and provides bias current via RI4 in
addition to that via RI5. The output cur-
rent limit now becomes 400mA. and values
of RI4 and RI5 may be adjusted if required
to suit the particular motor and operating
conditions. SW I bypasses TR6 and sets the
output current permanently high. This set-
ting allows the interface to be used with the
current control input left open circuit so
saving one output port line.

The clock, direction, and set functions are
all provided by ICI and are selected by the
voltage levels on pins IS. 3 and 2 respec-
tively. It is not possible to drive the i.c.
directly from the computer output port
because the inputs require a logic high level
exceeding 7.5 volts. Transistors TR3. TR4
and TR5 along with their associated com-
ponents perform the necessary level shift-
ing operation. The component values are
chosen so that the transistors are turned on
by 2.4 volts from the computer. The pull-up
resistors R9. 10 and 11 take the inputs of
ICI up to I 2V when the transistors are
turned off. When the transistors are turned
on they pull the i.c. pins right down to zero
volts.

The output current control input has a
similar circuit to the other three inputs but
instead of a single transistor two are used.
These two transistors are connected as a
Darlington pair which has a much higher
current gain than a single transistor. This is
necessary to provide the higher drive cur-
rent required by TR6. Diodes D I -D4 are
fitted to prevent the interface from feeding
current back into the computer port when
the computer is switched off.

CONSTRUCTION
The interface is built on a single printed

circuit board. (See Fig. 5.) Start by fitting
the smaller components. Take care with the
polarity of the diodes. The cathode end of
the I N4148 types is indicated by a broad
band marked on the body. The larger
I N4001 diode has its cathode marked by a
silver band. All of the resistors and the
capacitor Cl can be fitted either way round.

Next fit the socket for ICI (taking care to
fit the socket the correct way round) and the
transistors. Finally fit SI (either way round)
and the terminal blocks. Note that the
terminal blocks have a dovetail arrange-
ment which enables a 6 -way strip to be
made up by sliding shorter ones together.

Having completed the board assembly
the ribbon cable should now be connected
to the appropriate computer connector. For
the BBC I/O port a 20 pin IDC socket is
required. Fig. 7 shows the correct assembly
of the socket viewed from the end nearest to
pin I. Note the position of the polarising
bump and the way that the cable is folded
back over the socket before the retaining
clip is fitted. For those unfamiliar with IDC
sockets the important thing to remember is
that the cable insulation does NOT need
stripping. The connections are made by

PO3 +.11--.4.)

Pao

PB2

POI .41-.4)

GOO +11-.-)

4:
EXTERNAL
SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

Fig. 5. P.c.b. design for the Stepper Motor Interface.
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Fig 6 Component layout for the Stepper Motor Interface

pressing the insulated cable down over
specially shaped tines which pierce the
insulation and make very good contact with
the conductors inside.

The cable is connected to the printed
circuit as shown in Fig. 6. The lead numbers
are counted across the cable starting from
pin I. The required leads should be
separated from the ribbon cable, stripped
and tinned so that they can be fed down
through the p.c.b. from the component side
and soldered to the pads on the track side.
The ground connection is available on
several pins of the BBC. Pin 7 is probably
the most convenient. Ensure that the un-
used leads are cut cleanly and do not have
any stray wire ends that might cause short
circuits.

Finally insert the i.c. into its socket-take
care to get it the right way round.

RIBBON CABLE

LEAD

MIDDLE SECTION

BOTTOM SECTION

CABLE RETAINING CLIP
(TOP SECTION)

RIBBON CABLE
FOLDED BACK

NOTCH

Fig. 7. IDC socket assembly.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,143,115,
R7,R9-R 11
R2,114,R6,
R8,R13
R12
R14
R15
R16
All resistors
unless stated

Capacitors
Cl

10K (7 off)

41(7 (5 off)

100
120 jW
1K5
1K

W 5% carbon film

100n polyester 16V

Semiconductors
TR1-TR5 BC183 (5 off)
TR6 BF X88
IC1 SAA1027
D1 -D4 1N4148 (4 off)
D5 1N4005

Miscellaneous
S.p.d.t. p.c.b. mounting switch, i.c.
socket, p.c.b. terminal blocks, p.c.b.,
IDC socket to suit computer. ribbon
cable.

MAGENTA KIT 464
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POWER SUPPLY
The interface requires a I 2V supply

capable of supplying up to 800mA. The
supply need not be regulated as the i.e. will
take up to 20V safely. A simple circuit is
shown in Fig. 8. This circuit can be built in
any suitable small case. Take care to keep
the mains wiring separated from the sec-
ondary wiring and use insulating sleeving
on all of the mains connections. The trans-
former must he a split bobbin type with
plenty of insulation between primary and
secondary. The core of the transformer
should be connected to earth using a solder
tag under one of the fixing screws.

TESTING AND USE
Connect a suitable motor to the output

terminals, set SI to the HIGH position and
connect a I 2V supply. Do not connect the
computer at this stage. Check that the
motor is energised and locked into one step.
It should now be possible to move the
motor one step each time the clock lead is
touched onto the +12V supply. If all is well
disconnect the 12V supply, connect the
interface to the computer user port and
reconnect the supply.

The four computer port lines operate as
follows:

PBO This line provides the clock pulses
which step the motor. Each time the
level changes from logic I to 0 the
motor moves I step.

PBI Sets the direction of motor rotation.
Logic 0 gives clockwise movement,
logic I anticlockwise. If this is incon-
venient it is possible to reverse the
directions by interchanging the motor
connections.

PB2 This is the SET input which locks the
motor into the nearest step 0 position
when it is held at a logic I. In this
condition the direction inputs are
ignored.

PB3 The current control input when SI is
set to 'low'. This input allows the
computer to set the output current.
Logic I gives High. Logic 0 gives
Low.

A full truth table is shown in Table 3.

The simplest program that will run the
motor is one which alternately writes 8 and
9 to the port. The speed of rotation of the
motor is limited to a maximum of 130 steps
per second before the torque falls to zero.
This means that a delay loop of around 10
milliseconds will need to be incorporated
into the program. As the speed is lowered
the torque increases rapidly-at 50 steps
per second the torque is 90% of the
maximum.

The inertia of the motor and its load
influence the rate at which the motor can
begin stepping from a standstill. With high
inertia loads it is necessary to ramp up and
ramp down the speed when accelerating and
decelerating. The maximum rate of speed
increase and decrease must he found by trial
and error. It depends on both the inertial
and frictional content of the load.

rill = I, PB; -L pB1 -1-,
pn(1 01 Q2 C.) 04 PBO Q I Q2 Q3 Q4

U 1. H 1. H 0 L H 1 H
1 11 L L H 1 L H H L

11 L II L - If L H L
3 L II II 1. 1 H L L H
4 L H I. fi 4 L H L H

Table 3 Stepping motor truth table

FRI 8 Suggested p s u

BBC COMPUTER PROGRAM
LISTING

A simple programme to demonstrate the
driving of a stepping motor from the inter-
face is provided. The program includes
simple instructions for operation.

Line 10 sets up the port and displays the
instructions. The computer asks for the
number of steps and direction. Maximum
speed is set in lines 160 and 200 which are
small FOR -NEXT type delay loops. Acce-
leration is represented by variable A%,

+Iyy
UNREGULATED

-vE

TO
INTER°ACE
SOAR)

PIA

which is used in lines 15U and 190 to
provide a steadily decreasing delay loop
over 40 pulses. A% can be varied in line
120-a higher number gives a slower
acceleration.

The delay in lines 160 and 200 can be
varied by changing the number of loops
initially set at 3. e.g. change to "FOR E%-0
TO 10:NEXT" to lengthen the delay.

Although only intended for demonstra-
tion purposes the program may be varied as
required Jr embedded in larger programs to
provide the motor control function.

10 M00E7s7iFE62.151VOU 231820210;010r
20 ENVELOPE1,1,0,0,0,100,5,100,10,-1,-1,-1,-10,100sPROCINSTRUCTIONSICL5
30 INPUT TA8(0,1);"Number of steps."5%
40 IF 59.0 THEN VOU7sPROCCLEARIGOT030
50 PROCSOUNDIPROCCLEAR
60 INPUT TAB(0,1);"Clockwise/Anticlockwise or A)."D$
70 IF D$"A" OR D$"C" THEN 80 ELSE VOU7sPROCCLEARIGOT060
80 CAD$"AN ANTICLOCKWISE".13.0sIF 0$."C" THEN D%.21CADf"A CLOCKWISE"
90 PROCSOUNO,PROCCLEAR

100 PROCSETUP
110 MII.9.0%

120 4%.20,FOR 89.1 TO 59
130 ?&FE60.149

140 IF 4%.0 THEN 160
150 FOR E11.1 TO 4%1NEXT ES
160 FOR (9.0 TO 3:NEXT E%
170 ?AFE60(M9-1)
180 IF A11.0 THEN 200

190 FOR [9.1 TO 4%1NEXT (1141.4%-.5
200 FOR Efv0 TO 31NEXT E%
210 NEXT 8%
220 PRINT TAB(0,9)1"LAST MOVE1"sTAB(0.20)15PC(40)
230 SOUND 1,1,33,21SOUND 2,1,53,21SOUND 3,1,69,21GOTO 30
240 DEF PROCSOUNDISOUND 1,1,33.2150UNO 2,1,49,2:500WD 3,1,61,21ENOPROC
250 DEF PROCCLEARsPRINT TAB(0,0)15PC(120),ENDPROC
260 DEF PROCINSTRUCTIONSsCL5
270 PRINT" STEPPER MOTOR DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM"
280 PRINT"
290 PRINT's"When prompted, enter the data required."'
300 PRINI"Any invalid data will be ignored by the"'
310 PRINT"program and you will be asked to enter"'
320 PRINT"it again."''
330 PRINT"If your stepper motor is connected to"'
340 PR1NT"the controller board in the wrong order,"
350 PRINT"it will not be damaged, nor cause any"'
360 PRINT"damage whatsoever to the board. It will"'
370 PRINT"sImply either rotate in the opposite"'
380 PRINT"direction or struggle to rotate at all."'
390 PRINT TAP THE RETURN KEY TO BEGIN "1
400 ASGET$uIF ASC 11$.13 ENOPROC ELSE 400
410 ENOPROC
420 DEF PROCSETUPsCLSORINT TA8(0,10)
430 PRINT;"ROTATE ";5%;" STEPS IN "{CAD%
440 PRINT'"DIRECTION"
450 PRINT TA8(0,20){"" PRESS RETURN KEY TO DRIVE MOTOR ......ITAB(0,9)15PC(10)
460 ASGE.SIIF ASC ATIv13 ENOPROC ELSE 460
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Constructional Project

EPROM ERASER
MARK STUART

Safe, low-cost unit capable of erasing up to four
EPROM's simultaneously in less than twenty minutes.
Could also be used to drive some fluorescent tubes
from 12V supply.

MANY projects have been published in
the last few years for EPROM pro-
grammers. These have been

designed for use with various different com-
puters. and each one has had particular fea-
tures such as speed of programming, simple
hardware, elaborate software, ability to pro-
gram a wide range of i.c.'s etc. In each case,
it has been assumed that a source of blank
EPROMS was available, and yet. a good
EPROM ERASER project has been elusive.

To redress the balance, this article
describes an EPROM eraser which should
cover most needs. It is capable of erasing up
to four EPROMS at once in less than 20
minutes. It operates from 12 volts d.c. and
was designed specifically for use in schools
where mains voltages are not allowed-it is
ultra -safe. The advantages go further than
this, however, because the use of a high
frequency inverter circuit results in longer
lamp life and higher efficiency.

WHAT IS AN EPROM
The letters EPROM stand for Eraseable/

Programmable Read Only Memory. The fact
that these are Read -Only Memories means
that the computer in which they are used
cannot store information in them, but can
only read from them. In practice EPROMS
are used to hold permanent information such
as the computer "operating system" that
enables it to read the keyboard and print on
the screen before other programs are loaded.
In the case of the BBC computer, sockets are
available to enable EPROMS to be fitted
which contain special programs.

EPROMS are supplied "blank" by the
manufacturers and are programmed by
applying the information to be stored along
with a pulse of 12.5, 21 or 25 volts depending
upon the type. There are various ways of
applying the information and the voltage
pulses so that faster programming can take
place. This is probably why so many people
have been attracted to the design of EPROM
programming hardware and, more particu-
lary, software.

During programming, each data "bit" is
set to a 0 or I by trapping (or not) a tiny
amount of electrical charge in the gate region
of a field effect transistor (f.e.t.). The
trapped charge cannot escape because it is
completely surrounded with insulating sili-
con dioxide.

ERASING
To erase the EPROM is necessary to re-

move the trapped charge. This cannot be
done by applying voltages to the pins, or by
any other direct electrical method. It is
achieved instead by making the silicon diox-
ide act like a photo conductive cell. Applying
ultra -violet radiation of the correct (short-
wave) type directly to the surface of the sili-
con chip causes the silicon dioide to become
very slightly conductive, so allowing the
trapped charge to leak away. This, of course.
is the reason for the familiar "window" in the
middle of EPROMS which allows the ultra-
violet radiation to penetrate to the surface of
the silicon.

22n
26' V
d c

noo

LP1
6W
U.11.

little, if any, effect. A fully erased EPROM
has all its bits set to "1" and so will read FF
or 255 when in circuit. This seems "upside
down", but has little practical significance.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. I. A

single transistor is used in a self -oscillating
circuit to produce 120 volts peak to peak at
25kHz. The tube is driven from this high
voltage via the current limiting inductor LI.
An incoming 12V d.c. supply passes via DI
which protects against reverse polarity, and
on to decoupling capacitor C4.

The current consumed by the circuit is just
under 400mA so only a modest power supply
is required. As the circuit draws current in
large pulses at 25kHz the value of C4 needs
to be quite large to maintain a clean supply
rail. The important part of the circuit is TI,
this is a tuned transformer with a step-up
ratio of just under 6 to I. The primary
winding is of 9 turns and is connected

33k
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the EPROM Eraser.

The special short-wave ultra -violet radi-
ation which (for the technically minded) has
a wavelength of 2537 Angstrom units, is pro-
duced by a special type of tube, similar to a
flourescent lighting tube, but without the
white flourescent coating. The tube has a
combination of mercury vapour and inert gas
filling, and is made from a special "glass"
that allows short-wave ultra -violet to pass.
Ordinary tubes, and those used to expose
photo -resist in printed circuit boards have

between the supply and the collector of TR1.
The secondary winding of 52 turns is wound
on from the primary for convenience and is
tuned by C2 to 25kHz. TR1 is made to oscil-
late by means of positive feedback supplied
from the winding on TI via C3, R3, and R2.
Resistor RI supplies a small base current to
start the oscillator at switch -on.

The short-wave ultra -violet radiation from
the tube is harmful. To prevent possible ex-
posure whilst changing EPROMS a simple
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interlock circuit is provided by a reed switch
(S1) and a magnet. Only when the EPROM
tray is slid into position can a magnet get
close to the reed switch and close it. At first
it was thought ideal to put the reed switch in
the 12V supply line. The high initial surge
current needed to charge C4 rules out this
approach, however, because reed switches
are unable to handle large currents and the
switch would soon fail. By fitting the reed
switch in series with the base of TR1 it is
possible to switch the circuit on and off by
means of a current in the region of lmA.

This type of oscillator circuit is simple and
reliable provided the correct values are used
for all of the components. The values of C3
and R3 are particularly important as they
determine the correct level of base drive for
TR1. Over, or under driving TR1 results in
reduced efficiency.

INDUCTOR
As mentioned before, the output from TI

is almost a sine wave of 120 volts peak to
peak. This cannot be directly connected to
the tube because of the nature of all gas
discharge lamps. At low voltage the gas in-
side is not conductive and the tube behaves
like an open circuit. At higher voltages the
gas and vapour in the tube become ionised
and the tube becomes a good conductor-so
good that it will draw excessive current and
destroy itself unless the current is limited by
some external means. In this circuit the same
principle is adopted as that used in domestic
flourescent lights-a series connected induc-
tor-or choke.

It is easier to use a series resistor instead of
a choke, but the power loss in a resistor
would he very high. At 25kHz a suitable
inductor can be very small and simple to
wind, so offering an easy, efficient means of
current limiting.

The final component in the circuit, CI, is a
very important one. In order to get the tube
to "strike" it is necessary to apply a high
voltage across the ends, and to heat the fila-
ments at each end of the tube. The filaments
(which are connected between the two pins
at each end) are heated by a current passing
from LI via the filament AB, through Cl and
then via filament CD back to T1.

At 25kHz the impendance of CI is a few
hundred ohms, and so it passes current
reasonably well, however this is helped
further by the fact that Cl and LI together
form a series tuned circuit that resonates
close to 25kHz. The effect of this is to sub-
stantially increase the filament current and at
the same time step up the peak voltage
applied to the tube. As soon as the filaments
are hot, the tube strikes, the voltage across it
falls to around 20 volts r.m.s, and the res-
onant effect of LI and CI is damped by the
effective resistance of the conducting tube.
The current in CI now becomes insignificant
and all the power from L2 is delivered to the
tube. This type of starting circuit is known as
"semi -resonant start" and is employed on
the more expensive types of domestic light
fittings.

CONSTRUCTION
A lot of attention was paid to the "mech-

anical" aspects of the design to ensure a very
high level of safety. It is recommended that
the case and type of construction used is
followed closely as a substantial amount of
care has been taken to get this right.

The construction can be divided into two
parts. One is the assembly of the printed
circuit board and the tube into the "top" part

of the case. The other is the mechanical slide
arrangement which is fitted inside the "bot-
tom" of the case. Those who recognise the
type of case will appreciate that it is being
used upside dowr in this application.

The details of construction of the slide
arrangement which is built on the case lid are
shown in Fig. 2 The material used in the
prototype was 1.6mm thick printed circuit
board material, but any type of insulating
board is suitable, such as Paxolin, s.r.b.f. or
s.r.b.p. material. Begin by cutting strips as
shown in Fig. 2. These are cut slightly
shorter than the case lid so that they clear the
internal p.c.b. guides moulded into the case.

CASE
LID

FIT LAYER OF
MASKING TAPE

150 X16 BEWEEN PIECES

150 012 N., ran J

1".117.1

-46
I 1.'101

rt. -

9C

O

0

O

I I

MAGNET

SLIDER
160X48

I I

I II
I II
I II

I II

II

O

O

0

(cEtet3o4) ALL DIMS IN mm

156

Fig. 2. Suggested method of slide
construction.

Next cut a piece 180mm longx48mm wide
for the slider which will carry the EPROMs
and the magnet to operate the interlock reed
switch SI

The long edges of the slider and the inside
edges of the two 150x 12mm pieces should be
smoothed with fine abrasive paper to ensure
a smooth sliding action when assembly is
complete At this stage the slides should be
fitted to tie inside of the case lid. This is best
done by fitting one side first, and then using
the 180x 48mm slider as a spacing guide to
position the strips on the other side. A layer
of maskir.g tape or similar material between
the two strips on each side will ensure ade-

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 33k
R2 47
R3 8k2

All 1/4W carbon film

Capacitors
C1 22n 250V d.c. polyester
C2 47n 250V d.c. polyester
C3 12n 100V d.c. polyester
C4 470µ radial elec. 16V

Semiconductors
D1 1N4001
TR I TIP121 Darlington power

transistor

Miscellaneous
T1 Transformer core + 28

s.w.g. wire
L1 Choke core+ 32 s.w.g.

wire
(1_1 and T1 are available as a pack

of ccres, formers, and wire frDrn
Magenta)

Printed circuit board; material
for slides, slider and tube mount;
nuts and screws 7 x M3 screws
nuts and washers; 2x M3 X25mm
Nyloi screws with nuts and
washers; wire; glass reed switch;
magnet; two 2 -way terminal
blocks to fit tube; tube, 6in. 4W
short-wave U.V.; conduct ve
foam; case; wooden block.

MAGENTA KIT 790
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quate clearance for the slider to move easily.
To ease assembly it is useful to fit the

whole thing together using strips of double -
sided adhesive tape. The fixing holes can
then be drilled whilst everything is in place,
thus their correct alignment is ensured.
Three sets of M3 screws, nuts and washers
are sufficient to fix the slides permanently in
position. Take care to position these as

shown in Fig. 2 away from where the tube
mounting boards are to be fitted.

TUBE MOUNTING
The next step in assembly is to make and

fit the boards which hold the tube. Two
boards are used as shown in Fig. 3, one at
each end, fitted into the internal case slots.
At one end, the board is the printed circuit
(which should not have any components fit-
ted at this stage). The board at the other end
is a plain piece of Paxolin or other insulating
board which is cut to the same size and has a
matching hole 16mm in diameter. This piece
is easier to make if the printed circuit board
is used as a template. A rectangular cut-out
in the plain board is also required, for the
EPROMS to slide under, and a small notch
must be cut in one corner to allow the two
wires from the end of the tube to pass.

Check that the tube fits correctly and that
the lid can be fitted (minus the slider). The
tube mountings are held in place by the lid
and two pieces of foam rubber stuck to the
slides in the correct position will hold the
tube mountings more firmly, and stop
rattles.

The final cutting job is to make a rectangu-
lar cut-out in the end of the case for the slider
to pass through. This should be
50mm x 22mm as shown in Fig. 4. To protect
the case and simplify marking -out, the case
end should be covered with masking tape.
The cut-out can then be made, and filed
smooth before removing the masking tape.

A small hole is needed at the other end of
the case to allow the power supply wires to
pass through to the board. A 4mm diameter
hole is adequate, positioned as shown in Fig.
4. Finally check the whole assembly with the
tube and slider in position and make any
adjustments necessary before moving to the
next stage.

The circuit board and tube mounted
inside the case.

CASE LID SLIDER

--FOAM STRIP C4:
a

TUBE

PAXOLIN SHEET

Lip

CUT CUT

ALL DIMS IN min

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

4o

92

Fig. 3. Suggested arrangement for mounting the tube inside the plastic case.

cC

I

ALL L'IMS IN mm

Fig. 4. Dimensions, cutting and drilling details for the ends of the case. Note
that the slider cutout is the opposite end to the p.c.b.

COIL ASSEMBLY
This type of inverter circuit is very depen-

dent upon correct coil construction, and so
every care should be taken at this stage. The
choke LI is wound from 32 s.w.g. enam-
melled copper wire on a single or multi -sec-
tion coil former. 145 turns are required and
are easily accomodated within the 18mm dia-
meter ferrite pot cores specified.

Winding is simplified by using a "man-
drel" which fits inside the coil former and
allows it to be held easily. A ball-point pen
rase was found to be ideal when winding the
prototype coils.

Wind the choke by building up the wire
evenly across the former. There is no need to
wind the coil in layers-in fact this is practi-
cally impossible by hand. All that is needed
is an even spread of wire across the former.
The start and finish of the winding must be
brought out through the same gap in the
ferrite core. A layer of insulation or masking
tape over the completed coil will keep every-
thing in place. Fit the two core halves around
the coil, making sure that nothing is trapped
between them and fix them together with a
layer of type.
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Next wind the step-up transformer T1.
The main winding is made from 28 s.w.g.
enamelled wire. Fig. 5 shows the winding in
detail. Before begining, cut some lengths of
masking tape the same width as the coil for-
mer sections and 10cm long. Start winding
from the edge of the former with terminal
number 1 and wind a single layer of nine
turns. Cover this winding with a layer of tape
and bring out a loop for about 80 cms
through the same slot in the former as the
start. Fit a second layer of tape, loop the
wire back into the former and continue
winding in the same direction until a further
52 turns have been added. If the specified
two section former is used, wind 20 turns in
the first section, and 32 in the second sec-
tion. Tape over both sections and leave
approximately 80mm of wire free at the end-
-this is terminal number 3.

FEEDBACK WINDING
The feedback winding is made from 1/0.6

or 7/0.2 insulated connecting wire wound as
shown in Fig. 5b. The position of the winding
is not important, but the vital thing is to get
the direction right, and to label the ends
correctly. 'The black dots next to wires 1 and
4 on the circuit diagram indicate the starts of
each winding. Provided the windings are
then made in the same direction everything
else should follow automatically.

Secure the feedback winding with tape and
fit the two halves of the 25mm pot core as-
semblies. As with the choke, ensure that the
two halves are in close contact with nothing
trapped between them, and that all five coil
connections are brought out through the
same gap in the cores. Tape the two halves
together and prepare the three enamelled
wire leads for assembly to the board.

Close-up of the circuit board showing the reed switch S1 mounted on the front
edge of the board. This board is available through the EE PCB Service, code
EE620.

The type of enamel used on the wire is a
self -fluxing solderable type, but it cart still
take some time to melt away and allow the
wire to be tinned. In case of difficulty, draw-
ing the wire through a small folded piece of
fine abrasive paper works wonders and strips
the enamel very easily. Note that connection
number 2 is in the form of two wires, which
should be twisted together after tinning. Fit a
short length of insulating sleeving over each
of the three leads, and the coil is ready for
fitting to the board.

Fig. 5. Step-up transformer T1 winding details.

CONTINUE
WINDING

3

1E1163341

11 2

1- 2 = 9 TURNS

2 - 3 = 52 TURNS

4

S

P.C.B. ASSEMBLY
There a -e very few components on the

board, and assembly is simple. Refer to Fig.
6 for the component layout, and to Fig. 7 for
the track pattern. Diode DI, and capacitor
C4 are the only polarity conscious parts, so
take care when fitting these. The wires to the
power supply should be fitted to the rear of
the board. as should the two tube wires
which conr.ect to the near end of the tube. A
length of twin cable 22Cmm long to reach to
the opposite end of the tube should be fitted

The completed circuit board, with the u.v. tube,
prior to sliding it into the case side runners.
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Fig. 6. Printed circuit board component layout. The
centre of the board is cut out to take the u.v. tube.

Fig. 7. Full size copper foil master pattern for the EPROM
Eraser p.c.b.

on the component side. The power transistor
TRI is mounted on the board by means of an
M3 fixing screw through the tab. This
mounting also provides the collector connec-
tion, so do not use an insulating set. The
actual collector lead-the centre one-can be
removed from the transistor or bent out of
the way.

The reed switch, which is mounted directly
to the board, must have it's leads bent at 90°
This must be done very carefully, as it is easy
to fracture the glass envelope. The best
method is to support each lead with a pair of
pliers between the envelope and the point
where the bend is made, then another
pair of pliers to make the actual bend.

The connections to Ll can be made either
way round, but the five connections to T1
must be made exactly as shown. To make
this easy the board has been marked on the
track pattern with the corresponding wire
numbers. The two coils are fixed to the
board using M3 x 25mm nylon screws. Metal
screws must not be used because current will
be induced into them, and there will be con-
siderable circuit losses. Metal nuts and
washers can be used, as these are outside the
cores.

The connections to the tube are made by
means of two-way 90° p.c.b. terminal blocks.
The wires are soldered onto these and the
joints sleeved with 25mm lengths of close
fitting p.v.c. sleeving. The terminals fit per-
fectly onto the tube pins and can be held
firmly in place by gently tightening the

screws. The tube can he fitted either way
round.

TESTING
As there are no adjustments to make it is

likely that the circuit will work first time, and
all will be well. The most likely source of
trouble is T1 and its connections, which can
easily be mixed up. The circuit board can be
tested before the tube is fitted to check the
functioning of the oscillator. Tape the mag-
net to the reed switch and apply 12 volts. The

current should be around 50mA, and a meter
set to a.c. volts should read approximately
40V (which corresponds to 120V peak -to -
peak) across Q.

If all is well so far, fit the tube, assemble
the whole unit and attach the magnet to the
slider so that it is directly under the reed
switch when it is pushed fully home. Remove
the slider and connect a 12V supply via a
meter set to read 0 to 1 amp. Push the slider
into place and the current should rise to
approximately 350mA, fluctuating slightly as
the tube strikes. To check correct operation,
the tube can be viewed briefly through a
piece of glass. The short-wave ultra -violet
radiation is harmful to skin and eyes, and so
direct exposure should he avoided.

Once correct operation has been obtained,
assembly should be completed by fitting a small
block of wood or other opaque insulating
material to the slider so that it completely closes
the case cut-out when the slider is in position.
This, along with the reed switch ensures that it
is impossible to view the tube, even by peering
into the clot. A piece of black anti -static foam
attached to the slider over its centre 100mm is
ideal for holding the EPROMS whilst erasing.

OPERATION
With a tube of this type running at full

power it is normal to allow 20 minutes to
erase EPROMS at 25mm from the tube. In
this eraser the distance is slightly shorter,
and the tube is slightly under -run, so the time
should be about the same. With a new tube
faster erase times are possible.

To test the operation, put a programmed
EPROM into the eraser, and check it at two
minute intervals. Once the EPROM is
erased. (All locations read FF) record the
time and then erase further for three times as
long again. This ensures full erasure in all
circumstances.

The level of radiation along the tube is not
uniform and falls off towards each end. It
may be possible to erase 4, 5 or 6 EPROMS
in a row depending on the condition of the
tube. A few tests will soon show the practical
limits.

SAFETY
As already stated, safety was a major fac-

tor in this design. The highest voltage pre-
sent at any time is 60V (120V peak -to -peak)
and this is from a relatively high impedance
source. In addition, construction is such that
contact is impossible during use. The reed
switch interlock makes contact with the tube
radiation impossible. These factors make the
eraser particulaly suitable for educational
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200 mHz DIGITAL
FREQUENCY METER

MARK STUART

Easy to use
easy to
construct 0 to
10MHz and
10-200MHz
ranges
THIS project was designed to provide a

I simple easy to use digital frequency
meter without sacrificing accuracy or fre-
quency range. Throughout the design parti-
cular attention was paid to keeping the cost
down and the construction simple. The
resulting instrument is compact and ex-
tremely convenient to use. Among its more
obvious applications are checking C.B. and
amateur radio transmitter frequencies, cali-
brating signal generators and providing
accurate frequency readings when used in
conjunction with a function generator when
measuring audio amplifier frequency re-
sponses, etc.

The unit was designed to be powered
from a small plug-in transformer but can
also be powered from a 12V car battery or
four HP7 cells for portable use.

SPECIFICATION
The circuit uses eight 0.56 inch red seven

segment I.e.d. displays to give a large bright
clear read-out. Two frequencies ranges
cover 0-10MHz and 10-200MHz. The dis-
play is automatically up -dated at one
second intervals giving resolution down to
1Hz on the 10MHz range and 100Hz on the
200MHz range. Between readings the dis-
play holds the previous reading, providing a
stable continuous read-out.

Accuracy of the frequency readings de-
pends upon the internal 10MHz crystal. A
standard commercial quality crystal is used,
giving 0.002 per cent initial accuracy with a
possible thermal drift up to 0.003 per cent
per degree Celsius. If required the initial
error can be trimmed out by reference to the
200kHz BBC Radio 4 carrier frequency so
that very accurate measurements can be
made especially if the meter is kept at or
near room temperature.

Power requirements are approximately
100mA at five volts. An internal voltage
regulator permits external d.c. supplies
from 9V to I 6V to be used as an alternative
to the plug-in 9V transformer specified.
When portable operation is required four
standard or re -chargeable small cells can be
used to give several hours of operation.

CIRCUIT

The circuit diagram of the complete unit
is shown in Fig. 1. The heart of the circuit is
1C2 which provides all of the timing, count-
ing, and display decoding functions This
remarkable i.c. provides direct drive to the
entire eight digit display eliminating the
need for current limiting resistors digit
driving transistors and so on. There are a
number of versions of this i.c. (the
ICM7216), it is important that only the
ICM7216D is used in this circuit-the
others will not work at all.

A crystal oscillator is also built into 1C2
and this is connected to the 10MHz crystal
XL I at pins 25 and 26. Resistor R7 pro-
vides d.c. bias for the oscillator and capaci-
tors Cl 5 and C 16 provide the correct
loading to suit the crystal. Where maximum
accuracy is required the frequency of the
crystal can be fine tuned over a small range
by varying the value of C15.

To minimise the number of connections
and so keep down the number of pins
needed on the i.c. the display is "multi-
plexed". This means that each digit is lit for
12.5 per cent of the time. To do this each
one of the eight digit driver lines is activa-
ted in turn by taking it from +5V down to
OV. For each digit the segment drivers are
fed with the particular code to light the
number required. The whole process takes
place at 500Hz so that there is no percep-
tible flicker and all eight displays appear to
be lit continuously.

The position of the decimal point in the
display is selected by connecting pin 13 of
IC2 to Ile digit drive output where the
decimal point is required. In this applica-
ticn the decimal point is required after X7
for the 10MHz range and after X5 for the
200MHz range. Switching between the two
is tarried out by IC6c and IC6d which are
analogue gates controlled from the range
switch S2. When S2 is in the 10MHz
position the +5V supply is connected to the
control input of IC6c via S2b. This turns on
the analcgue gate and connects pin 13 of
IC2 to the X7 digit drive line. The control
input of IC6d is held at OV via R2 ensuring
that the X5 digit drive line is disconnected.
On the 200MHz range the situation is
reversed so that the X7 line is disconnected
and X5 line is connected. S2b also provides
gate control voltages for IC6a and IC6b
which select which input stage is used to
provide the signal to be counted by IC2.

There are two other pins on IC2 which are
linked to the digit select lines. Pin I pro-
vides various functions such as display test,
and blank display, by connecting it either to
the X8 or line X4. In this application pin 1
is linked to the X3 line to select "external
decimal point" mode. This allows the deci-
mal point to be positioned by linking pin 13
to the digit drive outputs as a.ready
describec.

Pin 14 of 1C2 is the "range" input which
is used to select whether the input signal is
counted for 0.0Isec, 0.1 sec, 1sec, or lOsec
by connecting it respectively to digit drive

Front panel layout and legend for the 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the complete 200MHz Digital
Frequency Meter
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lines X I. X2. X3, or X4. The one second
setting is most suitable for the present
circuit as it gives a full eight digit display for
10MHz. On the 200MHz position it would
be possible to gain an extra digit by selecting
the ten second range, however a ten second
wait between readings is too long for most
practical purposes and so a common one
second period is used.

INPUT STAGES
The input circuits of the meter are com-

pletely different for the two frequency
ranges. On the 10MHz range the signal is
first amplified by 1C3 and then squared by
105 before being passed to 1C2. IC3 con-
tains a very high speed three transistor
amplifier with a gain of 25 at frequencies up
to well over 100MHz. 105 is a schmitt
trigger i.c. which is used to square up the
output of 1C3 so that low frequency sine
waves can be counted correctly. Without
105 the circuit would work perfectly at high
frequencies but would not count low fre-
quency sine wave inputs at all. This is
because the input voltage to 1C2 must
change at a rate faster than 25V per micro-
second to trigger the input counting circuits.

The input is coupled to 1C3 by means of
C3 and ('4. Two capacitors are used be-
cause the larger value capacitor will not be
as effective at high frequencies because of
its construction. The smaller ceramic disc
capacitor freely passes the high in.(itiencies
whilst noi using as et. 1  1 ,1 it hi': ...tuen-
cies. Together the two capacitors are effec-
tive over the necessary wide band of
frequencies.

Diodes DI and D2 are incorporated to
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 82k
R2 to R6,R8,R9 10k (7 off)
R7 10M
All 5% carbon film ;;W

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3
C4 to C7,C9,C11
C8,C10,C12,C14
C13
C15,C16

Semiconductors
D1-D4
D6-D9
D10
X1 to X8

ICI
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6

Miscellaneous
51,52
XL1
SK 1

SK2
i

470p axial elect. 25V
10p radial elect. 25V
1p min 100V layer type
10n disc ceramic (6 off)
100p mm radial elect. 6.3V (4 off)
100p ceramic
22p ceram c (2 off)

MAGENTA KIT 563

1N4148 (4 off)
50V 1 A diode bridge
1N4001
Seven segment display 0.56 inch common cathode type
HDSP 5303 (8 off)
7805 voltage regulator
ICM7216D (see text)
SL560CDP8
SP8629
74LS14
4016 CMOS

d.p.d.t. miniature slide switches (2 off)
10MHz HC 18U wire ended crystal
50 ohm BNC socket, bulkhead mounting type
3.5mm lack socket
1005. H ;poke

Perspex tot display window; p.c.b.; wire; screws and nuts; 9V a.c. plug in
power supply (see text); two 14 -pin and one 28 -pin i.c. mounting sockets;
case approx 160 x 95 x 60mm.
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Fig. 2. Component layout on the p c.b.
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Fig. 3. Track pattern for the p.c.b. (full size).

protect the input circuits from excessive
input voltages, and capacitors C7, C8, C9
and CIO provide decoupling of the power
supply and the input stages of IC3. Two
capacitors are again used in each case to
cover the wide frequency range.

On the 200MHz range a prescaler i.c. is
used to divide the incoming frequency by
100 so that it is reduced to a value that can
be handled comfortably by 1C2 which has
an upper frequency limit of 10MHz. The
necessary adjustment to the display so that
it reads correctly is achieved by moving the
decimal point from X7 to X5.

As well as the divider circuit, 1C4 also
contains a pre -amplifier and so no further
signal amplification is required. Only a
single input coupling capacitor is required
on this channel as frequencies below
10MHz are of no interest. Diodes D3 and
D4 are fitted to protect the circuit from
excessive input signals. The input to 1C4 is a

differential amplifier circuit which like an
op -amp i.c. has inverting and a non -invert-
ing terminals. Pin 6 of the i.c. which is the
inverting input is decoupled by C6 and
given a small offset bias by means of RI.
This introduces a small signal cut off effect
which prevents circuit noise from causing
spurious counting. The selection of R I is a
compromise between sensitivity and false
triggering. Reducing its value will decrease
the sensitivity if random counting is found
to be a problem.

The power supply section of the circuit is
completely straightforward. An i.c. voltage
regulator provides five volts output for any
input from 9V to 16V. For mains operation
a simple plug-in 9V a.c. transformer fol-
lowed by a diode bridge and smoothing
capacitor is used. When portable operation
is required a small battery holder contain-
ing four 1.5V HP7 cells can be used and will
give several hours of operation.

POWEE

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is built on a single printed

circuit board. Fig. 2 shows the component
layout and Fig. 3 the track pattern. As parts
of the circuit are operating at very high
frequencies it is essential that the layout
shown is used. Even simple changes to the
input stages could result in instability and
oscillation which would make the instru-
ment completely unusable. The final layout
shown is completely stable and reliable and
there should be no difficulty at all in
producing a sound stable instrument.

To simplify board layout and to save
space the displays have been wired to IC2
using short lengths of ribbon cable. The
cable should be connected to the board
directly by stripping and twisting approxi-
mately 5mm of each wire, passing it through
the board, and soldering on the track side.
This method is simpler and neater than
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using wiring pins which are only really
necessary when the wires are going to be
disconnected and reconnected several
times.

The display layout has been done so that
if required the display section of the board
can be cut off and mounted at an angle or
remotely if required to allow various types
of case to be used.

In the prototype the board is kept in one
piece and mounted to the front panel by
means of the two switches SI and S2. The
input socket SKI is mounted directly on the
front panel and fitted with two short lengths
of tinned wire which are soldered directly to
the printed circuit board tracks after the
board is fitted in position.

ICs 3 and 4 should be fitted directly to the
board to avoid introducing the extra capaci-
tance of sockets. The other i.c.s can be fitted
in standard low profile sockets. The crystal
XLI should have its leads bent carefully at
90 deg and be fixed to the board with a
small piece of double sided adhesive tape.
Take care not to stress the glass seal when
bending the leads as this can severely reduce
the reliability and stability of the crystal.
The displays are fitted directly to the board
as sockets are not readily available and
soldercon pins are very difficult to use
properly. Make sure the displays are moun-
ted the right way up by means of the
manufacturer's type number which is prin-
ted on the top of each digit.

Switches SI and S2 have tags which are
too big to mount directly on the board. The
switches should first be fitted with short
lengths of tinned wire which can then pass
easily into the board and be soldered in
position. Make sure when doing this that
the switches are fitted squarely and as close
to the board as possible.

The voltage regulator ICI is fitted with its
tab flat against the board. As this is a IA
device it is not necessary to provide any
heatsinking unless continuous operation
from more than 12 volts d.c. is anticipated
in which case a small strip of aluminium
should suffice.

To keep the mechanical assembly of the
counter as simple as possible the front panel
is made in two parts. The top part is the
display window made from a piece of

transparent red perspex 3mm thick. The
bottom part is made from the case front
panel simply by cutting a strip from the top
edge. The two panels are joined in the
middle by means of a thin film of adhesive
where the perspex panel overlaps the metal
panel. The edge of the perspex can be
"tidied up" if required by fixing a thin strip
of black plastic tape on the front surface.

Power is provided by a plug-in power
supply delivering 9V a.c. This is connected
to the counter via a 3.5mm jack plug and
socket. A small diode bridge mounted on
the socket and smoothing capacitor (CI )
provide the necessary 9V d.c. which feeds
the 5V regulator on the board (Fig. 4). A
12V car battery can also be used as an
external power supply. It can be connected
via the diode bridge and smoothing capaci-
tor as these will have no effect on the d.c.
supply.

If an internal battery supply is required
this is connected to the OV and +5V rails via
diode D7 which will prevent the battery
from being damaged if an external supply is
accidentally connected. A separate on -off
switch can be fitted or alternatively the
unused section of the on -off switch is
available. Fig. 5 shows the mechanical
construction of the unit and p.c.b.
mounting.

TESTING
Once the circuit board has been comple-

ted it should be very carefully inspected for
dry joints, solder bridges and reversed
components. When everything looks cor-
rect, connect the power and check that the

displays to the right of the decimal point
show zeros. Check that operating S2 moves
the decimal point from X7 to X5. If a
multimeter is available the current taken by
the circuit can be measured. A figure of
around 100mA is correct.

If all these checks are correct the only
thing that remains is to connect an input
signal and check that the display gives
stable accurate readings from known fre-
quencies. The initial accuracy of the instru-
ment is determined by the counter crystal
XLI. For most purposes this will be ade-
quate without trimming, however if desired
it is possible to vary the crystal frequency
slightly by altering the value of C15. This
should be done whilst a known frequency
standard is connected to the counter input.
If required CI5 can be replaced with a small
high quality 33 picofarad trimmer capacitor
and the frequency set up exactly.

USE
Use of the frequency meter is quite

straightforward. Provided there is a suffi-
ciently high input signal level the display
should give stable readings from a variety of
sources. When low level, low frequency sine
wave inputs are used the display may vary
from reading to reading due to circuit noise
on the input. This effect is due to the very
wide bandwidth of the amplifier which is
necessary to enable 10MHz readings to be
made. It is a normal characteristic of digital
frequency meters and is overcome by either
increasing the input signal amplitude or by
using a square wave of the same frequency.

Fig. 4. Wiring of the components for the 9V a.c. power supply.

AC/DC
INPUT SOCKET
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RED PERSPEX
DISPLAY WINDOW

FRONT PANEL

SWITCHES SI IL S2
ARE USED TO MOUNT
THE BOARD TO FRONT-

PANEL ------

FRONT PANEL

SKI
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PCB

CASE REAR

WIRE LINK FROM SIGNAL
SWITCH S2o TO SKI
INNER TAG

Most signal generators (such as the Func-
tion Generator) have a constant amplitude
square -wave output which can be connected
to the digital frequency meter whilst the other
sine wave or triangular wave outputs are used
as inputs to the circuit being tested. A typical
arrangement for plotting the frequency
response of an amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.

To check the operating frequency of C.B.
and amateur radio transmitters it is neces-
sary only to connect a short length of wire to
the input socket and be within about 10
metres of the transmitter antenna. Note
that the digital frequency meter should
never be connected directly to transmitters
of any type as the input would be badly
overloaded by the large signal. The upper
frequency limit of the circuit is determined
by the prescaler i.c. which is guaranteed to
be 150MHz and typically exceeds
200MHz.

LINE FROM GROUND
TRACK TO SOCKET TAG

Fig. 5. Switches Si and S2 are used to
mount the p.c.b. to the case. Note that
spacers may be required between these
switches and the front panel. In this format
it is simply necessary to trim the top
section off the front panel of the case and
replace it with a piece of red tinted perspex
to form a display window. Also shown are
the connections to SKI; these should be
kept as short as possible and soldered to
the p.c b once it mounted.

The completed printed circuit board for the 200MHz
Digital Frequency Meter. The two leads passing
through the large hole are the: connections to SK 1 .

These leads should be kept as short as possible, see
above. The board is mounted I I I the front panel by the
switch mounting tabs.

FUNC TION

GENERATOR

w 1 7 -,...RE WAVE OUTPUT

(.1f2161.Lis

AMPLIFIER
INPUT UNDER

TEST

AUDIO
MILLIVOLT METER

AND
DUMM LOAD

Fig. 6. A typical arrangement for checking amplifier frequency response.
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1111FRAI RED AMR)
MARK STUART

Multipurpose
detector that uses
the power of an
invisible beam

THIS circuit was designed as a multi-
purpose movement detector able to

form the basis of all sorts of burglar alarms
and automatic controllers. It will work
either as a single interrupted beam alarm
over substantial distances, or will directly
detect moving objects or persons by mea-
suring changes in the level of reflected infra
red over shorter distances. The output of
the device is a set of mains -rated change-
over relay contacts which operate as soon as
an object is detected, and remain operated
for a pre-settable time between one second
and one hour.

As the relay contacts are mains voltage
rated and are capable of carrying up to 6A
they can be used to control a wide variety of
things such as automatic garage door open-
ing mechanisms, central heating systems,
room lighting, extractor fans, alarm bells,
tape -recorders, and cameras. There must be
hundreds of other applications in agricul-
ture, industry and commerce for this versa-
tile detector.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
A block diagram of the system is shown in

Fig. I. A pulsed beam of infra red radiation
is produced by feeding a high efficiency
I.e.d. (TX I) with 500mA pulses from a
pulse generator circuit with a 1:100 mark
-space ratio.

This radiation is detected by an infra red
photodiode (RX I) which produces a very
small pulse output which is amplified by a
high gain pulse amplifier and passed to a
synchronous detector circuit. The synchro-
nous detector produces a d.c. output voltage
which is proportional to the incoming pulse
level and hence proportional to the level of
infra red radiation received.

TX1
I/R EMITTER

REFLECTOR.
PERSON

// FORWARD
BEAM

R X 1
\ I.R.SENSOR

/sNs
REFLECTOR \di,

BEAM /24.

t I

Sr NC FIR ONOU5

DETECTOR

.011116.

This level is capacitively coupled to the
next stage which is a "window compara-
tor". Provided the input level is steady or
varies only slightly the output of the win-
dow comparator remains low (at logic 0). If
the level increases or decreases beyond the
set limits (or window) the output changes
state from low to high level.

The following stage is a latch circuit
which detects the low to high transition on
its input and starts the timer circuit. As the
timer starts it operates the relay driver and
so energises the relay. The timer now
operates for the set time regardless of what
happens to the beam.

At the end of the set time the timer
releases the relay and resets the latch circuit.
The circuit then resumes its original stable
state until a disturbance of the infra red
beam is again detected.

The time delay is produced by a low
frequency clock oscillator followed by a 12 -

stage binary divider. Any of these outputs
can be used to provide the reset pulse so
that the time delay can be pre-set to be 2, 4,
8, etc up to 2048 clock cycles. With a clock
frequency of 0.5Hz this gives a maximum
delay of approximately I hour.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The project is constructed in two separate

parts. A power supply and relay unit which
carries mains voltage circuits, and the de-
tector head unit which is connected to the
other unit via a three -core cable and carries
only low voltage circuits.

This arrangement ensures complete safe-
ty in those applications where the detector
head is to be mounted outside and exposed
to weather, because the separate mains
circuits can be installed indoors. It is also
possible to use more than one detector head
with a single power supply unit to extend
the area covered.

The circuit diagram of the detector sec-
tion of the Infra Red Alarm is shown in Fig.
2. IC I a is a standard Schmitt -trigger oscilla-

tor in which capacitor C2 is repeatedly
charged through diode DI and resistor R2
and discharged via RI.

As resistor R2 is 100 times smaller than
R 1 the capacitor charge time is 100 times
less than the discharge time and so a pulse
waveform with a mark -space ratio of I to
100 is produced at the output of IC la (pin
3). The pulses are approximately five milli-
seconds apart and 50 microseconds long.

Transistor TR6 is turned on during each
pulse by a base current of 10mA from IC I a
through resistor R3. A minimum current
gain of 50 ensures that 500mA pulses are
available to drive the infra red emitting
diode TX1 via series limiting resistor R4.
As the pulses are very short the average
supply current is only 5mA.

Decoupling capacitors CI, C8 and CI I
and careful p.c.b. track routeing ensure that
the high pulse currents can be handled
without producing supply voltage "spikes".
Poor layout and inadequate decoupling can
cause severe circuit interaction problems in
circuits of this type and it is recommended
that the layout shown is adhered to as it is
completely trouble free.

The pulse output from IC 1 a is also
connected to the gating input (pin 5) of
IC2. This forms part of the synchronous
detector circuit which will be described
later.

The reflected infra red beam is detected
by photodiode RX1. This is a large area
device with a lensed front and a built in
visible light filter. This prevents pulsing
light sources such as fluorescent tubes,
discharge lamps, and television screens
from causing interference.

Ordinary tungsten filament bulbs emit a
considerable amount of infra red radiation
but the thermal inertia of the filament is
such that only a low level of pulsing occurs
as the filament heats and cools during each
half cycle of the mains. This is not generally
a problem but it is advisable to keep such
lamps out of the direct field of view of the
photodiode.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Infra Red Burglar Alarm/Automatic Porch
Light System.
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COMPONENTS

MAGENTA KIT 700

Resistors
R1,R23,R24 100k (3 off)
R2,R3,RI3, 1k (5 off)
R19,R27
R4 15
R5,7 47k (2 off)
R6 2M2
R8,R11,R14, 10k (5 off)
R22,R26
R9 680
R10 470k
R12,R15, 1M (4 off)
RI8,R25
R16,R17 470 (2 off)
R20 3k3
R21 220k
All 0.25W 5% carbon

Capacitors
C1 100p radial 16V
C2,C14 470n polyester

(small 100V type)
C280

C3,C8 10p radial 16V
C4,C5 10n polyester
C6 220n polyester

100V
C7 0.47p tantalum

35V
C9 47p radial 16V
C10 I p radial 16V
C11 220p radial 16V
C12 4p7 axial 16V
C13 2200p radial 16V

Semiconductors
IC 1 4093 Quad 2 -input

NAND Schmitt
IC2 4016 4 -pole 1 -way

analogue switch
IC3 LM324 Quad op.

amp
IC4 4040 12 -stage

binary counter
IC5 78L05 voltage

regulator
D1,D3,D4, IN4148 signal
D5,D6 diode (5 off)
D2,D10 BZY88 C4V7

Zener diode (2 off)
D7,D8,D9 IN4001 lA 50V

diode (3 off)
TR1,TR3, BC 184 npn silicon
TR4 (3 off)
TR2 BC212 npn silicon
TR5,TR6 BFY51 npn silicon

(2 off)
TX 1 CQW13R. I.R.

I.e.d.
RX1 MIR1OL pin

photodiode

Miscellaneous
T1, 0-9V 0-9V p.c.b. 6VA trans-
former; i.c. sockets, 14 -pin (3 off)
16 -pin (1 off); 3 -way p.c.b. termi-
nal block (3 off); RLA1 12V relay
s.p.d.t; cable entry clamp; screws
and nuts; cable; wire and cases,
printed circuit boards,
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PULSE AMPLIFIER
The output from the photodiode is a low

level pulse waveform which is coupled via
capacitor C4 to the three -stage pulse ampli-
fier made up from transistor TR1, TR2 and
TR3. Transistors TR I and TR3 are stan-
dard common emitter amplifier stages with
bias and negative feedback via resistors R6
and RIO respectively.

Each stage provides a substantial voltage
gain. Transistor TR2 is an emitter -follower
stage which has a high impedance input and
low impedance output but no voltage gain.
Its function is to match the output of TR1 to
the input of TR3 and so optimize the gain of
each.

The power supply to the sensitive pulse
amplifier stages is decoupled by resistor R9
and capacitor C3 to ensure a very clean
supply rail. At the collector of TR3 the
output waveform is in the form of positive
pulses. The amplitude of which is propor-
tional to the strength of the received beam.

To detect changes in the received beam
level it is first necessary to convert the pulse
level into a steady voltage which represents
the received pulse level. There are a number
of ways of doing this. The simplest way is to
use a diode to rectify the pulses and charge a
smoothing capacitor.

This method would work but has the
drawback that the voltage output will only
fall slowly even if the beam level falls
quickly. This is because the smoothing
capacitor (C) charges via the diode (D) but
discharges via a parallel resistor (R).

Using a lower value resistor for R im-
proves the speed at which the voltage can
fall but as the voltage also falls further
between pulses the result is a large amount
of ripple in the output and a lower average
signal level.

SYNCHRONOUS DETECTOR
The synchronous detector circuit over-

comes all of these problems by using a
switch in place of the diode. The switch is
closed during each pulse and the capacitor
charges almost instantly to the peak pulse
voltage. As the switch is bi-directional the
capacitor can also discharge instantly to a
new lower peak pulse level as the signal level
drops. In between pulses the switch is open
circuit and so the capacitor level remains
constant and there is no output ripple at all.

RECTIFIER

SYNCHRONOUS
DETECTOR

--11- INPUT WAVEFORM

FALLING OUTPU DOES NOT FOLLOW PULSES

_1

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

GATE

0
FALLING OUTPUT ACCURATELY FOLLOWS PULSES

L

Fig. 4. The comparison of the two types of detection circuits, rectifier and synchronous,
with idealised waveforms.

The comparison of the two types of
detection with idealised circuit waveforms
is shown in Fig. 4. The synchronous detec-
tor is so called because the switch must
operate in synchronism with the pulse
waveform. In this circuit the switch is part
of a 4016 CMOS bi-directional switch i.c.
and is turned on and off by a "gating" pulse
derived from IC I a. As IC I a is the oscillator
that drives the infra red emitter circuit the
gating pulses are automatically in synchro-
nism with the received pulses.

The output of the synchronous detector is
a steady d.c. voltage across capacitor C6.
Any fluctuation in this voltage is a result of
the infra red beam being disturbed and is
passed, via coupling capacitor C7, to the
inputs of IC3a and IC3b. IC3a and IC3b are
standard op -amp i.c.s which amplify the
difference in voltage between their two
inputs. As their gain is very high only a few
millivolts difference between the inputs is
sufficient to make the output "swing" from
OV to the positive supply voltage.

The inputs of the op -amps that are not
connected to the signal are connected to
constant voltage bias points on the resistive
potential divider chain consisting of resis-
tors RI4, R16, R17 and R19. This divider
chain is fed from a 4.7V stabilised supply
provided by resistor RI3 and Zener diode
D2.

WINDOW COMPARATOR
The voltages on pin 13 of IC3a and pin 3

of IC3b are 800mV and 400mV respective-
ly. At the junction of resistors R16 and R17
the voltage is 600mV and this is used to
provide the d.c. bias via R12 for the other
inputs of IC3a and IC3b.

These d.c. conditions are such that the
non -inverting (+) input of IC3b is at 400mV
which is 200mV lower than the 600mV at
its inverting input. This means that the
output of IC3b will be held at or very close
to OV.

The d.c. conditions of IC3a are also such
that the non -inverting input is 200mV
lower than its inverting input as these are at
600mV and 800mV respectively. The out-
put of IC3a is therefore also close to OV.

Fluctuations in the voltage across capaci-
tor C6 are passed via C7 and are added to
the 600mV d.c. bias. Provided the fluctua-
tions are less than 200mV in either direc-
tion nothing happens. Once this level is
exceeded however pin 12 of IC3a may rise
above 800mV or pin 2 of IC3b may fall
below 400mV.

In each case the effect is to reverse the
polarity of the voltage between the inverting
and non -inverting inputs of the amplifiers
so that the non -inverting input is at a higher
voltage than the inverting input. The result
of this is that the output swings positive
from OV up to almost the full positive
supply voltage.

This type of circuit is known as a "Win-
dow Comparator". The "window" is the
gap between 400mV and 800mV within
which the input signal may be, without
changing the state of the output. If the input
signal falls outside the "window" below
400mV or above 800mV the output changes
state.

Diodes D3 and D4 are connected to
couple a positive output voltage from either
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of the outputs of IC3a and IC3b through
resistor R20 to the bi-stable latch circuit
made up from IC3c and IC3d. These are a
pair of cross -coupled amplifiers which work
in a similar way to cross -coupled logic gates.

The non -inverting inputs of both ampli-
fiers are connected to 4.7V at the junction
of resistors RI3. RI4 and diode D2. The
inverting outputs are cross -coupled via re-
sistors R23 and R24. The circuit can rest in
two stable states with either the output of
IC3c high (positive) or output of IC3d high.

Normally the circuit resets with the out-
put of IC3c held high. This holds the Reset
pin of 1C4 high which sets all the outputs
low. When the beam is disturbed a positive
output signal from the "window" compara-
tor passes to pin 6 of IC3c. This forces the
output of IC3c to change from high to low.

Pin 9 of IC3d is pulled low via R24
forcing its output to change from low to
high. Feedback through resistor R23 now
completes the latching operation of the
circuit by holding pin 6 of IC3c high even
after the original positive signal from the
window comparator is removed.

BINARY COUNTER
The circuit is nuvs stable in this state until

pin 9 of IC3d is pulled high via diode D6.
This happens when the selected output of
the binary counter 1C4 changes state. The
speed at which this happens is determined
by the low frequency clock oscillator con-
sisting of IC I d. R25 and C12. This is a
standard Schmitt trigger oscillator (similar
to IC I a) producing an output of approxima-
tely 0.5Hz.

There are twelve stages in IC4 which
change state in a binary sequence after I. 2.
4, 8. 16, 32. 64, 128, 256. 512. 1024. 2048
clock cycles respectively. These arc lettered
O-Z in ascending order.

Whichever of these pins is used its vol-
tage level changes from low to high after the
appropriate number of clock cycles. When
this happens, pin 9 of IC3d is pulled high
via D6 and the bi-stable latch circuit returns
to its original state with IC3c output held
high and 1C4 reset so that all its outputs are
forced low.

Drive to the ouput relay is provided by
!Cie which inverts the level from IC3c so
that terminal B is pulled positive for the full
time period whenever the circuit is
triggered.

The remaining components of the detec-
tion circuit are to ensure that the circuit
does not trigger when first switched on.
Transistor TR4 is turned on by ICIb for
approximately 10 seconds after switch -on,
whilst capacitor C9 charges from zero up to
approximately half of the supply voltage.
This effectively short-circuits capacitor C I 0
and sets the bi-stable cittuit in the correct
state.

After 10 seconds the voltage across C9
exceeds half of the supply voltage and the
output of IC Id falls from high to low, TR4
is turned off, and these components play no
further part.

POWER SUPPLY
The power supply and relay driver circuit

is shown in Fig. 3. A small centre tapped
mains transformer TI provides approxima-
tely I 2V via rectifier diodes D7 and D8
across smoothing capacitor C13. A 5V
regulator IC5 is used along with a 4.7V
Zener diode to give a regulated 10V supply
for the detector circuit. Connections to the
detector are via a three -core lead linking the
three points A. B. and C.

The relay RLA is driven from terminal B
on the sensor head via transistor TR5 which
provides the necessary current gain. A set of
changeover mains rated 6A contacts on the

relay are terminated by a three-way termi-
nal block on the circuit board.

These contacts can be wired directly to
mains lighting or motor control circuits or
may be fitted into a burglar alarm loop
systems etc.

5 Full size printed circuit master pattern for the Infra Red Alarm-Detection Head.
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Fig 6. Full size printed circuit master pattern for the Infra Red Alarm-Power Supply/Relay
Driver.
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Fig. 7. Printed circuit board component layout for the
detector circuit.
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Fig. 8. Printed circuit board component layout for the p.s.u.
and relay driver.

CONSTRUCTION
The detector circuit and the power supply

are built on separate printed circuit boards.
Full size foil patterns and component layouts
for the boards are shown in Figs. 5,7 and Figs.
6, 8. Except for the infra red emitter TXI all
of the components are board mounted.

Begin construction by referring to Fig. 7
and assembling the detector head. After
inspecting the printed circuit board drill out
the two fixing holes to 3mm and if necessary
cut the corner notches. The board can then
be used as a template to drill the holes for
the fixing screws in the case.

The prototype board was mounted on the
case lid with the corners notched for the
case and mounting screws and pillars. Alter-
native arrangement may be used if desired.
It is possible to mount the emitter at some
distance from the board by the use of
screened cable. With simple lenses, up to 50
metres' separation is possible.

Fit the short wire links, resistors, and the
diodes to the board first, followed by i.c.
sockets, transistors and capacitors. Check
carefully that diode, transistor, and capaci-
tor polarities and types are correctly identi-
fied and fitted. The photodiode should be
fitted flush with the board and of course the
right way round as indicated by the small
tab.

The long wire link from terminal B to the
hole near resistor R2 should be made using

solid core insulated wire. A further link
from near capacitor CI I to one of the timer
output pins should be made with similar
wire and it is recommended that this is set
to the Q position at first so that testing does
not take too long.

Two holes are required in the case, one
for the emitter and the other for a window
for the detector. In the prototype an 8mm
diameter hole was drilled exactly oppcsite
the detector and a thin clear plastic window
was glued to the inside. The emitter has a
lens and bezel which enables it to be
mounted in the panel about 20 millimetres
away from the detector window and con-
nected to the board using a twisted pair of

multi strand wire. Ensure that the polarity
of the emitter is correct; the anode (a) is the
short lead.

The power supply board should be assem-
bled next. First inspect the board and drill
out the two 3mm mounting holes. As with
the detector head use the board as a tem-
plate to drill the bottom of the power supply
case with mounting holes. (See Figs. 6, 8.)

Fit all the components, small ones first,
and take care to correctly identify their type
and polarity. Most mains transformers are
varnish impregnated and their tags are
frequently covered with the stuff. It not only
smokes and smells when soldering but also
makes it difficult to make good connec-
tions. A careful scrape of each transformer
pin before assembly will eliminate these
problems and save time in the long run.

Once the board is complete it should be
assembled into a suitable case and fitted
with a mains lead via a proper mains cable
retaining clamp or bush. The specified case
has internal p.c.b. guide slots which can be
removed with a sharp wood chisel if they
are in the way. Fitting the lids and the
interconnecting cable is all that remains of
construction and should be completed after
testing.

TESTING
The mains power supply unit should be

tested first. Fit three wires to the output
terminals A, B and C and bring these out of
the case through a suitable grommet.

Continued on page 68
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E.E.EQUALISER
ANDY RIND

You can have
a fresh start
if you call
in the Equaliser

AN ioniser is a device for injecting a
stream of negative ions into the sur-

rounding air. The reason for doing so is
based on the discovery that rural areas,
where the air is supposedly "Fresh", have
far higher concentrations of natural nega-
tive ions in the air than urban places; ergo,
if the ion levels in our living rooms arc
artificially increased, we should become
healthier, or at least feel better! There is still
much debate regarding this, but commer-
cially produced ionisers are now freely
available and many users swear by them.

The author's personal experience is that
ionised air does indeed seem "fresher",
odours arc reduced to some extent, and a
room with an ioniser is generally a more
pleasant place to inhabit. Whilst prices of
commercial models remain at their present
level however. home construction makes
good sense.

Readers of long standing may recall an
earlier design by the present author. This

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 to R8 2M2 high voltage
resistor (3500Vd c )
(8 off)

Capacitors
Cl to C30 0-01p

1000V d.c. disc ceramic (30
off)

Semiconductors
D1 to D30 1N4007

(30 off)

Miscellaneous

MAGENTA
KIT 707

ABS Box 150 x 80 x 50mm,
20mm fuseholder and 100mA
quickblow fuse, pins (3 off), 5A
twin mains lead and plug,

It is essential that the correct
working voltage resistors and
capacitors are used.

was produced at a time when there was still
some mystique surrounding the subject and
incorporated one or two features that have
since proved unnecessary, resulting in extra
expense and complexity.

A negative ion is simply an atom to which
an extra electron has been added, giving it a
net negative charge. To produce them in air
all that is necessary is a high negative
voltage, in excess of 4kV, applied to some
sharp points.

Once ionised, the air will be repelled from
the points (since like charges repel, remem-
ber those pith balls from the school lab?) so
an actual "wind" of negative ions will be
created. The aim of this design is to raise the

EE

F51
100mA

LiSE

2404 SOH,

NEUTRAL

1 1,04)

disadvantages. These are greater complex-
ity for a start, then low efficiency, since the
I N4007 diodes normally used have very
poor recovery characteristics above a cou-
ple of kHz. Finally, such circuits tend to
geierate lots of nasty r.f. harmonics, rather
difficult to keep from the house wiring if
they're mains operated.

A multiplier circuit run directly from the
240V 50Hz mains has much to recommend
it, so long as some basic safety precautions
are properly observed. Cheap, simp.e and
ncise free, it also has greatly improved
reliability, an important consideration in an
item intended to be operated continuously
for litera' ly years.

DI TO 030  1N4007

C27 Cik

RI
2M2

a

DI D2 03 04 05
0

CI TO C30, 0.01A/10004N

NEEDLES

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the EE Equaliser air ioniser.

required voltage as simply and cheaply as
possible.

DESIGN

A number of ioniser designs have been
published in recent years using various
methods of raising the voltage, though all of
them end with a circuit known as the
"Cockroft-Walton Multiplier", a ladder -
like string of diodes and capacitors used for
pumping the output voltage up to the final
level required. Commercially made units
usually start with a transformer to raise the
mains voltage to I kV or so, then continue
with around five multiplier stages built with
5kV rated components. This is impractical
for home constructors since both the trans-
former and the 5kV rated parts would be
difficult to obtain.

Another approach employs a I 2V power
supply feeding an oscillator running at
several kHz. This in turn drives a ferrite -
cored transformer followed by the multi-
plier. The claimed benefit is that the higher
frequency permits the use of smaller capaci-
tors, but unless battery operation is re-
quired this is heavily outweighed by the

CIRCUIT

The basis of the EE Equaliser circuit, Fig.
I. is a thirty -stage multiplier, using 1000V
diodes and 1000V disc ceramic capacitors.
A 100mA fuse is provided in the supply. as a
safety precaution against the unlikely event
of catastrophic failure of several chain
components. R 1 has little effect during
normal operation, but when the unit is
disconnected it ensures the discharge of any
stored voltage that might cause a shock to
be received from the plug. In theory the
multiplier produces over 20kV, but it's
regulation is fairly poor and the impedance
so high that even the tiny ionising current
drawn fiom it pulls the output down to
around 5kV; ideal for ion generation.

Safety is a major consideration with a
circuit of this type, of course, and this is
ensured by the chain of resistors between
the output and the ion emitters. These are
special high -voltage rated types; on no ac-
count should they be omitted or replaced by a
single resistor of a higher value. which may
not have an adequate voltage rating. The
"ion emitters" are ordinary needlework
pins positioned so that they project just
above the surface of the unit's case.
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CLEANLINESS

Constructors should ensure both their
hands and the board are clean before start-
ing to build the board, as losses through
natural skin oils, etc. on the surface can
significantly reduce the ion output.

Note that the edge of the board is under-
cut where the emitters are positioned; if this
hasn't been provided it can be done with a
small file. The edge should be smoothed
here too, with some fine emery paper.

CONSTRUCTION

Construction could hardly be simpler,
though the compact layout calls for careful
use of a soldering iron with a small tip. The
component layout and p.c.b. master pattern
is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Since all the resistors, capacitors and
diodes are of the same type it would be
difficult to get it wrong! The diodes are

Fig. 4. Preforming the diodes, cathode
(band) at top of the bend, prior to
inserting on the board.

LIVE

a)II0
Ta ASNVS\OD:e°Md®MMO5W

NEUTRAL LI 0000 I RG RS R611

r Fig. 2. Printed circuit board component layout.

411)refEW .E E 566OHOME 1
Fig. 3. Full size printed circuit board master pattern.

The finished board showing the
preformed diodes.

The completed unit showing the tips of the "ion" emitter pins.

otorAusea r
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Fig. 5. Low voltage set-up for testing the board. Check voltage drop acrcss each diode.

polarity -conscious of course: start by bend-
ing them all to the shape shown in Fig. 4
with the cathode (band) at the top, then they
will all be correct when fitted to the board.
Solder these in first, then fit the capacitors,
then the resistors.

Because ions arc emitted from sharp
points, the solder joints should be smooth
and rounded, especially towards the output
end of the board. The easiest way to achieve
this is to solder the components in place

MAINS CABLE

Lion as shown in Fig. 5. Silicon diodes
exhibit a voltage drop of about 0.6V in the
forward direction, so the drop across the
chain will be of the order of I 6V to I 8V.
Tite remainder will appear across the resis-
tor, which thus iimits the current to one or
two milliamps. It's now a simple matter to
check that the appropriate voltage is ap-
pearing across each diode; faults in either
components or construction will be imme-
diately apparent.

NYLON CABLE TIE

Fig. 6. Interwiring and layout of components inside the case.

with the leads projecting vertically from the
board, crop them, remove all the sharp bits
with a large flat file, then run over them all
again with the iron and some extra solder to
achieve the smooth rounded joints
required.

The emitter points are made from ordi-
nary pins. Cut these to length so that, when
the points are positioned to project 1mm or
so above the top of the case, the bottoms are
within the area of the mounting pad. The
easiest method of fitting is to stick them
into something, cardboard perhaps, at the
correct spacing, and prop them in place
whilst soldering is carried out. Once again
the joints should be made smooth and
rounded.

TESTING
The board should be tested next. Live

testing should never be attempted owing to the
obvious dangers involved, but an excellent
low -voltage check is quite easy to carry out.
A d.c. supply of around thirty volts (three
9V batteries will suffice) should be connect-
ed across the diode chain with a series
resistor of 10k or so. in the forward direc-

ASSEMBLY

emitter points end up nearly central. Try it
it position and mark the position of the
points, so that holes, about 4mm dia., can
be accurately drilled for them. A suitable
cord -grip should be fitted to the mains lead.

Cable entry and fuse are on the copper
side of the board, as there's more room
here. The Neutral is connected directly to
the board, the Live goes via the fuse. Ensure
the connections are the right way round, as
a peak -to -peak mains ripple superimposed

Ar A, 00 1 4 4 4  4 4 4 %, kh

The printed circuit boad slotted into the case of the ioniser.

Final assembly is just as simple. The
board is designed to fit into the moulded
slots in the specified case as shown in Fig. 6,
slightly to one side of centre, so that the

cm the output voltage is not to be recom-
mended, even though it wouldn't prevent it
from working. A small piece of foarr plastic
suffices to hold the board firmly in place
when the base is screwed home; on the
prototype pieces of draught excluder strip
were used.

Fig. 7. Neor test/demonstratior indicator.

fff 9,5Li

BREAK IN COPPER lif

400A700p/1000

HOLD HERE

NEON

iT RIP OF PCB MATERIAL ABOUT lOmm M ISOrnM
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OPERATION
Fifteen seconds or so after the ioniser is

plugged in, it should be possible to hear a
very faint "rushing" noise from the emit-
ters. The impedance of the multiplier is
such that it takes this long to build up to full
voltage. It may be possible to feel a slight
coldness against a hand held some 5-10cm
above it, due to the "ion wind" of ionised
air being repelled from the emitters.

A body or object placed too close seems to
raise the potential difference and may cause
the production of ozone, which has a dis-
tinct smell like arcing motor brushes: these
tests may cause this. In normal use though,
this unit will not produce ozone. If your
body is well insulated, holding your hand

over it for a few seconds will cause a charge
to accumulate. Subsequent touching of an
earthed object will produce a faint dis-
charge, similar to static.

TEST WAND
The most effective test can be carried out

if desired with the indicator shown in Fig. 7,
made from a piece of scrap p.c.b. This is a
simple neon relaxation oscillator; ions
picked up from the air charge the capacitor
until the striking voltage of the neon is
reached, when it will flash. Simply hold the
device between thumb and forefinger with
the other end close to the emitters. The
neon should begin to flash some fifteen
centimetres away and the rate will increase
rapidly as the distance is reduced.

The ioniser will probably cause your air
to seem fresher and cleaner, especially if
used in a small "stuffy" room. It may help
to clear odours such as tobacco smoke; it
certainly does this in the author's home.
Whether it confers any health benefit is
open to conjecture, though the cost of this
design is certainly low enough to encourage
trial!

One unwanted effect that should be noted
is that airborne dust and dirt particles
become charged and promptly stick to the
nearest neutral object. Over a period of
months this can amount to a surprising
amount of dirt, which seems to ingrain itself
right into the surface and becomes difficult
to clean off. Ionisers, therefore, should not
be operated for long periods in close prox-
imity to expensive decorations.

Continued from page 64

Fit the case lid and connect up the mains
supply. If all is well it should be possible to
make the relay click in and out by connect-
ing terminals A and B, and there should be a
voltage between 9.5V and 10-5V between
terminals A and C. If not, switch off,
remove the mains plug, inspect the board
again and correct any faults.

It may be necessary to check voltage
whilst the mains is on. If so, keep the board
fastened in the box, use a multimeter with
well insulated probes and keep clear of the
mains end of the board. Voltage readings can
be taken across the various component
leads on top of the board.

Once the power supply is working cor-
rectly, switch off, connect the three wires to
the detector head, and insert the four i.c.s.
Switch on again and check that the relay is
not operating and that the supply voltage is
still correct.

By moving a hand between or in front of
the emitter and sensor it should be possible
to operate the relay. Once the relay is
operated move away and wait for 10 se-
conds or so for the relay to release. If this
happens-well done-everything is working
OK. If not, check and double check.

It is possible to check for correct voltages
around IC3 and IC4, ICIb and ICI c and to
check that ICI d pin I 1 is pulsing up and
down about every two seconds by using a
simple multimeter on the 10V d.c. range.
Check also for 4.7V across Zener diode D2
and approximately 9V across C3. The col-
lector of TR6 should read almost +10V and
the collector of TR3 +1.5V to 2V measured
with respect to OV (terminal C).

It is hard to go much further without
more sophisticated equipment but bear in

The completed detector board mounted on the case lid

mind that 99 per cent of circuit problems
are due to connections, soldering, and in-
correctly fitted components. Faulty com-
ponents and correctly wired circuits that
don't work are rare so check your work very
carefully.

APPLICATIONS
As mentioned earlier there are endless

ways in which this circuit can be used. The
infra red emitter can be removed from the
detector head case and mounted opposite to
form a broken -beam type alarm. Consider-
able range should be achieved in this way
which could be extended even further by the
use of cheap plastic lenses carefully
positioned.

Various forms of reflector can be used if
the standard arrangement is used with the
emitter and detector side by side. Reflective
tapes. discs and adhesive pads are fairly
easy to obtain from motor cycle or car
accessory shops.

If the detector head is to be used outside it
should be protected from direct sunlight
and rain and sealed with a strip of adhesive
tape around the join between the case and
the lid. As mentioned earlier, more detector
heads can be used with a single power
supply and relay unit by wiring them in
parallel to terminals A. B and C.

The time delay is set by making the
appropriate link to 1C4. Intermediate times
if required can be obtained by altering the
values of resistor R25 and capacitor C12. If
the unit is to be used as a burglar alarm
sensor then a short time delay should be
selected.

With the emitter and sensor mounted
side by side the circuit works extremely well
as a proximity detector just by measuring
the increased amount of infra red reflected
from the object or person. This mode of
operation is extremely effective for porch
light operation and as an indoor intruder
detector.
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Constructional Project

BAT
DETECTOR

R. A. PENFOLD
Explore the fascinating world of bats and
unravel some of their mysteries with this
low cost instrument

ASTEADY stream of readers' sugges-
tions for projects is received in the
offices of EE, and one idea which

seems to crop up fairly regularly is for a
"bat detector". In other words, a unit that
will effectively extend human hearing so
that the ultrasonic sounds produced by
bats, or any other sounds at similarly high
frequencies, can be heard.

Apparently units of this type do have
practical applications in such diverse fields
of interest as nature study and the detec-
tion of gas leaks. The unit described here
may well be suitable for serious applica-
tions, but it was really only designed for its
interest value.

It it surprising how much ultrasonic
sound there is in the average house. Some
quite loud sounds such as moving furniture
around seem to have little or no ultrasonic
content. Other sounds seem to contain
little audio frequency content, but have
quite significant ultrasonic levels. Drop-
ping a pin or some other small object onto a
hard surface produces little audio fre-
quency sound, but seems to be readily
detectable using this unit.

DETECTION METHODS
Detecting ultrasonic soundwaves is not

very difficult technically, and the Breaking
Glass Alarm in the September 1988 issue of
Everyday Electronics is a basic detector of

MIC

(EL 2904 RI

this type. Processing the received signal to
give a useful audio frequency output signal
is a little more difficult.

Some means of reducing the frequency
of the received soundwaves is clearly
needed, but the method used must not
affect the relative amplitudes of the signals
or otherwise severely distort the signal.
What is needed is a system that not only
gives some form of audio output, but one
which also gives the sort of sound that you
would hear if your ears could detect the
ultrasonic input frequencies unaided.

One obvious approach is to use some
form of frequency division systems. Divid-
ing input frequencies by (say) five, would
effectively extend the 20Hz to 20kHz audio
frequency range to a 100Hz to 100kHz
range. Bats apparently operate at around
35kHz to 80kHz or so, and this should ena-
ble them to be detected.

Unfortunately, the only reasonably sim-
ple frequency divider circuits are digital
types which only deal in pulse signals.
Using one of these would give a very dis-
torted and crude form of output signal.

HETERODYNE APPROACH
The other obvious approach, and the

one adopted in this design, is to utilize the
heterodyne principle. This is the same
effect that is used in most radio receivers
and television sets.

Fig. 1. Block diagram showing the
basic bat detector system.

ULTRASONIC
OSCILLATOR

In these applications it is used to convert
a signal at a high radio frequency to one at a
lower radio frequency. Here the frequen-
cies involved are much lower, but the prin-
ciple of operation is exactly the same.
Heterodyning mixes two signals to gener-
ate an output signal that contains new fre-
quencies, plus the input frequencies.

By using a balanced or double balanced
mixer it is possible to remove one or both of
the input signals from the output. In this
case both the input frequencies will be at
ultrasonic frequencies, and failing to
remove them will not necessarily prevent
the unit from functioning properly. How-
ever, there is some advantage in removing
both input frequencies in that this avoids
problems with these signals overloading or
otherwise having adverse effects on the
output gages of the unit.

SUM AND DIFFERENCE
The new frequencies produced by the

heterodyning technique are the sum and
difference frequencies. As a simple exam-
ple we will assume that a bat is using a fre-
quency of 60kHz for its "RADAR". If we
heterodyne this with the 55kHz output
from an audio frequency oscillator, the
sum frequency is 115kHz (60kHz + 55kHz
= 115kHz), and the difference frequency is
5kHz (60kHz-55kHz=5kHz). The sum
frequency is of no interest as it is at an even
higher frequency that the input signal, but
the difference frequency provides the
desired effect with the input signal being
brought down to an audio frequency
output.

In effect, the heterodyning technique
reduces all the input frequencies by an
amount which is equal to the frequency of
the signal with which they are mixed. By
using a suitable oscillator frequency it is
therefore possible to bring a signal at any
frequency down into the audio range.

The relative strengths of the input fre-
quency components is reflected in the rela-
tive strengths of the output components
that they generate. The output signal con-
sequently reflects the nature of the input
signal. A single input tone will give a single
output tone-a noise input signal will pro-
duce a noise signal from the output.

FREQUENCY RANGE
This system does have its limitations,

and one of these is that a single oscillator
frequency will not provide coverage of the
full ultrasonic range. This is simply because
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the ultrasonic range covers a much wider
span of frequencies than the audio fre-
quency range. With this method you can
only cover 20kHz chunks of the ultrasonic
spectrum.

Another problem is that signals at fre-
quencies below the oscillator frequency
can also produce an output at audio fre-
quencies. In our previous example a signal
at 60kHz was reduced to 5kHz using an
oscillator frequency of 55kHz. An input
signal at 50kHz would also give a 5kHz
audio output signal (55kHz - 50kHz =
5kHz).

Having the oscillator above the signal
frequencies inverts the audio output signal.
The lower the input frequency, the higher
the output frequency.

In practice these problems do not seri-
ously detract from the effectiveness of the
unit. For best results the oscillator should
be set at something approaching the lowest
frequency that gives a good audio output
signal. The audio output signal should then
give a good idea of the type of input signal
that is being received.

BASIC SETUP
The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the

basic setup used in the Bat Detector. A
microphone detects the ultrasonic sound -

waves and converts them into correspond-
ing electrical signals.

There is a slight problem here in that
ordinary microphones are only designed to
operate efficiently over the audio fre-
quency range. Most have responses that
fall away rapidly above 20kHz, and some
do not even operate well to the upper limit
of the audio range.

We opted for a 40kHz ultrasonic trans-
ducer of the type used in remote control
units, burglar alarms, etc. Although these
have peak efficiency at a frequency of
about 40kHz, they seem to work reasona-
bly well from the upper part of the audio
range to a frequency of around 80kHz.

Their frequency response is far from flat,
but they provide reasonable sensitivity and
quite good results overall. Of course, if you
can find an ordinary miocrophone that
works well at frequencies well into the
ultrasonic range, then it should work per-
fectly well with this unit.

Whatever type of microphone is used, its
output is unlikely to be anything other than
very weak. A high gain preamplifier stage
is therefore used to boost the input signal.

A gain control permits the gain of the
unit to be backed off if a strong input signal
causes overloading. This is followed by
highpass and lowpass filters.

HIGHPASS FILTER
The highpass filter is important as it

severely attenuates any audio frequency
output signals from the microphone. This
helps to keep any audio frequency break-
through to the output down to an insignific-
ant level. When using a fairly low oscillator
frequency it also avoids having audio fre-
quency input signals reacting with the oscil-
lator to produce further audio frequency
signals at the ouptut.

The lowpass filtering might seem to be
unnecessary, since the response of the mic-
rophone is unlikely to provide any signific-
ant output at frequencies beyond about
80kHz. It is not signals from the mic-
rophone that are likely to be troublesome,
a more likely cause of difficulties is stray
pick-up of radio frequency (r.f.) signals.

These r.f. signals could cause break-

through in demodulated form at the output
of the unit, or they could react with har-
monics of the oscillator signal to produce
heterodyne "whistles" on the output sig-
nal. The lowpass filtering eliminates both
these possibilities.

Even after being boosted by the
preamplifier the signal is still quite weak,
and a further high gain amplifier stage is
used to raise it to a more useful level. The
signal is then applied to one input of a
balanced mixer. The other input is fed from
a variable frequency oscillator.

A dual balanced mixer is used, and both
input signals are suppressed at its output.
This avoids the need for any complex filter-
ing at the output of the mixer, and a simple
passive lowpass filter is all that is needed in
order to prevent high frequencies on the
output (the sum signal) signal from produc-
ing any problems. An output amplifier pro-
vides a certain amount of additional vol-
tage gain, but its main purpose is to provide
buffering so that a crystal earphone or
medium impedance headphones can be
driven from the output of the unit.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,R13
R2, R8, R12, R14
R3, R26
R4, R15, R16,
R22, R23
R5
R6, R7
R9,R10, R11
R17
R18, R24
R19, R25
R20
R21

1M (2 off)
2k2 (4 off)
390 (2 off)

4k7 (5 off)
2k7
68k (2 off)
1k (3 off)
18k
10k (2 off)
100k (2 off)
5k6
270

All 0.25 watt 5% carbon

Potentiometers
VR1 4k7 rotary, log
VR2 47k rotary, lin.

Capacitors
C1, C19,
C20, C21
C2, C3, C10
C12,C13
C4, C5,
C5, C11
C7
C8, C16
C9

100µ radial elec.
10V (4 off)

10n polyester
(5 off)

1n polyester
(4 off)

3n3 polyester
4n7 polyester (2 off)
330p ceramic

plate

C14

C15

C17

C18

2µ2 radial elec.
63V

10µ radial elec.
25V

2n2 polyester
d25V

4µ7 radial elec.
63V

Semiconductors
TR1, TR2, BC549 npn
TR3, TR4 silicon (4 off)
IC1 LF353 dual op.

amp
IC2 SL1640C double

balanced mixer
IC3 µA741C op. amp

Miscellaneous
MIC1 40kHz ultrasonic trans-

ducer (see text)
S1 s.p.s.t miniature toggle
B1 9V (e.g. 6x HP7 size cells

in holder)
JK1 3.5mm jack socket
Printed circuit board; case,

about 125mmx 190mm x45mm;
8 pin d.i.l. i.c. holder (3 off; bat-
tery connector; control knob (2
off); connecting wire; pins; sol-
der, etc.

MAGENTA KIT 814
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The lull circuit diagram for the Bat

Detector appears in Fig.2.
The output from Mic.1 is fed to the input

of a high gain common emitter amplifier
based on transistor TR1. This has its output
fed to potentiometer VR I which is con-
nected as a volume control style variable
attenuator.

The output of the amplifier is fed, via the
wiper of VR1, to the input of the highpass
filter which is a three stage (18dB per
octave) active type which has transistor
TR2 as the buffer amplifier. The cutoff fre-
quency of this stage is approximately
30kHz.

Transistor TR3 is used as the basis of the
lowpass filter, which is again a three stage
type. This has a cutoff frequency at about
100kHz. The second high gain amplifier
stage is another common emitter amplifier
(TR4).

The dual balanced mixer, IC2, is a device
which is primarily intended for use as an
s.s.b. (single side -band) modulator/
demodulator and other communications
applications. However, it works equally
well in its current role, where the only real
difference is that it is operating with rela-
tively low input frequencies.

The SL1640C used in the 10 position is
not a particularly cheap device, but it pro-
vides a high level of performance. It also
has the advantage of achieving accurate
balancing without the need for any setting
up. It requires a six volt supply, and this is
derived from the main 9V supply via drop-
per resistor R21 and decoupling capacitor
C15.

The local oscillator signal is generated by
a standard operational amplifier square/
triangular oscillator circuit. ICI a functions
as the Miller integrator while ICIb pro-
vides the trigger function. In this case it is

the triangular waveform (with its relatively
low harmonic content) that is required.

The frequency response limitations of
ICI seem to round the waveform slightly,
which gives an even lower harmonic con-
tent. There is still a significant harmonic
content on the output signal, but is not
large enough to prevent the unit from
working properly.

Using a high quality sinewave generator
as the local oscillator seems to give no
noticeable improvement in performance.
Potentiometer VR2 is the frequency con-
trol, and this gives a frequency coverage
from just over 20kHz to a little under
100kHz.

The audio output of IC2 is processed by a
two stage passive lowpass filter (R22-
C16-R23-C17) which attenuates any
high frequency components on the output
signal (which will primarily be the sum sig-
nal). IC3 is a simple inverting mode
amplifier, and this provides a voltage gain
of about 20dB (ten times). It also provides
a certain amount of current gain so that
medium impedance headphones can be
driven from the output.

Power is obtained from a 9V battery, and
the current consumption is about 10 mil-
liamps or so. For economic operation a
fairly high capacity battery is required,
such as six HP7 size cells in a plastic battery
holder.

CONSTRUCTION
The component layout and full size cop-

per foil master pattern for the Bat Detector
is shown in Fig.3.

None of the semiconductors are static
sensitive devices, but the SL1640C used for

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram for the Bat Detector. The battery B1 is made up from six HP7 type cells.
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IC2 is sufficiently expensive to warrant a
socket anyway. In fact it is recommended
that i.c. sockets be used for all three integ-
rated circuits.

Do not overlook the single link wire bet-
ween transistor TR4 and resistor R25. This
can be made from 22 s.w.g. tinned copper
wire, or a piece of wire trimmed from a
resistor leadout should suffice.

Construction of the board is not particu-
larly difficult, but it does demand that the
proper miniature components are used. In
particular, the electrolytic capacitors must
be radial (vertical mounting) components,
and the polyester capacitors must be
printed circuit mounting types having a
lead spacing of 7.5 millimetres. Other types
could be very difficult to fit into the layout.
At this stage only single -sided pins are fit-
ted to the board at the positions where con-
nections to off -board components will
eventually be made.

CASE
There are a number of plastic boxes that

are suitable as the housing for this project.
The prototype model used a low -profile
case having removable front and rear
panels. The headphone socket and controls
being mounted on the front panel, with the
microphone fitted on the rear panel.

A 3.5 millimetre jack socket was used for
JK I , but this can be changed for any type of
socket that will match the plug on the par-
ticular earpiece or headphones you will be
using with the unit. For medium impe-
dance headphones a 3.5 millimetre stereo
jack socket will usually be needed.

Mounting ultrasonic transducers can be
difficult as there is not usually any built-in
mounting of any description. It is usually a
matter of drilling two small holes to accom-
modate their terminals, and then gluing
them in position on the front surface of the
panel. A good quality gap -filling adhesive
is required, and an epoxy resin type is
ideal.

The printed circuit board is mounted on
the base panel of the case using 6BA
mounting bolts and spacers, or plastic
stand-offs. Mount it well towards the front
of the case so that there is sufficient space
for the battery at the rear of the unit.

The board is wired to the off -board com-
ponents using multi -strand p.v.c. insulated
connecting wire. Details of this wiring is
shown in Fig.3.

With many ultrasonic transducers one
terminal connects to the component's case,
and with a component of this type it is this
terminal that should connect to the nega-
tive supply rail. Connection to the battery
holder is via an ordinary PP3 style battery
clip.

IN USE
Either a crystal earphone or medium

impedance headphones (the type sold as
replacements for personal stereo units) can
be driven from the output of the Bat Detec-
tor. If headphones are used they should be
connected in series (ignore the chassis ter-
minal of the socket and make the connec-
tions to the other two tags).

With the unit switched on and the "vol-
ume" control VR1 well advanced there
should be a certain amount of background
"hiss", but ordinary noises should not be
picked up and reproduced through the
headphones. Obviously some ultrasonic
sounds are needed in order to test the unit,
and bats are not the only source of these.
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Fig. 3. Component layout and full size printed circuit board copper foil
master pattern. The completed board is shown in thephotograph below.
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Completed unit showing wiring to ultrasonic "sensor"
(Mic 1). Leave plenty of room for the batteries.

An ultrasonic remote control transmitter
will provide a test signal, but there are
much more simple methods that will suf-
fice. Simply rubbing your fingers together
about 3(X) millimetres in front of the trans-
ducer should produce a noise sound from
the headphones.

Adjustment of the "frequency" control
VR2 should have some effect on the pitch
of this noise. Dropping a pin, small needle,
or very short pieces of wire onto a table -top
should also produce a signal that can be
readily detected by the unit.

Layout of front panel controls.

With suitable adjustment of VR2 the
sound from the headphones may well
sound very similar to the audio frequency
sound of the pin (or whatever) dropping. A
little experimentation should soon find
some other sources of ultrasonic sound.

When using the detector bear in mind
that ultrasonic sound waves tend to highly
directional. The unit will probably be
insensitive to sounds unless the transducer
is aimed at the source reasonably accu-
rately.

Also bear in mind that the unit covers

less than the full ultrasonic range at any one
setting of VR2. Some adjustment of this
control may be needed before an ultrasonic
sound will give an audible output from the
unit.

Avoid using the unit very near television
sets, computer monitors, or other
apparatus that generates electrical signals
in the ultrasonic range. If the unit is used
very close to equipment of this type it is
almost inevitable that it will pick up a cer-
tain amount of interference from them.

BAT WATCH
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 it is illegal for anyone without a licence to inten-

tionally kill, injure or handle a bat of any species in Great Britain; to possess a bat, whether alive
or dead (unless obtained legally); or to disturb a bat when roosting.

Ringing or marking bats or photographing them (except when in flight outdoors) requ:res a
licence from the Nature Conservancy Council. It is also an offence to sell or offer for sale any bat,
whether alive or dead, without a licence.

The law does allow you to tend a disabled bat in order to release it when it has recovered, or
to kill a seriously disabled bat which has no reasonable chance of recovery.

Habits
Only very basic information is available

about bats and until recently their study had
been confined to a handful of sites where
local interest had stimulated further investi-
gations.

But why do we want to know about bats?
For a start, there is much in common be-
tween bats and humans. Both are warm-
blooded mammals with a high parental care
for their "children" and also like living
together with others of their own species.

Bats are relatively intelligent, with good
eyesight and hearing, preferring clean dry
places in which to roost-particularly
houses. In most cases, it is their liking for
houses that brings them into contact with
humans and can cause conflict, even though
they are completely harmless.

Bats change their roost sites seasonally
and are inquisitive creatures, constantly
investigating potential roosts. It is not under-
stood why they choose a particular site, but
temperature seems to play an important
part. Their summer roosts would have been
mainly hollow trees, but these are now a
very rare feature of the countryside.

As social creatures they tend to gather in
groups, the size of which varies-about 30 to
40 Horseshoe Bats to a roof but up to hun-
dreds if it's the common Pipistrelle species.
Whatever their numbers they do no damage,
they will not gnaw the rafters nor do they
build nests like birds.

Senses
Bats are not blind but have good eyesight

which is used mostly for navigation. Their
most highly developed sense is that of hear-
ing. They use a form of sonar for obstacle
avoidance and for locating food. High -fre-
quency sounds are emitted which enable
bats to "see" or discriminate fine detail even
in complete darkness, but their range is

limited to a few metres. This is why bats
have a twisting turning flight as they only
notice insects or obstacles when close to
them.

Unlike most other mammals, bats do not
have a steady body temperature. In flight,
their body tern aerature of 42°C and pulse
rate of 1000 per minute are much higher than
man's 37°C and 75 per minute. After landing,
their temperature rapidly falls 10 degrees for
digestion and later falls to the surrounding
temperature, helping to conserve energy.

Feeding
British bats all feed on insects caught in

flight or picked off water, the ground or
foliage. During summer, they consume vast
numbers, many of which are crop pests. One
pipistrelle may eat up to 3,500 insects each
night.

Because few insects are available in
winter, bats put on about one third extra
weight during autumn and then hibernate
from October to April. Body temperatures
approximate their surroundings, which may
be down to zero.

In very cold weather, they may be seen
moving to alternative hiberation sites with a
more suitable temperature. Bats should
never be disturbed during hibernation as if
this happens they use up vital energy
reserves and may die.

Pipistrelle
40-50kHz

Location:
Throughout
Gt Britain & Ireland

Habitat:
Buildings-Trees

Serotine
20-60kHz

Location:
S. Britain

Habitat:
Buildings

Brown Long-eared
35-60kHz

Location:
Throughout
Gt. Britain & Ireland

Habitat:
Buildings-Trees

Greater/Lesser
Horseshoe

80-110kHz
Location:

S W England,
Wales, North to
Yorkshire

Habitat:
Buildings-Caves

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Nature Conservancy Council,
Northminster House, Peterborough, PE1 11.1A.
Tel: 0733 40345

or your local bat group

Fauna and Flora Preservation Society,
do Zoological Society of London, Regent's Park,
London NW1 4RY Tel. 31-387-9670

Mamma Society, Baltic Exchange Buildings,
21 Bury Street, London EC3A 5AU.
Tel: 01-233-1266
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ACOUSTIC PROBE
A.J.RIND T

A relatively simple
diagnostic tool
which can provide
excellent results on
everything from
watches to car
engines

HOW MANY times have you raised your car's
bonnet to investigate some new and

worrying noise, only to be faced with a
bewildering array of whirring and clattering
machinery amongst which it is quite impossible
to identify the offending sound? It might be
tappets tapping, big ends on their way out, or
simply a noisy alternator hearing.

+90

tattosio

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the
Acoustic Probe.

On one memorable occasion a qualified
mechanic identified a noise in the author's car
as "big ends" and would have stripped the
engine, had a more experienced colleague not
chanced to hear it and identify a faulty water
pump. To pinpoint such noises, some kind of
"stethoscope" is invaluable. Sometimes a
skilled mechanic will use a long screwdriver for
the purpose, but this is not very satisfactory,
and for the amateur not entirely safe. One can
get one's ears caught in the fan belt that way!

An electronic "stethoscope", easily built by
any electronics enthusiast, is a far better
solution. This can easily be applied to any part
of the engine, the volume adjusted, and of
course full-size padded headphones will help
block out some of the general racket in favour
of the sound being traced. The accuracy of
such a tool can be surprising; in a test with the

prototype it was found that not only could the
alternator of a friend's car be identified as the
source, but there was no doubt whatsoever
about which bearing was faulty.

Of course the instrument is not limited just
to automotive applications. It can be used for
almost any mechanical noise location, from
clockwork to cental heating systems. It is

sensitive enough to pick up the tick of the
author's watch, an analogue quartz model with
a tiny stepping motor. Finally, for those who
live in terraced accommodation and enjoy
listening to the neighbours fighting, it beats a
glass pressed to the wall hands down!

CIRCUIT
In principle this project is very simple. All

that is required is a microphone on the end of a
rod (probe), and a high -gain amplifier. The
"microphone" is rather special, and will be
described in detail later.

MIC

(SEE
TEXT i

-v
TR1
253819

RI
1M

.  -
The full circuit of the Acoustic Probe

appears in Fig. I, and operates as follows.
Since the microphone is a crystal device with
high output impedance, it is buffered by the
source follower f.e.t. TR I . The output from
this goes to amplifier TR2 which, in the
configuration shown, provides a voltage gain
of about thirty five. The gain is actually set by
the ratio of R5 to R6, less a bit for losses, and
can be altered if desired by changing the value
of R6. Increasing the gain here will raise the
circuit noise level a little though.

The output from TR2 is buffered by emitter
follower TR3, and then fed, via volume control
VR I , to output amplifier ICI. The positive
supply for the preamplifier stages of the circuit
are decoupled from supply variations by R8
and CI .

The amplifier i.c. is the well-known
TBA820M audio chip. This is available in a
compact 8 -pin d.i.l. package, has ample power

TC3
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PIO
100

°co%T
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1, 1M
R2, R5, R15, R16 10k (4 off)
R3, R9 100k (2 off)
R4 27k
R6 220
R7 2k7
R8 1k
R10100
R1156
R12 1

R13 100 (see text)
R14 3k3
817 33

Potentiometer
VR1 10k log carbon with switch

(S1)

Capacitors
C1, C5, C6, C8 100u axial elect. 10y

(4 off)
C2, C10 220n polyester layer (2 off)
C3 22p4 axial elect. 25V
C4 100n polyester layer
C7 47u axial elect 16V
C9 220p ceramic plate
C11 10u axial elect. 25V

Semiconductors
D1 8ZY88C5V6 400mW 5.6V Zener

diode
D2 red I.e.d. 3mm type.
TR1 2N3819 f.e.t.
TR2, TR3 BC109C silicon npn (2 off)
TR4 BC184L silicon npn
TR5, TR6 BC214L silicon pnp (2 off)
IC1 TBA820M i.c. power amplifier

Miscellaneous
Printed circuit board; 8 pin d.j.'.
i.c. holder; case, diecast alloy
box, 120x 65x 40mm; PP3 bat-
tery and connector; knob; stan-
dard stereo jack socket; 27mm
piezo transducer element;
assorted hardware for trans-
ducer - see text; connecting
wire, etc.

Fig. 2. Printed circuit full size master pattern and component layout

for driving ordinary stereo headphones, and
can operate from as little as three volts with a
typical quiescent drain of only four milliamps,
making it ideal for operation from a single PP3
battery supply. About the only drawback is
that its recommended circuit uses rather a lot of
electrolytic capacitors, which take up most of
the space on the p.c.b.

The voltage gain of this stage is about twenty
but it can be adjusted slightly if required, by
alteration of RIO. To ensure stability the
"Zobell" network, R12 and CIO, has been
included. The value of CI I may seem rather
small to readers used to audio work, but it
proved perfectly adequate in this design as
headphones are the only load and the
frequencies of interest are normally quite high.
The resulting reduction of output current at
low frequencies also helps to maintain stability.

The output is taken to a stereo socket wired
so as to connect the two phones in parallel. RI3
sets the maximum output, the value showi may
need some adjustment to suit the headphones
actually used.

An indicator I.e.d. is useful, to show that the
unit is switched on and the battery is healthy.
This goes a little further than usual in that I.e.d.
D2 is supplied with a constant current by TR5
and TR6, which are in turn biased from TR4,
which receives base current from Zener DI. So
long as the supply voltage is high enough for
current flow through DI and the base -emitter
junction of TR4, D2 glows with constant
brightness. Once the voltage falls below this

critical point it goes out quite sharply. It will
probably flicker with strong input signals when
battery replacement is due.

CONSTRUCTION
The construction of this project is

straightforward, provided a little care is taken
to obtain neat results with the upright mounted
resistors. The small printed circuit board is
available from the EE PCB Service, code
EE584 (see page 628).

The positioning of all components can be
seen in the overlay drawing, Fig. 2. Take care
with the orientation of the transistors, DI and
the electrolytics. C2, C4 and CIO are the
silver coloured polyester layer type.

Capacitors C2 and CIO may present
problems in that there appears to be more than
one size of this value; an order recently received
contained two with different pin spacings. The
p.c.b. has been designed to accept either.
Though omitted in the prototype, a d.i.l. socket
is strongly recommended for ICI. It can be a
great help if any trouble -shooting becomes
necessary.

TESTING
The board should, of course, be .ested

before installation. The total current drain
should be about 26mA, of which about ,8mA
will be taken by the I.e.d. If the supply voltage
is gradually reduced, this will extinguish fairly
rapidly at about 5 to 5.5V. If the initial current
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Fig. 3. Interwiring of the case mounted components and the p.c.b. VRI is shown from the
front, SI is mounted on the back of VRI.

drain seems about right, the headphones and
volume control can be temporarily connected
and a quick functional check, if satisfactory,
will be enough.

This is also a good time to decide whether the
value of R13 needs any alteration to suit the
headphones to be used. If there seems to be a
problem however, some figures which may be
useful are as follows; all were taken with
exactly nine volts supply. TRI source voltage
will of course depend on the individual f.e.t. as
these have a wide production spread, but it
should be between I and 5 volts. Try another
f.e.t. if it is outside these limits. TR2 emitter
will be about IV, this can be measured across
C3, the drop across R6 being very small. TR2
collector (its metal case!) should be at about
4.4V, TR3 emitter about 3.8V. The output of
IC5 (pin 5) will be about half supply, nominally
4.5V. The voltage across CI, the positive
supply for the preamp stages, should be about
8V. These voltages are all intended purely as a
guide for trouble -shooting.

CASE
As the circuit has a high input impedance

and gain and may be used in areas where a fair
amount of electrical interference may be
present, a diecast metal case is specified to
provide effective screening. The general layout
of components in this can be seen from the
photograph.

The I.e.d. is soldered directly to the p.c.b.
with leads about 25mm long, allowing it to be
bent over and pushed straight into a suitable
hole drilled in the side of the case. A drop of
"Araldite" will secure it firmly.

The board is sited at one end of the box,
secured (and insulated) with double -sided sticky
foam pad. The switch/volume control and the
headphone socket are fitted at the other end,
and between them the battery is held in a
compartment formed by two small aluminium
plates that fit the case slots. Plastic, such as
surplus p.c.b. would do just as well. Some
plastic foam prevents the battery from rattling.

The wiring passes beneath the foam and
plates; ribbon cable is best as it is neat and lies
flat. All the interconnections are shown in Fig. 3.

MICROPHONE
The microphone, as mentioned, is special.

Any small microphone insert could be used for
the job but would probably prove rather
delicate. For vibration sensing something rather
more robust is needed, so a vibration
transducer was made with a "piezo

The head of the bolt needs to be flat and
smooth; this could be achieved by rubbing it on
emery paper placed on a flat surface. The
weight is by no means critical and could be the
head off another bolt, or a suitable nut, etc.
The assembly can be so rigid in the grommet
that it seems almost immobile, yet it is amazing
how it will transmit sound from the tip whilst
attenuating noise from the case. A "probe"
can be attached by drilling a blind hole in the
bolt, tapping it and fitting a threaded rod.
Several rods of various lengths might prove
useful.

Note how the connections are made to the
element, they are soldered directly to the disc
surface. The earthy (negative rail) wire should
go to the side glued to the bolt, and an extra
wire from here is tucked between the grommet
and the bolt to ensure contact. The metal case
should also be grounded; in the prototype this
was achieved through the metal jack socket. In
the case of an all -plastic socket separate
earthing to circuit negative should be provided.

The time taken to construct this transducer is

Fig. 4. Construction details for the
"microphone".
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transducer" element, the sort of thing normally
used to provide bleeps in calculators, watches,
etc. Being essentially crystal transducers these
work just as well in reverse, as microphone
elements, if properly mounted. A 27mm bare
transducer "disc", readily available at very low
cost from most major suppliers, was mourned
as shown in the drawing of Fig. 4.

Although the prototype has components that
were made in a lathe, early experiments used
transducers made from bits of brass bolts with
methods available in any reasonably equipped
home workshop, so construction should not be
too difficult. In essence the bolt is screwed
down fairly tightly through a grommet fitted
into the end of the case, the piezo element has
its larger diameter side glued to the head of the
bolt with Araldite, and a small weight is glued
to the other side to provide something for the
vibration to work against.

well worthwhile. It is very sensitive and more
robust than anything that could be achieved
with a conventional microphone, and the
results are excellent. The frequency response
spans the complete audio spectrum; when
placed against a loudspeaker surprisingly good
sound can be heard. It's certainly more than
adequate for the intended purpose.

A commercially produced stethoscope
similar to this project is available. Constructors
might be interested to know that it is priced
around £300 . . . ! In fairness, there is a de-
luxe model with an extra feature - an output
jack for tape recording! This, the makers
claim, can be used to record the sounds of
industrial machinery for replay through a
telephone, or for comparison at some time
later. Perhaps these days it might also be used
for computer analysis; at any rate it would be
easy to add the facility to this project
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MAIMS TESTER
AND FUSE FINDER

MARK STUART

How safe is your
mains wiring? Locate
that blown fuse! You
can do both with this
audio/ visual tester

HE IDEA for this project came about
I whilst trying to find which fuse in the

fusebox was connected to which set of
sockets in the house. There are two "tradi-
tional" ways of doing this. One way is to
remove a fuse, and then search the house for
"dead" sockets. The other way is to connect
a lamp to one socket and remove fuses one
at a time. An observer posted next to the
lamp is asked to shout when it goes out.

Both methods work. The first method is
tedious, especially if the fusebox is posi-
tioned (as usual) in the most inaccessible
corner of the house. The second method is
better, but needs two people and has been
known to put considerable stress on marital
harmony.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
It was decided that the ideal "gadget"

would be one that could be plugged into a
mains socket and would emit a loud easily
recognized sound when the supply was
disconnected. In addition it would be help-
ful (and safer) to incorporate an indicator
lamp to give visual confirmation that the
supply was disconnected.

This could be done by fitting ..ust one
lamp between the live and neutral connec-
tions. By adding two further lamps, how-
ever, it is possible not only to indicate
whether power is on or off, but also to check
the connections of live, neutral, and earth
wires to the socket.

The final design has proved to he a very
useful tool for checking sockets and finding
fuses, and has also been used as a mains
failure indicator when trying to track down
spurious tripping of an ELCB (now known
as RCCB).

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. I. Three neon lamps LP 1-3 are fitted to
indicate that power is connected and that
the three leads to the sockets are correctly
fitted. Norma.ly there will be mains voltage
between L and N, and between L and E,
lighting LP2 and LP3. Lamp LP I will not
light because normally the neutral wire is
earthed at the local distribution
transformer.

If the wiring to the socket is faulty the
correct combination of lamps will not light.
By checking which lamps are on or off it is
possible to determine the nature of the
fault. The interpretation of the fault indica-
tions is dealt with later in the section
headed 'IN USE'.

The audible signal is produced by a
ceramic resonator, WDI, driven by ICI.
ICI is a quadruple two input NAND

Schmit I trigger i.c. The first section, IC la, is
used as a gated low frequency oscillator.
Power for the oscillator is provided from
battery Bl via SI.

The positive side of the supply is connect-
ed to the mains neutral. When mains
voltage is present a small amount of mains
current passes through capacitor CI. On
positiv2 half cycles, the Zener diode Dl is
forward biassed and acts like a normal
diode, clamping the voltage at point A in
Fig. I at +0.6V with respect to point B. On
negative half cycles of the mains Dl is
reverse biassed and will not conduct until
point A is at -10V (the Zener diode break-
down voltage) with respect to poin.. B.

Diode D2 conducts during the negative
half cycles so that the smoothing capacitor
C2 is charged to -I0V. The voltage on point
C of Ft. I is a steady -10V with respect to
point B.

This voltage is passed via potential di-
vider resistors R8 and R7 to one of the
inputs of IC I a holding it low. As ICI is a
NAND gate a logic low on any of the inputs
forces the output to a high state. ICIb is
connected as an inverter so that its output is
held law. This in turn holds down one of the
inputs of IC I c so that its output :s forced
high. ICId is connected as an inverter and
so its cutput is held low. In this condition all
of the sections of ICI are held in steady
status and there is no audio output.

When the mains voltage is disconnected
C2 discharges via R7 and R8 and the
voltage on the input of IC I a changes from
low to high. The voltage on the other input
of IC I a is also high because C3 has charged
via R9. With both inputs high the output of
ICI a is held low.

Capacitor C3 now discharges via R9 and
the voltage on the associated inpur. of ICIa
begins to fall. After a time this voltage falls
to the iower input threshold voltage of IC I a.
At this point the output switches :1-cim low
to high and C3 begins to charge via R9.

Whin the voltage across C3 rises to the
upper input threshold of ICI a, the output
switches from high back to low. C3 now
begin! to discharge through R9 again and
the cycle repeats.

This simple oscillator action is only pos-
sible with Schmitt trigger type inverting
gates, because it depends upon the output
switching rapidly between low and high
states Normal gates will simply settle with
their outputs at around half the supply
voltage and not oscillate at all. The ease
with which these simple oscillators can be
put t3gether makes the 4093 one of the
author's favourite chips.
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OUTPUT
The output of ICI a is a squarewave of

about 2Hz which is inverted by ICIb and
passed to one of the inputs of IC lc. IC I c is
another oscillator circuit similar to IC I a but
operating at about 2.5kHz. It is turned on
during positive half cycles of the low fre-
quency input from IC1b. IC 1 d inverts the
input of ICIc and drives the ceramic reso-
nator WD1.

The resulting output is a piercing beep -
beep -beep sound whenever SI is on and the
mains off. The current consumption is very

specified is ideal and fits comfortably into a
pocket. All of the components are fitted on a
single printed circuit board. Fig. 2 shows
the copper foil pattern and Fig. 3 the
component layout.

Before mounting any components it is a
good idea to use the board as a template to
cut out the three holes in the bottom of the
case through which the lamps are viewed.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the layout of the
components in the case and the method of
assembly.

wo

important that the holes do not align. Fig. 5b
shows a suitable pattern.

The resonator WDI is mounted on the
bottom of the case by means of four strips of
double sided adhesive sponge tape 1.6mm
thick. These are first stuck to the case to
form a square around the six holes and then
WDI is pressed into place. This arrange-
ment ensures that there is sufficient air gap
for the sound to travel efficiently.

A strip of 2 or 3mm thick clear or amber
Perspex 12mm wide x 50mm long should be
glued to the bottom of the case so that it
covers the three holes through which the
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Mains Tester and Fuse Finder.

Fig. 2. Layout of components on the printed circuit board.
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Fig. 3. Full size printed circuit master.

low, a single PP3 will probably last for a
year or more of typical intermittent use.

CONSTRUCTION
As the whole circuit is connected to the

mains it is essential that it is housed in a
totally insulated enclosure. The plastic box

0

TO 1 AMP
FUSED
MAINS
PLUG

J

The holes for the neons should be about
8mm diameter. An additional hole or set of
holes is needed for the ceramic resonator
WD1. These holes should be drilled so that
they do not line up with the hole in the
resonator. A circle of 6 holes 3mm diameter
is ideal. The metallised top plate of the
resonator is connected to the mains so it is
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COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,3,5,
R2,4,6
R7
R8
R9

56k
100 (3 off)
1M5
470k
2M2

R10 15k
All IW ± 5% carbon film

Capacitors
C 1 1n disc ceramic 750V
C2,4 100n polyester (C368)

(2 off)
C3 1pf axial elec. 16V
C5 100pf radial elec. 16V

Semiconductors
IC 1 4093 CMOS quad 2 -

input NAND Schmitt
trigger

D1 BZY88C10 10V Zener
D2 1N4001 silicon

Miscellaneous
WD1 1E32720 ceramic

resonator
LP 1-LP3 Miniature mains

neons, 4mm high
brightness type, 3 off

Si SPST rocker switch
B 1, 9V PP3; battery clip; connect-
ing wire; Veropins; cable clamp
and screws; 2A 3 -core mains
cable; printed circuit board; 14 -
pin i.c. socket; case; double -
sided adhesive foam tape; clear
or amber Perspex.

MAGENTA KIT 512
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Fig. 4. Layout of components inside the case and interwiring details. Note the "wings" on Si for boding the switch firmly in position.
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Fig. 5a. Arrangement for mounting the printed circui: in the case.
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Fig. 5b. Sucgested pattern of
holes to be drilled in the case
over the sound transducer.

The completed tester showing the cutouts in the board for the neon indicators. Note the
"strain" clamp for the mains lead.

neons LP I -LP3 are viewed. The mains
cable enters the case through a hole drilled
in one end. This hole should be a close fit
around the cable to prevent accidental
access lo the internal live parts.

The switch SI requires a rectangular
notch to be cut in the side of the case. Refer
to Fig. 4 and position the switch as shown.
The switch specified has a pair of "wings"
which :nap into position to hold it in place.
Take care to cut the hole exactly the right
size ofierwise the switch will wobble.

CIRCUIT BOARD
When the case cutting is complete the

printed circuit board should be assembled.
Begin by fixing six single sided "solder
pins" for the connections to BI, WD I and
SI.

These pins are inserted from the foil side
of the board and must be pressed in so that
their splined section passes into the board.
This operation can require considerable
force. Once the pins are fully home, solder
them on the foil side in the usual way.

Continue by fitting all of the other board
mounted components, starting with the
smaller low profile ones such as diodes and
resistcrs. A socket should be used for ICI.
Note that DI, D2, C3, CS and ICI must all
be fitted the right way round. The other
components fit either way. The miniature
neons must be positioned so that they lie
centrally over the large holes in the board.

When all the components have been
fixed, the mains lead should be connected
to the board and fixed with a "saddle" type
cable clamp. At this stage the board should
be loosely fitted to the case, the connections
made to WD1, B1 and SI, and tested for
correct operation.

When all is well the board should be fixed
in position using double sided adhesive
foam pads. The battery can be fixed in the
same way, as it will not require changing
very often.

TESTING
The correct operation of the oscillator

section can be tested, without connecting
the mains, simply by fitting a battery and
closing SI. A loud 2kHz tone inte:Tupted at
aboin 2Hz should be produced after a delay
of around 2 seconds. The beep is produced

Continued on page 87
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LIGHT RIDER MOM)
DISCO LIGHTS LAPEL BADGE CHASER LIGHT

Three projects that will certainly test the creative eye of the experimenter.
You could even create your own version of "Kit" of TV Knight Rider fame.

LAPEL BADGE
MARK STUART

THE Lapel Badge project was started to
give a 10 year old something different to

amaze his friends at the school disco. A row
of six red I.e.d.s are arranged to be lit in
order from left to right and then back from
right to left continually, completing two full
cycles every second. Each I.e.d. in turn is
switched on and then switched off followed
by the next one along the line and so on.

If the I.e.d.s are switched on and off
abruptly the display appears to flicker un-
pleasantly. This is completely eliminated by
connecting capacitors across the I.e.d.s so
that each one fades gradually. The result is a
tail of three or four I.e.d.s of decreasing
brightness which appears to follow the
leading light.

Reasonable battery life is achieved by
the use of a new breed of low current
I.e.d.s designed to operate at 2mA with
plenty of brightness. The badge is clearly
visible in normal daylight and appears to
be extremely bright at night.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram for the Lapel Badge

is shown in Fig. I. There are many ways of
switching the I.e.d.s in the necessary man-
ner but this circuit has a certain simplicity
and cunning which may impress even the
best engineers.

TO ICI
PINS 7,8

CEEST,51

The dual 3 -input NOR gate IC la and
ICIb form a simple two gate oscillator
which runs at about 16Hz. The inverter
section of the device is not used in this
circuit design.

Very briefly capacitor CI charges first in
one direction and then in the other direc-
tion, via resistor R2, as the outputs of IC la
and IC I b change state. Oscillation is main-
tained by positive feedback through resistor
RI to the input of ICI a, which ensures that
the output of IC I a switches over each time
the capacitor charges.

The output from ICIb is a square wave
which is used to clock the Decade Counter/
Divider, IC2. Ten outputs are available
from IC2 which change from low to high
one by one in turn each time the i.c. receives
a clock pulse. Only one output can be high

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Lapel Badge.

R  R9
19

0-0 C97

DII-016
MP &SOO
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at a time, so on each clock pulse the output
that was high becomes low as the next
output changes from low to high and so on.

If the light emitting diodes were connect-
ed to all ten outputs and the i.c. clocked, a
single illuminated I.e.d. would appear to
move along from left to right. After ten
pulses the far right I.e.d. would go out and
the display would appear to jump back to
the left end as the cycle began to repeat.

Switching the I.e.d.s from left to right and
then back from right to left is more compli-
cated and is achieved by means of the
diodes DI to DIO. These are connected so
that the I.e.d.s light in the order shown in
Table I.

Table I shows that above six clock pulses
the I.e.d.s (DI 2 to D15) are lit in reverse
sequence via diodes D9, D7, D5 and D3.
The two I.e.d.s at the ends of the display are
lit once each cycle and all the others twice,
once in one "direction and then in the
other. Resistors R4 to R9 limit the current

Table 1: Display Switching Sequence

IC
count

IC pin
high

Diode
conducting

(D11 -D16)

lit

0 3 DI D11
2 D2 D12

2 4 D4 D13
3 7 D6 D14
4 10 D8 D15
5 1 DIO D16
6 5 D9 D15
7 6 07 014
8 9 D5 D13
9 11 D3 D12
0 3 D1 D1I
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in each I.e.d. to about 5mA with a fresh
battery.

The electrolytic capacitors C2 to C7
improve the visual effect enormously by
discharging gradually through the I.e.d.s
and resistors after the i.c. output has turned
off. This gives a slow fade-out to each I.e.d.
and produces the desired "tail"of decaying
light which appears to follow the leading
light. As the capacitors are charged directly
from the outputs of IC2 their charge time is
relatively short and so each I.e.d. appears to
turn on instantaneously.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit for the Lapel Badge is built on

two printed circuit boards: the main board
and the display board.

The circuit is built in two parts. The small
display board carries the six I.e.d.s and is
connected by a short length of ribbon cable
to the rest of the circuit which is housed in a
small plastic box.

An area of track on the display board is
provided so that a small safety pin can be
soldered on to it to allow the badge to be
attached to clothing. The plastic box is

carried invisibly in a convenient pocket.
The component layout of the Main Board

is shown in Fig. 2. To make sure that the
battery will fit into the specified case it is

essential to use modern miniature compon-
ents in all positions and to mount them as
close to the board as possible. A socket may
be used for ICI if required but not for 1C2,
as it fits underneath the battery.

COMPONENTS
LAPEL BADGE

Resistors
R1,R2 470k (2 off)
R3 47k
R4-R9 1k (6 off)
All .W carbon t 10%

Capacitors
Cl
C2-C8

100n poly. C368
100p radial miniature
elec 10V (Size
critical) (7 off)

Semiconductors
iC1 CD4000 Dual

3 -input NOR gate
+ inverter

IC2 CD4017 Decade
Counter/Divider

Dl-D10 1N4148 (10 off)
D11-D16 MP 6300, high

efficiency Red I.e.d.s
(6 off)

Miscellaneous
S1 s.p.s.t. push-

on/push-off switch
PP3 battery and clips, 7 -way rib-
bon cable; case, 71mm x 46mm
x 22mm; 14 -pin i.c. socket; red
Perspex, 25mm x 38mm; small
safety pin; printed circuit boards

MAGENTA KIT 561

Construction is quite straightforward.
Ensure that the diodes, capacitors and i.c.s
are all fitted the right way round. The leads
from C8 should be protected with insulated
sleeving and left as long as possible. Re-
member to fit ICI before connecting C8.

When all components are in place turn
over the board and crop all the leads as close
as possible to the tracks to ensure that the
board can sit as low down in the ease as
possible.

DISPLAY BOARD
Turning to the Display Board, the com-

ponent layout is also given in Fig. 2. The six
special low current I.e.d.s are fitted so that
their domed lenses pass from the track side
of the board irto close fitting holes. Their
two leads are soldered where they lie flat on
the adjacent copper tracks. Note that the
polarity is indicated by the thickness of the
leads, the thick lead being the cathode (k).
Also take care not to overheat the 1.e.d.s
whilst soldering as the plastic used for all

On -C16

I.e.d.s is particularly susceptible to melting
and cawing the leads to come adrift inside.

INTERWIRING
lnterwiring between the main and display

boards is also shown in Fig. 2. The neces-
sary cross overs in the ribbon cable should
be made close to the main board inside the
case. The leads at the badge end are con-
nected directly to the copper tracks on the
rear of the board.

In the prototype a small saddle of .sleeved
wire was soldered over the ribbon cable to
reduce the stress on the connections. Alter-
natively a good adhesive may be used.
There is plenty of room for individual
interpretation of the badge part of the
project, but check that it works in standard
form first before trying anything toc clever.

The :onnections for the ribbor cable,
battery and switch leads are made to the
main board by passing a small stripped
length of each wire through its hole in the
top side of the board and soldering to the
copper track on the underside.

RIBBON
CABLE

Si

ON/OFF

NARROW LEAD

WIDE LEAD

Fig. 2. Component layout for main board, tisplay board and interwiring
between the two boards. Full size p.c.b. masters are shown below.
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The layout of the parts in the plastic case
is shown in Fig. 3. As everything is such a
tight fit there is no need to fix the board or
battery, but small sticky pads may be used if
required. A hole must be drilled for SI and a
shallow notch cut in the edge of the case so
that the ribbon cable can pass out under the
lid.

TESTING
There is very little to be said about testing

since the circuit is either on or off. The main
things to check are that the component
values and polarities are correct and that
there are no errors in the wiring.

The current consumption is about 15mA
with a fresh battery. As the battery voltage
falls the brightness of the I.e.d.s will de-
crease but the circuit will continue to
function correctly right down to about 5V.
The current consumption will fall as the
voltage drops, prolonging the life of the
battery.

For special applications the values of
resistors R4 to R9 can be increased or
decreased to give a dimmer or brighter
display. For a very bright display it is
possible to use two 5mm "ultra -bright"

rEE110141

Fig. 3. Layout of components inside the small plastic case.

1.e.d.s in series in each position, set the
resistor values to 330 ohms, and use a I 2V
supply.

The circuit is quite happy up to 18V and
so can be used in a car without problems.
Ideally a small resistor (100 ohms) should
be connected in series with each
electrolytic capacitor to limit
the peak current in IC2.

(right) The completed
main driver and

switching board.

(left) The completed
"badge", with safety
pin.

The stepping speed is set by R2 and CI
either or both of which can be changed as
required. If a variable speed control is
required this can be achieved by replacing
R2 with a 470k "reverse" log
potentiometer.

DISCO LIGHTS

THE EXTENSION of the Lapel Badge circuit
to give a high power mains voltage

display is a simple idea. The result when.
connected to a bank of bulbs arranged in
rows, crosses, stars or concentric circles is
very effective indeed.

Each of the 6 original 1.e.d. outputs has
been adapted to drive a 5A special sensitive
gate triac. Without heatsinking each triac
will be able to switch banks of small lamps
totalling over 500 watts. As only one bank is
switched on at any time the mains supply
current is not excessive. To enhance the
range of effects a variable Speed Control has
been added.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram for the Disco Light

Rider is shown in Fig. I. Each of the outputs
of 1C2 is fed to the gate terminal of a triac
which switches mains voltage. Special sensi-
tive gate triacs, CSR I to CSR6, arc required
so that they can be driven directly from IC2
without problems.

The power for ICI and IC2 is derived
directly from the mains via a series capaci-
tor dropper C3. This method is very effec-
tive for small currents (10mA in this case)
and is very efficient as there is negligible

MARK STUART
power dissipation in the capacitor. In con-
trast a resistor carrying 10mA would be
dissipating 2-5W.

The operation of this type of circuit is
quite simple to understand. The capacitor
C3 passes the a.c. mains voltage signal to

TO ICI
PIN 14

Il

TO IC I
PINS 7,8

diodes DI I, D12 and Dl 3. During negative
half cycles of the mains, current flows via
D13 into C3 and during positive half cycles
current flows via D I 1 and DI2. As DI I is a
Zener diode the voltage across it must
exceed its rating (in this case 9-1V) before it
can conduct. The result is a series of half -
wave 9-1V positive pulses which are
smoothed by capacitor C2 to drive the rest
of the circuit.

The main disadvantage of this type of
circuit is that a short circuit fault in the
capacitor C3 will apply the full mains
supply voltage with catastrophic results.
For this reason a special mains suppressor

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram for the Disco Lights.
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COMPONENTS

DISCO LIGHTS

Resistors
R1 470k
R2 47k
R3 -R8 1k (6 off)
All carbon 10%

Potentiometer
VR 1 470k reverse log.

Capacitors
Cl

C2

C3

220n miniature
polyester C368
100p 25V radial
electrolytic
100n 250V a.c.
suppressor type

Semiconductors
IC1 4000 Dual 3 -input

NOR gate +
inverter

IC2 4017 Decade
Counter/Divider

D1 toD10 1N4148 (10 off)
D11 BZX61C 9V1

Zener
D12,D13 1N4001 (2 off)
CSR1-CSR6 TAG K9 Triacs

(sensitive gate)
16 off)

Miscellaneous
TB1 10 -way 2A

terminal block
FS1 5A 20mm quick -

blow fuse
LP1-LP6 Mains lamps,

colours and shape to choice
(see text) (6 off)

14 -pin i.c. socket; 16 -pin i.c.
socket; p.c.b. mounting fuse -
holder; case, Plastic 145mm x
95mm x 55mm minimum; screw
fit knob; wire; printed circuit
board

MAGENTA KIT 560

Fig. 2. Full size printed circuit master pattern for the Disco Lights.

capacitor is specified. Provided this is used
the chances of a breakdown arc very small
indeed.

A second disadvantage is that the whole
of the circuit is connected directly to the
mains supply. This is not a problem in
sound -to -light effects and similar circuits

which are already connected to the mains in
any case.

The big advantage is that a bulky heavy
and expensive mains transformer is not
reeded.

CONSTRUCTION
Becabse of the mains voltages present in the

Disco "Light Rider", constructors should be
very careful when building this una. It is
advised that only persons experienced in
mains c:rcuits should tackle this project and
extra care should be exercised when testing
and checking the circuit.

To keep cost to a minimum the circuit is
built on a single printed circuit board
housed in a plain plastic box.

The component layout and p.c.b master
pattern (full size) is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
As the tabs on the triacs are connected to
the MT2 terminal the mounting screws
have been used to make the connection to
the board and the MT2 leads removed.

A standard 2A terminal block is used to
make all of the connections from the mains
and to the lamps. All six banks cf lamps
share a common mains neutral connection.
To keep the board layout simple the connec-
,ions for the lamp do not follow in a strict
order and so a little wire -crossing is needed
when me connections are made.

The Speed Control potentiometer VR1
,which should have a plastic insulated
spindle) must be mounted on a bracket
from the board so that its insulates. spindle

Electronic Projects No. 1 1(3



MOUNTING
BRACKET FOR
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Fig. 3. Component layout and interwiring for the Disco Lights. Note that this board must be
housed in a PLASTIC case.
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Fig. 4. Pinning details for the thyristors
CSR1-CSR6. Note the T2 lead is cut short
and the "tab" used for this connection.

The completed
disco lights
board.
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passes through a close fitting hole in the
case. This is to ensure that even with the
control knob removed it is impossible to
touch any part of the circuit that may be
live. A "reverse log" potentiometer is speci-
fied because this gives a very smooth con-
trol of speed over a wide range.

Only two connections are made to the
board as shown in Fig. 3 and the assembly
of the rest of the board is straightforward.
Take particular care with the three diodes
DI I to DI3 to ensure their correct polarity.

Once the board is complete it should be
tested at low voltage and then fitted into a
plastic case before testing at mains voltage.
The incoming and outgoing leads should be
fed through close fitting grommets and
should have strain relief clamps fitted just
inside the case to restrain them and prevent
them from being pulled out accidentally.
The board should be mounted on sticky
pads or with nylon nuts and screws so that
there are no exposed metal parts to become
live.

TESTING
Ideally the circuit should be tested first at

low voltage. This can be done by applying
9V d.c. across diode DI3 with the negative
side connected to its anode. With the Speed
Control set at minimum it should be pos-
sible to see the triac gates pulsing in turn by
using a multimeter set to a low d.c. voltage
range. The voltage on each gate should pulse
up to I.2V approximately.

A separate 6-12V a.c. source and a
number of low voltage bulbs can be used to
check full operation of the triacs. Keep the
9V d.c. supply connected and connect the
a.c. supply to the L and N terminals.
Connect the bulbs to each output and they
should be turned on and off in the correct
order. Check that the Speed Control works,
and the circuit is ready for testing at mains
voltage.

Before testing at mains voltage the board
must be fitted into a suitable all plastic case.
Disconnect the low voltage supply and take
extreme care when making measurements.
With the mains connected all parts of the
circuit should be considered to be "live".
Use a good multimeter with insulated test
probes. Apply the mains to the circuit; if the
power supply section is producing 9V across
diode DI I all is well and all that remains to
be done is a quick test with six mains lamps.

IN USE
Once the unit is working satisfactorily it

can be connected to whatever type of
display is required. Remember to use cable
rated at mains voltage for the interconnec-
tions. Combinations of shapes, colours and
lamp types can be arranged to produce
exactly the effect required.

Unlike I.e.d.s it is not possible to turn the
triacs off slowly simply by using capacitors.
Instead the thermal inertia of the lamp
filaments is relied upon to produce a gra-
dual fade out. At slow speed setting the fade
is relatively fast and so the lamps will
appear to switch abruptly but at higher
speeds the fade becomes significant and a
very pleasant smooth effect is achieved.

At very high speed settings the frequency
of the oscillator approaches mains frequen-
cy. This gives rise to a number of very
strange effects. Some of which are quite
interesting. If preferred the upper range of
speed can be limited by connecting a 22k
resistor in series with VRI.

D
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CHASER LIGHT
G.R.HAYNES

THIS project simulates the red light which
sweeps to and fro on the front of "Kit"

the computerised car in the TV series
Knight Rider.

Although designed primarily with novelty
in mind and not for mounting on car
bonnets, there are useful applications for
this circuit.

It could, for example, be used to add that
little bit extra to home-made robots, be they
kit or self -designed. Or. the I.e.d.s could be
arranged in different patterns using differ-
ent colours to produce interesting displays.

The circuit is not limited to driving I.e.d.s
however. If a suitable interface is used any
type of lamp can be driven, making the
circuit suitable for "disco lights" etc.

The number of outputs required is selec-
table up to a maximum of 16 by a single
wire link. The prototype used all 16 outputs.
The speed of the display is adjustable from
dead slow to a blur by an on -board preset
potentiometer.

A feature of the circuit is the ability to
disable the display without removing the
power to it. For instance, when a robot is
"idle" preventing unnecessary drain on the
battery.

Since the circuit uses CMOS i.c.s it will
operate over a wide supply range (3V -15V)
and is very economical on battery power.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
A simplified block diagram of the circuit

is shown in Fig. I. For normal operation

DiSABLE

ARABLE
REOUENCF

LLAT-4

BINARY UP/DOWN COUNTER

CLK UP/DOWN
SET -RESET

0 BISTABLE

01 02 03 04 RESET

DI D2 D3 Ch,

4 TO 16 LINE OEOOER

lc( 301k I

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Chaser Light system.

Disable is low. When high however the
oscillator is stopped and all I.e.d.s are
turned off.

The Variable Frequency Oscillator pro-
duces pulses which are counted by a Binary
Up/Down counter. The direction in which
the pulses are counted is controlled by the
logic level applied to the counters Up/Down
input. When "high" it counts up, when
"low" it counts down. The Up/Down input
is fed from the output Q of a Set -Reset
Bistable. Q goes high when the Set input is

DISABLE 9

RI *
100k

L K3

* OPTIONAL PULL UP
RESISTOR -SEE TEXT

.VE
SLPPLY

0

VE

1Cia
4001

OV R2

10k

VR1

11.1

IC1b
4001

C3

I F.
330n

pulsed high and low when the Reset input is
pulsed high.

The counters output appears as a binary
code weighted Q1 = I. Q2 = 2, Q3 - 4, Q4 =
8 and is fed to the inputs of a 4 to I6 Line
Decoder which selects one of its 16 possible
outputs according to the binary code at its
input e.g., code 0101 will select Q5 and code
1111 will select Q15. The selected output
goes high causing the I.e.d. connected to it
to light. All other outputs remain low and
therefore all other I.e.d.s are off.

Fig. 2. Complete circuit dia-
gram for the Chaser Light
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Consider that the bistable is in the Set
state, i.e. Q is high and the counter is
counting up. Each time it receives a clock
pulse from the oscillator it adds one to its
count, the count is decoded and the selected
output goes high lighting the I.e.d. connect-
ed to it. This continues until eventually QI5
goes high, at this point the bistable is reset
and its output Q goes low.

The counter now begins to subtract one
from its count each time it receives a clock
pulse. As before the count is decoded and
the selected output lights an I.e.d. This
continues until eventually QO goes high, the
bistable is set and the counter begins to
count up once more. The result is a display
that produces a light that sweeps to and fro.

By altering the point at which the bistable
is reset the number of lights required can be
changed e.g. if ten lights are required Q9 is
used to reset the bistable.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram for the

Chaser Light is shown in Fig. 2. Having
discussed the circuit's operation all that
remains is to describe its finer details.

The prototype was powered from a 9V
PP3 battery but the circuit will work equally
well in the range 3V to I 5V. If a different
supply voltage is to be used then the value of
I.e.d. current limit resistors R3 to RI8 will
have to be changed.

The current required by an I.e.d. for
satisfactory illumination is usually in the
range 5mA to 10mA and the forward
voltage is about 2V. On the prototype an
I.e.d. current of 7mA was used.

The value of the current limit resistors
can be calculated by the following formula:

R limit =
V supply - VF

I.e.d.

e.g.. for the prototype

9V - 2V
R limit = I k ohms

7mA

The supply is decoupled by capacitors CI
and C2.

The Variable Frequency Oscillator is
formed by two NOR gates IC I a and ICIb
C3, R2 and VR I set the oscillator frequen-
cy. Preset potentiometer VR I allows adjust-
ment of the frequency and hence the speed
of the display. The oscillator output is fed to
the CLK input (pin 15) of IC2, a Binary
Up/Down Counter which counts the pulses
the oscillator produces.

Preset inputs A, B, C, D, Preset Enable
(PE), Reset and Carry In (pins 4, 12, 13, 3, I
9, 5) of 1C2 are all unused and are tied
permanently low. Carry Out (pin 7) is not
required and is left unconnected.

The UP/DOWN input (pin 10) of IC2
determines the direction of count and is
controlled by a bistable formed by two
NOR gates IC lc and ICId. Pin I I of IC lc
acts as the Bistable output, pin 13 of IC I c
acts as the Reset input and pin 8 of IC Id as
the Set input.

The counters binary output appears at Q I
to Q4 (pins 6, 11, 14, 2) and is fed to the
inputs D I to D4 (pins 2, 3, 21, 22) of IC3, a
4 to 16 Line Decoder. As explained pre-
viously IC3 decodes the binary input to

Completed Chaser Light showing the bank of I.e.d.s mounted directly on the board.

Fig. 3. Full size printed circuit master pattern for the Chaser Light.

select one of its 16 possible outputs. The
selected output goes high and drives an
I.e.d. (DI to DI6) via a current limiting
resistor R3 -R18).

Output QO (pin I I) is also connected to
the Set input of the bistable such that when
the count is at 0000, i.e. at its minimum, the
bistable is set, its output is forced high and
the counter is made to count up. QI5 (pin
15) of IC3 is conencted to the Reset input of
the bistable such that when the count is at
its maximum, i.e. 1111, the bistable is reset
and the counter is forced to count down.

The data latching facility of 1C3 is not
required and so Strobe (pin I) is tied
permanently high. The Inhibit, pin 23, is
connected to the Disable input as are the
NOR gates IC I a and IC I b which form the
oscillator. When the Disable is taken low
the circuit works normally. However, when
left unconnected the Disable input is pulled
high by resistor RI stopping the oscillator
and forcing the outputs of IC3 low switch-
ing off all I.e.d.s.

The Disable input was designed to be
driven by an external transistor which when
turned on pulls Disable low and when
turned off allows Disable to be pulled high
by R I .

CONSTRUCTION
All the components are mounted on a

single printed circuit board as detailed in
Figs. 3 and 4.

Before commencing construction you
must first decide whether you want to use
the "Disable" facility or not. If you do then
resistor RI is included and link LK3 is
omitted, if not then R I is omitted and LK3
is included. Secondly, you must decide how
many outputs you require. This will deter-
mine the number of I.e.d.s and current limit
resistors used and also the position of link
LK I .

COMPONENTS
CHASER LIGHT

Resistors
R1 100k (see text)
R2 10k
R3 -R18 1k (16 off)

All -1W carbon ± 5%

Potentiometers
VR1 1M lin.
Miniature horizontal

preset

Capacitors
C1,C2 10p tantalum 25V (2 off)
C3 330n polyester

Semiconductors
IC I 40016 CMOS

NOR gate
IC2 45166 CMOS Binary

Up/Down Counter
IC3 45146 CMOS 4 to

16 Line Decoder
131-016 TIL209 or similar

(16 off)

Miscellaneous
PP3 9V battery and battery clips
(if required); 14 -pin, 16 -pin and
24 -pin i.c. sockets; printed circuit
board,

MAGENTA KIT 559
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Begin construction by fitting wire links
LK I to LK I 2 observing the conditions
stated above for LK I and LK3. Next fit the
i.c. sockets, preset, resistors and capacitors
ensuring correct polarity for capacitors Cl
and C2.

Next fit the I.e.d.s again ensuring correct
polarity. designated by a "flat" against the
cathode (k) connection. The I.e.d.s need not
necessarily be mounted on the p.c.b. but
this will depend upon the application.

Finally, connect wires for the power
supply and the Disable input (if required)
and insert ICI, 1C2 and IC3 taking care to
get them the right way round.

LI1304141

TESTING
Set R I to mid -position and connect the

unit to a suitable power source. If LK3 is
not fitted connect "Disable" to OV. The
display should now be working. Adjust
preset potentiometer VR1 to change its
speed.

If the circuit fails to work switch off and
thoroughly check the board for mistakes
especially the orientation of Le.d.s, capaci-
tors and i.c.s.

Once the board is working correctly it is
ready for its intended purpose. Final assem-
bly will depend upon the application but
holes are provided for mounting the p.c.b.

Fig. 4. Component layout and wiring to the
printed circuit board. Make sure that all link
wires are in position before testing.

vE SLPPL,,

INTERFACING
.As stated previously the circuit need not

be limited to driving I.e.d.s. With a suitable
interface any type of lamp may be driven
including mains lamps.

For low voltage lamps I would suggest the
use of a ULN280 I octal (8 pin a package)
Darlington Driver Array which will drive
loads of up to 50V at 500mA. Outputs may
be paraleled to increase current capability.

Interfacing to mains lamps must only be
undertaken by the experienced reader be-
cause of the obvious dangers involved. The
January 1985 edition of Everyday Electron-
ics and Computer Projects describes a

-Power Lighting Interface" for horre com-
puters which is ideal.

The interface will need to be driven by
ULN280 I s because the 15mA I.e.d. current
required by the opto-isolators used in the
project is beyond the capability of
CMOS.

Continued from page 79

by ICI and its associated components so
this is the area to check if problems arise. It
should be possible to stop oscillation by
linking pins 7 and 13 of ICI.

Take extreme care when carrying
out the following tests. The remaining
tests are performed with the mains con-
nected so must be done with great care.
With a battery connected and S1 closed,
check that the circuit stops beeping when
the mains is connected, and re -starts
when the mains is disconnected. Problems
here will probably be due to either D1 or
D2 being fitted the wrong way round.

Finally, check the operation of the three
neon lamps With a normal supply con-
nected LP2 and LP3 should be on and LP1
off. Reverse the live and neutral connec-
tions and then LP 1 and LP3 should be on
and LP2 off. These tests ensure that all of
the neons are working. The next step is to
simulate all of the mains fault conditions
one by one and check for the correct
indication

IN USE
The use of the fuse finder section of the

circuit requires little explanation. The unit
is switched on and plugged in to the circuit
under test. As soon as the fuse feeding the
circuit is removed, the beeping sound will
be heard. It is surprising how far away
interrupted high frequency sounds can be
heard and recognised, even in the presence
of considerable background noise.

OFF f use ONfinder MAINS TESTER
& FUSE FINDER

* )IK- ALL 0.Ka . a
NO LIVE
NO NEUTRAL
NO EARTH 0

L/N REV.
L/E REV.

-*
-)1(* -)IE* *

Fig. 6. Full size master of the front panel ayout and lettering.

The three neon lamps are able to indicate
a wide range cf fault conditions. In princi-
ple each neon indicates the voltage between
each pair of the incoming wires. The series
and parallel resistors R I -R6 are chosen so
that above 200V the neons will light and
below 150V they will not.

If the earth lead is disconnected LP3 will
have 250V across it and will light. The other
two neons are effectively in series between

the live and neutral leads and so the supply
is divided equally. giving I25V to each
neon, which is not enough to light them.

The various other fault conditions and
their associated indications are shown on
the frost panel label drawing in Fig. 6. The
one condition that the unit does not indi-
cate is reversed neutral and earth connec-
tions. Fortunately this is an unusual fault.

0
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MUSICAL DoORBELL
MARK STUART

The electronic doorbell is one of the most useful and popular projects in the
field of hobby electronics. This circuit uses the AY -3-1350 integrated
circuit which provides a total of 25 tunes and three chimes.

1HE selection of a particular tune for the
I doorbell is made by the setting of two

rotary switches connected to ICI, the AY -3-
1350. The tunes are divided into five banks
of five as shown in Table I. Chimes are
selected in a different manner depending
upon the connection of the doorbell push
switch. Up to three separate bell pushes
may be connected, each producing a differ-
ent tune or chime. Power is supplied by a

IfE031CSI

used by the internal oscillator on ICI to
determined the pitch of the notes. Adjust-
ment of VR I allows the pitch of the tunes to
be varied to suit the user.

Power is applied to the i.c. via TRI.
Normally when the "bell" is silent and none
of the pushes pressed TR I is turned off.
Closing any of the bell pushes will turn on
TRI via R5 and DI or D2 depending on
which "push" is pressed.

RI t R2
100k L 1004

VR1

22k

$1

22 123 2 2r 9 rIS 19 20

52

10k

53

54 DI

IN4148

55

AY - 3 - 1350

R12

3k3

R13

33

single PP3 nine volt battery. Current drain
is zero except when a chime or tune is being
played, so a very long battery life can be
expected.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. I;

ICI provides all of the main functions of the
circuit. The tune select switch SI and bank
select switch S2 connect directly to the i.c.
Resistor RI and capacitor Cl provide a
brief negative reset pulse to ensure that ICI
starts correctly when power is applied. The
timing components R2, VR I and C2 are

R9
33k

a II

When TR I is turned on power is applied
to IC I via the shunt regulator circuit R4 and
Zener diode D4. Feedback from ICI via R6
maintains base current in TRI so that it
remains turned on even though the bell
pushes are released. This feedback stops
when the i.c. has completed the tune. At the
point TR I is turned off the power is
removed from ICI and the circuit assumes
the quiescent state.

A 03
.144145

VR3
30,

C5

100o

R13

4k'

TR?

2

TR4

TR5

9v

L51
5

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Musicall Doorbell. The
range of possible tunes available from the AY -3-1350 integrated
circuit is given in the table below.

Table 1. AY -3-1350 Tunes

AO Toreador A2 America, America A4 Hell's Bells
BO William Tell B2 Deutschland Leid B4 Jingle Bells

CO Hallelujah Chorus C2 Wedding March C4 La Vie en Rose
DO Star Spangled Banner D2 Beethoven's 5th D4 Star Wars
E0 Yankee Doodle E2 Augustine E4 Beethoven's 9th

A 1 John Brown's Body A3 0 Sole Mio Chime X Westminster Chime
B1 Clementine B3 Santa Lucia Chime Y Simple Chime
C 1 God Save the Queen C3 The End Chime Z Descending
D1 Colonel Bogey D3 Blue Danube Octave Chime
E 1 Marseillaise E3 Brahms' Lullaby
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1,R7
R2
R3 R10
R4
R5 R6,R12

100k (2 off)
2k2
10k (2 off)
27
3k3 (3 off)

R8,R9,R14 33k (3 off)
R11 2k7
R13 4k7
All ± 5% carbon film

Potentiometers
VR1 22k
VR2 1M
VR3 100k
VR4 220

All miniature horizontal presets

Capacitors
C 1 100n polyester
C2 47p ceramic
C3 220n polyester
C4 4p7 25V radial elect.
C5 100u 16V radial elect.

Semiconductors
D1-D3 1N4148 (3 off)
D4 5V6 400rnVV Zener
TR 1 BC213
TR2 -TR5 BC 184 (4 off)
IC 1 AY -3-1350

Miscellaneous
B1
LS1

9V PP3 battery
64 ohm speaker
(approx 65mm dram )

S1 ,S2 Two pole six way
rotary switches (2 off)

S3-S5 Door mounting bell
pushes, single pole
push to make
number as required

Four way p mounting termi-
nal block, 28 pin I c socket, PP3
clips; two knobs; p b.c.; plastic
case approx 160x96x53mm;
grommet, wire etc

MAGENTA KIT 497
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54-1

55
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R
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Fig. 2. Full size printed circuit master.

ALTERNATIVE
CONNECTIONS

(SEE TEXT I

20 I IX
R1

TO
LOUOSPEA PER

LSI

Fig. 3. Printed circuit board component layout and
wiring details.

of playback of the tunes can be adjusted
independently of the pitch by means of VR2
and R7 as the note is played. The vokage on
C3 is monitored by pin eight of ICI which
detects when it has charged to a fixed
threshold level. When this level is reached
the note is ended and the circuit is ready for
the next note. VR2 adjusts the charge
current flowing into C3 and so determines
the time taken to reach the threshold,
therefore it sets the tempo.

The audio output from ICI is a square
wave which appears on pin 14 and drives
the loudspeaker via TR5. Transistors TR3
and TR4 are driven by a positive going
pulse which is derived from ICI via the
pulse forming network C4, RI3, VR3 and
D3. Each time a new note is played the
voltage on pin 13 of ICI switches from
negative to positive. This change is coupled
via C4 to the base of TR3 which also turns
on TR4 providing almost the full supply
voltage to the loudspeaker. During the note
C4 gradually charges via RI3 and VR3 and
the voltage on TR3 base falls towards zero.

This falling voltage is coupled via TR3
and TR4 to the loudspeaker supply causing
the output voltage to decay and giving the
characteristic envelope to the sound. At the
end of the note the voltage on pin 13 falls to
zero and C4 is quickly discharged via D3
ready for the next note.

The volume is set by VR4 which is a
simple high level volume control. The speed

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is constructed on a single

printed circuit board, Fig. 3 shows the
component overlay. Begin construction of
the board by fitting Veropins at the points
where the battery clip and loudspeaker
connections are to be made. Also fit five
pins at the points marked "alternative
connections" in Fig. 3.

Continued on page 96
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FUMICTIOM GENERATOR

A FUNCTION generator is a very useful
piece of test equipment. The one des-

cribed here was designed to provide signals
suitable for testing as wide a range of
circuits as possible. The designer has used
the prototype for some months and found it
to be invaluable. The generator has been
used with audio circuits, digital logic cir-
cuits, and computer peripherals such as A -
to -D converters.

It was initially intended that the circuit
should be powered from two PP3 batteries,
it soon became clear that the amount of use
the generator was getting justified the addi-
tion of a simple mains adaptor. A commer-
cial plug-in type of adaptor would be suit -

MARK STUART

CIRCUIT

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. I.
The circuit is based upon the excellent
XR2206 monolithic function generator i.c.
This is a very .iceful integrated circuit. It is
capable of generating a whole range of
signals over a frequency range of 0-01Hz to
I MHz. In this application many of its
features are ignored in the interests of
simplicity. The signals used are sine,
square, and triangular waves. A schematic
diagram of the i.c. is shown in Fig. 2.

The frequency of oscillation is set by the
value of VR4 and one of the timing capaci-
tors C5-C8 selected by the frequency range

CI

410

R3

47k

vRI

724

R2
447

VR2

470

51a

ix

224

VR1

IC'

control S2. The oscillator works by repea-
tedly charging and discharging the timing
capacitor with a constant current set by the
resistance conn cted to pin 7 of the i.e. .A set
of transistors known as 'current switches'
are used to switch the direction of the
current so that the capacitor is alternately
charged and discharged. Charging a capaci-
tor with a constant current produces a linear
change of voltage with time so that the
output voltage waveform across the timing
capacitor is triangular. An amplifier within
the i.c. (part of the block labelled Multiplier
and Sine Shaper) takes the triangular wave-
form and presents it at the output (pin 2).
The gain of this amplifier stage depends on

R5
10k

C4
R6

1CO
t100N

16v R7

145

OUT

n 10n 100n 1,x3

52

VR4
1004

R4
Bk2

SID

Ra

SK3 /4

[(mix!

f +16v

I 81

87

SKS
EXT
18-248

Fig 1. Circuit diagram.

Makes waves
from 0.01Hz to
1MHz in sine,
square and
triangle

able but 20 volt versions are not readily
available. Instead a simple supply was
designed and the generator was fitted with a
power socket that automatically discon-
nects the batteries when the adaptor is

connected.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of ICI

the resistance connected to pin 3 of the i.c.
The output level control, VR I sets this
resistance value whilst the associated com-
ponents RI, R2, R3 and C2 provide the
correct d.c. voltage conditions.

The Multiplier and Sine Shaper block
also contains a number of additional stages
which allow the triangular input waveform
to be altered. Presets VR2 and VR3 set the
characteristics of these stages, and when
correctly set the triangular waveform peaks
are evenly rounded so that the output is a
low distortion sine wave. The ideal setting
of VR2 and VR3 results in a sine wave with
only 0-5 per cent distortion. Switching
between triangle and sine waves is done by
S I a. S I b is necessary to adjust the output
signal level because the sine wave output
voltage is less than half of the triangular

wave. 27 and R8 reduce the level of the
:riangular wave to that of the sine wave.

The Dutput signal from Sib passes to the
,witched attenuator network made up of
resisters R9-13 and S3a. This arrangement
provides one of the nicest aspects of this
function generator-a constant output im-
pedance. The values of the resistors are
chosen so that the signal level is changed in
three ,teps of 10 to I giving 0-I volt,
0-100mV, and 0-10mV outputs whilst the
output impedance stays constant at 600
Ohms.

Many circuits give a voltage gain which is
influenced by the source resistance of the
input signal, being able to rely on the
generator as a constant 600 Ohm source
enables such circui:s to be checked without
difficulty. It is also useful to be able to

SKI

510

FUNCTION
GENERATOR

EE

aI4/

0

a

AL.
FU-

Fig. 3. P.c.b. layout (actual size).
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COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,2 4k7 (2 of -f)
R3 47k
R4 8k2
R5 10k
R6 120
R7 1k5
R8 910
R9 82
R10,12 6k8 (2 off)
R11 750
R13 680
All resistors IW 5% Carbon film

Potentiometers
VR1 22k lin. potentiometer
VR4 100k lin. potentiometer
VR2 470 preset
VR3 22k preset

MAGENTA KIT 503

Capacitors
C1,2,3 10p 16V electrolytic

(3 off)
C4 100p 16V electrolytic
C5 1n polystyrene
C6 10n polyester
C7 100n polyester
C8 1 p multilayer

Semiconductors
IC 1 XR2206 function

generator
IC2 78L12 voltage regulator

Miscellaneous
Printed circuit board (No 514),
16 -pin i.c. socket, 7/0.2 con-
necting wire, 2 pole 6 -way rotary
switches (2 off), DPDT toggle
switch, 4mm sockets (2 off red &
2 off black), PP3 clips (2 off,
3.5mm jack socket, K9 marker
knobs (4 off, suitable case with
sloping front-plastic with metal
panel-approx 160 x 95 x
55mm, sleeving, etc.

External power supply
01,2 1N4001 (2 off)
Cl 680p 40V electrolytic
T1 16-0-16 3VA

transformer
PL1 3.5mm jack plug
Printed circuit board (No. 515)
Mains cable 2 Amp
Screened wire
Plastic case approx.
80 x 60 x 40mm.
Feet, grommets, etc.

connect series or parallel resistors to the
output to simulate different source impe-
dances. For example 47k Ohms for a mag-
netic pick up cartridge, or 30 Ohms for a
low impedance microphone. In these situa-
tions it is important to be able to trust the
function generator so that the output im-
pedance can be set up by adding series and
parallel the 600 Ohms of the
generator. The power on/off function is

provided by S3b which is part of the output
level control. This arrangement saves space
and the cost of a separate switch. IC2
provides a regulator 12V supply for ICI.
Any supply giving I 5V to 24V at 50mA will
be suitable. For occasional portable use two
PP3 batteries will give 10 hours continuous
operation.

An 'open' collector transistor switched by
the oscillator section of the i.c. provides the
square wave output. Resistor R5 is a 'pull
up' resistor so that a 12V peak to peak
square wave appears on SKI. The availabil-
ity of an open collector transistor output is
very useful because it enables TTL and
most other logic families to be directly
connected. Having a separate square wave
output is also very useful for providing a
synchronisation signal to an oscilloscope
when making tests with very low level
signals in noisy circuits. Often the signal
being viewed is incapable of synchronising
the oscilloscope. Connecting the square
wave output to the 'external sync' terminal
of the oscilloscope will give rock solid
synchronisation regardless of the signal
input.

CONSTRUCTION
All of the active circuitry is built on a

single printed circuit board. Quite a lot of
connections are made to the board from the
range switches and output sockets etc.
These points are all identified by letters
etched onto the track side of the board. This
is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the printed circuit
board component overlay. To simplify the
wiring it is recommended that double sided
0-1 inch wiring pins are fitted at each of

these locations. The pins should be fitted
from the track side of the board and pressed
fully home so that their splined sections
pass through the board material. This can
take considerable force and a vice, hammer,
or one of the pin insertion tools should be
used to do the job properly. Fig. 4 shows the
correct way to fit the pins before soldering

and
soldered the rest of the board can be
assembled. With the exception of C1-4 and
the i.c.s all components can be fitted either
way round. A socket should be used for ICI
as it is quite expensive. Mount the two
controls VR I and VR4 last.

INTERWIRING
The next stage in assembly is to mount

the board, switches SI-3, and sockets
SK 1/2 and SK3/4 onto the front panel. If
the recommended case is used the front
panel should be laid out as shown in
photograph on page 67. When the appropri-
ate size holes have been drilled put one

serrated washer on to each of the potenti-
ometers and switches, and fit them to the
panel with a single nut on the top of each.
Check that SI and S2 are positioned with
their numbering as shown in Fig. 4. A
similar approach should be adopted when
fitting SI which is supplied with two nuts
and a serrated washer. First fit one nut and
the serrated the switch,
switch to the panel with a single nut. The
position of the first nut can be adjusted to
give the best appearance to the finished
panel. The fitting of SK I /2 and SK3/4 is
quite straightforward.

Wiring is simply a matter of making point
to point connections from the bottom of the
board to the components as shown in Fig. 4.
Use 7/0.2 or similar thin connecting wire
and keep the connections fairly short. Don't
be tempted to 'tidy up' the wiring as this will
increase cross coupling between the various
signals and lead to increased distortion.

The battery clips and power sockets SK5
should be connected as shown. Mount the
socket in the side or rear of the case as
preferred but not on the metal front panel.

Wiring of front panel to the printed circuit board.
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P. S. U.

Fig 6. Power Supply Unit p.c.b.
(actual size).
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Fig. 7. Power Supply Unit com-
ponent layout.

Plan view of the Function
Generator.

A final connection from the metal body of
VR4 to point 'q' on the top of the board
should be made to ensure that the front
panel is connected to the circuit OV rail for
screening purposes. When mounting the
assembled panel into the case it may be
necessary to gently bend the board up a
small amount on the potentiometer pins to
clear the back of the case.

SETTING UP AND TESTING
When assembly is complete and has been

fully visually inspected carefully fit ICI the
correct way round, connect a suitable
source of 15V to 24V to the circuit and
switch on. If possible check the supply
current which should be around 14 to
24mA. Connect the sine/triangle output to
an audio amplifier or a set of high imped-
ance headphones, and set S2 to the 1KHz
range. Set VR2 and VR3 to mid position.
An audible tone should be present, adjusta-
ble in pitch by VR4, and volume by S3 and
VR I. If you are lucky enough to have an
oscilloscope you can set up VR2 and VR3
for a symmetrical sine wave. Adjust VR3
first and then VR2 and remember that a
good sine wave has quite sharp peaks. There
is a tendency to overdo the rounding of the
peaks in the waveform. If an oscilloscope is
not available then these adjustments should
be done by ear. Set the output waveform
switch to sine and with VR3 at mid point
adjust VR2 for minimum audible distortion

or harshness. Finally adjust VR3 to further
minimise any distortion. These settings
should give quite good results as the ear is
notoriously sensitive to distortion.

Check all the settings of VR I , VR4, SI, 2
and 3, to ensure that they are functioning
correctly and finally check that a harsh
sounding signal is available on SKI.
Further use of an oscilloscope could be
made to check the output amplItude and
frequency ranges etc., although provided
the assembly is correct these thing; will look
after themselves.

POWER SUPPLY ADAPTOR
As mentioned earlier a small mains adap-

tor was built to power the function genera-
tor during prolonged bench use.

Fig. 5 shows the simple circuit diagram of
this supply. A small 3VA I6 -0-16V split

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the mains powe
pack.

bobbin transformer. The circuit is built on a
compact printed circuit board that fits
neatly inside a small plastic box. A metal
box is not recommended, however if one is
used it must have a mains earth connection
made to it.

The mains lead and output lead are
passed through grommets at each end of the
case. Fit a plastic cable tie to each lead to
prevent them from being pulled Jut of the
case. Take great care to separate the mains
connections and use a good quality trans-
former. It is not usual to earth the ground
lines of function generators because of
creating hum loops and interference, so
extra care is needed during construction of
the power supply. The power connector to
the generator is made via a 3.5mm jack plug
connected so that the tip is positive. Figs. 6
and 7 show the component layout on the
printed circuit board and the connections to
the plug. 0
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TILT ALARM

Protects cases,
doors, car boots,
roof racks, tool or
jewel boxes etc.

THIS simple Tilt Alarm was designed to be
portable and easy to operate. It can be

used in any situation where an attempted
theft involves tilting something.

The initial idea was that it could be
attached to the handle on the inside of a
hotel room door but there are many other
applications. The lids of suitcases or camera
cases are suitable places as are garage doors,
tail gates and car boots. It is also suitable for
protecting items fitted to a roof rack. The
list of possible applications seems to be
unlimited. The unit is small enough to be
built into a jewel box (or tool box).

The alarm is particularly suitable for use
in situations where it is left unattended for
long periods. A two -minute alarm time-out
prevents the battery being exhausted, and
the possible annoyance of neighbours, in
the event of a false alarm (or an abandoned
theft attempt).

After the time-out the alarm resets and
will respond again when tilted. The alarm is
set by removing a "key" made from a
miniature jack plug. This method is cheap
and easy and offers good security. An

I.P.KEMP

opportunist thief will be totally unprepared
for an alarm of any kind and certainly won't
hang around trying to turn it off.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the Tilt

Alarm is shown in Fig. I. The "tilt" is
detected by SI which is a mercury tilt
switch. This is a simple glass bulb contain-
ing a blob of mercury which is free to move
around if the bulb is tilted. Two wires which
pass into the bulb at one end are short
circuited when the mercury blob bridges
them and open circuited when it does not.

In this application the tilt switch is
positioned so that the mercury blob is
normally away from the two wires but falls
to bridge them when disturbed. The alarm
circuit must, therefore, detect when the tilt
switch changes from open circuit to short
circuit.

The closing of the tilt switch is detected
by ICI a. Normally both inputs to IC I a are
held high. A truth table for all four NAND
gates of ICI is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Truth Table for Two Input
NAND Gate

INPUT
1

INPUT OUTPUT
2

H
H

H

H
H
H
H

H - High or Logic 1
L- Low or Logic 0

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Tilt Alarm.
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With its two inputs held high the output
of ICI a will be low. Transistor TR I will not
receive any base bias current via resistor R5
and so will be turned off. The collector of
TR I will be held at the positive supply
voltage via R3. ICI a also feeds one input
each of ICIb and IC1c.

From Table 1 it can be seen that holding
either of the inputs of these gates low forces
the outputs to remain in the high state
regardless of the other inputs. The alarm
stays quietly in this state until the tilt switch
is disturbed and switches from open to
short circuit. When this happens the input
of ICI a is briefly pulled low via capacitor
Cl.

With one of its inputs low the output of
ICI a switches from low to high, turning on
TR1 via R5. As TR I turns on its collector
voltage falls from the positive supply vol-
tage to almost zero. This fall in voltage is
passed via capacitor C2 and pulls the other
input of ICI a from high to low. The low on
this input of ICI a now takes over and holds
the output in the high state regardless of the
state of the other input.

IC 1 a would remain latched in this state
except for the effect of resistor R4, via
which C2 gradually charges. After approxi-
mately 100 seconds the voltage on the
positive end of capacitor C2 has risen
sufficiently to take the input of ICI a from
the low state to the high state. The other
input of ICI a is already held in the high
state via R2 and so with both inputs high
the output of ICI a switches from high to
low and turns off TR I.

The collector of TR I rises to supply
voltage and the circuit settles down once
again with both inputs of IC 1 a in the high
state and its output in the low state. Even if
SI remains closed the circuit action will be
unaltered because capacitor CI and resistor
RI only allows the input of ICI a to be
pulled down for a few milliseconds.

The circuit will be re -triggered next time
SI changes from open circuit to short circuit
and the whole 100 -second cycle will repeat.
The 100 -second time period is set by the
values of C2 and R4. These values can be
reduced for shorter periods but should not
be increased much because the small charge
current and the high leakage current of big
electrolytic capacitors will give unpredict-
able results.

ALARM TONE GENERATOR
ICIb and ICIc form a frequency modu-

lated audio generator which produces a
particularly penetrating sound when used
with miniature piezo-acoustic transducers
because it excites their natural resonances.

In the quiescent state the output of ICI a
is low and holds one input each of IC1b and
IC1c low. In this state the outputs of ICIb
and ICIc are high and they cannot oscillate.
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COMPONENTS

MAGENTA KIT 544

Resistors
R1,R2
R3
R4
R5
R6,R10,
R11
R7 220k
R8,R9 15k (2 off)
All W 5% carbon film

100k (2 off)
47k
1M
68k
10k (3 off)

Potentiometers
VR1 100k Miniature

Horizontal Preset

Capacitors
Cl
C2,C5

C3
C4

10n polyester C368
100p elec. radial
10V (2 off)
4.7p elec. radial 10V
22n polyester C368

Semiconductors
IC1 4093 CMOS
TR 1, TR4 BC 184 npn silicon

(2 off)
TR2, TR3 BC212 pnp silicon

(2 off)

Miscellaneous
Si Mercury tilt switch,

type MGT2
S2 2.5mm switched

jack socket
WD1 PB2720 piezo-

electric resonator
B1 PP3 9V battery and

clip
2-5mm plastic jack plug; case;
sticky pads; 14 -pin i.c. socket;
printed circuit board,

When the alarm is triggered the output of
ICla and the inputs of ICIb and !Cie
connected to it become high. From the truth
table of Table I it can be seen that when one
of the inputs of a gate is high, the output is
always the opposite of the other input. I.e.
the gate can be treated as a simple Inverter.

The gates in ICI are not just straight"
CMOS NAND gates. They also have a
Schmitt trigger action. Schmitt trigger gates
have a built in hysteresis effect so that the
output switches sharply between states even
if the input changes slowly.

This feature enables the gates to function
and oscillators with the addition of just one
resistor and one capacitor. IC1b is connect-
ed as such an oscillator and operates as
follows:

Initially assume that the input of IC1b is
low and its output is therefore high. Capaci-
tor C3 will be charged via R7 until the
voltage across it rises to a voltage known as
the upper input threshold voltage of ICI. At
this point the output switches from high to
low and C3 now begins to discharge via R7.

The hysteresis of the Schmitt trigger gate
means that the output will not switch from
low to high until the input voltage has fallen
to a lower voltage known as the "lower
input threshold". At this point the output
switches from low to high. C3 begins to
charge via R7 again, and the cycle repeats.

The output from the i.c. is a square wave
as it switches backwards and forwards

between states. The voltage across C3 is a
gently rising and falling triangular wave-
form. This waveform is used to modulate
the frequency of a second similar oscillator
formed around IC 1 c.

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
OSC LLATOR

In the second oscillator C4 is the capaci-
tor which is charged and discharged via two
transistors TR3 and TR4 instead of a single
resistor. By varying the base bias voltage on
the two transistors it is possible to alter the
amourt of current that they pass and hence
the rate at which C4 is charged and
discha-ged.

To inderstand how this circuit works
assume the base of TR2 is held at half of the
supply voltage. The emitter of TR2 will be
above half of the supply voltage by 0.6V
(the base-emitter voltage of TR2).

Preset potentiometer VR I sets up the
current that flows via resistors R8 R9 and
transistor TR2 and would normally be
adjusted so that there was l6V across R8
and R9, (the base current of TR2, TR3 and
TR4 is insignificant, so the current in R8 is
practically identical to that in R9. about
105 m.croamps in this case).

When the output of !Cie is high it almost
reacht.s the supply voltage and so the vol-
tage across TR3 and resistor RIO is 1.6V.
Allowing 0.6V for the base -emitter junction
of TR3 this leaves I V across R 10 giving a
curren: of 100 microamps passing through
TR3 to charge C4. When the output of IC1c
is low TR3 is turned off and TR4 turned on.
As there is I.6V across R9 there will be 1 V
across RII and so the discharge current of
capacitor C4 will also be 100 microamps.

The base voltage of TR2 is varied by the
low frequency triangular waveform across
capacitor C3. This causes the voltages
across R8 and R9 to vary and so alters the
charge and discharge currents of C4 and the
frequency of oscillation.

The values are chosen so that the output
of ICI.: is a square wave which sweeps up
and down between 2kHz and 3kHz at a rate
of 2Hz. ICId is a simple buffer stage which
isolates !Cie from the loading effect of the
output transducer WD1.

The alarm is turned on by removing the
plug from the miniature switched jack
socket S2. The socket is wired so that the
alarm will keep sounding even if a nail or
other (conducting) object is used to attempt
to foil it. The choice of a 2.5mm jack socket
ensures that matchsticks cannot be Inserted.
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Fig. 2. Component layout and wiring.

CONSTRUCTION
The alarm is built on a single small printed circuit board. The

component layout and wiring is shown full size in Fig. 2. A soc-
ket is recommended for ICI as it aids trouble shooting enorm-
ously if the i.c. can be removed when making checks. The elec-
trolytic capacitors C2, C3 and C5 must be fitted the right way
round as must the transistors and the i.c. Take care not to con-
fuse the two types of transistor.

The tilt switch can be mounted on the board as shown but
may also be fitted remotely on wire leads. The main thing is to
get the switch set at the correct angle so that it is normally open
but closes on an attempted theft. The operation of the switch
can be checked easily by watching the mercury blob fall from
end to end.

The prototype was built in a plastic case measuring
60 X110X 30mm. Sticky pads are used to mount the board,
transducer and battery.

TESTING
When the alarm is complete check that S2 is working cor-

rectly so that power is only supplied to the circuit when the plug
is removed. Insert the jack plug, connect a battery and set the
position of Si so that it is open circuit. Remove the plug and
check that the alarm is silent. As soon as SI is tilted to the short
circuit position the alarm should sound. Tilting Si to the open
position should have no effect and the alarm should continue to
sound for between 60 and 120 seconds. The frequency range of
the alarm sound should be set by VR I for the most penetrating
effect. Resonances in WD1 are influenced by its mounting
method so the setting of VR1 should be done with the alarm in
as near to its final form as possible.
IN USE

The alarm can be fixed to the object to be protected by using
double -sided tape, Blutak, Velchro strips or any other approp-
riate method. Battery drain is negligible when the alarm is not
sounding and small even when it is. A PP3 battery will probably
last for a year's "normal" use.

Although a tilt switch is used in the design it is also quite pos-
sible to use any other sensor that changes from open circuit to
closed circuit when disturbed. Pressure mats and micro
switches wired in parallel with Si could be used to give addi-
tional protection. 0

Continued from page 89
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The completed circuit board ready for inserting in a suitable case.

Next fit the resistors, presets, diodes and
capacitors in that order. Be sure to observe
polarity when fitting the diodes. Then fit a
28 pin low profile socket for ICI and fit the
transistors with their flat sides correctly
orientated as shown. Note that TR I is
different from the others. The rotary
switches should now he fitted, these may be
the type with tags that have loops in the
ends for direct wiring, cut off the loops
leaving only the straight parts which will
pass through the hoard.

The hell push connections are made to
four board mounting terminal blocks. A
single common connection serves all three
pushes. Finally connect the battery clip and
loudspeaker and insert IC I taking care to
get it the right way round. The board is now
ready for testing.

TESTING
Set all the presets to mid position and

connect a suitable battery. If all is well the
current drain should he zero. Now tempo -

twit), link S3 and the common terminals via
a push to make switch and check that one of
the tunes is played each time the switch is
pressed. Go through the various positions
of SI and S2 and check that the tunes
correspond to Table I. The action of the
presets is self explanatory. Make a brief
check that they are all working before
setting them up to your own liking.

The operation of S4 and S5 should now
he checked: S4 will play the descending
octave chime for all settings of the switches.
S5 will play any of the tunes A0. BO, CO, DO
and E0 depending upon the setting of SI,
regardless of the setting of S2. When SI is in
the F position the three chimes are avail-
able-X from S3: Y from S4: and Z from
S5. The alternative links shown on the
hoard allow the tunes from several different
banks to he selected for S5 as shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Alternative tune links
LINK PIN 16 TO S5 TUNES

No other pin
PIN 20
PIN 19
PIN 18
PIN 9

A0-EO
Al-El
A2-E2
A3-E3
A4-E4

FINAL ASSEMBLY
Once everything is working correctly the

hoard can be mounted inside the front
panel of a suitable case by means of the
hushes on SI and S2. The speaker should be
glued in position over a pattern of holes or a
large hole covered with speaker fabric.

The unit may be linked to the doorbell
push switch for switches) by ordinary twin
"figure 8" wire or similar.
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10W AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

MARK STUART

A versatile design
which will accept
a wide variety of
inputs and
provides mixing
facilities

THIS AMPLIFIER was designed to be ex-
tremely versatile and useful. It provides

10 watts r.m.s. sine wave output power (20
watts PEAK) into 8 ohms and will accept a
wide variety of inputs.

There are two "flat" inputs; one with 47k
input impedance is for dynamic and electret
microphones, guitar pick-ups and other low
signal sources. The other input has a I meg-
ohm impedance and accepts signals at
standard "line" levels between I 00mV and
I volt.

Another completely independent input is
provided with full disc RIAA equalisation
for use with moving magnet pick-up car-
tridges. This channel has a separate level

INPUT

471,
INPUT

DISC
INPUT

ertofv

FLAT
CHANNEL
VOLUME

RI AA DISC
CHANNEL
VOLUME

control from the "flat" channel and so
signals from the two can be mixed without
interaction to blend announcements with
music for example. A master volume con-
trol allows the overall output level to be
adjusted without affecting the relative
levels of the two channels.

HOW IT WORKS
A block diagram of the amplifie:. is shown

in Fig. I. Two input sockets wired in

mASTFR
VOL UHF

BRIDGE OUTPUT
POWER AMPLIFIER

f

240v
MAINS I P

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the lOW Audio Amplifier.

parallel are provided on the disc input so
that stereo signals will automatically be
combated for mono reproduction. The
mixer stage incorporates a "soft limiter"
action which can 5e used to provide over-
drive effects when used with electric guitars
or to improve the intelligibility of speech
from 'hose individuals who insist on shout-
ing into the microphone regardless of the
fact that the amplifier is giving its all.

The beauty of soft limiting is that the
behaviour of the amplifier under overload
is smooth and controlled. In fact a degree of
soft limiting adds a compression effect
which improves the effective "speech
power- without introducing harshness.

Soft limiting is introduced by reducing
the master volume setting and increasing
the flat channel input volume setting to
compensate. The relative levels of these two
controls affect the degree of limiting that is
applied. At "normal' control settings limit-
ing does not occur until the full power
outpu: is being delivered and the power
amplifier begins to clip.

The power supply to the amplifier incor-
porates an i.c. voltage regulator. This com-
ponent is often omitted in audio amplifier
designs to keep down the cost. Its inclusion
in this design gives two very worthwhile
benefits. The first is that the output hum
level is practically inaudible even at maxi-
mum settings of all controls. The second
benefit is that the power supply transformer
and rectifiers are fully protected from out-
put short-circuit conditions. The ability to
withstand abuse without problems is essen-
tial fo- an amplifier which will be used as a
"workhorse" in a wide variety of situations.

POWER AMPLIFIER
The circuit of the amplifier is shown in

Fig. 2. The power amplifier section appears
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Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of the 10W Audio Amplifier.

very simple because all of the work is done
by a single TDA2004 class B dual audio
power amplifier i.c. This i.c. contains two
identical power amplifier stages which have
been connected in this circuit as a full
bridge amplifier.

The feedback network of resistors R 17,
R18, R19, R20, and capacitors C14, CI6 is
arranged so that the output of the lower
amplifier is exactly the opposite to that of
the upper amplifier. The loudspeaker is
connected between the two outputs so that
the maximum voltage swing across it is

twice that of each single stage.
At maximum output each stage can de-

liver I 3V peak -to -peak giving 26V across
the loudspeaker. With a sine wave output
this corresponds to 9V r.m.s. which gives
just over 10 watts into 8 ohms or 20 watts
peak.

The supply to IC4 is decoupled by C23,
RI6 and C12. Other components around
IC4 are: R2 I, C17, R22 and C18, which
prevent high frequency instability; C13 and
C15, which provide bootstrapping to in-
crease the available output voltage swing
and the input coupling capacitors CIO and
C I 1 . One big advantage of the full bridge
amplifier is that the two outputs are at the
same d.c. voltage and so a large output
coupling capacitor is not required.

POWER SUPPLY
The power supply is based on a good

quality mains transformer with separate
primary and secondary bobbins; this is used
to reduce mains borne interference to an
absolute minimum.

A standard centre tapped transformer
arrangement with two diodes (D8, D9) and
a smoothing capacitor (CI 9) provides the

rough d.c. supply which feeds the I 5V
regulator IC5. From ICS the stable I 5V rail
is decoupled by C21 before passing to the
power amplifier circuit.

Capacitors C20 and C22 are connected
close to IC5 and prevent high frequency
instability due to lead inductances. The
output ripple voltage from IC5 is less than
10mV even when the amplifier is delivering
its full output.

PREAMPLIFIER
In the preamplifier section three low

noise op -amps are used to provide the two
input channels and mixer amplifier. The

RIB
2k2 RI9

220

R20
2211

SIC4

SAE OXE R

R22
111

C18
100n

OV

mid -rail voltage of 7.5V which is required
for correct biasing of these stages is provid-
ed from the main I 5V supply by resistor RI
and Zener diode DI and decoupled by
capacitor CI.

The "flat" frequency response channel
gain is provided by ICI, which is configured
as a non -inverting amplifier. Two input
levels are obtained by means of resistors R2
and R7 which also define the input
impedances.

Inputs are connected via a stereo jack
socket SKI which is wired so that the high
sensitivity 47k input is connected to the
plug tip, and the low sensitivity one meg-
ohm input is connected to the plug ring. The
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COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,R5,R17 1k (3 off) R11 22k
R2,R9 1M (2 off) R15 120
R3 4k7 R16 120k
R4,R7,R12,
R13,R14 47k (5 off) R18 2k2
R6 3k3 R19, R20 22
R8 100k R21,R22 1

R10 270k

Potentiometers
VR1,VR2,VR3 22k log. (3 off)

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3,C4,C7,C17,
C18,C22,C23
C5
C6
C8
C9,C13,C15
C10,C11
C12,C20
C14,C16
C19
C21

1000p radial elect 16V
1p radial elec. 16V

100n polyester (7 off)
10n polyester
3n9 polyester
150p ceramic
100p radial elect. 25V (3 off)
2p2 radial elect. 63V (2 off)
10p radial elec. 16V (2 off)
220p radial elec. 25V (2 off)
3300p or 2200p axial elc 35V
2200p radial elec. 16V

MAGENTA KIT 562

Semiconductors
1C1,1C2,IC3 TL071 low -noise BI-FET op -amp (3 off)
IC4 TDA2004 dual audio power amp
IC5
D1
D2 -D7
D8,D9

7815 +15V voltage regulator
BZY88C7V5 Zener
IN4148 (6 off)
IN4001 (2 off)

Miscellaneous
Ti 18V/A transformer, 240V primary, 15V -0V -15V secondary

(see text)
Si d.p.s.t. mains rocker switch
SK 1 in stereo jack socket
SK2,SK3 metal panel mounting phono sockets (2 off)
SK4 DIN loudspeaker socket
Metal case, 230mm x 130mm x 60mm; 8 -pin i.c. sockets (3 off); 6 -way 2A
terminal block; aluminium heatsink, approx. 102mm x 38mm; mains cable
"saddle" clamp- connecting wire and soldering pins, etc.; printed circuit boards,

sleeve of the jack plug is the common
ground connection.

When a mono jack plug is inserted it
automatically connects to the 47k high
sensitivity input, which is the one required
by guitars, microphones, etc. Diodes D2
and D3 along with series resistor R6 have
been added to protect the amplifier from
excessive input signals.

Static charges, mains pick-up, and the
output signals from other amplifiers are all
potential hazards to P.A. systems of this
type. The combination of a series resistor to
limit the current and shunt diodes which
direct excess voltages safely into the supply
rails should eliminate the danger from all
but lightning strikes!

The output from ICI passes to the flat
channel volume control VR I via C4. From
the slider of VR I the signal passes to the
mixer amplifier stage where it is combined
with the signal from the RIAA equalised
phono channel.

RIAA INPUT STAGE
The RIAA disc equalising section of the

circuit is built around the TL071 low -noise
BI-FET op -amp IC2, see Fig. 2. It is
connected in a similar arrangement to ICI
but the feedback network which consists of
R5, R10, RI I, C6 and C5 is calculated to
give the necessary equalisation for a stan-
dard moving magnet disc pick-up.

Overload protection is provided by resis-
tor R3 and diodes D4, D5. The output
passes to the phono volume control VR2
and then on via resistor RI2 to the mixer
stage.

MIXER STAGE
Signals from VR I and VR2 pass via

and R 2 respectively to the inverting inputs
of IC3, the mixer stage. Feedback around
this stage is provided by R14 and C8 for low
and medium level signals. At higher levels
diodes D6 and D7 begin to conduct and
provide progressively higher amounts of
feedback as the signal level increases.

This progressive feedback gives the stage

ONO

0

0

-I.

Main amplifier p.c.b. master.
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TO PRE -AMP PCB

TERMINAL
BLOCK

Fig. 3. Power amplifier p.c.b. and power supply component wiring.

Pre -amplifier p.c.b. master.

Fig. 4. Pre -amplifier p.c.b. plus control and input socket wiring.
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the soft limiting characteristic which has
been discussed earlier. Capacitor C8 gives
the mixer response a gentle high frequency
roll off.

The use of an inverting amplifier as a
mixer stage ensures that interaction
between the settings of VR I and VR2 is
completely eliminated. From the mixer
stage the signal passes via the master
volume control to the power amplifier.

CONSTRUCTION
Individual printed circuit boards are used

for the power amplifier and the preampli-
fier. Figs. 3 and 4 show the printed circuit
master patterns (full size) and component
layout of the two boards.

Before inserting any components into the
boards it is suggested that the case is drilled
and the sockets, potentiometers, mains
switch, mains transformer, power supply
terminal block and mains cable are fitted.
The printed boards can be used as templates
to mark out their fixing holes and can be
temporarily fitted to ensure that the layout
of the components in the case is correct.

It is advised that the layout used in the
prototype is adhered to as this gives the best
routeing of signal wires and ensures that the
mains wiring is safely separated from all
other connections. The transformer recom-
mended is one with fully insulated wire
leads. This means that the mains connec-
tions can be made by insulated spade
connectors to the on -off switch.

It is also essential that there is a good
mains earth connection to the case for
reasons of safety and to eliminate mains
hum. A solder tag fitted tightly under one of
the transformer mounting bolts makes the
best mains earthing point.

Also important for safety is the use of a
suitable grommet where the mains cable
enters the case and a saddle clamp or
similar device near to the switch to ensure
that the mains lead cannot work loose and
make dangerous contact with other parts of
the circuit. Attention to these safety aspects is
vital to the construction of all types of mains
powered projects.

To simplify the cutting of the front panel
a dimensional drawing of the case specified
is given in Fig. 5. The speaker output socket
SK4 is fitted to the rear panel of the case.

Diodes D8 and D9 and the smoothing
capacitor CI 9 have been deliberately kept
away from the rest of the circuit and are
mounted on a screw terminal block fitted to
the bottom of the case. A small double -

sided adhesive pad should be used to secure
CI9 to the case.

CIRCUIT BOARDS
Begin assembling the boards by fitting

wiring pins in all of the appropriate places.
The pins must be pressed into the board
material from the track side so that they are
a tight fit and then soldered. Considerable
force may be needed to push the pins fully
home, a vice or small hammer may be used
(with care) if necessary.

Construction of the boards is straight
forward. Observe polarity of the diodes and
electrolytic capacitors and fit i.c. sockets for
the three pre -amp i.c.s.

A small piece of aluminium is used as a
heatsink for IC4 and IC5. This heatsink
does not need insulating from either of the
i.c. tabs, but it MUST NOT contact the

r

T
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case. The reason for this is that power
supply currents flowing in the case can
appear as input signals by means of so called
"earth loops", resulting in severe distortion
and instability.

Earth loops arc completely overcome by
ensuring that the power supply is connected
to the case at just one point. In this
amplifier a single connection is made to the
case via a solder tag on the input socket
SK3.

When the two boards have been assem-
bled they can be mounted in the case ready
for wiring.

WIRING
Wiring details to the boards and case

mounted components arc given in Figs. 3
and 4. The wiring between the pre -amp
board and the three controls and input
sockets should be carried out first. Use 7/0.2
or similar stranded wire and keep the three
wires to each control separate from the
other wires. Leave sufficient wire to enable
the board to be lifted and turned over for
testing.

The connections to the input sockets are
made using single screened cable. Note that
R2 is fitted directly on to the tags of SKI.
Complete the wiring by making the connec-
tion between the two boards, and to the
speaker socket and power supply.

When everything is complete check that
the mains wiring is secure and well separat-
ed from the other wiring and that the power
amplifier heatsink cannot touch the case.
The amplifier is now complete and ready
for testing.

TESTING
To test the amplifier it is necessary to

have the power connected whilst the case lid
is removed. Provided the mains connec-
tions have all been carefully insulated this
should be possible with complete safety.
Before applying power look over the mains
wiring and ensure that there are no bare
connections.

Begin testing by using an ohmmeter to
check for continuity between the mains
lead, earth wire and the case. Next, discon-
nect the positive supply wire (+V) from the
power supply terminal block, and switch on
the amplifier. Check that the voltage across
capacitor CI 9 is about 28V and of the
correct polarity. Switch off again and dis-
charge C19 using a resistor (between 100
ohms and I k).

If a multimeter with a current range of
250mA or greater is available connect this
between the positive terminal of C'19 and
the +V wire to the power amplifier. Switch
on and check that after an initial surge the
current steadies at between 80mA and
120mA.

A higher current reading indicates pos-
sible reversed capacitors or diodes or faulty
wiring. In this event the best policy .s a
thorough check of everything. The use of an
i.e. voltage regulator (IC5) means that the
fault current will be limited automatically
and so damage is unlikely to occur even if a
fault is present.

When the current reading is correct take
the meter out of circuit and reconnect the
+V wire directly to the power supply termi-
nal block. A set of voltage checks can now
be made and will reveal any obvious errors.

All voltages should be measured with
respect to the negative supply rail (case) and
be within 0.5V of the value given. First
check that the output of IC5 is delivering
I 5V. The two terminals of the speaker
socket should both be at half supply (7.5V).

Next check that the pre -amp board mid -
rail voltage on the cathode of Dl is 7.5V.
The same voltage should appear on pin 6 of
all three pre -amp i.c.s. If all the voltages are
correct it is likely that the whole circuit is
functioning correctly and all that remains is
to do a few audio signal tests.

The simplest audio signal test is to con-
nect a speaker, turn up all three controls to
mid setting and touch each input terminal
in turn. There should be the familiar loud
mains buzz, adjustable in volume by the
appropriate controls. The RIAA equalised
channel should give a deeper sounding buzz
because of the built-in low frequency
emphasis.

If all of these tests are satisfactory, switch
off, fit the case lid and try using a few
appropriate audio signal sources. The effect
of the soft limiter is brought in by turning
up the input control and turning down the

master volume control. Using an electric
guitar as a source it should be possible to get
a smooth overdrive and sustain effect.

For use with sources where soft limiting is
not required use lower settings of the input
controls and turn up the master control to
compensate. A few minutes experimenting
will show how controllable the effect is and
how it can be eliminated completely if
required.

VARIATIONS
Although the amplifier as it stands can

cope with most input signals, by changing a
few component values its gain can be
changed to suit other applications.

The soft limiting effect can be eliminated
completely by removing diodes D6 and D7
and the overall gain of the mixer stage can
be increased by increasing the value of
resistor RI4. A value of 470k will give a ten
fold increase in gain.

Similarly the gain of the "flat" channel
amplifier ICI can be increased by reducing
the value of resistor R8. A 10k resistor will
give a ten fold increase in gain. Changing
the values the other way will give gain
reductions.

The input impedances of the flat" chan-
nel are set by resistors R7 and R2. These
may be changed to anything between zero
and 2M2 without altering the gain of ICI.
The value of resistor R6 will need to be
reduced, if very low (below 4k7) input
impedances are required, the potential di-
vider effect of R2 and R7 must be taken into
account when the input is connected via R2.
There is plenty of room for experiment with
these values for specific applications with-
out any problems of stability or noise, so the
user is encouraged to make what adjust-
ments seem desirable.

No matter what the final use is, the
amplifier will soon become an indispensible
piece of equipment, much sought after by
friends. So take good care of it!

10 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

VOL Limr.

PI -101\10

,

PMONCD
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E.E.BUCCAMEER
INDUCTION BaLaricE

METAL DETECTOR
r -

ANDY RIND

An induction balance metal detector. Providing good
sensitivity with ease of use and construction

ALTHOUGH
the "boom" passed a few years

ago. metal detecting remains a popular
hobby. with some tens of thousands of
enthusiasts in Britain alone. At least one
magazine is devoted to the pastime, and
many areas have clubs which organize out-
ings and rallies. for most users the enjoy-
ment lies in the interest of their finds,
though the odd spectacular discovery still
occasionally makes the headlines.

In 1987 a hoard of ancient Church trea-
sures valued at £5 million was unearthed.
Good metal detectors are expensive how-
ever, even a simple one is far from cheap
and may not be very satisfactory to use.
Luckily, it's not too difficult to build a
detector effective enough for serious use;
both the interest of construction and the
saving in cost can be considerable.

TYPE
Of the many types of metal detector, the

best known are Beat Frequency Operation,
Pulse Induction. and Induction Balance.
The first, though simple, is rather insensi-
tive and now practically obsolete. The
second can be extremely powerful and has
the advantage (for amateur constructors) of
simple coil construction. However, it is very
sensitive to the minute scraps of iron found
on many sites, making it tedious to use. The
third. I.B. for short, has many different

forms. Complicated (and expensive) mod-
els can reject iron, foil and false signals
caused by the ground whilst some can
almost distinguish what has been detected.
Simpler versions cannot do all these things,
but it is still possible to obtain good sensi-
tivity whilst rejecting iron.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
The block diagram of such a detector is

shown in Fig. I. The "search head" contains
two coils. One of these, the transmitter or
"Tx" coil, is driven by an oscillator, setting
up an alternating magnetic field. The
receiving or "Rx- coil is positioned so that
it partially overlaps the Tx. By adjusting the
amount of overlap a point can be found
where the voltages induced in the Rx coil
"null", or cancel out so that little or no
electrical output is produced. A metal
object entering the field causes an imbal-
ance. resulting in a signal.

In a simple I.B. circuit the rise in ampli-
tude is used to signal the metal's presence,
so the following stages consist of amplifica-
tion, accurate conversion to "peak value" (a
d.c. signal), further amplification, and a
means of presenting the final output as an
audible tone of increasing volume. An
adjustable d.c. offset control is used to
adjust the initial sound threshold, this being
known as "tuning".

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the induction balance metal detector.
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SENSITIVITY
In tnis type of circuit more sensitivity is

obtained if the coils are, in fact, slightly
offset from null. If this offset is in the
direction of "too far apart", iron and other
permeable objects cause an initial reduction
in amplitude, whilst conductive ones pro-
duce an immediate rise. In this way some
iron rejection can be built in.

Simple detectors are notorious for great
sensitivity to foil, or silver paper, because
they often use fairly high search frequen-
cies, where large "skin effect" currents are
induced in the foil. The low search frequen-
cy used by the Buccaneer, around 20kHz,
helps to reduce this problem to some extent.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit diagram of the EE Bucca-

neer appears in Fig. 2. The oscillator, based
on IC' and transistors TR I and TR2, may
appear a little strange. It is required to
produce a reasonable amount of transmit-
ted power with moderate battery consump-
tion, whilst being very stable with varying
temperature. The transistors supply the
power, being driven into saturation they
provide a squarewave drive of almost rail-
to -rail amplitude. R6 controls the power
sent to the coil.

Impedance matching for the best possible
efficiency from the resonant coil circuit is
achieved by tapping the capacitance instead
of the coil, as this simplifies coil construc-
tion. Feedback is sensed by ICI which
drives the transistors. Finally, again for
efficiency, the coil is wound with thicker (28
s.w.g.)wire than usual to obtain a good "Q"
factor.

Moving to the receiving sect:on, this
again begins with a tuned coil, set to the
same frequency as the transmitter. At first
sight it would seem that a high "Q" factor
here would also improire the sensitivity but
in practice, it was found difficult to tune the
two circuits accurately enough and the
resulting detector was badly affected by
signals from the ground ("ground effect").
The Rx coil is therefore damped a little by
R7 to increase the bandwidth, and the drop
in amplitude is made good by gain from
TR3.

The circuit must now detect the peak
value of the amplified signal and convert
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this to a d.c. level. This cannot be done with
a simple diode as changes in temperature
would cause constant, annoying drift; over-
coming this leads, as can be seen, to some
complexity. The circuit is best explained
with the help of the simplified drawing
Fig. 3.

The maximum positive voltage reaching
TR I base consists of the reference voltage
plus the peak positive value of the signal
from Cl. If this exceeds the voltage at TR2
base (from C2), TR I will conduct, in doing
so it will turn on TR3 which will raise C2's
voltage until it matches the input. So long as
transistors TR I and TR2 are similar in type
and closely coupled thermally, the effects of
temperature on their base -emitter junctions
will cancel, having no effect on the output.
Their emitters should be fed by a current
source, shown here as a simple resistor.

IN 4148

RI RC

1004 104

CA3130

OV

akkm C 3
100 n

R5
104SCI

100n

D2
IN 4140

(ti, 001,

TR2
BC 1641

TX
COIL

R

COIL

TRANSISTOR ARRAY
In the complete circuit, all the npn tran-

sistors in this section are contained it a
CA3046 integrated array. The numbers
refer to the pins on the chip, which conta:ns
the emitter -coupled pair TR4 and TR5,
ideal for this application, plus three extra
transistors. Two, TR8 and TR9, are con-
figured as a current source for the emitters,
whilst the third is amplifier TR3. Because
the operating conditions of TR4 and TR5
should be closely matched, and TR4 is "o -T"
most of the time, TR6 has been added to
take most of the current -carrying work away
from TR5.

The input is applied through C I 1, the
adjustable reference is supplied by VR I and
VR2, respectively "coarse" and "fine" titl-
ing controls, and the output appears as a
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R17
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Fig. 3. The simplified peak detector circuit
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Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram for the EE Buccaneer Metal Detector. The power supply section is shown below.
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voltage on C12. The stability obtained with
this admittedly rather complex arrange-

. ment has proved quite outstanding, en-
abling the detector to outperform almost
any other design of its type.

The remaining circuitry is quite straight-
forward. IC3a provides d.c. gain, the output
being initially set (by VRI and VR2) just
above zero, and rising to nearly six volts on
a strong signal. It is necessary only to chop it
up and buffer it to make it audible. Chop-
ping is done by 1C4, a 7555 low -power timer
connected as an oscillator. Pin 7 of this chip

. is the output of the transistor intended for
discharging the timing capacitor, this being
switched on when the "output" (pin three)
is low. Here it is used to pull the voltage
from R25 low.
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Small speakers produce the most efficient
loud noises when fed with short pulses, so
the mark -space ratio of IC4 is arranged to
con'ert the output into this form. Transis-
tors TR I 0 and TR I I do the buffering, after
which the output will drive speaker or
headphones.

SUPPLY
For good stability a well regulated supply

is essential. With only nine volts to start
with, dropping below seven as the battery
ages the two volts differential required by
most integrated regulators is unacceptable
so the supply circuit shown was developed.
This uses a 1-2V bandgap reference. IC3b
compares this with a divided portion of the
output from TRI3. intended to be six volts,
and drives the transistors as necessary. This
circuit works with a differential, or "drop-
out" down to 0.IV

Component layout on the completed printed circuit board.

(Left) The completed
metal detector show-
ing the control box and
the search coil
arrangement.

CONSTRUCTION
Board construction for this project is

straightforward providing some simple pre-
cautions are observed. Firstly, since the
layout is fairly compact, a fine -tipped iron
and reasonable soldering skill are required.
The polycarbonate capacitors are the com-
pact layer type supplied as "poly layer". C4
and C7 are both one per cent tolerance, this
being important for matching the tuned
circuits. Transistors TR2 and TR6 emitter
leads are bent to clear underlying tracks on
the board. do this carefully before fitting
them.

The bandgap device D4 may be supplied
in a three -lead package identical to the
transistors, or a slightly smaller two -lead
version. The latter can be fitted using the
lower two holes in the p.c.b., with the flat on
the same side as before. Use sockets for all
four integrated circuits as this simplifies
testing and, where necessary, trouble shoot-

Positioning of components inside the control box.

ing. It also provides protection for IC4, a
rather satic-sensitive device in the author's
experience. The printed circuit board com-
ponent layout is shown in Fig. 4 and the
p.c.b. track pattern in Fig. 5. The board
construction should be completed, but at
this stage none of the i.c.'s should be
plugged in as this will be done during
testing.

CONTROL BOX
Before. testing the hoard, the control box

should be assembled as it will be found
useful for much of the test procedure. As
clearances in the box are small, precise
drilling details are given in Fig. 6 to ensure
it all fits. The speaker "grille" is a pattern of
holes, there being scope for some personal
artistry here! Assembly consists of fitting
sockets, pots VR I and VR2, and gluing the
speaker into place. An impact adhesive such
as "Evostick" is suitable for this purpose.
Wiring -s shown in Fig. 7.

The headphone socket connections face
outwarcs, with the volume reducing resistor
soldered to them so that it can be easily
selected to suit the 'phones to be used. Its
value will have to be found by experiment, a
suggested starting point is around 200 to
300 ohms. A switched socket is required to
turn off the speaker when 'phones are in
use. It doesn't matter if they're connected in
series or parallel, but there should be no
possibility of short-circuiting the output as
the plug is inserted and removed, as this can
cause output transistor destruction. Socket
wiring details shown in Fig. 8 are for the
most common types. Connect the controls
and the switch to the board, but leave the
other connections for the time being.

TESTING
About the worst misfortune that can

befall a :onstructor testing a new project is
that some drastic fault causes heavy current
drain and damages expensive components.
A current limiter of some kind can prevent
this. It may be that a limited bench supply is
available but, if not, a few pence invested in
the simple device shown in Fig. 9 is well
worth milk. This is placed in series with the
positive supply and will normally have very
little effect, but if a fault is present, it will
limit the current to about 25 milliamps.

Most of the circuit can be checked out as
follows. With just controls and switch wired
to the board, apply power through the
limiter. Monitor the current taken with a
meter. After an initial surge as electrolytics
charge. the drain should drop to a very low
value, about 0.2mA. Switch off, plug in 1C3,
and try again. This time the current should
settle to about I.8mA. Check the voltage
across C18, which should be close to six
volts as ihe regulator is now working.
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Fig. 4. Component layout on the printed circuit board.

Fig 5 Full size printed circuit board foil master pattern

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1,R2,R3,R17,R18 100k (6 off) R15 1M
R20 R16 3k3

R4 ,R5,R10,R21,R22,
R29,R30

10k (7 off) R19
R23

1k
470k

R6,R27 100 (2 off) R24 33k
R7 47 R25 22k
R8,R13 220k (2 off) R26 330k
R9 56k R31 4k7
R11,R12 820 (2 off) R33 12k
R14,R28,R32 47k (2 off)
All 0.6 watt 1% type

Potentiometers
VR1
VR2

Capacitors
C1,C2,C3,C8,C10,

C17,C19
C4,C7
C5,C6
C9,C11,C13,C14
C12
C15
C16,C18

10k lin. carbon
10k lin. carbon with switch

100n polyester layer (7 off)

22n 1% polystyrene (2 off)
220n polyester layer (2 off)
10n polyester layer (4 off)
1 p polyester layer
470p axial elect. 10V
100p axial elect. 10V (2 off)

+9v SUPPLY

SPEAKER/
PHONE GROUND

-v SUPPLY

Miscellaneous
Printed circuit board, d.i.l. sockets 8 -pin (3 off); d.i.l. socket
14 -pin; case, ABS box 150X80X50mm; control knobs (2
off); PP3 battery container with clip; DIN plug and chassis
socket, 5 -pin 240 degree; switched stereo jack socket;
8 ohm loudspeaker, 50mm diameter; 28 s.w.g. (0.375mm)
enamelled copper wire; 2 metres twin individually screened
cable; hardware; plastic plate, plastic bracket, PTFE tape,
cooking foil, fibreglass repair kit, tubing for handle etc., see
text.

goGCNOle

Semiconductors
IC1 CA3130 C-MOS op -amp MAGENTA KIT 719
IC2 CA3046 transistor array
IC3 LM358 dual op -amp
IC4 ICM7555 C-MOS 555 timer
TR1,TR6,TR7,TR11 BC214L silicon pnp (5 off)

TR13
TR2,TR10,TR12 BC 184L silicon npn (3 off)
D1,02,D3 IN4148 silicon diode (3 off)
D4 8069CCZR 1.2 volt Voltage Reference
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Plug in IC2 (with power off; always
switch 3ff when working on the board) and
check that drain rises to two or three
milliamps. Check the voltage across C12,
the 1µ polyester. This should be variable
from zero to about four volts with the
setting of coarse control VRI. If so, check
the voltage on pin seven of IC4's socket
which should rise sharply from zero to
within a volt or so of main supply at some
point on VRI's range. If all seems well,
connect the speaker, fit IC4 and switch on
again. this time without the current limiter.

Adjustment of VRI should turn a loud
:one on and off. Try making it just audible,
using both controls. At this point, place a
finger on the Rx coil input connection: this
should increase the volume, due to injection
of stray a.c. pickup from mains wiring etc.
Everything bar the oscillator, which needs
the Tx coil, has now been tested so fit ICI
and complete connections to the box. When
the coils arc connected the complete circuit
will draw around 12 to 14 milliamps, plus
whatever is required to generate the sound
when an object is detected.

SEARCH HEAD
Search head construction is next.

Although this can be built in many ways, the
method to be described has served well for
several designs, producing a neat, pivoting
waterproof head. The one slight disadvan-
tage is weight, due to the resin used. The
hardware consists of a rigid melamine plas-
tic plate (flexible types arc not suitable)
190mm in diameter. The prototype used a
brand called "Style". the best place to find
these plates being caravan equipment
stockists.

The inside of the plate should be rough-
ened with emery paper so that resin will
stick firmly to it. To the plate is screwed a
pair of L-shaped plastic brackets, cit from a
fixing intended for square section rainwater
"downspouting". This can be obtained
from builders' merchants: whilst there buy a
reel of PTFE plumbers' jointing tape. The
stem fits between the brackets and s held by
a threaded rod with a wingnut at each end,
allowing the head to be tilted to the required
angle and tightened by the user. A hole is
drilled to allow entry of the "figure of eight"
screened twin cable to the coils.

Fig. 7 Interwiring details for the off -board components mounted inside the control box.
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Fig. 8. Headphone socket circuit and wiring arrangement.

Coil warning starts with a sheet of paper
taped to a soft board. A 110mm diameter
circle is marked out and pins stuck around
it at five to ten millimetre intervals, sloping
outwards slightly. 100 turns of 28s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire are wound around
the circle (don't use a different gauge as
performance may be affected). Winding is
easier if the wire is first passed through the
tube from a ballpoint pen, it can then be
"written" into place. The wound coil is
secured with temporary twists of wire and
removed from the board. A binding of
PTFE tape is applied, the wire ties being
removed in the process. Bunching of the
wire may prove a slight problem as "full
circle" is approached, an initial looser
binding of PTFE will help here. PTFE is
used as it's impervious to the resin used
later for potting. The coil can now be bent
into something approaching its final shape,
a sort of lopsided oval as shown in Fig. 10.

With the coil tightly bound and insulated,
a "Faraday" electrostatic shield is added.
Thin, stranded hookup wire is stripped to a
length of about three inches, the strands are
then divided into two and wound around
the coil in each direction starting near the
connections. This provides a sound connec-
tion to the cooking foil which is now cut
into I Omm wide strips and wrapped around
the coil. A gap of about I Omm is left at some
point to prevent the shield forming a closed
turn around the circumference of the coil.
Finally, the coil is again bound and insulat-
ed with more PTFE. The two coils are
identical, the second being made in exactly
the same way.

FRONT OF HERO

POSITION OF
BRACKETS

(ON OTHER SIDE)

\r_r-

i©ii

CONNECTIONS -
ONE END TO CORE. OTHER
END AND SHIELD TO

rt(9,741 SCREEN

Fig. 10. Positioning and wiring of
coils in the search head.

SETTING UP THE HEAD
"Fastglas" resin is used to pot the coils

into the head. Motoring accessory shops can
supply a small kit containing resin, harden-
er, a measuring beaker and glass matting. A
brush and cellulose thinners to clean it with
are also needed. The approximate coil

process should proceed in several stages,
fixing a little more of the coils at each step,
mixing about 30cc of resin at a time.

If the coil is potted in solid resin it will be
very heavy, so the larger gaps should be
filled with something light and bulky.
Expanded polystyrene cannot be used as
alas, resin attacks it. In the past the author
has used soft Balsa wood, but corrugated
cardboard was tried for this design and
appears just as effective. A covering of the
glass matting is applied with the final coat
of resin for a neat, tough finish.

The stem may be wood, plastic pipe, or
metal. Aluminium tubing is best, and can be
bent to shape with a pipe -bending tool or
possibly a bending spring. Copper tubing
would probably be as good, though heavier.
If a metal stem is used, the last 150mm or so
should be made from wood dowel glued to
the tubing with Araldite, to prevent the
metal being placed hard against the most
sensitive area of the head. As a finishing
touch, a bicycle handlebar grip makes a neat
handle.

Fig. 9. Test circuit for current limiter.

positions can be seen from Fig. 10. They
should be connected by their lead to the
circuit, with a meter arranged to read the
voltage across C12. The sound can be
silenced either by disconnecting the speaker
or by inserting a spare plug into the head-
phone socket. VR I should be turned right
down. If the overlap of the coils is adjusted
very carefully, a point will be found where
the meter dips very sharply. This is the
"null", or balance point, close to the final
coil position. The coils should be clamped
here, clothes pegs are useful for this, whilst
their outer edges are fixed in place with
some resin.

When the resin has set the pegs can be
removed, and the central parts of the coils
carefully adjusted to find the position giv-
ing lowest output. If the meter falls to zero,
an adjustment of VR I will cause it to read
again. This should all be done well away
from any metal of course, save for the
screws in the assembly itself. When the
lowest output has been found, move the
coils in the direction of "too far apart" until
the voltage on Cl2 has risen by about half a
volt; this will give the detector greater
sensitivity and enable it to reject most iron.
Having set the coils to the correct point they
can be fixed with more resin. In practice the

IN USE
Detectors of this type are capable of

surprising results. Simple, rapid operation
means that on many sites users may find as
much as those with powerful discrimina-
tors, since most buried objects are not, in
fact at very great depths. As a guide to
sensitivity, "in air" the prototype will just
detect a 2p coin at about 200mm, by
150mm the signal is clear, and at 100mm
it's really singing out. These figures will not
apply "in the ground", where depth will
depend largely upon the mineralisation
present. On many sites false signals will be
caused by "ground effect".

Most inland areas, especially those where
man's presence has been concentrated, con-
tain ferrous particles which cause a negative
response with this detector. Salt -wet
beaches are conductive and will usually
produce a positive output. Good detecting
consists of keeping the tuning adjusted as
near the threshold as possible, holding the
head at a constant height close to the
ground, and searching slowly and methodi-
cally. Finally, most really successful trea-
sure hunters engage in a lot of research
before they venture out, studying old news-
paper reports, ancient tithe maps and the
like at their local libraries.
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BBC MIDI IMTERFACE

This Musical
Instruments
Digital Interface
will link a BBC
Micro to a
keyboard or
synthesiser

MID is a term which will probably be
familiar to any readers who have an

interest in electronic music making, and it
is a form of interface which is appearing on
an increasing range of instruments from
portable keyboards to expensive synthe-
sisers For the record, MIDI stands for
"Musical Instruments Digital Interface",
and it is a computer style serial interface. It
enables two or more instruments to be
connected together, and unlike the old
CV/gate system, it enables complex sys-
tems to be put together using a minimum
of connecting wires. One instrument acts
as the controller for the system, or a
special sequencer can be used to control
the system.

An attractive feature of the MIDI system
is that a home computer fitted with a
suitable interface can act as the sequencer,
and an extremely good one at that. Even
with a long sequencer program loaded, the
average home computer will still have
sufficient memory left to accommodate
several thousand notes. A home computer
also gives great versatility since any de-
sired feature (within reason) can be added
using suitable software.

c?..5'1?;"<---

R.A.PENFOLD

BBC
As yet these are few computers which

have a built-in MIDI interface, and due to its
rather specialised nature this could remain
the case (although MIDI ports :an also
function as high speed serial interfaces for
communication between two computers).
As it is basically just a standard serial
interface it is not difficult to add a MIDI port
to most computers, and this article de-
scribes an add-on MIDI interface for the
BBC model B computer.

The BBC machine is a good choice for an
application of this type as it is easy to
interface to add-ons, it has a fast BASIC
which enables several channels to be
sequenced with good synchronisation,
and the built-in assembler is available for
applications that require the extra operat-
ing speed of assembly language routines.

MIDI BASICS
MIDI is a two way asynchronous serial

interface which is similar to the RS232C
and RS423 serial systems often used with
home computers. As we shall see shortly,
the MIDI system is sufficiently different
from these two forms of interface to
prevent eithe of them from being used in a
MIDI set-up. The MIDI word format is one
start bit, eight data bits, one stop bit, and
no parity, which is about the most com-
mon one these days. The baud rate is very
high at 31.25k baud, but it is necessarily
so as significant delays must be avoided
when sequencing several channels. The
highest standard RS232C and RS423
baud rate is 19.2k baud, which is one
reason for the incompatibility between
MIDI equipment and standard serial inter-
faces. Although 31.25k baud appears at
first sight to :De a rather odd choice, it is a
practical one which enables a suitable

clock signal to be derived from a 1 MHz
crystal oscillator (1MHz divided by 32
equals 31250).

Wito RS232C and RS423 serial systems
the signal levels are around +3V to 12V
and -3V to 12V. The MIDI system has an
opto-isolator at each input to avcid prob-
lems with earth and hum loops, and conse-
quently ordinary OV to 5V output logic
levels are all that is required. Alternatively,
open collector outputs to drive the I.e.d.s
in the opto-isolatcrs can be used.

MoEt MIDI equipped musical instru-
ments can have practically any parameter
set viE the MIDI interface, but the instruc-
tion codes for many facilities are non-
standard and can De found in the instruc-
tion manual concerned. However, there is
a standard format used for gating notes on
and cff so that there is compatibility
between any twc MIDI instruments at a
fundamental level at least. Bytes are sent
in groups of three, one group to switch a
note on, and another to switch it off.

BYTES
Tak ng the triggering of a note first, the

first byte breaks down into two four bit
nibbles. The most significant of these
contains the "trigger a note" header code
which is 1001 in binary (144 in decimal).
The least significant nibble contains the
MIDI channel number, and this s in the
range 0 to 15, but note that MIDI channels
are ncrmally numbered 1 to 16 and not 0
to 15 To select (say) MIDI channel 8, a
channel value of 7 would therefore be
used.

The second byte is the note value and
must be in the range 1 to 127. Notes
increment in semitones and a value of 60
gives middle C. This gives a very wide
pitch Lange of well over ten octaves. Bear
in mind though, that although the MIDI
system accommodates this pitch range,
not all MIDI equipped instruments can do
so. The manual for each instrument should
specify the pitch range available via the
MIDI nterface (which might actually be
wider than can be achieved via the key-
board . Of course, with something like a
percussion synthesiser only on/off gating
is rem. fired, and the note value (which must
always be sent) is ignored.

The third byte is the velocity value, and
is again in the range 1 to 127. A value of 1
represents a key that is played as gently as
possible, incrementing to a key struck as
hard as possible at a value of 127. Not all
instruments have touch sensitivity, and it
is actually a feaure which is absent from
the majority of instruments. However, in
order to maintain compatibility between
touch sensitive and non -touch sensitive
instruments this byte must always be sent.
Non -touch sensitive instruments normally
send a dummy %;a.ue of 127.
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the BBC MIDI Interface.

The system used to switch a note off
again is virtually identical to the one used
for triggering. In fact the second and third
bytes perform the same function as be-
fore. On the face of it there is no point in
including the note value, but in serial
control systems things are usually ar-
ranged so that a certain number of bytes
are transmitted in each control sequence,
and the note value is transmitted merely to
make up the three byte block. The least
significant nibble of the first byte is also as
before, and contains the channel value.
The header code in the most significant
nibble is different though, and is 1000 in
binary (128 in decimal).

MODES
MIDI interfacing can be a little confusing

at first as there are three operating modes,
and the system will probably not perform
as intended unless every component in it is
set to the right mode. The most important
mode is "Omni", which is one that every
piece of MIDI equipment has, and the one
which the equipment defaults to at switch -
on. In this mode the receiving device will
respond to all commands regardless of
which channel they are directed to. This
mode ensures a basic level of compatibility
between all pieces of MIDI equipment, and
it is adequate for monophonic sequencing
of a single instrument, or where two or
more instruments must play in unison.
Polyphonic sequencing of a suitable synth-
esiser is possible, but exactly how the
received notes are assigned to the chan-
nels of the instrument depends on the
design of the instrument. Whatever the
system of internal assignment, homo-
phonic operation (all channels having the
same voice) is all that is likely to be
possible.

The "Poly" mode gives slightly greater
versatility by enabling each instrument in
the system to have its own channel num-
ber, and commands can therefore be di-
rected to just one instrument in a multi -
component set-up. However, this still

effectively limits each instrument to homo-
phonic operation. The "Mono" mode is
the most sophisticated one, and it gives
individual access to each channel of an
instrument. With a suitable instrument this
permits polyphonic sequencing with each
channel having a different voice.

Only a few fundamentals of MIDI soft-
ware have been covered here, but this is all
that you need to know in order to under-
stand how sequencing via a MIDI interface
can be achieved. Other features can be
controlled via the MIDI interface of most
instruments, but the codes and system
used are not universal in many cases, and
it is a matter of consulting the handbook
for each instrument to see just what can be
achieved, and how

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The full circuit diagram of the interface is

provided in Fig. 1. Most simple BBC add-
ons connect to the analogue and (or) user
port, but in this case where 8 bit bi-
directional operation is required the 1MHz
Bus represents the best option.

Most normal serial interface devices can
be used as the basis of a MIDI interface,
and the only exceptions are the few de-
vices which can not handle the fairly high
baud rate involved. The obvious choice for
a 6502 computer is the inexpensive and
6502 bus compatible 6850 ACIA (Asyn-
chronous Communications Interface
Adaptor), which is the device used here
(IC1). The data bus of IC1, plus the clock
and R/W lines simply connect to the
corresponding lines of the 1MHz Bus.
There is no reset terminal on IC 1 as the
6850 uses a software reset. IC 1 has two
read registers and two write types, and it
consequently occupies two addresses in
the memory map. Address line AO is used
to drive the single register select input of
IC1.

The 6850 can operate with the transmit-
ter and receiver clocks at 1, 16 or 64 times
the required baud rate. In practice this
device is not normally operated in the
mode where the clock frequency is identi-
cal to the baud rate, as the internal receiver
synchronisation circuit will not function in
this mode and an external synchronisation
circuit would be required. In this case the
1MHz clock signal is divided by two in IC3,
and the 500kHz output is connected to the
receiver and transmitter clock inputs of
ICI. With IC1 operated in the X16 mode
this gives the required 31.25k baud rate.

There are two decoded address outputs
on the 1MHz Bus; NPFC and NPFD. These
pulse low when any address in page &FC
or &FD respectively is accessed. In theory
one of these lines could be connected
direct to the negative chip select input of
IC 1, but in practice this might not give
good results due to noise on the page
select outputs. In this application a missed

certainly
cause the system to crash, and good
reliability in the interface is essential. The
problem is due to the BBC computer
having a 2MHz clock for normal operation,
but a change to 1MHz when input/output
circuits are accessed. A simple circuit is all
that is needed to rectify the problem, and
in this circuit three of the NAND gates in
IC4 are used to provide a "clean" version
of NPFC to IC1. This places the control and
status registers at address &FC00, and the
receive/transmit registers at address
&FC01 Note though that only partial ad-
dress decoding is used, and that the
interface appears at "echoes" throughout
page &FC. This page is therefore unavail-
able for other add-ons when the MIDI
interface is connected.

IC2 is the opto-isolator at the MIDI input.
R1 is the collector load resistor for the
transistor at the output of IC2 while R2

0747.7:0,e,se
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COMPONENTS
MAGENTA KIT 513

Resistors
R1 390
R2,5,8 220 (3 off)
R3,6 1k (2 off)
R4,7 470 (2 off)
All 1W 5% carbon film

Capacitors
C 100n ceramic

Semiconductors
ICI MC6850P ASCIA
IC2 CNY 17 high efficiency

opto-isolator
IC3 4024BE CMOS binary

counter
IC4 74LS00 TTL quad 2

input NAND gate
TR1,2 BC109 silicon npn (2

off)

Miscellaneous
SKI 34 way IDC header

socket and cable
SK2,3,4 5 way 180 degree DIN

printed circuit mount-
ing sockets (3 off)

SK5 1mm socket
PL1 15 way D plug
PL2 1mm plug

Printed circuit board; Plastic
case 150X 80X 50mm; two 14 -
pin DIL i.c. holders; 6 -pin d.i.l.
i.c. holder; 24 -pin i.c. hol-
der; wire; fixings; solder; etc.

provides current limiting at the input. IC4d
is used to invert the output from IC 1, and
the inverted signal is then coupled to a
couple of switching transistors which pro-
vide the unit with twin MIDI outputs.

Most MIDI instruments have three inter-
face sockets, "IN", "OUT'', and "THRU".
The 'THRU" socket merely provides a
buffered version of the signal applied to
the input. A MIDI system is normally
"chained" together in the manner shown
in Fig. 2(a), but if two of the instruments
lack a "THRU" socket this is not possible.
The method of connection shown in Fig.

r.

2(b), with the second MIDI output of the
interface being brought into operation,
must then be utilized. If the second output
is not required, simply omit R6, R7, R8,
TR2, and SK4.

An unexpected omission from the BBC
computer's 1MHz Bus is any form of
power supply output. The +5V supply for
the interface is therefore taken from the
analogue port.

CONSTRUCTION
Refer to Fig. 3 for details of tie printed

circuit board. IC1 and IC3 are both MOS
devices and accordingly require the stan-
dard antistatic handling precaut ons to be
observed. The standard connector for
MIDI interfaces is a 5 way (180 degree)
DIN type, and here printed circuit mounting
sockets are used. Make sure that these are
pushed right down onto the board before
soldering them into place, and Jse plenty
of solder. There are four link wires on the
board which should not be overlooked.
Also, note that IC 1 and IC2 have the
opposite orientation to IC3 and IC4.

The board is connected to the 1MHz Bus
of the computer via a piece of 34 ribbon
cable up to about one metre long and fitted
with a 34 way IDC header socket. Be
careful to connect the free end cf the cable
to the board the right way around. Fig. 4
gives connection details for both the 1MHz
Bus and the analogue port (noze that the

Fig. 2(a) The normal "chained" MIDI set-up. (b) A series -parallel combination can be
used if there are inadequate "Thru" sockets for the "chained."
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diagram on page 499 of the BBC compu-
ter's "User Guide" shows the 1MHz Bus
connector incorrectly, and it is Fig. 4 rather
than this which should be followed). An
insulated lead about one metre long is
used to connect PL1 to the board.

The unit can be left as an open board or,
like tne prototype, it can be fitted into a
case having outside dimensions of about
150 by 80 by 50 millimetres. The board is
mounted on the base panel of the case
using 6BA fixings, including inch
spacers. Cutouts to accommodate the
sockets are then made in one side of the
case, which ther effectively becomes the
front panel. An exit slot for the 34 way
ribbon cable is filed in the rear panel of the
case. and the +5V lead to the analogue
port zan also be taken through this. How-
ever, a neater solution is to connect the
+5V terminal of the circuit board to a 1mm
socket mounted on the rear panel of the
case and to terminate the lead from the
analogue port in a 1mm plug which con-
nects to this socket.

TESTING
As this project connects to the compu-

ter's buses, albeit via buffers in most
cases, it is essential to connect it to the
computer prior to switch -on. Once
switched on the computer should give the
normal "beep" and screen display, and
you should switch off at once and recheck
everything if there is any sign of abnormal
operation. The interface is connected to
the synthesiser (or whatever) us ng a stan-
dard five way DIN to five way DIN lead. If
you are making up your own connecting
leads bear in mind that only pirs 4 and 5
actually carry connections; pin 2 at each
output is earthed, and this connects to the
oute.7 braiding of the cable to provide
screening and prevent radio frequency
interference from being radiated.

SOFTWARE
The 6850 needs only very simple driving

software. First the device must be reset by
writing a value of three to the control
register (i.e. ?&FC00 = 3), after which the
word format and baud rate are selected by
writing the correct value to the control
register. In this case a value of 21 is
required (i.e. 7&FC00 = 21). Data to be
transmitted is then written to address
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Fig. 4. Connections to the 1MHz Bus and
Analogue Port.

&FC01. Using assembly language it is
possible to write data to the interface
faster than it can be transmitted. This must
be avoided by reading the "transmitter
register empty" bit at bit 1 of the status
register and using a software loop to
provide the necessary hold -off. This bit
goes high when the register is empty and
ready to receive fresh data.

Data is read from the receive register at
address &FC01, but to avoid multiple
readings of each byte data should only be
read when the "receive data register full"
bit of the status register (bit 0) is set to 1.
The MIDI system does not include any
handshake lines to control the rate at
which data flows, and any device which
receives data must be able to keep up with
the very rapid rate at which it is transmit-
ted at times. In practice this means that the
interface can only be read properly using
machine code or assembly language.

As a quick test of the unit you can try
connecting one of the outputs direct to the
input socket. After writing the two values
to the status register, as described pre-
viously, you should find that any value
written to 7&FC01 can be read back from

3. Printed circuit board layout and construction

that address, but only if the link from the
output to the input is maintained.

USE
The accompanying listing is for a simple

real-time sequencer that is suitable for
recording and backing of up to four parts.
The normal way of using a sequencer of
this type is to record a backing, and to then
have the computer play this while the user
plays the melody line. Most MIDI instru-
ments will accept input simultaneously
from the keyboard and the MIDI interface.

In theory there is no limit to the number
of notes that can be played simultaneously
using this sequencer program, which re-
cords notes in five byte blocks of memory
(three bytes from the synthesiser, plus
two from the computer's timer). In prac-
tice though, using more than four part

harmonies might produce data from the
instrument at a faster rate than the com-
puter can handle it, despite the extensive
use of assembly language routines in the
program. It might be possible to stream-
line the program to handle more than four
notes at a time reliably, and it should be
possible to add refinements such as
rhythm correction and the ability to vary
the playback speed As it stands the
program uses a 5k block of memory which
gives a storage capacity of 512 notes, but
this could obviously be boosted consider-
ably if required The program is largely self
explanatory in use.

Step -time sequencing can be achieved
relatively easily, and the high operating
speed of BBC BASIC avoids the need to
resort to assembly language unless a large
number of channels are to be controlled.0

BBC MIDI SOFTWARE
'OREM MIDI INTERFACE
20REM REAL TIME RECORD/
7.0REM PLAYBACK PROGRAM
40REM VERSION 2.1 JWP 8/B5
50MODE 7
60
70
BODIM CODE 1023
90DIM STORE 5119
100DIM CLOCK 4
110
120
130-'572=STORE MOD 256
140^573=STORE DIV 256
150notecount1=574
160notecounth=675
170po)nter=570
180pointerh=571
19005WORD=5FFF1
2000SBYTE=WFF4
210mIcli.&FC01
220status.&FC00
230

240
250FOR 1'4=0 TO
260F7.=CODE
270[
280OPT Ii
290.firstnote
30OLDA *0
310STA CLOCK
320STA CLOCK+1
330STA CLOCK+2
340STA CLOCK+3
350STA CLOCK*4
360STA notecountl
370STA notecounth
3BOLDA 572
390STA 570
4001_0A 573
410STA 571
420. start
430LDA status
440AND *1
450EED start
460LDA *2

470LDX *CLOCK MOD 256
2 STEP 2 480LDY *CLOCK DIV 256

490JSR OSWORD
500
510
520.9etnote
53OLDX *0
54OLDY *0
55OLDA midi
560STA (pointerI,Y
570JSR Increment
5130.note
590LDA status
600AND *1
610REO note
62OLDA midi
630STA Ipointer),Y
640JSR increment
650.tail
6604 -DA stetus

continued
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BBC MIDI SOFTWARE
continued

670AND *1
6808E0 tail
690LDA midi
700STA ipointerio
710JSR increment
720JSR addnote
770JSR timing
740.next
75OLDA $255
760CMP 578
7708E0 tobasic
780LDA status
790AND MI
8008E0 ne. t
810JMP getnote
920
830
840.increment
850INC 570
860BNE nocarry
870INC 571
880.nocarry
89ORTS
900
910
920.1ey
930PHA
940LDA *255
950STA 578
960F'LA
97ORTS
980
990
1000. timing
101OLDA Ml
1020LDX IICLOCk MOD 256
1030LDV MCLOC1 DIV 256
1040J SF' OSWORD
105OLDY NO
106OLDA CLOCI
1070STA ipointer),V
1080JSR Increment
1090LDA CLOC1.1
1100STA :pointerk,v
1110JSR increment
112ORTS
1130
1140
1150.addnote
1160INC notecountl
1170BNE nohi
11601NC notecounth
119OLDA notecounth
1200CMP 114
1210BNE nohi
12.208F4
1230E0UB 100
1240EOUS "Note store full
1251118kk

1260.nohi
127ORTS
1280
1290
1700.tobasic
1310BRk
1320E0UE 102
1730EOUS"key pressed"
1340BRk.
1350
1360
1370. wait
138OLDA 41591

139OLDX MO
140OLDY MO
1410JSR OSBYTE
1420BCC tobasic
14730LDX MCLOCk. MOD 256
1440LDY *CLOCK DIV 256
1450LDA 111
1460JSR OSWORD
1470LDY M4
1480LDA CLOC.:+1
1490CMP Ipointer),Y
15008E0 lobyte
1510BCS outwait
1520BCC wait
1530.1obyte
1540DEY
155OLDA CLOCK
1560CMP (pointer -1,Y
15708CC wait
1580. outwait
159ORTS
1600
1610
1620.firstplay
1630LDA MO
1640STA CLOCK
1650STA CLOCK+1
1660STA CLOCK
1670STA CLOCK+3
1680STA CLOCK+4
1690LDA 572
1700STA 570
17IOLDA 573
1720STA 571
173OLDA 574
1740STA 576
1750LDA 575
1760STA 577
177OLDA $12
1780LDX OCLOCk MOD 256
179OLDY *CLOCK DIV 256
1800JSR OSWORD
1810JSR nextnote
1820.playnote
1830JSR wait
1840LDA status
1850AND 012
18608E0 playnote
187OLDY MO
1880LDA (pointer),Y
1890STA midi
1900JSR increment
1910.noteval
192OLDA status
1930AND 02
19408E0 noteval
195OLDA (pointer),Y
1960STA midi
1970JSR increment
1980.thirdval
199OLDA status
2000AND 02
20108E0 thirdval
2020LDA (pointer),Y
2030STA midi
2040JSR increment
2050JSR increment
2060JSR increment
2070JSk nextnote
2080JMP playnote
2090

2110. nextnote
2120DEC 576
213OLDA 576

2140CMP *255
2150BNE nextout
2160DEC 577
2170LDA 577
2180CMP *255
2190BNE nwitout
2200810
2210EOUB 101
2220EOUS "Al: notes played"
22 30881
2240.nextout
225ORTS
22607
2270NEXT
2280
2290
23000N ERROR GOTO 2510
2310
2320
2330CLS
2340"status=3
2350'status=21
2360"5220=ker MOD 256:"5221=key DIV 256
2370PRINTTABl5,5WPress R to record"
2380PRINTTAB(5,7):"Press P to playback"
2390PRINTTAB(5,9):"Press any key to sto

p recording/"'TAB(5):"playIng back, exce
pt ESCAPE."
2400PRINTTAB:5,12/:"Press ESCAPE to qui

t program."
2410
2420
2430REPEAT
2440k=GET
24501=k AND 223
2460IF k=82 THEN PROCrecord
24701F k=80 THEN PROCplay
2480UNTIL FALSE
2490
2500
2510IF ERR=17 THEN STOP
2520*FX13,2
2530-1.78=0
2540IF ERR=t00 THEN PROCnotes:GOTO 2430
2550IF ERR=101 THEN F'ROCclearline:GOTO

2430
2560IF ERR=IO2 AND K=82 THEN PROCnotes:

GOTO 2430
25701F ERR=:02 AND k=80 THEN PROCc.earl
ine:GOTO 2430
2580REPORT:F'RINT " at line ":ERL
2590PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY"
2600REPEAT UNTIL GET
'2610GOTO 2330
2620
2630
2640DEF PROCrecord
2650*FX14,2
2660PRINTTA3(5,20);"Recording...'
2670"status..3
2680"status=21
2690CALL fi,stnote
2700ENDPROC
2710
2720
2730DEF PROCplay
2740IF "575=0 AND "574=0 THEN FROCempty
:ENDPROC
2750PRINTTAB(5,20)"Playing..."
2760CALL fi-stplay
2770ENDPROC
2780
2790
2800DEF PROCnotes
2810notecount=(256*?&75+71.74/
2820PRINTTAB(5,20);notecount:" Events s
tored."
2830*FX21,0
2840PRINTTAB(5,21);"Press any key'
2850REPEAT UNTIL GET
2860PROCclearline
2870ENDPROC
2880
2890
2900DEF PROCclearline
2910PRINTIPB(5,20):SPC(20)
2920PRINTTFB(5,21);SPC(20)
2930VDU 31,5,20
2940ENDPROC
2950
2960
2970DEF PROCempty
2980PRINTTAB(5,20)"Nothing recorded."
2990PRINTTAB(5,21)"Press any key.'
3000REPEAT UNTIL GET
3010PROCclearline
3020ENDPROC
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Constructional Project

VARIABLE
BENCH
POWER SUPPLY
MARK STUART --

Fully controllable from 0 to 24V, up to 2.5A
output. Current limit control allows maximum
output current to be set anywhere between
zero and maximum.

THE power supply to be described here
was designed to be capable of a wide
variety of jobs. Its high output voltage

of 0 to 25V and output current capability of
2.5A are far better than the more usual bench
power supplied with their 12V and IA ratings.

Output voltage is fully variable right down to
zero (unlike a lot of i.c. regulators which stop
at I.5V) and a "Current Limit" control allows
the maximum output current to be set

anywhere between zero and maximum. The
current limit feature has two particular uses.
One is to protect circuitry under test from being
damaged due to faulty construction - a real
delight for electronics experimenters. The other
use is in the constant current charging of NiCad
batteries.

Its uses in the school science lab are too
numerous to list in full, but such uses as
electrolysis, electroplating, polystyrene cutting,
and the like come to mind as well as the more
obvious uses for driving model motors,
computer interfaces and robots. Two large
meters continuously display Voltage and
Current leaving the user in absolutely no doubt
about what is being provided.

Ripple and noise in the output are at a very
low level and the output voltage change in
response to load current changes and
fluctuating mains voltage is very small. A
supply of this type can never be cheap, the cost
of transformer, case, heatsink and above all the
meters soon add up, but the amount of use that
such a project gets justifies the initial cost and
the two meters are very worthwhile features.
This is a project that will be used almost every
day and will soon become indispensable.

CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS
A number of options are available when

designing a supply of this type. Variable
voltage i.c. regulators are available but all seem
to have some disadvantages. The circuit finally
chosen uses a simple high power device to
handle the output, controlled by a low power
integrator circuit which does all the
"intelligent" work.

A power MOSFET was chosen as the output
device because they are rugged, that is, able to
withstand voltage and current surges, and also

because the insulated gate requires negligible
drive current. This second feature is very useful
because it enables a simple small -signal
transistor to be used as the output driver.

To understand how the circuit works the
various sections of it are shown separately in
Fig. la to Fig. Id. The final complete circuit
diagram for the Variable Bench Power Supply
is shown in Fig. 2.

REFERENCE VOLTAGE
The first thing that a power supply control

circuit needs is some sort of "reference
voltage". This is used to set the output voltage
and needs to be stable and noise -free if the
power supply output is to be clean.

Fig. la shows the voltage reference section of
the circuit. Zener diode DI I is the primary
reference source. A 5.6 volt Zener diode has
been chosen because these have the lowest
variation with temperature (temperature co-
efficient) of all Zener values. Above and below
this voltage the stability is not so good.

To get the best performance from a Zener
diode it is best to drive it with a constant
current. This is achieved very neatly by ICId
and the associated resistors.

Fig. 1. The various sections of the Variable Bench Power Supply Circuit
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to be set anywhere between zero and a
maximum of 2.5A.

OUTPUT CONTROL
The control of the output of the power

supply is dealt with by the power MOSFET
device transistor TR2 which is driven by
tiansistor TR 1. This particular type of
MOSFET is an N -CHANNEL ENHANCE-
MENT type. This means that its gate (g)
terminal must be at a voltage more positive
than its source (s) in order for it to conduct.

For this particular device the minimum
voltage required to start conduction is 3V, and
up to 9\' are required to give an output current
of 3A. At maximum output, the vo.tage of
transistor TR2 must be able to rise to 25+9

Upon switch -on there is a low voltage across
DII which therefore does not conduct and acts
like a very high value resistor. The pairs of
components resistor R18, diode DII and
resistors R19, R20 are two potential dividers
driven from the output of ICId.

At low voltages, with DII not conducting
more of the output voltage from ICIU is
connected to the non -inverting input ( + ) than
to the inverting input ( - ). The net effect is
overall positive feedback that pushes up the
output of ICId. At a certain point the voltage
across diode DII will reach 5.6V and it will
begin to conduct. The non -inverting input of
IC Id is now held at 5.6V.

The output of ICId still continues to rise
until the inverting input which is fed from the
output via resistors RI9 and R20 also reaches
5.6V. When this occurs the circuit stabilises

06
N/.001

P42
3*

ICIc is connected as a high gain amplifier
that amplifies the difference between its two
(inverting, and non -inverting) inputs. If the
tapped off voltage from the output exceeds the
voltage from VR2 slider, the output of ICIc is
driven positive. This rising voltage acts on the
output control circuit (Fig. Id) in such a way
that the output voltage is reduced.

If the output falls so that the voltage tapped
off from the output becomes less than that
from VR2 slider, the opposite things happen
and the power supply voltage increases. In this
way the circuit stabilises itself so that the two
inputs of ICIc are kept equal. Any tendency
for the output voltage to vary due to loading or
mains voltage changes is instantly corrected as
1C1c re -balances its inputs and sends a signal to
the output control circuits.

OV
0 ICI
PIN II

.15V
TO ICI
PIN

TR 2
NPWP
6501

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram for the Variable Bench Power Supply. The operation of this circuit is best understood by referring to Fig. 1.

with the output voltage set by the Zener diode
voltage and the ratio R 19 + R20/R20. The
values chosen here give an output of 10 volts
from ICId. The current through D 1 1 is fixed
by the output which is at 10V and the Zener
diode at 5.6V which leaves 4.4V across resistor
RI8 giving a current of 4.4mA.

The important thing is that all of these values
are set up by diode DII. The power supply
input and output voltages have no effect
whatsoever.

The stable reference voltage from ICId is fed
to the two control potentiometers VRI and
VR2. The output from each of these is a
voltage which varies between zero and 10V as
the control is rotated clockwise.

VOLTAGE COMPARATOR
This voltage is used by the next stage of the

circuit, the "voltage comparator", which is
shown in Fig. I b. A proportion of the power
supply output voltage is tapped off by resistors
R23 and R24 and fed to one input of ICIc. The
other input of ICIc is fed from the slider (or
wiper contact) of potentiometer VR2. The
values of resistors R23 and R24 are selected so
that at 25V output the voltage at their junction
is 10V.

CURRENT SENSING
Output current control is carried out by

IC1b, the "current sensing" circuit. Resistor
RI3 in Fig. is connected in series with the
power supply negative line. All of the output
current flows through this resistor producing a
voltage drop across it. This is used by IC1b, via
resistors R12 and R14, and amplified to
produce a voltage which varies from 0 to 10V
as the current increases from zero to I .5A

This voltage is used to drive the output
current meter which is connected via R15 to
give full scale deflection (f.s.d.) at 10V. The
voltage is also fed to a second voltage
comparator circuit (ICI a) and compared with
the voltage from the slider of the Set Current
control VRI.

Operation of this circuit is the same for
current as Fig. lb is for voltage. Its output is
fed to the output control circuit via diode D9
and resistor R8, and also to the current limit
indicator I.e.d. DIO.

Whenever the output current attempts to
exceed the value set by VRI, the output of ICla
rises, diode D10 is lit, and the output control
circuit operates to reduce the drive to transistor
TR2 and hold the current steady. Varying VRI
from zero to maximum allows the current limit

volts. This is provided, via resistor R2, from a
40V Zener regulated supply derived from the
transformer by a voltage doubling circuit.

It is necessary to use a voltage doubler
because the rectified transformer output
voltage across the mains smoothing capacitor
C2 is only 30V at full load. Driver transistor
TRI controls the gate voltage of TR2 via R3.

As .he base of the TRI is made positive it is
turned on and the gate voltage of TR2 is pulled
down lowering the output voltage. Signals from
the voltage and current sensing circuits are both
connected to TR1 base and so control the
outpi.t.

Diode D9 is fitted in the current control
circuit so that there is no interaction between
this and the voltage control as long as the
output current remains below the circuit limit
setting. Once the circuit is in current limit mode
D9 conducts and current control takes over
from voltage control.

All the details of the circuit have already
been explained individually. In Fig. 2 they are
shown as a whole with a few additional
(essential) components such as fuses, a mains
transformer, smoothing capacitors, and
voltage regulating Zener diodes.

incoming mains to the transformer TI passes
via the power on/off switch and a IA fuse in a
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panel fuseholder. Most transformers nowadays
are wound with two equal secondary windings
which can be series or parallel connected to give
a choice of outputs.

Transformers with two 15V or two 30V
secondaries may be used. In the first case
connected in series and in the second connected
in parallel.

From the transformer secondary the output
passes via a 3A fuse to the bridge rectifier,
DI -D4, and on to smoothing capacitor C2.
This is the main supply which passes to the
drain terminal (d) of TR2 and on to the output.
Power to ICI is derived from this supply via
resistor R5 and is regulated to 15V by means of
Zener diode D8.

A high voltage supply is produced from the
transformer by coupling an additional a.c.
output from the secondary via capacitor CI
which is rectified by diodes D5 and D6 and
added to the main positive supply. The result is
a voltage of almost 80V across capacitor C3
which is reduced to 40V by resistor RI and
Zener diode D7. Forty volt Zener diodes are
not always easy to obtain so provision is made
on the p.c.b. for two 20V Zener diodes in
series. Output voltage is displayed by means of
a 1mA panel meter connected as a voltmeter
reading 0-25 volts with a series resistor RI6.

CONSTRUCTION
Most of the components are mounted on a

single printed circuit board. The component
layout and full size printed circuit board foil
master pattern is shown in Fig. 3.

The board is mounted by means of the two
potentiometers V RI and VR2 which are direct
p.c.b. mounting types. Other potentiometers
may be used and can be wired "off board" to
suit other case layouts.

Before fitting any components to the board
eleven Veropins should be pressed firmly into
the positions shown for external connections
and soldered. Begin component insertion by
fitting the low profile components such as
diodes and resistors, and a socket for ICI .

Take particular care with the diodes to
identify each type and its polarity because they
all look very similar. Transistor TR I should be
fitted with its flat surface as shown, and must
NOT be one of the types with "L" suffix as
these have a completely different pin -out.

Capacitors Cl and C3 are polarised so must
be fitted the right way round. Note that two
holes are provided for C3 to enable different
sized items to be accommodated. When the
board assembly is complete, inspect the
underside for solder bridges etc. Provided
everything looks in order, the next stage is the
wiring.

ASSEMBLY AND WIRING
A full wiring and assembl!, drawing is shown

in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows details of the insulation
of TR2 from its heatsink and the mounting of a
toroidal type transformer is shown in Fig. 6.

Take great care with the mains wiring to fully
insulate every joint with a good length of
sleeving and to make all connections
mechanically good before soldering them. A
mains cable entry clamp is used to secure the
cable firmly and prevent it from being pushed,
twisted or pulled from the case. An additional
"p" clip near to the front of the case is also
needed to keep the cable in position. The mains
Earth connection is made to a solder tag on the
bottom of the case and brought out to a
terminal on the front panel.

The rest of the wiring is quite
straightforward but the wiring between the
transformer, rectifier, capacitor C2, TR2, the
board and the output terminals must be done
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1

R2, R6, R22
R3
R4
R5
R7, R8
R9
R10, R17

R11

R12, R14, R18
R13

4k7 1/2W carbon
film
10k 13 off)
470
100
1k5
22k 12 off)
2k2
1M 0.25W1%

metal film (2 off)
39k 0.25W 1%

metal film
1k (3 off)
001 2.5W

wirewound
R15, R24 10k 0.25W 1%

metal film (2 off)
R16 25k 0.25W 1%

metal film
(made from
10k + 15k in
series)

R19 4k3 0.25W 1%
metal film

R20 5k6 0.25W 1%
metal film

R21 4k7 Miscellaneous
R23 15k 0.25W 1%

metal film
All 0.25W 5% carbon film, except
where stated

Potentiometers
VR1, VR2 10k lin. (2 off)

Capacitors
C1

C2

C3

C4, C7

C5
C6

22( radial elec. 63V
2,500j4 + 2,5001.1
tag -ended elec.
63V
47( axial elec.
100V
100n min.
polyester 10.3in
pitch) 100V
3.3( axial elec 40V
4n7 Mylar or
polyester 63V

S1

T1

ME1,ME2

Semiconductors
D1 -D4 3A 50V bridge

rectifier
D5, D6 1N4001
D7 40V 500mW Zener

diode (or 2 x 20V in
series)

D8 15V 500mW Zener
diode

D9 1N4148
D10 3mm low current

red I.e.d.
D11 5V6 500mW Zener

diode
TR 1 8C182 npn silicon
TR2 HPWR 6501

MOSFET I A I -
channel)

IC1 LM324 Quad op.
amp.

MAGENTA Kll 769

s.p.s.t. miniature
rocker switch
120V/A Toroidal
mains transformer

primary 240V
mains, sec. two
30V windings (see
text)
1mA 65 ohm,
moving coil panel
meter (2 off)

Printed circuit board; heat -
sinks; insulating kit (T03); knobs
(2 off); screw terminals, 1 red, 1
black, 1 green; capacitor clip;
wire, mains and low voltage;
fuse, primary 1A 11/4in with panel
holder, secondary 3A 20mm with
chassis holder; case; feet for
case; nuts, screws, etc.
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Fig. 3. Full size foil master pattern and component layout.
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Fig. 4. Full wiring and assembly details to the circuit board, transformer and case mounted
components. Heavy duty wires which carry the full output current are indicated by the
number 16.

Fig. 5. Cetails of mounting the MOSFET
device on the heatsink.

Fig. 6. Method of mounting the toroidal
transformer in the case.
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Fig. 7. Full size Voltage and Amps scales for
the power supply
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exactly as shown to keep ripple currents to a
minimum.

Some wires carry the full output current, and
so should be thicker than others. These wires
have been marked with a circle and the number
16 to indicate that at least 16/0.2 wire should be
used. All other connections may be made using
7/0.2 wire.

The leads to the gate and source of TR2
should be twisted together. When mounting

TR2 to the heatsink it is necessary to use
thermal compound on both sides of the
insulating washer to ensure good heat transfer.

TESTING
Commence testing by first checking and

double checlong everything; make sure the
mains wiring is correctly insulated and switch
on. If the fuse does not blow it is possible that
everything is working correctly.

Set V R I halfway, vary VR2 and see if the
voltage reading on the output meter is varying.
If it is, well done. If not, the next step is to
check a few voltages around the circuit.

There should be 40V across C2 and 80V
across C3. If these are not correct check the
voltage across diode D4 which should be 40V
and across D8 which should be I5V. If any of
these are low it is likely that they have been
fitted the wrong way round, or that ICI is
reversed. As these are standard power supply
circuits it should be fairly simple to trace any
faults here.

The next thing to check is the voltage across
Zener diode DI I which should be 5.6V and
then the output of ICId (pin 7) which should be
10V. If things are still not right then it could be
TR I which is at fault.

Check the base voltage and collector voltages
of transistor TR 1 . If the base voltage is less
than 0.6V the collector voltage should be high.
TR2 is unlikely to be at fault, but if its drain
and gate are at high voltages and the source is
very low or zero it is faulty.

After these tests it is really rather more of a
detective job to find faults, but remember that
99 out of 100 faults are due to bad soldering or
wiring.

OPERATION
Once the Voltage control is working

correctly, connect a load (100 ohm resistor)
across the output and check that the current
reading increases as the voltage increases. At
25V a 100 ohm resistor should take 250mA.

Now reduce the current limit setting so that
the current reading falls and note that the
voltage reading also falls.The current limit
I.e.d. should light at the point where the current
just begins to reduce. Decrease the voltage
setting and the circuit will resume voltage
control as the l.e.d. goes out.

When testing a suspect (or newly built)
circuit use the Voltage and Current limit
controls to prevent excess power from being
taken in the event of a fault. Start with both
controls at zero and gradually increase them
little by little until the expected circuit working
current is reached.

If the controls are now advanced further and
the current does not increase, then all is well. If
the current continues to increase above the
expected level then it is probably necessary to
do some fault finding.

To charge NiCad batteries set the voltage to
twice the total voltage of the batteries to be
charged, and set the charge current using the
current limit control. Note that you must
remember to switch off after the correct time
has expired to fully charge the batteries,
especially when charging at higher rates.
Failure to do this can result in the battery being
damaged and at worst exploding.

In some circumstances the heatsink can get
very hot. This is especially so when a High
current is being delivered at a Low voltage. In
this instance TR2 is carrying the high current
and is dropping most of the voltage as well.

At 2A and 25V this can be so much as 50
watts. Just think how hot a 60 watt light bulb
gets and you get some idea of the heat
dissipation requirement. For moderate
durations this sort of power can be tolerated,
but prolonged use at this level is not
recommended.

When full current and voltage are being
used, the power transistor has just a few volts
across it and so is perfectly happy, and at
medium output levels power is divided between
the load and the power transistor which only
generates moderate heat.

If continuous use at high currents and low
voltages is anticipated a larger heatsink would
be a good idea.
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Constructional Project

PET
SCARER

MARK STUART

Keep pets/pests away from newly sown areas, fruit etc.
Designed to operate over long periods, this easy to build
unit gives a pulsed output.

THIS project was designed to deter a
variety of animals from their irritat-
ing irrigation pastimes in newly -

sown areas of the garden. It also should
offer some degree of protection later in the
year to young shoots and fruit. Exactly
which animals are most susceptible to the
high power ultrasound has not been estab-
lished, but favourable reports were
received when a lower power project was
published some years ago.

The circuit described here uses a 40kHz
ultrasonic transducer which is pulsed at two
second intervals with 100V. A very effi-
cient circuit is used so that the total average
current consumption is only 15mA at 9V.
This makes battery power a possibility,
especially if C or D re -chargeable cells are
used.

Alternatively, an old car battery will give
weeks of operation from a single charge
(ideal for allotments) and (at 12V) give a
higher output. For continuous use in the
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SCARER c

garden a plug-in double -insulated 9V a.c.
power supply is available which is capable
of operating over 50 metres of low cost twin
cable.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit diagram for the Pet Scarer

is shown in Fig. 1. A quad 2 -input OR gate
ICI does all the complicated work, whilst
transistor TR1 provides the output power.

A 40kHz crystal oscillator, producing a
square wave output, is formed by ICIc and
associated components. This is a standard
circuit with resistor R4 providing d.c. bias
and setting the gate in a "linear" mode so
that it works as an amplifier.

Feedback takes place via resistor R5 and
crystal XI at the resonant frequency of the
crystal so that the circuit oscillates.
Capacitors C2 and C3 ensure that the feed-
back is in the correct phase for oscillation
and also eliminate the tendency of some
i.c.s to ignore the crystal and cheerfully
oscillate at 10MHz or more.

From the oscillator the square wave pas-
ses via R6, C4 and R7. The effect of this
network is to produce a series of short
negative -going pulses at 40kHz which are
fed to one input of IC1d.

A low frequency oscillator is formed by
ICla, IC1b, and associated components.
This oscillator works as follows: Assume
that the input to ICla is low. As it is an
inverter, its output will be high, and so the
output of IC1b will be low.

Capacitor Cl will charge via resistor R2
and R3/D1 so that the voltage at the junc-
tion of resistors R1 and R2 begins to rise.
Resistor RI couples this rise to IC I a input.

After a time the voltage at ICla input
rises to the point where it is taken as a logic
1 instead of a logic 0 and so the output of
ICIa goes low. This drives the output of
IC1b high (1). This change is coupled back
to the input of ICla via capacitor Cl and
resistor RI forcing the input of ICla even
higher.

This regenerative effect makes the cir-
cuit switch over rapidly to a state which is
the opposite of the starting condition.

COMPONENTS
MAGENTA KIT 812

Resistors
RI 2M2
R2 3M3
R3 1M
R4 10M
R5, R7 10k (2 off)
R6, R8 470 (2 off)

All 1/4W carbon film.

Capacitors
C1 1µ 0.6in. pitch 100V
C2 22p ceramic plate 50V
C3 1n ceramic plate 50V
C4, C5 In mylar 50V (2 off)
C6 22n 100V C344 5%
C7 100µ radial elec. 16V

Semiconductors
D1, D4 1N4148 (2 off)
D2 BY407A
D3 1N4001
D5 3mm standard red I.e.d.
TR1 ZTX451 npn silicon
IC1 4001B CMOS quad

2 -input NOR gate

Miscellaneous:
XI 40kHz sub miniature crystal
X2 40kHz Ceramic Ultrasonic

Transmitter
L1 45 turns of 28s.w.g.

enamelled wire on N22
ferrite core assembly

Printed circuit board; case,
Magenta B1; 14 -pin i.c. socket;
grommet for X2; M3 nylon strew
with metal nut; flexible connect-
ing wire 7/0.2, 0.5 metres; 1.5mm
sleeving, 100mm.
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Pet Scarer.

Capacitor Cl now discharges via resistor
R2 (diode D1 is reverse biased, blocking
the path via resistor R3) and the voltage at
the junction of resistors R1 and R2 falls
until it reaches the point where ICla input
is taken as a logic 0. The circuit then
switches over to the original state and the
cycle repeats.

The output of IC1b is a square wave of
unequal mark/space ratio due to CI charg-
ing via R2 and R3 and discharging more
slowly through resistor R2 only. The
periods when the output is high are longer
than when it is low. With the component
values given these times are two seconds
and one second respectively.

Two signals are applied to the inputs of
IC1d. A truth table for this two -input NOR
gate is shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
Truth Table for 2 -input NOR

Input 1 Input 2 Output

0
0
1

1

0
1

0
0
0
0

With either input held high the output
of the gate is forced low. For the two
seconds that IC1b output is held high,
therefore, the output of lCld stays low
regardless of the other input's state.

During the one second that IC1b output
is low, the output of ICld is an inverted
form of the 40kHz signal on its other input.
As this is a train of negative going pulses,
the output is a train of 40kHz positive
pulses. The final result is one second bursts
of 40kHz pulses repeated at two second
intervals.

OUTPUT DRIVE
The pulse waveform from ICld drives

the output transistor TR1 via resistor R8
and capacitor C5. Resistor R8 limits the
maximum base current to a level that does
not overload IC1d, capacitor C5 speeds up
the pulse edges to give clean sharp switch-
ing of TRI.

The collector load of TR1 is a tuned cir-

cuit consisting of capacitor C6 and coil LI
in parallel which resonates at 40kHz. The
effect of this circuit when driven from the
pulsed output of transistor TRI is to pro-
vide a greatly magnified voltage swing of
over 100V peak -to -peak which is con-
nected directly to the ultrasonic transducer
X2.

The operation of this tuned circuit is
analogous to a pendulum which executes
large swings when given short pushes. The
important thing is that the pushes must be
timed to match exactly the pendulum
swing. In the case of this circuit the
"pushes" take the form of precisely timed
pulses of current from TR 1 , and the "pen-
dulum" which consists of LI and Cl is
tuned to match the pulse rate.

The capacitance of the ultrasonic trans-
ducer X2 also influences the tuned circuit
and this can vary substantially from unit to
unit. To prevent this from causing prob-
lems, the value of capacitor C6 is chosen to
be much larger than that of the transducer
so that it dominates and reduces the effect
of X2 to insignificant proportions.

To give an accurate indication of correct
operation, an I.e.d. (D5) is connected in
series with the transducer and is lit only by
the 40kHz current passing through it. A
failure in any part of the circuit will put out
the light, unlike a simple "power on" I.e.d.
which would merely indicate battery condi-
tion. The brightness of the I.e.d. also gives
some indication of the output power level.
Diode D4 is necessary to by-pass the I.e.d.
in the reverse direction.

Diode D2 is a very important part of the
circuit. It allows the voltage at the lower
end of LI to swing freely below the nega-
tive supply rail. Without the diode, TR1
collector/base junction would become for-
ward biased and effectively clamp the
negative voltage swing.

Finally, the two power supply compo-
nents capacitor C7 and diode D3 provide
decoupling and polarity protection when
d.c. supplies are used, and rectification and
smoothing when used with a.c.

CONSTRUCTION
A single printed circuit board holds all of
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Fig. 2. P.C.B. layout and wiring for the Pet Scarer.

the components, except the ultrasonic
transducer and I.e.d.

The size of the board fits exactly into
guide slots in the specified case, or can be
mounted in an alternative case using
screws, nuts and spacers. The leads to the
transducer can be extended up to 10 metres
without causing any problems, allowing the
"electronics" to be kept indoors or in a
shed if required. This should not be neces-
sary though if the case is well sealed, and

The inductor coil Ll should be wound
first with 45 turns of 28s.w.g. enamelled
wire. Either a single or multi -section bob-
bin can be used as there is plenty of winding
space available. If a three section bobbin is
used, wind 15 turns in each section before
moving on to the next. A single section
bobbin can be "scramble wound" as there
is nothing to be gained by neat layer wind-
ing. In either case it is important to bring
both ends of the winding out at the same
side of the bobbin so that 45 FULL turns
are completed.

A layer of p.v.c. tape should be put over
the finished winding to protect it and hold
the turns in place. Leave 50mm wire ends
and "tin" solder 10mm of each wire. If sol-
derable (or self -fluxing) enamelled wire is
used this should be easy, although the sol-
dering iron must be held on the wire for
some time to start the enamel melting.
Other types of enamel will need scraping
away to expose the bare copper before sol-
dering. This is best done by folding a piece
of emery paper over the wire.

The two core halves should be fitted over
the coil with their gaps aligned and fixed
together and to the p.c.b. by means of a
nylon M3 screw and a metal nut which must
NOT be over tightened. A metal screw pas-
sing through the cores must not be used as
it would introduce enormous losses. The
core types specified MUST be used as the
inductance of the final assembly is critical.

CIRCUIT BOARD
The printed circuit board (p.c.b.) com-

ponent layout is shown in Fig. 2 together

with a full size copper foil master pattern.
Assembly is straightforward with only crys-
tal XI requiring special care as it has deli-
cate leads and a glass seal. It is best to leave
the leads full length and to fix the crystal to
the board with a dab of flexible "impact"
adhesive.

A socket should be used for ICI as it can
be a great aid in fault finding to be able to
remove the i.c. and make resistance
checks. The diodes are marked with a band
to indicate the cathode (k) end, and transis-
tor TR1 is shaped so that its polarity can be
easily identified. Capacitor C7 has its nega-
tive lead indicated by markings on its case.

The I.e.d. D5 should be mounted into a
tight fitting hole in the case and its leads left
full length. Two 100mm lengths of flexible
wire should be attached to the ends of the
I.e.d. leads, and fitted with 1.5mm sleeving
to cover the full uninsulated length.

Mounting of the ultrasonic transducer
X2 to the case is made easy by means of a
tight fitting grommet. Varnish, rubber bath
sealant or flexible adhesive can be used to
make perfect seals around the I.e.d. trans-

ducer, aid grommet on the inside of the
case. Be careful though as some com-
pounds have solvents which will damage
the case, and "melt" the I.e.d.

Wires to the power source should be
brought out through a small hole in the end
of the case which will be the bottom when
the units working, and sealed as before.

TESTING
If all is well the I.e.d. should flash and the

circuit current consumption should be
50mA during the flashes, and practically
zero in between. Giving an average of
15mA assuming a 9V supply. On 12V the
current consumption will be higher and the
I.e.d. brighter. As the circuit is very effi-
cient, transistor TR1 should stay com-
pletely cold.

The circuit can be checked in stages if
found to be faulty. The output of IC1b can
be read with a multimeter as it pulses
slowly at three second intervals. The out-
put of IC1c is a 40kHz square wave and will
read as half supply voltage on a multimeter
d.c. voltage range. The output of ICld is a
series of 40kHz pulses which will read as
half supply voltage pulses on and off at
three second intervals.

The base of transistor TR1 should read
slightly positive during pulses and zero in
between. TR1 collector will read approxi-
mately 20V and the anode of diode D2 will
be at the supply voltage.

For those with an oscilloscope the circuit
waveform can be read easily, making fault
finding a simple task.

IN USE
Once the circuit is operating normally,

the case should be closed and weather-
proofed by the use of insulating tape
around the lid and over the lid screws. It is
recommended that the unit is fitted to a
stake in the garden and sheltered from
direct rainfall by a flat piece of wood nailed
to the top of the stake. Other methods may
of course be tried, with such hardware as
plastic drink bottles and p.v.c. rainwater
pipes offering interesting possibilities.

If a mains transformer is used as the
power source, it is essential to use a good
quality type with double insulation. Plug-in
adaptors are particularly good as they are
manufactured to high safety standards.
The 9V d.c. adaptor specified is ideal
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AUDIO moat.
GEMERATOR
MARK STUART r

A low cost, versatile
audio signal
generator providing
up to 6V output.

THIS simple low cost audio generator is
extremely useful to have around. The

output is a sine wave of up to six volts peak to
peak and the frequency can be varied from
33Hz up to 33kHz. Two output sockets give
variable outputs of 0-60mV, and 0-6 volts. A
third socket gives a constant six volts output
which can drive loads as low as eight ohms
directly at up to 0.5 watts. This high power
output level is ideal for checking loudspeakers
and associated wiring. The compact
construction makes the unit perfect for the tool
box or pocket.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the oscillator is shown

LP1

SEE
TEXT

in Fig. I. A single audio amplifier i.c. the
LM386N-I does everything. The frequency of
oscillation is set by the dual variable control
VR2a and VR2b, in conjunction with which-
ever pair of capacitors is selected by Sib and
S lc. Capacitors CI and C4 give the low
frequency range of 33Hz to 330Hz, C2 and C5
give 330Hz to 3.3kHz, and C3 and C6 give
3.3kHz to 33kHz.

The components together form a frequency
selective network known as a Wein Bridge. At
the frequency of oscillation the circuit has its
maximum voltage "gain" of one third. Above
or below this frequency the "gain" falls away.
Unlike the sort of tuned circuits used in radio
receivers which can have very sharp peaks, this
circuit has only a gentle "hump" in its
frequency response. Its big advantage is that it
does not use inductors (which would be very
large for low frequencies) and that the
frequency can be varied by changing just the
two resistor values. Feedback via this network
is passed from the output of ICI (pin five) to its
non -inverting input (pin three) via R2 and R3.
If the amplifier gain is exactly three the
losses of the feedback network are made up

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Audio Signal Generator.
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and the whole circuit will oscillate as required.
The problem in a practical circuit is that a gain
of exactly three is impossible to achieve. If the
gain is only slightly less than three the circuit
will never oscillate and if the gain is slightly
more than three the oscillations will go on
increasing in level until the amplifier is driven
into clipping and the output is no longer a
sine wave.

What is needed is a means of measuring the
output level and increasing or decreasing the
gain as the output voltage falls or rises. Many
elaborate circuits have been designed to do this,
some of which are very sophisticated and are
used in top class audio measuring instruments.
One of the most common methods is to use a
pair of diodes or Zener diodes in the feedback
network to introduce a controlled form of
clipping and to set the gain to slightly over
three. This method introduces a small amount
of distortion but is quite adequate for some
applications.

THERMISTOR
An alternative is to use a thermistor which is

driven by some of the output signal and as a
result increases in temperature and changes
resistance. This change in resistance is arranged
to affect the feedback signal so that if the
output rises and the thermistor gets hotter the
gain is automatically reduced and vice -versa. In
this way the gain is constantly controlled and
sets itself to exactly three. Low distortion and
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VR2
VR3

Capacitors
C1,C4

C2, C5
C3,C6
C7,C8
C9

simple circuitry are the merits of this method,
the only drawback being the cost of the
thermistor. As this has to be heated by a very
small signal it has to be physically small and
contained inside an evacuated glass envelope.
The RA53 type usually used costs around £6.00
which is rather expensive when a simple, cheap
circuit is required. In this circuit the thermistor
method has been used but instead of a standard
thermistor a small cheap filament lamp is
employed.

LAMP CHARACTERISTICS
It is generally known that the resistance of a

filament lamp changes as it heats and cools.
What is probably less well known is exactly
how much. To get some idea of the figures
involved a small bulb of 12 volts 60mA rating
was tested. The voltage across it was varied and
the current measured at different voltages from
25 millivolts upwards. The resulting curve is
plotted in Fig. 2. A normal resistor would
produce a straight line as shown by the dotted
line for a 200 ohm resistor. The shape of the
curve shows that initially the current increases
rapidly for only a small increase in voltage but
gradually increases less and less as the voltage
gets higher.

At very low current and voltage
(ImA,25mV) the slope of the curve shows the
resistance to be around 25 ohms. At higher
currents the effective resistance rises becoming
355 ohms at 12 volts. This has very interesting
implications from the point of view of switch -
on surges. In this case a 60mA bulb will
actually look like a 25 ohm resistor at switch -on
and will draw a current of 500mA. If the power

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1,R5,R6 1 k (3 off)
R2 47k
R3 22k
R4 68k
R7 150
R8 802
R9 10k

R10 100

Potentiometers
VR I 1k min horizontal

preset
10k dual reverse log.
1k log.

470n 100V min
polyester 10%
47n polyester 10%
4n7 polystrene 5%
100y radial elect 16V
220p radial elect 16V

Semiconductors
IC1 LM386N 1 amplifier

Miscellaneous
LP1, 12V 60mA min. wire ended

lamp.
Sl, 3pole 4way rotary switch.
SK1 to SK4, 4mm panel sockets.
Knobs, 2 miniature, 1 with metal

skirt; i.c. socket, 8 pin; PP3 battery clip;
p.c.b , metal case size 75 100

40mm; wire; case feet.
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Fig. 2. Lamp resistance vat iation.

supply can only provide 250mA then a voltage
dip will occur which could result in numerous
undesirable circuit effects. If it is assumed that
all bulbs behave similarly it indicates that a car
headlight bulb rated at 48 watts or four amps
will draw an initial surge current at switch -on
of around 35 amps! The headlamp switch must
therefore be able to handle regular 70 amp
current surges.

Getting back to the original purpose of all
this, it is clear that the bulb filament can be
used in the same way as a thermistor to control

the gain of the oscillator circuit. The bulb
resistance increases as the power in it increases
and this must be arranged so that it causes a
decrease of circuit gain.

SECOND
The arrangement shown in Fig. I achieves

the necessary control by introducing a second
feedback loop around ICI. This loop is from
the output to the inverting input so is negative
feedback. The output signal is coupled via C8
and R7 to the lamp I .P1. The voltage across the
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lamp is tapped off via RI and VRI and fed to
pin two of ICI. Operation is as follows:
Initially when the circuit is switched on LPI is
cold and so has a very low resistance. Any
feedback via R7 is therefore shunted away and
has little effect. Without negative feedback the
circuit has high gain and so oscillation
commences and builds up.

As LP1 is heated by the increasing output
signal, its resistance increases and so the voltage
across it also increases. This causes more
negative feedback to be applied to the circuit
which reduces its gain. This stabilises the
oscillations at a level which then can be pre-set
by means of VR1. The result is a good stable
sine wave output of 6V peak to peak.

Although the final circuit is very simple the
actual design of the negative feedback
stabilisation loop is quite difficult. The thermal
inertia of the lamp puts a delay into the circuit
which can cause the stabilisation to overshoot.
This means that the output level can have a
tendency to bounce up and down as the
frequency is varied. Careful design is necessary
to reduce this effect to a minimum.

OUTPUTS
Three outputs are available from the circuit.

One is straight from the i.c. output via C9, and
is capable of driving a speaker at up to 0.5
watts. The second output is variable by means
of VR3 from zero to six volts. R8 protects this
output from short circuits. The third output is
divided by 100 by R9 and RIO and so is suitable
for use with sensitive input circuits.

POWER
The circuit can be powered either by 9 or 12

volts. A PP3 battery will give adequate power
for intermittent use. A mains adaptor should be
used if the unit is in use for longer periods for
example during bench testing. A section of SI
(S la) is used as the on -off switch.

CONSTRUCTION
The whole circuit is built on a small printed

circuit board which is shown in Fig. 3, the
copper track pattern is also shown. Assemble
the board as shown taking care to get C7, C8
and C9 the right way round. A socket should
be used for ICI. The board should be fitted
with flexible wire leads for the connections to
VR3 and SI. These leads are best fitted directly
to the board by stripping approximately 6mm
of insulation and passing the bare ends through
from the component side and soldering on the
track side.

Refer to the wiring diagram of Fig. 5 for all
of the necessary off -board connections. Switch
SI has all of its tags numbered or lettered for
ease of identification. If different switches are
used it may be necessary to make changes to
this. The lamp LPI should be secured to the
hoard with a small blob of adhesive. It is
important that the correct lamp is used for the
stabilisation circuit.

SETTING UP
The circuit only requires adjustment of VRI

to be up and ready to use. Fortunately this
adjustment is quite simple. Ensure that a fresh
battery is fitted, select the lowest frequency
range and set the dial to give approximately
50Hz. Connect a multimeter set to a.c. volts
between OV and "Output I". Adjust VRI to
give a reading of 2.1 volts, and that's it. The
calibration of VR2 can be done by borrowing a
frequency meter or oscilloscope, or in a slightly
more primitive way by comparison with
musical instruments.

The scale and panel label shown in the
photographs can be copied, stuck on and
protected by self adhesive transparent film.0
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit board layout and wiring.

Fig. 4. I lterwiring details.
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DIRECT i® o o Ili 5CRVIIICC
The books listed have been selected as being of special
interest to everyone involved in electronics and computing.
They are supplied by mail order direct to your door. Full
ordering details are given on the last book page.

AUDIO & MUSIC

SYNTHESIZERS FOR MUSICIANS
R. A. Penfold
Modern synthesizers are extremely complex, but they
mostly work on principles that are not too difficult to
understand. If you want to go beyond using the factory
presets or the random poking of buttons, this is the book
for you.

It covers the principles of modern synthesis -linear
arithmetic as used by Roland, phase distortion (Casio),
Yamaha's frequency modulation, and sampling -and
then describes how the instruments are adjusted to pro-
duce various types of sound -strings, brass, percussion,
etc. The theoretical side of synthesis is treated in an easy
to understand way -the technical information being
restricted to what you need to know to use your instru-
ment effectively.
168 pages Order code PC105 £6.95

AUDIO
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Analysis of the sound wave and an explanation of
acoustical quantities prepare the way These are fol-

lowed by a study of the mechanism of hearing and
examination of the various sounds we hear A look at
room acoustics with a subsequent chapter on micro-
phones and loudspeakers then sets the scene for the
main chapter on audio systems-amplifiers, oscillators,
disc and magnetic recording and electronic music
320 pages Temporarily out of print

sichap
woultwows

Introducing
wino. Digital Audio

CD.DAT and
SamplIng

INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO
Ian Sinclair
Digital recording metnods have existed for many years and
have become familiar to the professional recording engin
eer, but the compact disc (CD) was the first device to bring
digital audio methods into the home. The next step is the
appearance of digital audio tape (DAT) equipment
All this development has involved methods and c 'cults that
are totally alien to the technician or keen amateur who has
previously worked with audio circuits. The principles and
practices of digital audio owe little or nothing tc the tradi-
tional linear circuits of the past, and are much moe compre
hensible to today's computer engineer than the older
generation of audio engineers.
This book is intended to bridge the gap of understanding for
the technician and elthusiast The principles and methods
are explained, but the mathematical background and theory
is avoided, other thar to state the end product
128 pages Order code PC102 £5.95

MAKE MONEY FROM HOME RECORDING
Clive Brooks
Now that you've spent a fortune on all that recording
gear, MIDI and all, wouldn't it be nice to get some of it
back? Well here's the book to show you how,

It's packed with money making ideas, any one of which
will recoup the price of the book many times over.
Whether you have a fully fledged recording studio at
home, or just a couple of stereo cassette recorders and a
microphone, you'll be able to put the ideas in this book
into practice and m tke money.
105 pages Order code PC104 E5.95

TEACH -IN THEORY & REFERENCE

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN
Michael Tooley BA and David Whitfield MA MSc
CEng WEE (published by Everyday Electronics)
This value for money EE book provides a comprehensive
background to modern electronics including test gear
projects. A complete course in basic electronics; designed
for the complete newcomer it will however also be of value
to those with some previous experience of electronics.
Wherever possible the course is related to "real life"
working circuits and each part includes a set of detailed
practical assignments. Includes details of eight items of
related test gear giving full constructional information and
diagrams for each one. They are: Safe Power Supply;
Universal LCF1 Bridge; Diode/ Transistor Tester; Audio
Signal Tracer; Audio Signal Generator; RF Signal
Generator; FET Voltmeter; Pulse Generator. An excellent
companion for anyone interested in electronics and
invaluable for those taking G.C.SI and BTEC electronics
courses.
104 pages (.44 size) Order code EE/T-I f/.95

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN 88/69-
INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS
Mike Tooley BA (published by Everyday Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726.3031. The book contains every-
thing you need to know including full details on register-
ing for assessment, etc,
80 pages 644 size) Order code 11-88/89 £2.45

2,41

TESTING & TEST GEAR

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULT1METER
R.A. Perd old
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of
limited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the bas-
ics of analogue and digital rnultimeters, discussing the rela-
tive merits and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2
various methods of component checking are described, in-
cluding ters for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors
and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in Chapter 3. with
subjects such as voltage, current and continuity checks
being discussed.
In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience is
assumed. Using these simp,. component and circuit testing
techniques the reader shou d be able to confide -ley tackle
servicing of most electronic protects.
96 pages Order code BP239 £2.95

HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC -
2nd EDITION
Jack Darr and Dolton T. Horn
Cescribes electronic tests and measurements -how to
make them with all kinds of test equipment, and how to
interpret the results. New sections in this edition include
logic probes, frequency counters, capacitance meters,
and more IAn American book.)
190 pages Order code T2925 £9.05

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 3 - EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS
Owen Bishop
Another EE value for money publication aimed at stu-
dents of electronics. The course is designec to explain
the workings of electronic components and circuits by
involving the reader in experimenting with them. The
book does not contain masses of theory or formulae but
straightforward explanations and circuits to build and
experiment with.

Exploring Electonics contains more than 25 useful
projects, assumes no previous knowledge of electronics
and is split into 26 easily digestible sections
88 pages (A4 size; Order code T13 £2.45

ELECTRONICS A "MADE SIMPLE" BOOK
G. H. Olsen
This book provides excellent background reading for Our
Introducing Digital Electronics series and will be of interest
to everyone study ng electronics. The subject is simply ex-
plained and well illustrated and the book assumes only a
very basic knowlecge of electricity
330 pages Order code NE10 £4.95

MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND CIRCUITS
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.. F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A truly comprehensive guide to the elements of micro
processing systems which really starts at the beginning
Teaches the reader the essential fundamertals that are
so important for a sound understanding of he sublect
256 pages Temporarily out of print

THE ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS
4th EDITION
Rufus P. Turner and Stan Gibilisco
With more than 27,000 terms used in electrorics today,
this collection is THE most comprehensive dictionary
evadable. Including all practical electronics and compu-
ter terms it is as up-to-date as the latest advances in the
field itself) Tables and data on subjects most often con-
sulted for projects and experiments are included. Other
conversion tables include English metric and metric.
English conversions for units of measurement of energy,
power and volume, and Fahrenheit Celsius te-nperature
conversion charts.

Setting this edition apart from other electronic dic-
ionaries is its emphasis on illustration. Featuring more
than complete definitions, this fourth edition includes
over 450 detailed drawings and diagrams.

All entries are listed in alphabetical order. Abbrevia-
tions and initials are listed in sequence with whole
words. All terms of more than one word are treated as
one word. IAn American book.)
548 pages Order code T2900 E18.75

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
F. A. WIson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and "cut -and -tried methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled A strong
practical bias-tedious and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible and many tables have been
included

The book is divided into six basic sections Units
and Constants, Direct -current Circuits, Passize Compo-
nents. Alternating-currert Circuits. Networks and Theo-
rems. Measurements
256 pages Order code BPS3 £3.95

MICROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 2 CHECKBOOK
R. Veers
The aim of this book is to provide a foundation in
microcomputer hardware, software and interfacing
echniqu es. Each topic is presented in a way that assumes
)nly an elementary knowledge of microelectronic systems

and logic functions. The book concentrates on 6502, Z80
and 6800 microprocessors and contains 60 tested
programs, 160 worked problems and 250 further problems.
Now replaced by Microelectronic Systems N2 Checkbook
Order code NEO4N E6.95
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TEACH -IN, THEORY & REFERENCE DATA & COMPONENT
IDENTIFICATIONELECTRONICS -BUILD AND LEARN

R. A. Penfold
The first chapter gives full constructional details of a circuit
demonstrator unit that is used in subsequent chapters to
introduce common electronic components -resistors, capaci-
tors, transformers, diodes, transistors, thyristors, lets and op
amps. Later chapters go on to describe how these compo-
nents are built up into useful circuits, oscillators, multivibra-
tors, bistables and logic circuits.

At every stage in the book there are practical tests and
experiments that you can carry out on the demonstrator unit
to investigate the points described and to help you under-
stand the principles involved. You will soon be able to go on
to more complex circuits and tackle fault finding logically in
other circuits you build
120 pages Order Code PC103 E5.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
Ian Sinclair
Ian Sinclair has now revised this useful and carefully selec-
ted collection of standard circuits, rules -of -thumb, and
design data for professional engineers, students and
enthusiasts involved in radio and electronics. Covering pass-
ive and active components, discrete component circuits
(such as amplifiers, filters and oscillators) and linear and
digital i.c.s, the book includes many items which are not
elsewhere available in a single handy volume. The aeration
and functions of typical circuits are described, while math-
ematics is limited to that necessary for deciding component
values for any application.
This revised edition contains more details on computers and
microprocessors and has been brought up to date hyough-
out
199 pages Order Code NE06 E7.95

CIRCUITS & DESIGN

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF
MOOEL RAILWAYS
R.A. Penfold
Home computers may easily be applied to the control of
model railways and really quite sophisticated control, which
needs only simple programming, is not too difficult to
achieve. The main problem lies in interfacing the computer
to the layout, but fortunately it is not too difficult or expens-
ive to build suitable interfaces, and this book shows you
how.
The projects consist of various types of controller, including
a high quality pulse type, as well as circuits for train position
sensing, signal and electric points control etc. The use of
computers does not have to be restricted to massive layouts.
Something as simple as an oval of track with a single siding
can be given a new dimension by adding computer control
and much fun can be had from these relatively simple set-
ups.
88 pages Order code BP180 E2.95

Electronic
Circuits for the
Computer
Control of
Model Railways

Refflysoto

Hanigiboolg

REMOTE CONTROL HANDBOOK
Owen Bishop
Remote control systems lend themselves to a modular
approach. This makes it possible for a wide range of sys-
tems, from the simplest to the most complex, to be built
up from a number of relatively simple modules. The
author has tried to ensure that, as far as possible, the cir-
cuit modules in this book are compatible with one
another. They can be linked together in many different
configurations to produce remote control systems tai-
lored to individual requirements. Whether you wish sim-
ply to switch a table lamp on and off, or to operate an
industrial robot, this book should provide the circuit you
require.
226 pages Order code BP240 £3.95

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on ''how to
make' RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and
transformers Practically every possible type is dis-
cussed and calculations necessary are given and ex-
plained in detail. Although this book is now rather old,
with the exception of torroids and pulse transformers
little has changed in coil design since it was written
96 pages Order Code 160 £2.50

sec' .ir,t4

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS BOOK 1
R. A. Penfold.
Each project, which is designed to be built on a "Vero -
bloc" breadboard, is presented in a similar fashion with a
brief circuit description, circuit diagram, component lay-
out diagram, components list and notes on construction
and use where necessary. Wherever possible, the com-
ponents used are common to several projects, hence
with only a modest number of reasonably inexpensive
components, it is possible to build in turn, every project
shown. Recommended by BICC-Vero.
160 pages Order Code BP107 £2.25

BOOK 2 -All projects use CMOS i.c.s but the items on
component identification etc., are not repeated from
Book 1.
160 pages Order code BP113 E2.25

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK
Michael Tooley BA
This book aims to explode two popular misconcepticns con
reining the design of electronic circuits: that only those with
many years of experience should undertake circuit design
and that the process relies on an understanding of aavanced
mathematics. Provided one is not too ambitious, neither of
these popularly held beliefs is true

Specifically, this book aims to provide the reader with d
unique collection of practical working circuits together with
supporting information so that circuits can be produced or,
the shortest possible time and without recourse tc theor
etical texts.

Furthermore, information has been included so that the
circuits can readily be modified and extended by readers to
meet their own individual needs. Related circuits have been
grouped together and cross-referenced within the text (and
also in the index) so that readers are aware of which circuits
can be readily connected together to form more complex
systems. As far as possible, a common range of supply
voltages, signal levels and impedances has been adopted.

As a bonus, ten test gear projects have been included
These not only serve to illustrate the techniques described
but also provide a range of test equipment which is useful in
its own right.
277 pages Order code NE05 7:14.95

AUDIO IC CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A vast range of audio and audio -associated i.c s are
readily available for use by amateur and professional
design engineers and technicians. This manual is a guide
to the most popular and useful of these devices with
over 240 diagrams. It deals with i c.s such as low fre-
quency linear amplifiers, dual pre -amplifiers, 3 udio
power amplifiers, charge coupled device delay lines,
bar -graph display drivers, and power supply regulators,
and shows how to use these devices in circuits ranging
from simple signal conditioners and filters to complex
graphic equalizers, stereo amplifier systems, and echo
reverb delay line systems etc.
168 pages Order code NE13 E11.95

How to Design

Electronic
Projects

.ev A Lit

AUDIO IC
CIRCUITS MANUAL

R M MARSTON

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
T he aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of
trial and error, but without resorting to any advarced
mathematics Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet
your special requirements are also provided
128 pages Order code BP127 £2.25

KEY TECHNIQUES FOR CIRCUIT DESIGN
C. G. Loveday C.Eng MIERE
Deals with designing electronic circuits from scratch
covering concepts such as target specifications, compo-
nent selection (passive, discretes and i.c.$), the design
cycle, derating and so on. Numerous design examples
are given and several reader exercises all with fully
worked solutions. The approach is essentially ron-
mathematical.
128 pages Order code BM1 E5.95

50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM
SILICON AND ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting end useful circuits and appl.ca
lions, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most simple and inexpensive of
components-the diode Includes the use of german,um
and silicon signal diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and
Zener diodes, etc
64 pages Order Code BP36 £1.50

TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE
This unique guide offers a range of selection tables
compiled so as to be of maximum use to all electronics
engineers, designers and hobbyists.
Section 1: Covers component markings, codings and
standards, as well as explaining the symbols used.
Section 2. Tabulates in alpha -numeric sequence the
comprehensive specifications of over 1400 devices.
Section 3: Tabulates the devices by case type.
Section 4: Considers particular limits to the electrical
parameters when compiling the tables.
Section 5: Illustrates package outlines and leadouts.
Section 6: Consists of a surface mounting device markings
conversion list.
192 pages Temporarily out of print

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese digital

c s Also includes details of packaging, families, func-
tions, manufacturer and country of origin
256 pages Order code BP140 £5.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese transis-
tors Also shows material type polarity manufacturer
and use
320 pages Order code BPB5 £3.50

CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Banani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not -so -com-
mon, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols
that are used in books, magazines and instruction
manuals. etc , in most countries throughout the world
Chart Order Code BP27 £0.95

OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful single -volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as
the electronics student and amateur. It deals with the
subject in an easy -to -read, down-to-earth, and non -
mathematical yet comprehensive manner, explaining
the basic principles and characteristics of the best known
devices, and presenting the reader with many practical
applications and over 200 circuits. Most of the i.c.s and
other devices used are inexpensive and readily available
types, with universally recognised type numbers.
182 pages Order coda NE14 E10.95

OPTOELECTRONICS
CIRCUITS MANUAL

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc are developed
96 pages Order code BP72 £1.75

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
- BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for elec-
tronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working
projects from lust a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information Any special setting -up
procedures are described
BOOK 1 160 pages Order code BP80 £2.95
BOOK 2 160 pages Order code BP98 E2.95

CMOS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
Written for the professional engineer, student or
enthusiast. It describes the basic principles and charac-
teristics of these devices and includes over 200 circuits.

All the circuits have been designed, built and fully
evaluated by the author; all use inexpensive and interna-
tionally available devices.

pages Order code NE12 £9.95
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CIRCUITS & DESIGN

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 1

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
B UILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 2

R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their
own projects, rather than simply following published
project designs

B OOK 1 contains Oscillators-sinewave, triangular,
squarewave. sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies Timers-simple mono -
stable circuits using c s, the 555 and 7555 devices. etc
Miscellaneous-noise generators, rectifiers, compara-
tors and triggers. etc

BOOK 2 contains Amplifiers-low level discrete and
op -amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
do types Also low -noise audio and voltage controlled
amplifiers Filters-high-pass. low-pass, 6, 12. and 24dB
per octave types Miscellaneous-i c power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc

BOOK 1 128 pages Order code BP117 £1.95
BOOK 2 112 pages Order code BP118 £1.95

ELECTRONIC ALARM CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
One hundred and forty useful alarm circuits, of a variety
of types, are shown in this volume. The operating princi-
ple of each one is explained in concise but comprehen-
sive terms, and brief construction notes are given where
necessary.

Aimed at the practical design engineer, technician and
experimenter, as well as the electronics student and
amateur.
124 pages Order code NE11 £9.95

DESIGNING DC POWER SUPPLIES
G. C. Loveday C.Eng MIERE
Covers all aspects of the design of regulated power units,
using discretes, i.c. regulators and switched units. It also
covers protection circuits and reference supplies. Many
design examples and exercises all with fully worked sol-
utions are given,
137 pages Order code BM2 £6.95

Electronics
Simplified -
CrYstal Set
Construction

Modern Opto
evice Projects

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S
POCKETBOOK
Michael Tooley
An invaluable compendium of facts. figures, circuits and
data, indispensable to the designer, student. service
engineer and all those interested in computer and
microcomputer systems It will appeal equally to the
hardware or software specialist and to the new band of

software engineers" This first edition covers a vast
range of subjects at a practical level, with the necessary
explanatory text The data is presented in a succinct and
rapidly accessible form so that the bock can become part
of an everyday toolkit
205 pages (hard cover) Order code NE01 £8.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PRINTER
J. W. Penfold
Details how to use all the features provided on most dot-
matrix printers from programs and popular word proces-
sor packages like Wordwise, Visawnte and Quill, etc
Shows exactly what must be typed in to achieve a given
effect
96 pages Order Code BP181 £2.95

SEE
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR
MORE BOOKS

MODERN OPTO DEVICE PROJECTS
R.A. Penfold
In recent years. the range of opto devices available to the
home constructor has expanded and changed radically
These devices now represent one of the more nteresting
areas of modern electronics for the hobbyist to experiment
in, and many of these devices have useful practical applica-
tions as well. This book provides a number at practical
designs which utilize a range of modern opto-electric
devices, including such things as fibre optics, ultra bright
I.e.d.s and passive IR detectors etc.
While many of these designs are not in the "dead simple"
category, they should be within the capabilities of anyone
with a reasonable amount of experience in electronics con-
struci...-n and some of the more simple designs are suitable
for beginners.
104 pages Order code BP194 £2.95

DIGITAL LOGIC GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS
Ian R. Sinclair
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students aid techni-
cians, seeks to establish a firm foundation in digital elec-
tronics by treating the topics of gates and flip-flops
thoroughly and Iron the beginning. This is not a con-
structor's book in the sense of presenting circuits to build
and use, it is for the user who wants to design and
troubleshoot digital circuitry with considerably more
understanding of principles.

Topics such as Boolean algebra and KarnaJgh map-
ping are explained, demonstrated and used extensively,
and more attention is paid to the subject of synchronous
counters than to the simple but less important ripple
counters.

No background other than a basic knowledge of elec-
tronics is assumed, and the more theoretical topics are
explained from the beginning, as also are many working
practices. The boot concludes with an explanation of
microprocessor techniques as applied to digital logic
200 pages Order code PC106 £1395

HOW TO USE OP -AMPS
E. A. Pan
This book has been written as a designer's guide
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as pcssible
160 pages Order cod* BP88 £2.95

hnulta

COMPUTING
AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ACORN ELECTRON
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Designed to help the reader learn more about program-
ming and to mak? best use of the Electron s many
features Adds considerably to the information already
supplied in the manufacturer's own instructiol manual
144 pages Order code BP142 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ATARI 600/800 XL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Especially written to supplement the manufacturer's own
handbook The information supplied will help the reader
to master BASIC programming and to make best use of
the Atari's many powerful features
128 pages Order code BP143 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
SINCLAIR QL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Helps the reader to make best use of the fantastic Sinclair
Qt.'s almost unlimited range of features Designed to
complement the manufacturer's handbook
112 pages Order code BP150 £1.95

A 280 WORKSHOP MANUAL
E. A. Parr, B.Sc.. C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
This book is intended for people who wish to progress
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to ,opics such
as machine code and assembly language programming,
or need hardware details of a Z80 based computer
192 pages Order Code BP112 £3.50

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK I
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background informa-
tion Any special construcional points are covered but
p c b layouts and other detailed constructional informa-
tion are no' included

Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer, Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications
Book 1 112 pages Order code BP130 E2.25
Book 2 112 pages Order code BP131 £2.75

SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
Keith Brindley
There are a considerable number of transducers, Look
through any electronic components catalogue and you'll
find a wide variety of types, and each type has many ver-
sions. It's lot easy to choose a transducer correctly for a
particular function. In many specifications, terms and
procedures are referred to which might deter you from
using one that is, in fact, tie best for the job. Yet, opting
to use a transducer merely because it is easies to inter-
face into .he measuring system is not the answer. A
greater knowledge of all types of transducers capable of
doing the task is the idea., and only then car a totally
satisfactory decision be made to use one in particular.
176 pages Order code NE17 E12.95

ELECTROW CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF
ROBOTS
Robert Penfold
Robots and robotics offer one of the most interesting areas
for the electronics hobbyist to experiment in. Today the
mechanical side of robots is not too difficult. as there are
robotics kts and a wide range of mechanical components
available. The micro controller is not too much of a problem
either, since the software need not be terribly complex and
many inexpensive home computers are well suited to the
task
The main :tumbling block for most would-be robot builders
is the electronics to interface the computer to tne motors.
and the sensors which provide feedback from the robot to
the computer The purpose of this book is to explain and
provide same relatively s mple electronic circuits which
bridge this gap
92 pages Order code BP179 E2.95

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions. covering many different branches of e ectronics,
using one- of the most inexpensive and freely available
components-the light -emitting diode ILED) Also in-
cludes circuits for the 707 common anode display
64 pages Order Code 8P42 E1.95
BOOK 2 51) more I e.d circuits Order code BRIT E1.35

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED
- CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION
F. A. W Icon, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Especially written for those who wish to participate in the
intricacies of electronics more through practical con-
struction than by theoretical study It is designed for all
ages upwards from the day one can read intell gently and
handle simple tools
80 pages Order Code BP92 £1.75

A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO MS-DOS
N (enters
This guide is writen with tne non -expert, busy person in
mind and as such, it has an underlying structure based
on "what you need to know first, appears first".
Nonetheless, the guide is also designed to be circular,
which means that you don't have to start at the begin-
ning and go to the end. The more experienced user can
start from any section.

The guide covers versions 3.0, 3.1 and 3.2 of both PC -
DOS and MS-DOS as implemented by IBM and other
manufacturers of "compatible" microcomputers,
including the AMSTRAD PC's. It covers both fl 3ppy disc -
based systems and hard oisc-based systems.
64 pages Order code 8P232 £2.95

AN INT 40DUCTION TO 68000 ASSEMBLY
LANGUNGE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing
program: for 68000 based micros such as the Commo-
dore Amiga. Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range
etc , in assembly language It is not as difficult as one
might think and this boon covers the fundamentals
112 pages Order code BPI114 OAS

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX
SPECTRUM
M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use all the
Spectrums commands and functions, but a very differ-
ent one 'o be able to combine them into programs that
do exacry what you want them to This is lust what this
book is all about --teaching you the art cf effective
programming with your Spectrum
144 pagas Order code BP119 £2.50
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PROJECT CONSTRUCTION

HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
R. A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking
for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects
96 pages Order code BP110 E2.50

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit

board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including pnoto-
graphic methods and designing your own p c.b.s.
80 pages Order code BP121 E2.50

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build
the electronic projects that are regularly featur 3d in
magazines and books Also includes examples in the
form of simple projects
112 pages Order code No. 227 E2.25

RADIO, TV, SATELLITE

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO 9th EDITION
Gordon J. King
Radio signals, transmitters, receivers, antennas, compo-
nents, valves and semiconductors, C8 and amateur
radio.
266 pages Order code NE08 E6.95

AP' INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold
Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station. country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill
and knowledge. The object of this book is to help the
reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio DXing
112 pages Order code BP91 £1.95

A TV-DXERS HANDBOOK
R. Bunney
Roger Bunney is probably one of the leading
authorities in this country on the subject. Includes
many units and devices which have been designed
and used by active enthusiasts, and often, consider-
able ingenuity and thought have gone into the
development of such units to overcome individual
problems. A practical and authoritative reference to
this unusual aspect of electronics.
128 pages Order code BP176 £5.95

SATELLITE_
1LLk VISION

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE -
2nd EDITION
John Breeds
This book is now firmly established as a leading study
manual for satellite TV installers, technical colleges who
run City & Guilds courses, and training schools in major
companies. It will be invaluable to anyone who wants to
set up a dish receiver.

It covers all aspects of satellite dish installation: Instal-
lation of indoor unit, Geostationary satellites, Site sur-
vey, Dish assembly, Signal polarisation, Setting up the
dish, Polar mount dish, TV downlead and relay cable and
F -connectors, EIRP footprint contours, Trouble -shooting
guide, Glossary of terms and Useful addresses.
56 pages (large format) Order code JB1 r 1.95

NEWNES SHORTWAVE LISTENING HANDBOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UOW
Part One covers the "science" side of the subject, going
from a few simple electrical "first principles", throcgh a
brief treatment of radio transmission methods to simple
receivers. The emphasis is on practical receiver designs
and how to build and modify them, with several cir:uits
in the book.

Part Two covers the use of sets, what can be heard, the
various bands, propagation, identification of stations,
sources of information, ()Sling of stations and listening
to amateurs. Some computer techniques, such as com-
puter morse decoding and radio teletype decoding are
also covered.
224 pages Order code NE16 Et2.95

Introduction to
Wilde Television

COMPUTING

SERVICING PERSONAL COMPUTERS - 2nd EDITION
Mike Tooley BA
The revised and enlarged second edition contains a new
chapter on the IBM PC, AT, TX and compatibles. It is
essential for anyone concerned with the maintenance of
personal computer equipment or peripherals, whether
professional service technician, student or enthusiast,
240 pages (hard cover) Order code NE15 E20

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about pro-
gramming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual
144 pages Order code BP139 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold
Provides details of the various types of modern and their
suitability for specific applications. plus details of con-
necting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system Also information on common
networking systems and RTTY
96 pages Order code BP177 £2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
J. W. Penfold
Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives.
cassette recorders. modems. etc explaining what they
are, how to use them and the various types and
standards Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer
80 pages Order code BP1 70 £2.50

HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING
J. W. Penfold
Have you ever written your own programs only to rind
that they did not work) Help is now at hand with this book
which shows you how to go about looking for your
errors. and helps you to avoid the common bugs and
pitfalls of program writing Applicable to all dialects of
the BASIC language
144 pages Order code BP169 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. 8 J. W. Penfold
No previous knowledge of microprocessors or mach ne
code is assumed Topics covered are assembly lan-
guage and assemblers, the register set and memo -v.
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC Some simple programming examp,es
are given for 6502 based home computers like the VIC-
20, ORIC- 1 /Atmos, Electron, BCC and also the Comrr o
dore 64
112 pages Temporarily out of print

THE PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.1.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Another book on BASIC but with a difference This ote
does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions For all new and
potential micro users
792 pages Order code BP146 £2.95

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS
0. Bishop
These projects range in complexity from a simple colour
temperature meter to an infra -red laser. There are novel-
ties such as an electronic clock regulated by a resonating
spring, and an oscilloscope with solid-state display.
There are scientific measuring instruments such as a pH
meter and an electro-cardiometer. All projects have a
strong scientific flavour. The way they work, and how to
build and use them are fully explained.
144 pages Order code BP104 £2.95

0111RECT-

BO IN
ERVIIICS

(A Division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd I

TO ORDER
Please state the title
and order code
clearly, print your
name and address
and add the required
postage to the total
order.

Add 75p to your total order for
postage and packing (overseas
readers add £1.50 for countries
in Europe, or add £2.00 for all
countries outside Europe, sur-
face mail postage) and send a
PO, cheque or international
money order If sterling only)
made payable to Direct Book
Service quoting your name and
address, the order code and
quantities required to DIRECT
BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL
HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE,
DORSET, BH21 1RW (mail order
only).

Although books are normally
sent within seven days of receipt
of your order, please allow a
maximum of 28 days for deliv-
ery. Overseas readers allow
extra time for surface mail post.

Please check price and availability
(see latest issue of Everyday

Electronics) before ordering from
old lists. (Sept. 89)

Note our postage charge
is the same for one book or

one hundred books!
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* 31/2 digit 17mm LCD display

* 30 ranges including 20A ac/dc
* Transistor and diode test

* Continuity test with LED indicator and buzzer

* Built and tested to IEC348

Fully shrouded test leads, battery, instruction
manual and carrying case included.

AC volts 0-200m-2-20-200-750Vac ±0.8%
DC volts 0-200m-2-20-200-1000Vdc ±0.3%
AC current . . . 0-200u-2m-20m-200m-2A-20Aac ±1.0%
DC current ... 0-200u-2m-20m-200m-2A-20Adc ±0.5%
Resistance 0 -200 -2k -20k -200k -2M -20M11±0.5%
Transistor hFE 0-1000 NPN PNP
Dims 176 x90 x 36mm

ALSO - M3610
same but without
bargraph £51.95
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* 3' 2 digit 17mm LCD display

* 30 ranges including 20A ac/dc

* Frequency counter
* Capacitance test with zero adjust

* Continuity test with LED indicator and buzzer

* Transistor and diode test

* Built and tested to IEC348
Fully shrouded test leads, battery, instruction
manual anc carrying case included.

AC volts 0-200m-2-20-200-750Vac -0.8%
DC volts 0-200m-2-20-200-1000Vdc ±0.3%
AC current 0-2m-200m-20Aac ±1.8%
DC current 0-200µ-2m-200m-20Adc ±0.5%
Resistance 0 -200 -2k -20k -200k -2M -20M11
Capacitance 0-20p-200n-20uF ±2.0%
Frequency 0-200-200kHz ±-2.0%
Transistor hFE 0-000 NPN PNP
Dims 176 x90 x 36mm

ALSO - M3650
same but without .OPT Hz kHz )..JA mA m AY)
bargraph £69.95

4.11,-C-0
itA A 1 COM 7/0

iiint..) M80

M80 £66.95
* Autcranging volts, ohms, amps and

freq.bency count
* Large 21mm 33/4 digit display
* 20 Arip ac dc ranges
* Data hold function
* Ruggedised, weatherproof case

* Diode and continuity test
* Auto oolarity and zero

* Buil: and tested to IEC 348

Fully shrouded test leads, battery, carrying case
and instruction manual included.

AC volts 0-400-700Vac ±1.8%

DC volts 0-400m-4-40-400Vdc ±0.5%
AC current 0-4m-40m-400m-2-20Aac ±-1.8%
DC current 0-4m-40m-400m-240Adc -±1.2%
Resistance 0 -4k -400 -400k -4M11 :t1.2%
Frequercy 0-4k-20kHz -2:2.0%
Dims 182 x 85 x 34mm
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TOP QUALITY DIGITAL MULTIMETERS FROM:

GENT
ELECTRONICS LTD

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP.

EE82 135 Hurter Street,
Burton -on -Trent,
Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel: 0283 65435
Fax 0283 46932

VISA



INOSCOPE HM 203-6

Specification

Vertical Deflection

Operating modes: Channel I or Ch. II separate,
Channel I and II. alternate or chopped.
(Chopper frequency approx. 0.5MHz).
Sum or difference of Ch. I and ChM,
(with invert buttons for both Channels).
X -Y Mode: via Channel I and Channel II.
Frequency range: 2x DC to 20MHz I- 3dB).
Risettme: approx. 17.5ns. Overshoot: <1 %.
Deflection coefficients: 12 calibrated steps
from 5 mV/div. to 20 V/div in 1-2-5 sequence,
variable 1:2.5 to min. 2 mV/cm.
Accuracy in calibrated position: ±3%.
Input impedance: 1 MO 11 30 pF.
Input coupling: DC-AC-GD (Ground)
Input voltage: max. 400V (DC + peak AC).

Trigger System

With automatic from 10Hz-40MHz,
normal with level control from DC-40MHz
Threshold internal .5mm, external a.0.3
Slope: positive Or negative.
LED indication for trigger action.
Sources: Ch. I, Ch. II, line, external.
Coupling: AC 1a.10Hz - 10MHz), DC 10 - 1'1 MHz.
LF s1 kHz), FIF (a.1,5 kHz -40MHz).
Active TV -Sync -Separator for line and frame.

Horizontal Deflection 1.111
Time coefficients: 18 calibrated steps
from 0.5 ps/div. to 0.2 s/div. in 1-2-5 sequence,
variable 1:2.5 to min. 0.2 µs/div.,
accuracy in calibrated position: ±3%.
with X -Magnifier x 101± 5%) to 20 ns/div..
Hold -Off time: variable to approx. 10:1.
Bandwidth X -Amplifier: DC-2.5MHz (-3dB).
Input X -Amplifier via Channel II,
sensitivity see Ch. II specification.
X -Y phase shift: <3° below 120 kHz.

Component Tester

Test voltage max. 8.5V,1,5 (open circuit).
Test current max. 24 mA,r, (shorted).
Test frequency: 50 - 60 Hz (line frequency).
Test connection: 2 banana jacks 4 mm 0.
One test lead is grounded (Safety Earth).

General Information

Cathode-ray tube D14-364 P43/123, 8x1Odiv.,
rectangular screen, intern. graticule, quick heating.
Acceleration voltage: 2000V.
Trace rotation: adjustable on front panel.
Calibrator square -wave generator = 1 kHz for
probe compensation. Output: 0.2V and 2V ±1%.
Line voltage 110, 125, 220, 240V- ± 10%.
Power consumption = 37 Watt, 50/60/400Hz.
Protective system. Safety Class I (IEC 348).
Weight: approx. 7.5 kg. Colour: techno-brown.
Cabinet: W 285, H 145, D 380 mm.
Lockable tilt handle.

Subject to change without notice

20MHz Standard Oscilloscope
2 Channels, max. 2 mV/div. Sensitivity, Component Tester
Timebase: 0,2 s/div. to 20 ns/div. incl. x 10 Magnifier, Variable Holdoff
Triggering: DC-40MHz, TV Sync Separator, Trigger LED

The HM203-6 is Westerr Europe's best selling oscilloscope because it
responds thoroughly to customer demands for reliability, superior perfor-
mance, and ease of operation.

The outstanding transient response of the HM203-6, particularly when
displaying square wave signals, is one of the pre-eminent features of this quality
instrument. The integrity of the signals reproduced by this oscilloscope reflecta
dedication to engineering excellence normally only found in expensive labora-
tory instruments. As an aid to ensure the correct polarities when displaying the
sum, difference, or video signals, an "invert" control is provided on both chan-
nels. Technically advanced triggering circuits enable the user to attain clear, sta-
ble displays from DC to over 40MHz, with input levels as low as 0.5 divisions.
The Holdoff control enables even complex asynchronous waveforms to be
solidly displayed. Trigger action is indicated by an LED, which illuminates when-
ever the trigger threshold point is crossed. And for the display of video signals,
the HM 203-6 has an active TV sync separator, which allows for automatic syn-
chronizing with line and frame frequencies.

The CRT's 8 x10 cm intern& graticule enhances parallax -free viewing over a
wide field. In addition, the CRT is fully shielded with mumetal to prevent display
distortion in the presence of strong magnetic fields.

As a practical, built-in feature, the component tester enables the operator
to quickly identify faulty semiconductors and a large variety of individual compo-
nents, both in circuit and out.

This Hameg HM 203-6 oscilloscope is a marvellous tool. After a

few hours use you will wish you had bought one sooner. A high
quality reliable instrument made in West Germany. Guaranteed
for two years (parts and labour).

£314.00+£47 VAT FREE 48 HOURS DELIVERY (UK)
2 YEARS PARTS & LABOUR WARRANTY

Accessories supplied: Two 10:1 probes, Line cord, Operators manual

ELECTRONICS it LTD

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:

135 Hunter Street,
Burton -on -Trent,

1E3 Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel: 0283 65435
Fax: 0283 46932
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